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PREFACE

The development of Computer Programs, which are referred to as Software, is currently
on the critical path of all NATO weapon systems and developments. The cost of designing,
developing, and subsequently maintaining software is currently costing many times the cost
of the related hardware. The objective of this AGARDograph, assembled by the Guidance
and Control Panel of AGARD, brings together related experience in the NATO community
as a guide for future guidance and control software development.

The AGARDograph is organized into two major parts. Part I deals with software
design and management, while Part II covers software applications. We have been truly
fortunate to obtain contributions in this AGARDograph from the most knowledgeable,
expericnccd software experts on both sides of thc Atlantic. Particular recognition must be
given to the extensive efforts of the authors for developing the chapters which bear their
names. We are grateful for the time these knowledgeable experts have taken to share their
valuable experiences and lessons learned.

The Editor also wishes to express his appreciation to his panel colleagues Monsier Daniel
Pichoud (France), Dr Reiner Onken (Germany), Mr Peter Kant (Netherlands), Mr John
Hillington (United Kingdom), Mr Ronald Vaughan (US Navy), and Dr Herman Redeiss
(US-NASA) who assisted me in the selection of topics and the identification of authors from
their respective countries. I also wish to acknowledge the valuable contribution and
assistance provided by the AGARD staff.

Special recognition is due my secretary, Mrs Agnes Vislosky, who handled most of my
correspondence, assembled the final manuscript and even typed two of the last chapters
submitted to enable their inclusion in this AGARDograph.

LOUIS J.URBAN
Technical Director
Deputy for Avionics Control
Aeronautical Systems Division
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
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AN APPROACHTO THE DERIVATION AND VALIDATION OF REQUIREMENTS

by

A. 0. Ward
British Aerospace
Aircraft Group
Warton Division
Preston PR4 IAX
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

The preparation of requirements is seen to be a relevant area to address in order
to improve system software acquisition. There is evidence to suggest that it is
potentially cost effective to consider means of improving the way in which requirements
are validated. In order to validate requirements the form of expression and methodology
of derivation need to be structured in a particular way. To achieve this a convenient
interface with the engineer is required as well as an information structure amenable
to validation and automated aids to this process.

Such an approach is described, embodying a hierarchial diagrammatic notation,
information structure and an appropriate system description language and analyser to
assist validation.

INTRODUCTION

This paper will discuss the problems associated with the development of requirements
for Guidance and Control Software. It will suggest ideas that it is believed will
overcome these problems and describe a specific application of those ideas in terms of a
methodology and associated tools.

Let us first examine the position and contribution of requirements definition in
the perspective of the overall product life cycle. In doing so we will consider it from
two relevant viewpoints.

- The resources needed to produce requirements.

- The quality of requirements and its impact on budget.

A typical phased life cycle is shown in Fig. (1) as consisting of a number of logical steps
providing both technical and management outputs. There is general agreement that
phasing product development in this way is desirable although there is still much discussion
as to the specific interfaces between phases and the methodologies and tools used to achieve
them.

The following observations can be made:

The requirements phase represents a small percentage of overall budget and is labour
intensive. A typical budget profile taken from (1) is shown in Fig. (2). The cost of
changing software either to correct errors or because of modified requirements becomes more
expensive as the life cycle proceeds. This is exemplified by Fig. (3), based on Boehm (2),
where the cost can be seen to be increasing by orders of magnitude between requirements and
operation. Development apart, requirements are less likely to change if they are considered
in depth to begin with and quite clearly some errors originate from a poor communication
interface between customer and supplier.

These observations lead to the conclusion that benefits are to be gained by improving
the way in which requirements are developed. A large percentage increase in resources
applied to the requirements phase will result in a small change to the overall budget and
hence improving the production of requirements has a potentially advantageous cost leverage.
Having established a case for examining the production of requirements in order to ascertain
how it can be improved we will discuss below the nature of the problems encountered in more
detail. Without wishing to pre-empt this discussion it is believed that these problems can
be overcome by the following:

- Enter the production of requirements by considering as many technical viewpoints as

possible.

- Provide the engineer with a convenient notation for expression.

- Proceed via decomposition to produce a hierarchy of functions and data.

- Establish an information structure that enables validation.
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- Enlist the help of tools that will assist validation and simplify the production of
documentation.

In this paper we will discuss the roles of a standard for the expression of requirements,
a methodology to be used in their derivation and tools to assist us. A particular set will
be described that currently appear to be adequate while accepting the necessity for their
development in the light of experience.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE PRODUCTION OF REQUIREMENTS

There is a growing feeling on both sides of the Atlantic that many of the problems
associated with software projects can be traced back to inadequacies in the requirements
specification phase. This observation is important when one considers the cost of
correcting problems over the product life cycle. As mentioned above, Boehm has shown
that there is a significant difference between the cost of correcting errors during
requirements specification and when the product has reached the testing phase.

Unfortunately, as Rubey so effectively points out in (3), the organisation of
software testing often means that the most significant errors are detected late in the
testing activity. The initial unit testing usually only detects the errors made by the
programmers when the unit under test was programmed. The integration testing generally
only detects errors that result from an incomplete or ambiguous software design.
Acceptance testing, done last, detects errors that were made very early on when the
functions that the programme satisfies were defined. Clearly the early verification of
the original functional requirements is essential.

In TRW's software reliability study (4) the analysis of error data showed that
most of the errors were design and requirement errors as opposed to coding errors and
those made during the correction of other problems. The evidence indicates that although
software development projects typically expend much effort in requirements and design
reviews, these sources of error were shown to represent major portions (60%) of the total
errors detected during formal testing.

Reifer has reported more recently in (5) the results of project experience indicating
that more than 62.5% of all changes during test and integration resulted from latent
requirements and design errors. In turn about 85% of those errors were a result of
inadequacies or deficiencies in requirements.

Perhaps the most comprehensive collection of qualititive evidence based on project
experience is to be found in the MITRE study (6) for the United States Department of
Defense. This work was aimed at translating software acquisition and management problems
into specific objectives that the DoD could then pursue as part of its research and
development programme. The comments in the project interviews that relate to requirements
specification are quoted below.

- Requirements were not well developed or understood by the user and the sub-
contractor.

- Requirements change during development; programme managers should try to get user
agreements early in the process.

- Some of the major software problems and delays were caused from software not
performing the functions that management intended.

- It takes too long to develop, produce and deploy weapons systems (up to 10 years).
Requirements change over the development cycle which causes expensive redesign
efforts.

- It is important to validate interfaces early.

- There is a need to stabilise requirements early in the system acquisition. Changes
to the requirements caused major software redesign efforts which delayed the
operational date of this system. With extended development of a system there is
a danger it will be overtaken by the technology changes.

- There is a need to do a good system analysis of requirements, define all interfaces
and to ensure that all components of a system can be built before starting the
detailed software design and coding.

- There are at times software compromises made at the beginning of a system develop-
ment because of the lack of funds. However, there always seems to be funds to
correct for software deficiencies later.

- There is a reed for a research and development programme to find ways to accomplish
automatic verification through simulation or other means to avoid expensive
testing.
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- Changing requirements presented major problems; trying to cope with changes was
expensive and time consuming.

- Functional requirements should be clearly stated before entering into a develop-
ment contract. A good check on feasibility of requirements is to determine
whether they are testable, if not they should be eliminated.

The quotations were given in full in order to emphasise the repetition of certain
observations over the many projects examined.

- Requirements should be validated at an early stage.

- Changes to requirements are the norm and have expensive consequences.

- There is a communication problem between the customer (requirements) and the
contractor (product) that leads to lack of conformance.

- Requirements need assessing to ensure that they are practicable.

We can conclude therefore that in order to improve the situation we require standards and
tools that will satisfy the following objectives.

- Validate requirements (i.e. ascertain if they are consistent and complete).

- Assess the consequence and potential cost of changes to requirements.

- Improve the communication between the customer and contractor (i.e. unambiguous).

- Provide the detail that will allow realistic assessment of whether requirements
are practicable.

It could also be said that another cause of changes to requirements is that they were
inadequately considered originally and so any improvement in their production should
include mechanismg that assist the engineer in making his statement as comprehensive as
possible. This can only be done by allowing individual viewpoints to be expressed and
subsequently combined into an overall system requirement.

This latter point is important when considering new generations of avionic systems,
moving away from centralised computing and equipment oriented subsystems towards a fully
integrated approach with distributed and even federated processing. The latter approach,
to be effective, should as far as possible have no preconceived ideas concerning equipment
boundaries before functional requirements have been prepared.

It can be concluded from the above that the quantitive evidence justifies the case for
improving the way in which we produce requirements through leverage on the overall budget.
The qualitative evidence points to specific ways in which the process could be improved,
such as techniques for validation and improving customer/vendor communication.

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

This section will discuss how the problems of communication, validation, conformance
and the consequence of change can be addressed. The solutions are intrinsically related
to the structure of the requirement both to improve communciation and assist validation
although differing in the resolution of detail.

Requirements are presented in varying levels of detail as a starting point.

The customer may have just a notional idea of what he requires of his system and will
rely on the implementor to produce a more detailed statement in partnership with him. At
the other end of the scale, the customer, because of his experience may be able to transfer
his notional requirements into the detail needed without assistance.

With either approach it is essential that the detailed end product conforms with the
original (or notional) requirement. Notional, perhaps is too trivial an adjective but it
is attempting to show that the customer views the system requirement, initially, as part
of a global requirement at a higher level. For example, as part of a strategic scenario
a front line ground support vehicle with reconnaissance may be required, to which can be
assigned certain qualities such as navigation performance, weapon aiming accuracy etc.
This high level requirement must then be translated into a system requirement which can
be seen to be part of an overall vehicle requirement. At a lower level, the system
requirement is itself seen to consist of specifications for particular pieces of hardware
and matching software requirements.

Clearly the transformation and enhancement of the original requirement down to the

detail of a software requirement which can act as the basis for software design is a
long and laborious process. It is also vital that during this process conformance between
the starting point and the end product is preserved and that nowhere along the way
inconsistencies and ambiguities accumulate that will lead to erroneous requirements or
requirements that will confuse their recipient the software designer.
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It is believed that this can be achieved by developing requirements within a
hierarchial framework, where each level in the hierarchy represents a more detailed
qualification of the problem. Ideally the hierarchy should be developed from the overall
system requirements and transcend into the software requirements but at the very least be
employed for software requirements.

Thus, in a process hierarchy approach a system is organised as a sequence of
hierarchial levels of processes. In each level a group of interacting processes can be
observed which is accomplished by yet another group at a lower level (7). This general
approach to describing systems is varyingly described as top down, structured, stepwise
refinement and functional decomposition. Although there are subtle differences in these
techniques, in practice, they subscribe to the philosophy outlined above.

This approach has been the basis of successful engineering practice for decades. A
requirement is initially satisfied by a conceptual or outline solution that is gradually
more detailed until an adequate description of the system results that will allow it to
be built. This process allows iterations to take place between the various levels.

Fig. (4) is a simplified representation of the drawing scheme used to manufacture
an aircraft and it is possible to make the following observations.

- There are several levels of detail.

- At each level of detail the customer and designer assess in turn whether the
design is practicable, will satisfy the requirements and if it is correct.

- The hierarchy of information that each drawing level represents can be seen to
be a logical decomposition of the preceding levels.

- There is an unambiguous method of expressing the design (i.e. a drawing system
with standards).

- Inter-relationships between various levels and drawings at the same level are
referenced on the diagrams.

In short, there is a visible structure of the information required to construct the
aircraft.

When applied to the development of system and software requirements it is clear that
such an approach if applied rigorously would enable conformanice to be established via a
series of small increments of detail. Equally the effect of changes to the requirement
could be quickly traced through the hierarchy in order to establish the functions affected
by such a change. The notation in the engineering analogy allows an unambiguous statement
of the requiremnt which is vetted against a drawing standard. In the case of system/
software requirements a standard is needed that imposes an information structure on the
description that prevents ambiguities and inconsistencies.

As a very simple example consider a small subset of the information categories
required in describing process and data.

PROCESS Name: A recognisable and unique identifier for the process.
Part of: It should be seen to be part of a process at the previous level.
Parts are: The names of processes that are part of this process at the

next level.
Uses: The data used by this process.

DATA
Name: A recognisable and unique identifier for the data.
Part of: It should be seen to be part of data at the previous level.
Parts are: The names of data that are part of this data at the next level.
Used by: The names of processes that use this data.
Derived by: The name of the process that derives this data.

The validation of information provided in these categories falls into two areas:

- Whether the information is present or not and its consequence.

- If the information is present, is it consistent with corresponding information in
other categories and relating to other parts of the system.

The scale of the validation tasks associated with these two classes differ by an order of
magnitude. The complexity of the latter task is further magnified when one considers that
the categories described above represent a very small percentage of all the possible
categories of information that would be expected by a comprehensive requirements standard.
The function of the standard is that it has made validation of the requirements possible
(i.e. the validation procedures are now visible). The function of an automated aid is that
it makes the validation process practicable by alleviating the considerable clerical task
of checking the many categories of information necessary.
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A SPECIFIC APPROACH TO THE PRODUCTION OF REQUIREMENTS

The ideas discussed in the previous section have been used to devise a specific
approach to developing systems and software requirements. This work is aimed at deriving
the requirements for a fully integrated avionic system of the type being considered for
current and future military aircraft. The techniques and tools are collectively described
as Semi Automated Functional Requirements Analysis (SAFRA). The major elements of SAFRA
are shown in Fig. (5) and can be seen to contain the following:

A Method of Problem Entry and Decomposition

This consists of bounding the problem to be described and in doing so proposing the
viewpoints to be considered while developing the requirement. Information is collected
for each viewpoint including its impact on other viewpoints and represented in tabular
form. The tabular data are decomposed and used to identify threads (or logical paths of
operation) through the actions required to satisfy the input and output data. The threads
are reconciled to produce combined threads both within viewpoints and across viewpoints
where iteration between them occurs.

A level of decomposition is defined as a statement of a new set of viewpoints
reflecting the changing influences brought about by increasing the level of detail.

A Notation for Description

The requirement at the highest and subsequent levels is represented using a simple
diagrammatic notation which allows decomposition of data and process to proceed in parallel.
All the elements contained within the diagrams are described via lower level diagrams and
associated text referred to as object definitions.

An Information Structure for Validation

The information contained in the object definition is translated into the more rigid
format of a Technical Definition for each object and for a number of object types. The
format consists of particular information categories which ar3 in part of a general nature
or specific to the object type.

Validation

The validation procedure is used to check the consistency, completeness and ambiguity
of all the information categories in a Technical Definition. These tests validate
hierarchial statements and also cross references to related Technical Definitions.

Practically all of these tests can be accomplished using a system description language
with associated analyser and data base.

In the context of SAFRA the particular methodologies and tools employed are as follows.
The method of problem entry and nitation are based upon the Controlled Requirements
Expression (CORE) methodology developed by System Designers Ltd., in the United Kingdom.
The information structure to assist validation also owes much to System Designers'
standards for requirement specification.

The automated aid used for validation is the University of Michigan's Information
System Design and Optimisation System (ISDOS) consisting of a Problem Statement Language
(PSL) and Problem Statement Analyser (PSA). The above features of SAFRA will now be
discussed in a little more detail.

Problem Entry and Decomposition

The top level of a requirement should be achieved by considering aE many viewpoints
as possible that relate to external interaction with (or influence on) the system being
described, (e.g. tactical user, pilot etc.). For a particular viewpoint information
is assimilated by the engineer directly or by interviewing a relevant specialist using a
checklist of questions. Experience to date indicates that this list begins as an aide
memoire but once the engineer becomes more practiced it can evEntually be dispensed with.
A typical question checklist is shown in table (1).

This collecting of information is the first of ten logical steps taken at each le"el
of decomposition. Subsequent steps relate to data reconciliation, data decomposition and
the construction of isolated and combined threads through each viewpoint and across view-
points. The threads are represented by the diagrammatic notation described below. In
addition to threads an operational (a 'snapshot') view is considered in order to describe
the system in operation, indicating, for example, the degree of parallelism required.

The final step is a 'reliability' assessment, where every object (data and process)
is examined in order to ascertain the consequence of its failure or degradation on the rest
of the system. This check will result in system changes if corrective or recovery action
is required.

The reader is referred to reference (8) for a more comprehensive discussion of the
methodology underlying Controlled Requirements Expression (CORE).
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1. Establish system title.
2. Define system purpose (from previous level).
3. Define system boundaries (for the particular level).
4. Establish Decomposition Viewpoint(s).
5. Define Decomposition Level.
6. ACTIONS

What Actions does the ............................... system perform?
(How are these Actions performed?) (By what mechanism)
Prompts: Operator/Computer/Transmitter/Receiver
Are there any other Actions?
(How are these Actions performed?)
Are you sure thats all?

7. What are the inputs for the Actions above?
8. What are the sources for these inputs?
9. What are the outputs for the Actions above?

10. What are the destinations of these outputs?
11. What Events occur that start or stop these Actions?
12. What Action does the ........................... system perform to Gather

Information?
Prompt: Input signal transducers
(By what mechanism does the ........................ system Gather Information?)
Prompt: Sensor/Operator

13. What Action(s) does the ........................ system carry out on Inputs?
Prompt: Signal Processing/Computing
(By what mechanisms are these Actions performed?)
Prompt: Aircraft systems/operators/processing

14. What Information Checking does the .......................... system perform?
Prompt: Signal validation/Signal correlation
(By what mechanism is this change conducted?)
Prompt: Computing : hardware/software

15. What Information Storage does the ........................... system perform?
Prompt: Mission Data Store (e.g. Target position/Waypoint (Fuel))
(By what mechanism is this storage achieved?)
Prompt: Alterable store/permanent store

16. What Dissemination Action(s) does the ........................... system perform
on the output data?

Prompt: Transducing/Output Data processing
(By what mechanism(s) is this dissemination achieved?)
Prompt: Data Formatter/Transmitter

17. What Correction/Change Action does the ........................... system perform?
Prompt: System updates/course corrections
(By what mechanism(s) are these Corrections/Changes achieved?)
Prompt: Operator/Aircraft Systems.

18. What management/control action does the .......................... system perform?
Prompt: Engine control - by the Main Engine Control Units

Flight control - by the C.S.A.S.
'(By what mechanism(s) is management/control achieved?)
Prompt: Operator/Computer

19. What Failure Detection; Location and Diagnostic Action; does the .................
system perform?

Prompt: Internal Testing
(By what mechanism(s) are failures detected; located; and diagnosed?)
Prompt: Test circuitry

20. What are the Inputs for the Actions in 12 to 19 above?
(By what media are these Data Transmitted?)

21. Is that all?
22. From what sources are each of these inputs derived?
23. Is that all?
24. What are the Outputs for the Actions in 12 to 19 above?

(By what media are these Data Transmitted?)
25. Is that all?
26. What destinations are these outputs passed to?
27. Is that all?
28. What Events occur that start or stop the system?

(When do these Events occur?)
29. For Decomposition Questions 6 to 14 apply.

TABLE (1)
TYPICAL QUESTION CHECKLIST
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Diagrammatic Notation

The basic technique of description is a hierarchic set of diagrams. An item which
appears on one diagram is itself decomposed and described in a lower level diagram. Each
diagram is supported by notes and the whole is supplemented by a complete Technical
Definition which always contains information under key headings, which we will discuss
later. This section will attempt to describe the notation only.

The system adopted allows strict control of the consistency of one level of
decomposition with the higher level from which it was derived and is based upon boxes and
directed lines. On each diagram a box defines an object and a line defines its interface,
interaction or area of external effect. The interfaces to a box at one level must appear
as external interfaces in the lower level decomposition description.

As most systems contain two fundamental hierarchies (process and data) the production
of a description aims to represent both hierarchies via a simple notation. This is done
using two sets of diagrams:

- Data diagrams

- Process diagrams

In a data diagram a box represents information and a directed line normally
represents a process. In a process diagram a box represents a process and a directed line
represents information.

The side of the box at which a directed line appears indicates the type of relation-
ship between the line and the box.

The difference between these two approaches in practice is shown in Fig. (6) and
can be termed 'data on arrow' and 'process on arrow'.

Box Ordering

Temporal ordering of data production or process takes place from left to right,
within a particular diagram.

Increasing
Time

If B were a process this means that it can take place at -tnytime between the end of A and
the start of C. If B were data, it is produced between the time A has been produced and
the time C starts being produced.

Intermediate order is shown vertically.

B and C may occur in any order, including in parallel, but both must occur after A and
before D.
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Mutual exclusion is indicated by a 0 in one of the top corners of a box.

Either B or C, but not both, will occur after A and before D for process diagrams,
which occurs will depend upon the selection made by A.

Iteration is indicated by an * in one of the top corners of a box.

B occurs repeatedly after A and before C, this may include zero occurences.

Combined Ordering Notations

The above notation may be combined in such a way as to represent the following cases:

Here B and C occur repeatedly after A and before D, and instances of B and C can occur
in any order or in parallel (e.g. asynchronous process).

Here, B occurs repeatedly and C occurs once, i.e. after A and before D. Each instance
of B can occur before, after or in parallel with the one instance of C.
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Here, either one instance of B or several instances of C occur after A and before D.

Line Branching

Lines interconnecting boxes may be branched appropriately to indicate either
decomposition or duplicate use of whatever the line is representing.N -0
Here B is a composite of Bi and B2

For process on arrow: X is derived partly by A and Bl;
Y is derived partly by C and B2;
Parts of B derive parts of X and Y;

For data on arrow: Part of X uses A and part uses Bl;
Part of Y uses C and part uses B2;
Parts of B are used by part of X and part of Y;A

For process on arrow: X is derived partly by A and B;
Y is derived partly by C and B;
B derives parts of X and Y;

For data on arrow: All of B is used by part of X and by part of Y;
B is not being decomposed.
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Line Joining

Similar rules apply to line joining.

Here D is a composite of Dl and D2

For process on arrow: Part of X is used by D1 and part by C;
Part of Y is used by D2;
Parts of X and Y are used by parts of D;

For data on arrow: Part of X derives Dl and part derives C;
Part of Y derives D2;
Parts of X and Y derive the parts of D;

For process on arrow: Part of X and all of Y is used by C;

For data on arrow: All of C is derived by part of X and by part of Y;
C is not being decomposed;

A final word about lines and boxes.

A X

B
The data X cannot travel backwards in time. This construction is possible only if A and
B are parts of the same iteration box.

X can travel backwards only if an iteration at a higher level contains A and B or if A
also receives a default (initialisation) value.
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Object Definitions

The diagrams above are insufficient and in order to provide a complete system
description additional information is required. The nature of this information is such
that it would be inconvenient to include it in the diagrams and therefore it is provided
as additional text. The function of the object definition is to record all the information
required for system description prior to it being transferred into the more formal
representation required for subsequent validation. It consists of a data or process
diagram with an appropriate indexing key and associated text.

In compiling a description a certain level of confidence in its accuracy and
completeness must have been reached. In practice this is achieved by addressing the levels
below before judging the description at the current level. Thus at least two levels below
the current one will have been explained in some detail before the object definition of
the level under consideration is seen to be adequate.

A typical diagram proforma is shown in Fig. (7) with appropriate key and should be
accompanied by change and review sheets and notes providing technical information not
provided by the diagrammatic notation. For example, the following additional information
would be required in defining a process.

- A brief description of the process

- The maximum time allowed for this process

- The process at a lower level that makes up this process

- A process at a lower level utilised by this process

- A process at a higher level that utilises this process

- The frequency of this process (if iterative)

- Security classification of the subject being described

- The event that triggers this process

- The event triggered when this process is terminated

Technical Definitions

General

The function of a Technical Definition (T.D.) is to represent the system description
in such a way as to allow validation of the requirement. This is achieved by partitioning
the description into specific and unambiguous information categories, grouped according
to the type of object being described.

The categories apertain to hierarchies, relationships, qualities, time ordering
etc., of the object they are helping to describe. The titles assigned to these categories
correspond to PSL constructs and such words are identified in the T.D. description given
below, by being in capitals.

The objects used in system description are:

PROCESS

INPUT

OUTPUT

SET

GROUP

ELEMENT

INTERFACE

Brief Definiticns of the Objects are:

PROCESS: Represents any action carried out on data. It can validate Inputs,
produce Outputs, store and manipulate data to meet the objectives of
the system and cause the initiation of additional Processes.

INPUT: Describes a collection of data produced external to the system but used
by the system. It shows the flow of data from the outside world into
the system.
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OUTPUT: Describes a collection of data produced by the system, but is used
external to the system.

SET: Defined as a typical or logical view of the data as seen by the user.
It is a collection of one or more occurences of objects that contain
or carry data values. In this context it is applied to the medium
of input or output.

GROUP: A logical collection of data elements and/or other groups. In this
context it is used to describe data generated internal to the system.

ELEMENT: The basic unit of data and therefore cannot be sub-divided. An
element is used to describe a data object which may take on a value.
In this context it is used to describe data generated internal to
the system.

INTERFACE: An object or system outside the boundaries of the target system that
interacts with the system being described.

In addition to the above, T.Ds for events and the conditions that control them have
also been considered.

A Technical Definition for a Process is given below as an example.

PROCESS TECHNICAL DEFINITION

PROCESS: The name of this PROCESS;

SYNONYM: An appropriate synonym;

DESCRIPTION: A short description of this PROCESS starting on this line
and preferably not more than 5 lines in length, terminated
with a;

KEYWORDS: An appropriate identifier that can be used for selective
retrieval from the database;

ATTRIBUTES ARE:

TIME-LIMITS The maximum time allowed for this PROCESS;

SEE-MEMO: The name of the document that calls up the requirement for
this PROCESS;

GENERATES: The OUTPUTS generated by this PROCESS;

RECEIVES: The INPUTS received by this PROCESS;

SUBPARTS ARE: The PROCESSES at a lower level, that make up this PROCESS;

PART OF: The PROCESS, at a higher level, that this PROCESS is part of;

UTILIZES: A PROCESS at a lower level utilized by this PROCESS;

UTILIZED BY: A PROCESS at a higher level that utilizes this PROCESS;

USES: Internal data used by this PROCESS;

DERIVES: Internal data derived by this PROCESS;

PROCEDURE: AFTER The PROCESS that immediately precedes this PROCESS in time,

BEFORE " " " follows "

HAPPENS: Frequency TIMES-PER: Interval; (e.g. HAPPENS: 30 TIMES-PER
second)

TRIGGERED BY: The event that starts this PROCESS off;

INCEPTION-CAUSES: Events generated by the inception of this PROCESS;

TERMINATION CAUSES: The event generated when this PROCESS finishes;

RPD: The engineer responsible for this definition (e.g. Responsible
Problem Definer);

SECURITY: Thq security classification of this Technical Definition;

SOURCE: Information not contained within the system documentation;
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VALIDATION

General

The Technical Definitions described In the previous section contain information that
may be examined as part of a validation process. Validation consists of examining the
requirement in order to ensure it is consistent, complete and unambiguous.

Completeness, here, refers to the completeness of a stated system structure and not
whether all the technical viewpoints have been accommodated. The latter will only emerge
from technical reviews of requirements.

In this section we will describe in detail a typical validation procedure, as applied
to a Process Technical Definition, in order to demonstrate the nature of the tests being
made and the files required to support them. In the next section we will suumarise how
PSL/PSA assists this procedure but it is important that we clarify the specific tasks
that the tool will undertake by first considering a manual approach to the problem.

Support Files

Before we discuss the tests there are a number of files that need to be established
and these are as follows:

System Dictionary

This contains the names of all objects referred to in a system description. This
includes items mentioned within Technical Definitions as well as the objects for which T.Ds
already exist. i.e. Object, synonym, type (e.g. Read Data, RD, Process).

Technical Definition File

This contains the names of all objects that have been qualified by a Technical
Definition. As such all objects referred to at levels of decomposition higher than the
one being considered should have an entry in this-file. Similarly, all objects being
qualified at the current level should be entered in this file. The file is structured
according to type (i.e. Process, Input, Output etc.).

Responsible Problem Definer File

This contains the names of all personnel involved in the definition of the require-
ment, with details of the specific obiects they are responsible for.

Memo File

This contains the identifiers of all ancilliary documentation referenced in the
system description with details of specific objects that reference them.

Validation Tests

Validation takes place onceTechnical Definitions have been prepared for a level of
decomposition. In brief it consists of checking each Information Category (I.C.) in the
T.Ds for completeness, consistency and ambiguity.

For example:

- Completeness; has the I.C. been completed and if not is the description still
valid?

- Consistency; are the statements made about the objects connected with this Technical
Definition consistent with complementary statements made in other Definitions?
(e.g. Inputs generated and Outputs received).

- Ambiguity; Have the names assigned to objects in one T.D. already been used in
another context elsewhere?

Checklists of tests or statements of error can be drawn up to satisfy the above
criteria and an example for the validation of a Process T.D. is shown in Fig. (8)

Answering the questions with a YES constitutes a pass, NO, a failure.

The tests may be classified as follows:

- General comments

- General section

- Hierarchies

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
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General Comments

All entries should be checked for completion and blank entries reported. Not all
of these will constitute a failure, for example a Process is not necessarily utilised by
another PROCESS. At the top and bottom levels of decomposition, the part of and subparts
are entries respectively will not apply.

Hierarchies

These in turn can be seen to be relating to

- the level above

- the current level

- the level below

Level Above

All the identifiers for T.Ds at the current level will have been included in the
description of the previous level. They will therefore appear in the System Dictionary.
The identifiers cited at the current level must be checked against the System Dictionary
to ensure that they exist and are being used in the correct context.

Statements of error would be:

Name not in System Dictionary

Name used for another purpose

Clearly, there must be one parent at the previous level, for the objects at the current
level and a T.D. must exist for it.

e.g. More than one name supplied

Entry does not exist

Current Level

All identifiers referred to at the current level must have T.Ds prepared for them
and hence entries in the T.D. file.

e.g. Entry does not exist

These T.Ds will contain complementary statements that relate to the T.D. being considered
(i.e. a DERIVES category in a PROCESS T.D. will have a complementary DERIVED BY
statement in a GROUP T.D.).

e.g. Cross References do not exist

Level Below

Names used for the level below should not already exist in the System Dictionary.

e.g. Name in System Dictionary

Clearly there should be more than one offspring, at the level below, of a parent at the
current level.

e.g. Only one name supplied

These errors are summarised in the table below:

LEVEL SYSTEM TECHNICAL ANOTHER CROSS
DICTIONARY DEFINITION PURPOSE REFERENCES

ABOVE NOT IN NOT IN YES
ERROR

CURRENT NOT IN NOT IN YES NO
STATES

BELOW IN IN YES
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PSL/PSA ASSISTANCE

General

In this section we discuss the role of PSL/PSA in SAFRA and how it can be used by the
engineer to validate and assess the completeness of his description.

In order to assist the engineer in preparing the Technical Definitions and to produce
them in such a way that they can be converted into PSL, a number of proforma have been
devised. An example is shown in Fig. (9).

Files

The files used to assist validation that were described .in the previous section can
be generated by selective use of PSA reports as follows;

System Dictionary

Every object name that successfully passes syntactical and semantic checks by the
analyser will be stored in the database. It may be subsequently retrieved and displayed
using the Dictionary Report. At minimum this will allow listing of all names stored in
alphabetical order, with synonym and type. An example is shown in Fig. (10). The
majority of names will have an implied type although they have not been explicitly assigned,
(e.g. SUBPARTS ARE of a Process must be themselves Processes). In this case the type will
be automatically assigned by the analyser. On the other hand the context of some objects
are ambiguous, (e.g. A Group may CONSIST OF Groups or Elements). In this case the name
will be stored in the database, but examination of the Dictionary will show its type as
undefined.

Technical Definition File

A Technical Definition is very similar in structure and content to a PSA Section. A
Section consists of all the valid PSL statements that relate to a particular object type.
An example for Process is shown in Fig. (11). The Formatted Problem Statement report will
list, for a particular object, all the statements entered into the database, as shown in
Fig. (12) and can be used to represent a Technical Definition File.

Responsible Problem Definer and Memo File

These may be generated as above, by use of the Formatted Problem Statement report to
list the Responsible Problem Definer and memo sections, as shown in Fig. (13) and (14).

Validation

The reader is referred to Ref. (9) for a complete description of the use of PSL/PSA
in checking a system description, here we will discuss those particular aspects that
relate to the validation procedures outlined in the previous section.

A considerable portion of the error detection facilities in PSA are used to check
the preciseness of new PSL statements being added to the database. The analyser checks
that the syntax is correct and that the user-defined names given in the new statements
are consistent with the names already in the database. If either of these conditions fail,
an error diagnostic is generated by the analyser to inform the user that the information
to be stored in the database was ambiguous or inconsistent. No ambiguous or inconsistent
information is allowed into the database.

It is important that once an object is defined and has an associated object type
(e.g. Process or Set), the object can only be used in the context in which it is defined.
Thus an object defined to be a Process cannot be also used to define a Group of data.

Similarly, only valid relationships between objects are allowed. For example, a

USES relationship between two Process names is not permissible and any attempt to specify
this would generate an error diagnostic.

Let us now examine the validation tests for hierarchies, described in the previous
section, in order to identify how PSL/PSA provides assistance.

Level Above

Name not in System Dictionary: the name will have been automatically entered at the
previous level description and if not, the reasons for omission would have been reported
via an error diagnostic.

Name used for another purpose: this will be reported by the analyser when a new
block of PSL is input (i.e. 'Name already used in different context').

More than one name supplied: this will be reported by the analyser when a new block
of PSL is input (i.e. 'Already part of something else'). This only applies to system
structure relationships (i.e. Part of/Subparts are), data structure relationships
(i.e. Consists of/Contained in) are such that objects may be Contained In several objects
at a higher level.
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Entry does not exist: The Formatted Problem Statement report would be examined.

Current Level

Entry does not exist: The Formatted Problem Statement report would be examined.

Cross References do not exist: In most cases PSA makes appropriate cross references
by inserting complementary statements in the relevant sections. For example, if an
interface T.D. Generates an Input, the Input T.D. will have a Generated By statement
inserted referring to the relevant Interface.

Level Below

Name in System Dictionary: Manual Inspection of Dictionary report. This is
particularly important as entering a name that already exists in the system will merely
reopen the associated section and merge the new statements with those already in the
database.

CURRENT STATUS OF SAFRA

An approach to the development and validation of requirements has been described
that it is hoped will overcome the problems described in the earlier sections. SAFRA
is currently at the preliminary stage but development of its constituent elements is
proceeding along a broad front, addressing in-particular

- Detailed application and administration of the methodology of decomposition (CORE).

- Assessing the impact of an automated aid on Configuration and Quality Control
Procedures.

- Extending the information categories within Technical Definitions (and hence the
scope of PSL) to cater for all the elements of system description encountered in
practice.

SAFRA is being applied in two contexts:

- As an exploratory exercise it is being used to develop the requirements for an
integrated avionic system from the highest level.

- In a more specific project it is being used to produce the requirements for a
particular subsystem alongside more conventional approaches to the problem in
order to assess its relative value.
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TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE
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ABSTRACT

The paper tries to classify the steps of the development
process for computer programs in guidance and control sy-
stems. It is then tried to identify possible methologies
and support tools for development on each level and to
assess the state of the art. Several existing methods are
described.

1. INTRODUCTION

As time goes on, one reaches a better and better understanding of the thought pro-
cesses which are involved in the development of programs of some size for guidance and
control systems. This may sound trivial, but it obviously was not during the past decade,
where no visible progress followed the bold statements of computer scientists in the late
sixties: ... we have to bring programming from the state of an art to that of a science

Several approaches were tried, which tackled the problem from different sides and,
indeed, solved parts of the whole problem.

Some shall be mentioned briefly:

- Program development systems
- Simulation and emulation
- High order languages
- Problem oriented packages and languages
- Portability techniques
- Interactive programming
- Structured programming
- Specification languages
- Programming standards
- etc.

The problem was that some of these approaches competed with each other in places
where there was no reason to do so, others were too costly to implement, others were
falsly related to each other, etc. All that resulted in a "confused" picture which see-
med to reflect no progress at all.

But "suddenly", i.e. within the past three years or so, a certain hierarchy of
"levels" seems to crystallize, according to which the development process may be struc-
tured. Furthermore, first experience is available as to which of the above mentioned
approaches solves the problems of which application area. It may still take some more
years unitl a general understanding is reached as to what these levels exactly are, and
by which means or tools one should go from one level to another. But a certain guess can
be made already now, though the author would like to emphasize that it is still his per-
sonal view. It will also become obvious that the properties of the different levels are
not yet equally well understood, and that in some places there is an abundance of tools
whereas there are next to none in others.

2. THE LEVELS OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The title of this chapter has been deliberately chosen not to be restricted to pro-
grams alone, because it is the authors' conviction, that up (or: down) to a certain level
of detail, hardware and software have to be treated alike. The neglection of this aspect
has led to quite a bit of difficulties in the past: e.g. an information gap - sometimes
widening to an unwillingness even to communicate - betwen the "hardware-man" and the
"software-man", or to premature design decisions after which each "party" was stuck with
problems which were supposed to make life easier for the other. In this paper it shall
therefore be tried to abstract from the differences between hardware and software as long
as it appears feasible.

What levels can be identified under such premises:

1. Understanding the problem
2. Describing the problem
3. Sketching a solution
4. Refining the solution
5. Identifying the resources
6. Making the solution work
7. Maintaining the resulting system
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As can be seen later, the "size" of these steps (or the "distance" between the
levels) is still somewhat unbalanced, but, as said before, the classification is a first
attempt. On the other hand it may turn out that this apparent unbalance is based on the
fact that some levels are just better understood than other ones, and consequently
there is more information on them.

But let us look at them in order and some detail.

2.1 UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

On the first glance this has nothing to do with "programming", "computer-science",
"system design" or the like.

It seems to be purely a matter of the application engineer, physicist, officer, or
whosoever tries to solve a problem, maybe by means of a computer. But it is a deceiving
first impression. There are examples that e.g. a sales-engineer from a systems house dis-
covered that there was no computer necessary to automate a certain process once it had been
properly analysed and understood, or that control engineers tend to specify much too high
scan rates for inputs "just to make sure".

There are other cases like this and they seem to indicate that there is an educatio-
nal problem: Applications people will have to develop a "feeling" for the necessary "com-
puter power" and for the peculiarities of the process of digitalisation, its advantages
and limitations. It is obviously not sufficient that somebody, who understands the appli-
cation and somebody, who understands computers get together and try to discuss how to
solve the problem. There are thought processes which have to go on within one single per-
sons mind.

It cannot be excluded that in the future "cookbooks" or even automated information
retrieval systems will facilitate this process, but on the other hand it seems that there
is so much creativity involved that first stage of the development process that automa-
tion cannot help very much.

But in order not to become to philosophic we will leave this subject now.

2.2 DESCRIBING THE PROBLEM

This is still an area which is rather remote from computer technology proper. During
the centuries different crafts have developed different methods for the description of a
project, the most famous one being the plan for a building - which also describes the solu-
tion - or the numerous kinds of verbal descriptions which are issued as a basis for "re-
quests for proposals" for aquiring something.

But here computer oriented research can help. Results of research on languages as
well as on the "information content" of descriptions might lead to less error prone, less
ambiguous or more understandable descriptions of a given problem. It still seems to be ne-
cessary that such description methods are developed by people with a good understanding of
the problem and a fair amount of knowledge of the descriptional power of any kind of forma-
lized notation.

2.3 SKETCHING A SOLUTION

This step is often overlooked or its importance forgotten. But in traditional tech-
nical disciplines like architecture or mechanical engineering it plays a very important
role. The methods applied here rely heavily on the human capability of processing a huge
amount of data very rapidly if they are presented in graphic form. Certain conventions,
like the three projection planes, allow skilled people - after relatively little trai-
ning - to produce an image of the solution within their minds, i.e. develop an understan-
ding for the properties and the feasibility of the object to be constructed.

The developers of automated systems still have a long way to go in this direction.
They also suffer from a number of disadvantages which the traditional disciplines do not
have. In the first place they deal with abstract objects, like "information" or "energy"
or "momentum". Secondly they have to deal with the dynamic behaviour of systems. The
latter problem could be tackled by developing something like a "projection on time", a
rudimentary form of which may be the "transition diagrams" which are used in control

theory.

Here the specific capabilities of computers might be utilized. A developer might sugg-
est a formula, describing a certain solution, and the computer might simulate it and inform
the developer of possible responses in a graphic form. This sounds pretty abstract for the
simple reason that each discipline may require a different methology for such sketching.
Examples are the automobile industry where computers already help to design cars by presen-
ting the shape of mechanical parts in three dimensions responding to the designer's inputs
with respect to modifications, or the semiconductor-industry, where the intricate patterns
of integrated circuits are laid out in display screens and can be easily revised by the de-
signers.
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But additionally it appears necessary to develop a methodology for "system design
sketches" which works without any computer support at all. On one hand it might in some
cases be much more cost-effective and on the other hand it would avoid the psychologi-
cal stress which each interactive computer system imposes on its user, by forcing him
subconsciously to make faster decisions than necessary and giving him fewer choices
than possible. It may be compared to the production-line, which improved the producti-
vity of the individual worker immensely on the first hand, but developed formerly un-
known negative effects in the long run. Ahd why should a young technology not learn from
the mistakes of an older one and retain the advantages of "hand-held-tools" where they
are appropriate.

2.4 REFINING THE SOLUTION

We have now gradually slid into an area, where automated tools can help a great deal,
and, in fact, do and have done so for many years.

Here, given an adequate formalized method of description for the solution, enough
computing power to handle the necessary data, and proper interactive devices, the computer
can take all the combersome and boring detailed work off the human user's shoulders, like
e.g. repeating calculations with slighfty different parameters, solving differential equa-
tions with different sets of boundary conditions, checking wiring diagrams for complete-
ness, making sure that all applicable standards are met.

All that does not sound very much like the problems one is "used to have" in "sy-
stems programming". But this is only true on the first glance. Imagine a "system" (or:
"program", or: "something") with a database which contains information on every available
module of a given production line, about the ways how these can be interconnected, vol-
tage levels, fan out conditions, response times of available program-modules, etc. Im-
agine further a program which is able to simulate the behaviour of a hardware-software
configuration specified this way or imagine a simulation package that is able to show
you the behaviour of a compound of parallel processes with given time constraints under
simulated input, either statistically or problem-structure oriented.

You need not even to imagine! Such things exist and have been successfully used -
but mostly for other purposes. New CPU's have been designed this way, the behaviour of
operating systems simulated, the electrical properties of IC's verified. It is thus just
a question of time until such tools will be available for the still less costly guidance
and control applications, or they will become necessary once these applications become
more complex and costly!

Once we have reached this level we can have reasonable confidence in the feasibility
and performance of a system to be developed. We can now proceed to exactly identify the
resources we need and make the whole structure work.

2.5 IDENTIFYING THE RESOURCES

It is fully intentional that this step is described before the actual "problem sol-
ving". It has also been intentionally put after the other steps because it is - very of-
ten - done as one of the first steps and then restrains the designers freedom in an in-
adequate way or is done partially after the next step and then tends to foul up the
structure and clarity of the data representation of the solution.

To the author this process is so closely interwoven with parts of the next step that
both should rather be regarded as parallel activities. Nevertheless for sheer reasons of
the way how people tend to think and to solve their problems, every designer will still
first make a guess about the hardware he is likely to need and then start putting it to-
gether and programming it. Much simpler and tougher constraints are delivery times and
production time lags for hardware.

But despite these "facts of life" one should not forget that there have to be feed-
back loops in the development process.

On the other hand also the "soft resources" should be planned and identified here.
Data areas, buffers, structures, etc. should be outlined and their size estimated. Exist-
ing support routines, programs in other languages are resources as well and should be
identified and made available.

Automated tools can already help a great deal in doing this job. If the simulation
in the preceeding step is any good, it already contains lists and functional descriptions
of all necessary hardware and software components. It should therefore be possible, if not
easy, to extract this information and use it for further purposes.

2.6 MAKING THE SOLUTION WORK

What we have now is a kind of a model of the problem solution. The step which follows
is the one which is most widely known and into which most of the research and development
in the computer field has gone until now.
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It can be decomposed into:

- development of necessary additional hardware
- detailed program design
- coding
- component test
- integration and system test

It should be noted that in the context of this paper this is the first time that a
hardware oriented activity has been identified as a separate item. It should further
be noted that this particular item comes right ier, and not much earlier - as it usually
does, which in turn usually results in problems at integration time. But we will leave it
at that and consider the development of hardware modules of limited complexity as a well
understood problem, which we do not have to discuss here.

2.6.1 DETAILED PROGRAM DESIGN

This work item is far from being easy. The traditional means - flowcharts - has proven
quite helpful and adequate for programs of moderate size, but turned out to be next to use-
less for describing the parallel structure of programs for embedded computer systems, and
is of an all too seducive softness which tends to turn sizeable programs into beautiful
patterns of incomprehensible complexity. Together with the nearly unlimited possibilities
of good assemblers this has resulted in programs which sometimes are works of art, but ...

This "state of the art" has been of concern to computer scientiest as well as practi-
tioners during the past decade. They have come up with different solutions. The practiti-
oners introduced "programming standards" within their organizations, i.e. mostly "cookbooks"
containing e.g. upper limits of the size of program moduls, forbidden instructions, regula-
tions on the use of certain instructions, limitations on branches, etc.

Computer science, on the other hand, mainly developed the methods of "structured pro-
gramming". The sometimes raging battles about which constructions were good and which ones
should be outlawed ("GOTO considered harmful") seem to have settled down on a reasonable
level of (dis-)agreement and now allow transfer of ideas and methods developed into the
area of the practitioners. Partly this has already happend with the "Structograms", deve-
loped by Nassi and Shneiderman [NSH 731 with Jackson's method [JAC 761, or the IBM-origi-
nated HIPO-Method [IBM 75]. In the area of realtime-programming it is about to happen, e.g.
with the diagrams developed by the author [ELZ 77/21 or with the pool-channel-interface-
method used in MASCOT [JAH 76].

One characteristic of these newer methods is that they can be automated, if necessary.
An example for a useful computerization of the Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams is the programm-
ing aid "COLUMBUS" [WIT 74], which shows the versatility of the method by applying the same
structuring principles to three different programming languages: FORTRAN, COBOL and Assemb-
ler.

This remark leads us to another very well established program development aid - high
order languages (HOl's). They have been one of the oldest and most proven means to facili-
tate the design of programs, to structure them, to speed up coding, to facilitate testing,
etc., i.e. they considerably improved the state of the art in programming in several ways
already several years ago. In the areas of "conventional" programming FORTRAN, COBOL and
ALGOL were introduced nearly twenty years ago and have since then undoubtedly helped to
solve problems which otherwise would have been drowned in detail and effort if assembly
coding had been the only available method.

The situation has, however, been different in the areas of programming for guidance
and control applications and general systems implementation.

The essence of this is that there are now highorder programming languages for nearly
all areas of computing and that some of them will even be (internationally) standardized
which will further help to reduce proliferation at least to a certain extent. A survey on
that area is given in two papers by the author [ELZ 77/1, ELZ 781.

But a closer look at the success of the HOL's reveales another interesting phenome-
non: The main reason for their success has been their ability to raise the level of ab-
straction on which a program designer can think and work, or, to put it an other way,
they reduce the amount of detail by which he is bothered at any given time of the design
process.

This principle has, of course, been formulated very early and a number of languages
have been designed, the most famous being ALGOL 68, which contained elements for allowing
the user to define his own level of abstraction on which he wanted to work. Under other
aspects it has been addressed e.g. by PARNAS in his proposals concerning specification
and structuring and by Wulf in the ALPHARD approach (WLS 761. It has also been of major
concern during the development of "Ada", an HOL which has been developed for the US-Dept.
of Def. for future use in all types of embedded computer systems [ADA 79, ELZ 79/2]. The
aim has been that, with one basic language, a user or a user community can define all the
levels of abstraction necepsary for their design problems, thus unifying the design process
at least in steps 4, 5 and 6.
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The principle of raising the "level of abstraction" has also had an impact on other
areas of computer applications for guidance and control. A vast amount of research effort
has gone into the investigation of operating system principles and elements. Here, the
work seems to converge, at least for mono-processor operating systems. The principles
developed allow to describe the structure of operating systems on a level which is just
right for the "traditional" HOL's. This in turn may have a positive effect on the whole
design process. It will be possible to utilize some of the interactions between conven-
tional language elements and operating system elements in order to achieve better and
more efficient programs. In another paper [ELZ 77/1] the author has investigated this
effect in more detail and tried to identify some consequences.

2.6.2 CODING

With the elaborations on high order languages we have already touched the next step,
coding. In case assembly languages are used, the design process is often even physically
interrupted here and the specification handed over to another person, the coder. But
this is not a necessary step and we may well regard the tool, by which a higher level
language is transformed into machine-useable form, as an "automatic coder". It is usu-
ally called a compiler, but as technology advances, one recognizes that this tool is in
fact a whole toolbox, consisting of, e.g. a front-end compiler, a code-generator, a link-
loader, libraries, a control-interface to the user or the operating system, may be a spe-
cial integrated assembler etc.

It should be noted that in a development process like the one outlined in this paper,
there is no place any more for the "coder" in the traditional sense, who transforms - by
hand - nrograms from a form readable by humans into a machine readable form. Automation
has finally reached a very high state here. But, and this is another interesting obser-
vation, one begins already to question whether one should go any further at this parti-
cular point or even back up a little and allow for more human intervention. One example
may serve as an illustration: During the high time of belief in compilers a language,
PL/I, was developed, which could be translated in such a way that even programs which were
not complete in some sense could be transformed into runnable code which in turn produced
results - but not necessarily the ones the user expected.

One has backed up from this "fully automated philosophy" and now requires that the
user completely specifies what he expects the program to do before it can be translated.
This in turn leads to some more recent considerations according to which the user should
be able to interfere with the compiler a little more - of course only at specified points -
e.g. in order to extract information which he may need later. This, together, with many
other requirements for a software environment for a modern HOL, has been investigated with-
hin the "Ada" - project, too [PEB 79, ELZ 79/1].

As we now obviously have reached the summit of possible automation of the system develop-
ment process, it can only go downhill, which, indeed, it rapidly does.

2.6.3 COMPONENT TESTING

Testing is one of the areas in system development, where art and intuition, patience
and craftsmanship still play an important role.

On one side this is just a consequence of the not-yet-orderly state of program deve-
lopment, but on the other hand it has intrinsic reasons. There is automated test equipment
for hardware components, but there is little of that around for software. Maybe the reason
is simply that there are usually many pieces of hardware produced to one design, whereas
software is mostly just one-of-a-kind, but sometimes the reasons are just sloppiness, press-
ure of time, lack of know-how, etc.

But such tools are not sufficient. Testing has to be done already during coding

and has to be built into the design. If automatic testing is not feasible or not worth
the effort, feedback loops in the coding process, like incremental compilation, might
help. Furthermore, for guidance and control applications it is of extreme importance
that interactive testing aids are built in the production system, which allow the
user, though unplanned, to interact with the program under test on language level.
There are successful examples.

As a future overall effort it might be well worthwhile to structure the whole design
process in a manner that proper feedback loops allow testing of the design decisions made
on a higher level already on the next lower level.

2.6.4 INTEGRATION AND SYSTEM TEST

This is quite similar to the previous chapter, except that we are still a little
further downhill and that considerations on symmetry of design and testing apply still
more: Testing has to be built into the design.

But, as things have a tendency to go wrong, and "the best laid plans of men and mice
... ", too, there have to be tools for reconfiguring and replugging, for bypassing faulty
components and keeping record of effects already investigated. Not to forget retesting
after the "program has not been changed at all ... nearly".
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2.7 MAINTAINING THE RESULTING SYSTEM

This is a sad story or an ugly duckling, which hopefully will be come a swan. If one
may believe hearsay, and there are few reasons not to do so, maintenance is a dull job,
staffed with people who either are incompetent or who become so. There are horror-stories
about programs getting out of control after some time of maintenance, etc. On the other
hand there are estimates that maintenance consumes from fourty to ninety percent of the
total system lifecycle costs, mainly because of the above reasons. What can be done?

Surprisingly, nobody seems to know an answer. During a study, "VEPAS" [VEP 77] carr-
ied out by "Project PDV" in the FRG it turned out that everybody saw that there was a prob-.
lem, but nobody had an answer. During a workshop on software tools, held under the auspices
of the US-DoD-HOL-project, the same result emerged.

One thing seemed to become clear: Maintenance has also to be built into the design.
The design has to be transparent, the documentation complete, correct and easily available,
there have to be training courses, the maintenance people have to be better motivated, etc.

As this field has obviously been of total noninterest to computer scientists, one has
actually to look how the practitioners do it and maybe extract some principles from it.

To make things worse, maintenance of programs has one particularily nasty quality
in comparison to maintenance of hardware: it changes the properties of the object being
maintained. And this property may demand for completely new procedures to cope with it.

2.8 A "NON - ITEM"

Until now, the design process has been described as to how it might look like at some
time in the future. The tone has been more positive where things are known to be under way,
more negative, where the difficulties are greater, or no solution is in sight.

In general it appeared that one integrated design methodology for guidance and con-
trol systems might eventually be developed.

Bus this shall not mean that the author believes that there should be one great big,
integrated, automated, interactive design support system to do all this. There should rather
be a toolbox, or a shop full of assorted tools for different purposes and for cases of diffe-
rent severity. But there should be one consistent underlying philosophy or craftsmanship on
how to apply them.

If this can happen, we will be quite a way ahead. But first let us look at where current
tools can help us.

3. EXISTING TOOLS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This introduction shall also serve as a kind of disclaimer: The following section
shall - and can neither serve as a comprehensive overview on known design and development
aids, nor shall it give a judgement of different methods. If the reader is interested in
more details he shall be referred to [IEE 77], where a considerable number of modern design
and development aids are presented and partially compared. It shall just give a short im-
pression of the power and areas of applicability of some of the methods and tools mentioned.
It will mainly be tried to identify which steps in the development process can be covered
and supported by which method.

The following concepts will be regarded:

1. The design principles of PARNAS
2. SADT
3. HIPO

4. PSL/PSA

5. Extended Structograms according to ELZER

6. PEARL

The choice looks rather arbitrary, but this is only partially true. The methods have
mainly been selected - and ordered - according to the increasing level of detail which they
are able to handle. It will turn out that each method covers a certain range of design steps.
It should, however, be emphasized that they are not necessarily recommended as the best ones
of their kind, but are rather regarded as prototypes or examples of a certain class of app-
roaches.
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3.2 THE DESIGN PRINCIPLS OF PARNAS

They consist of a broad range of recommendations, rules and methods which are based
on fundamental discoveries concerning system structure and behaviour, hierarchies, system
families, etc. One particilar part has been succesfully used as a program specification
method. But it seems to be independent of any specific application. Interestingly it could
as well be applied to the specification of hardware, because its basic principle is the
description of system modules in terms of "black boxes", which have certain "inputs", which
in turn can assume a certain range of input values. The modules also have "outputs" and
"output values", accordingly.

The function which is performed by the module can be described in natural language as
well as in some kind of programming language. Mostly an agorithm is specified, which rela-
tes output values to input values. Error and exceptional conditions can be indicated as
well. The method is completely abstract and therefore capable of describing any level of
detail. It is also completely recursive and allows to describe the behaviour of a whole
system in one consistent terminology.

It is designed around the principles of "abstraction" and "information hiding" and
allows to describe software systems in a way how they should be structured. The "input"
and output" philosophy aids in identifying resources.

A graphic representation and a computerized form of this method are not known to the
author.

3.3 SADT

This is a proprietary method of SOFTECH, Inc., and potential users can buy instruc-
tion material and courses from that company. The name expands to "Structured Analysis
and Design Technique" and is centered around the basic idea that there must be a graphic
representation for the description of the behaviour of any system.

The method turns out tc, be a rigid formalization of the thought processes which go
on during the analysis and design of system and as such is independent of the application
to computerized or software systems. It goes together with a defined structure of the pro-
ject development team applying the method. The basic descriptive elements are rectangular
boxes, each representing one function or element of a system of any kind, and arrows, con-
necting these boxes and showing interdependencies. The meaning of the arrows is rigidly
standardized as input, output, control and mechanism (ICOM). Detailed information is pro-
vided by means of natural language inside the boxed and along the arrows. The diagrams can
be nested to any depth, i.e. each box can be expanded into another diagram, according to
the principle of "structured decomposition".

A very interesting feature of the method is that it is fully capable of describing
the "duality" of a system structure, i.e. either describing a system as a compound of
activities which are interconnected by data or as a model of data which are transformed
into each other by activities.

Usually two sets of diagrams are produced, each completely describing the system under
one of these two aspects and thus helping in identifying resources, too. There are attempts
to produce computer support for that method.

3.4 HIPO

This method ("Hierarchy plus Input-Process-Output") was developed by IBM. Interest-
ing enough, the starting point was that a method for facilitating maintenance was sought.

It is less abstract than SADT. It also relies heavily on graphic representations and
even a template is provided to draw the system description diagrams. The programs are sub-
divided into "processes", represented by a box, which contains the description of the ac-
tions to be performed by this process. A second box to the left of this "process" contains
the "input (data)" and another one to the right the "output". Data flow is represented by
arrows. This basic diagram is supplemented by formalized tables for "extended descriptions"
and tree-like "tables of contents". Extra symbols, like "magnetic tapes" and "display
screens" show that the method is more oriented towards requirement analysis. Printed forms
("worksheets") are also available for the developer. The whole method is subdivided into
slightly different "packages", which cover:

- initial design
- detailed design
- maintenance.

Though the rather broad variety of different symbols and the whole layout indicates
that the method was initially developed as a documentation aid on a rather pragmatic
basis, it is capable of supporting structured programming and hierarchical decomposition.
Computer programs for automated support of the application of the method are available
from IBM.
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3.5 PSL/PSA

In contrast to the techniques described until now, this method is heavily computer-
ized.

It consists of a "Problem Statement Language" (PSL) and a "Problem Statement Analy-
zer" (PSA). It was developed within the ISDOS-Project at the University of Michigan and
has since then been used several times, e.g. on large defense programs. Like HIPO, it is
also more oriented towards a solution rather than towards a problem analysis, but it is
formalized to a much higher degree. The PSL is based on a model of A generalized informa-
tion system. This system is supposed to consist of "objects". Each of these "objects" has
"properties", which in turn have "property values". The connections or interrelations be-
tween the objects are described by "relationships". A "system description", which is ob-
tained by using'the PSL, is then input for the PSA.

This is essentially a program system which accepts statements in the PSL, and is con-
trolled by a special command language. It constructs and uses an "analyzer data base" and
outputs reports and messages of various kinds, e.g. summary reports, reference reports, ana-
lysis reports, data base modification reports, process chain reports, data process interac-
tion reports etc.

The software for this method is available on several large machines, e.g. IBM 370,
Univac 1100, CDC 6000/7000, etc.

3.6 STRUCTOGRAMS

This method was originally developed only as an alternative to traditional flowcharts,
which proved inadequate for realtime programming and of too low level for use with HOL's
[ELZ 77/2].

The original diagrams by Nassi/Shneiderman were developed for conventional program-
ming only and consist of four elements:

1. code sequence
2. if-then-else (alternative)
3. case-statement
4. loop

The extensions for realtime purposes are:

5. parallel clause
6. synchronization block
7. integrated signal
8. exception handler
9. protoprocess

During development it turned out, however, that the underlying concepts had to be very.
carefully adapted to each other to ensure orthogonality (which is important for simple use)
and coherence with the principles of structured programming. This led to the introduction
of the principle of "virtual resources" which are basically access rights to actual resour-
ces and allow a clean separation of the description of the static and the dynamic parts of
programs. It was also possible to identify the role of interrupts as "not-reusable resour-
ces "and to establish rules for the treatment of exceptions in process hierarchies.

The method turned out to be a promising means for sketching parallel program systems,
but it also has the potential for computerization. Its constructs can be directly transla-
ted into HOL's and input for simulation packages can also be automatically derived.

3.7 PEARL

This is a high order language for process and experiment automation realtime appli-
cations [PER 78].

In this capability it was designed to facilitate parts of the detailed design and
of the coding phase. But due to a unique feature, the "system description part", which
allows to describe the hardware configuration of an automated system as a separate part
of the program, it is also useful as a means to support system design in general and
especially the identification of resources.

It facilitates test and maintenance insofar, as PEARL programs are much more read-
able than any Assembler. In fact, tests have shown that the main savings due to the
use of PEARL can be achieved in the test phase.
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4. SUMMARY

This paper is neither meant as a tutorial on program development methods nor as an
outline of a plan for the development of an "all singing and dancing" program system (or
even: method) for system development for guidance and control. It shall just support the

author's view that *actical progress in this area can be made in some reasonably near
future.

The potential is there, prototype systems have proven successful, and it is now nec-
essary to have a closer look at these to extract the elements which are fit for practical
use and to combine them in a reasonably modular fashion.
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SUMMARY

A facility has been designed, developed, and used for the life-cycle support of weapon system software. This facility consists of a
software system which runs on a commercial multicomputer configuration. The approach features increased management visibility of
the software development process, increased programmer productivity through automation, reducing the cost-of-change during mainte-
nance, and the use of automated regression tsting to improve software quality.

This paper describes the underlying issues which guided the development, provides an overview of the operation, and discusses the
experience gained in implementing and using the facility.

1. BACKGROUND

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The main concern of this paper is the manufacturing of software or, more specifically, the economical manufacturing of a software
product which is reliable, efficient, and functionally satisfactory to the end user. The software product is a large-scale software system
which executes on military computers and provides a specific operational capability.

In order to orient the reader for the main section of this paper, a short discussion on terminology is necessary. In this paper the
term "software" refers to a set of computer programs written by professionals which are intended to be used by others. The term
"computer program" refers to a series of statements prepared in order to achieve a specific result. In a broader sense the term "software
system" refers to a collection of computer programs, procedures, and methods which interact in an organized way to accomplish a set
of specific functions.

The phrase "software engineering" is used in this paper and a short discussion is needed to put this phrase in proper context. When
the phrase "softwve engineering" first appeared, it was used in a provocative sense and was intended to draw attention to the fact that
software manufacturing was not based on the theoretical foundations and practical disciplines that are traditional in the established
engineering fields. "Software engineering" was further intended to emphasize a concern for a product which works; where working
means meeting commitments of function, cost, and schedule. The phrase "software engineering" was intended to contrast with the
phrase "computer science"; the latter aims at defining general principles uwderlying the design and application of computer systems
(including both hardware and software). A working definition of "software engineering" is that it is concerned with developing software
systems that satisfy the requirements of the user over the life of the system.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

The software for a weapon system can be categorized as follows:

Operational Software
System Test Software
Support Software
Software Documentation

The Operational Software is a software system which executes on a military computer and performs many critical functions for
the total weapon system; typical functions for an airborne system are tactics, navigation, sensor processing (sonar, radar, etc.), target
tracking, weapon control, man-machine interaction and many more. System Test Software is an independent softwareaystam which
executes on a computer prior to mission use; this software determines the operational readiness of the computer and its peripheral
subsystems. The size of the Operational Software and System Test Software in terms of computer storage are roughly equal.

The Support Software consists of a set of computer programs which are required to develop the Operational Software and System
Test Software; typically, it consists of high-level language compilers, assemblers, software emulators or simulators, system generators,
debug-aids, software engineering tools, and an operating system. Originally, all Support Software was developed and executed on
military computers in a laboratory facility. Support Software is not delivered to the operational forces but is delivered by the develop-
ment agency to the designated maintenance agency. Depending on the particular project there are other categories of software such as
weapon system trainer software and software for Automatic Test Equipment (ATE).

Software Documentation is produced for Operational Software, System Test Software, and Support Software. The documentation
is produced in accordance with formal standards and specifications and may exceed 15,000 pages for a large-scale software develop-
ment.

SOFTWARE LIFE-CYCLE

The use of the term "Iifecycle" implies a concern for the product from the time of conception to disposal. Many weapon systems
have system life of 15 to 20 years. The software life-cycle covers the same period as the system life-cycle.

From a system's viewpoint the software is one of many components or subsystems. The software life-cycle can be broken down
into distinct sequential phases of activity as shown in figure 1.

The purpose is to define thoe activities which have measurable inputs and outputs, thus allowing management review and control.
The activities overlap in time to show that there is an interaction between the activities. There are iterations both within activities end
icross several activities depending on the nature of the project.
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2. SOFTWARE PROBLEMS

The complexity and cost of weapon systems have increased dramatically over a period of several years. Concurrently, the use of
digital computers also increased because the programmability offered a means of extending the useful system-life by permitting adapts
tion to new threats or tactical situations. Building large, complex weapon systems at affordable costs has been a major problem; histor-
ically, the development of both hardware and software systems has been poor from a cost performance viewpoint. There is an optimism
concerning hardware system costs because technological breakthroughs are continually reducing the component costs. However, the
recurring software problems of late deliveries, poor quality, and especially increasing life-cycle costs have created a somewhat pessi-
mistic attitude regarding software.

These software problems have been discussed at length in reports, professional journals, and national trade publications; numerous
committees, study groups, and symposiums have also addressed the problems. References 1 through 8 document the software problems.

ANALYSIS

Studies of weapon system life-cycle costs have shown that about 25% of the total cost is spent during development, the time from
system concept to operational deployment. Thus, 75% of the total cost is spent on maintenance, a term which coven activities from
minor error corrections to large functional enhancements. It is clear that to substantially reduce life-cycle costs the software must be
developed in a manner which makes it easy to change during maintenance.

The weapon system acquisition environment is an important factor since the life-cycle oupport is a shared responsibility between
Deperment of Defense (DOD) and industry. The long-term expertise in military problems rests in th government laboratories; there-
fore, the solution to the software life-cycle cost problem requires a management strategy which blends the vast talents and resources of
industry with the long-term expertise of the laboratories.

Them are some important distinctions between the use of computers in weapon systems and the use in most commercial and
industrial applications. In the latter case a programmer that discovers a problem with his software has the capability to quickly diagnose
the problem, correct the program, and conduct new tests; this capability exists because the software is developed, tested, and executed
on the same computer. This capability does not exist for computers in weapn systems because of the constraints in the operating
environment. The military computer on which the program is executed does not have an adequate programming environment for
development and testing. Another distinction is that the software for a weapon system is distributed to e large number of operational
units end usually there are small but critical differences between each version; these differences are due to different armament, sensors,
or tactics. Further, weapon system software is typically a real-time application which means special consideration must be given to
computer storage space and execution time. Thes distinctions mean that weapon system software must be carefully designed, deval-
oped, thoroughly tested, and distributed with variations to deployed units. Additionally, an environment must be prepared in which
the software can be efficiently maintained.

The use of many different types of computers, both within and across weapon systems, has been a major source of software prob-
lems. Perhaps equally significant was the policy of developing end maintaining the software on military computers. This creatd a situa-
tion where new military computers were constantly being introduced end before they could be used a completely new set of support
software would have to be developed. In other words, the tools were being developed at the same time as the final software product.

Also signif cant was the lick of recogition that software was a labor-intensive field; it was not a well devloped engineering dis-
cipline. Successful software developments at resome costs were rare; there wa no methodology which could repeatedly produce
high-quality software on time and at affordable costs.
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The software problems did not have a single source; there was no single change which would solve the problems. In fact, every
activity of figure 1 needed improvement. The software problems were caused by technical inadequacies in the software field itself, as
well as management's inability to adopt the correct policies and enforce their use.

3. FACILITIES FOR LIFE-CYCLE SUPPORT

To produce better weapon system software at significantly reduced life-cycle costs requires an overall strategy which blends the
talents of government laboratories and industry. The first step is to partition the initial development effort into two step - software
production and integration. Next, facilities for each function are designed and constructed to support the weapon system over the total
life-cycle. The engineering activities during the maintenance phase require the sime facility features as the development phase, making
it possible to do a design for the total life-cycle.

Industry, in a competitive acquisition environment, uses these facilities to produce and maintain the software with long-tern ex-
pertise in the weapon system being provided by the government laboratory. Since the capital investment is high it is intended to share
the facilities across projects although this is generally only possible with the software production facilities.

An important part of the strategy is to adopt an engineering methodology which is supported by the facilities. The activities
shown in figure 1 can serve as an example; the software development, and later the maintenance, is broken down into work activities
each with a measurable input and output. Many of the activities use the facilities and rely on the particular features which are imple-
mented. In contrast to the development of a hardware system the end result of a software development is an intangible product which
can only be observed indirectly through the associated documentation. Thus, all inputs and outputs of the activities are documents, in
great quantity and of various forms.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

The software end products are dependent on the support software, e.g., compilers, assemblers, etc.; thus, the software production
function offers a natural leverage point to improve all software problem ares. The strategy used for this facility was:

a use modern commercial computers for the host facility;
* support several large projects concurrently;
a increase management visibility and provide a means for measurement and control;
* increase programmer productivity by enhancing the programming environment and automating many of the functions;
* use software emulation of the target computer to develop the "software first";
* use the new concepts of structure and modularity to reduce the cost-of -change during maintenance; and
* use a flexible superstructure in order to easily accommodate new software engineering tools and techniques.

INTEGRATION FACILITIES

Integration Facilities exist for each project and consist of laboratory hot mockups of the actual military computers with realistic
simulation of external signals.

The Integration Facilities serve as the hardware configuration baseline and are used for hardware/software integration, evaluation
of man/machine functions, and for test and evaluation of Engineering Change Proposals (ECP's). The simulation of realistic external
signals allows the total system to be tested in a laboratory environment with proper instrumentation and easy access to the equipment.
This approach minimizes costly field testing, a very difficult environment to test hardware and software. Initial tests are performed
locally prior to formal test and evaluation.

4. FACILITY FOR AUTOMATED SOFTWARE PRODUCTION (FASP)

This section contains a generic description of FASP, a software system implemented according to the previously stated strategies.
FASP is implemented at the U.S. Naval Air Development Center (NADC), Warminster, PA, a Navy laboratory with life-cycle responsi-
bility for several major weapon systems.

The initial studies began in July 1972 and the first operational version was put in use in July 1975; FASP has been used continu-
ously since that date. The first version was named the Software Engineering Facility (SEF) but as the software system evolved the name
was changed to FASP. References 9 and 10 contain additional information.

During the early 1970's, NADC was faced with a rapidly expanding software workload; the work was for several major projects
and included both development and maintenance responsibilities. At that time it was normal for each project to have a separate soft-
ware development facility with the support software executing on a military computer.

At the same time the software problems of cost, delivery schedule, and quality were gradually being recognized at the highest
management levels. Thus, in a project production environment, where the constraints of time and money were rigid, the problem
became one of introducing radically new methods while minimizing risk to the project.

The overall approach was to select a single project and to phase the development of the new support system to meet the critical
schedule dates. Although the analysis of software problems indicated that the entire software development process (figure 1) needed
new methods, only the code and test phase was initially addressed. The code end test phase was selected for three reasons: first, there
were no proven tools for the requirements and design phases and the development of such tools was judged too high a risk; second, the
code-and-test activities were well understood and were, therefore, easier to adapt to automated methods; third, once a project used the
new facility for code-end-test the software was "in-plac" for maintenance, clearly an advantage to developing the software on a separ-
ate system and later performing a conversion.

ARCHITECTURE

From a functional, or user's, point of view, FASP is built around a project data base, a related collection of computer accessible
libraries. The date baen contains not only the actual project software but a wealth of supporting date and maneent information. The
user interfaces with FASP through a command language, invoking various types of programs which interact with the data bae. Thee
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proams, sometimes called "tools", ae editors, compilers, system generators, simulators, tes analyzers, etc. FASP is a highlyeinte-
grated system since all the internal operations between the tools and the data base are transparent to user; the user as only the com-

FASP is both an advanced programming system and a management information system. As a programming system FASP provides
a set of uniform procedures and certified tools for developing and maintaining weapon system software. As a management information
system. FASP provides on4ine access to a variety of production data which has ben automatically stored in the data base.

The FASP software architecture is shown in figures 2 and 3, the second being an expansion of the first. The stacked boxes on the
left of each figure represent the computer mainframe; the bottom box represents the basic hardware, the next highest the standard
operating system. The FASP software system executes as an application program under the control of the operating system. The normal
environment is multiprogramming so at any given time s very large number of FASP jobs are active in the system.
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FIGURE 2 - FASP CCS (Central Computer System)
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FIGURE 3- Single User/Single Project FASP
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FASP COMPONENTS

Project Data Bam

Under FASP, the developing weapon system software resides in the project data base. Normally, rather than one large date base
the project software is distributed across several date bases in units of manageable size; the smaller units are then combined to obtain
the total software. The date bases are not only repositories for project software but also are a source of technical and management
information that reveals the genesis and current status of software production down to the module level.

Data bases are the basic means for independent development of separate pieces of project software. At the same time, the con-
tinuity of format and content over all date bases ensures the smooth integration of a complete system or subsystem.

Each data base is organized into a number of libraries; all are keyed to a source-code library that contains the most recent version
of the project software. A master directory is automatically maintained for locating information in these libraries. As shown in figure 3,
each project data base contains the following libraries:

(1) Source Library

The source library is a file containing the source code for each software module; source code refers to both programming
language source statements and comment-cards which are interspersed throughout the program. In the FASP, certain standards and
conventions are established for program comments so that FASP processors can extract certain data for reports.

Medium to large-scale computers of the third generation have extensive file handling capabilities where the data is nor-
mally stored on disk files and backed-up on magnetic tape. This capability allows the elimination of card decks as the principal storage
medium and results in greater programmer and operational efficiency. Programmer efficiency is increased because of greater capabil-
ities, such as commondecks (lines of source code which are shared across many modules); simple commands which allow additions,
deletions, and editing of source code; and, audit-trail information which automatically records dates and times of changes to the source
library. Operational efficiency is increased because large card-decks are not continually re-read (processing is done directly from disk
files), disk files actually store card-images in compressed formats which reduces machine time and disk space, and back-up procedures
minimize recovery in case of computer malfunctions or damage to source cards.

The source library is organized as software modules where a module is understood to be a program or pert of a program
which performs at least one complete function and which can be compiled or assembled as a unit.

When common-decks, which are blocks of source code with a single identifier, are used, a separate file is maintained
which contains each common-deck identifier and a list of all modules which utilize the common-deck. Assembly language macros are
handled in the same manner.

(2) Object Library

The object library contains target computer code, usually in relocatable form, which has been produced by a translation
of the source code. If a particular software effort uses both a high-level programming language and assembly language, than two distinct
object files are maintained in the FASP. The object files are retained in formats which are compatible with the respective linkage editor
products.

(3) Test Library

The FASP employs the concept of regression-testing wherein sets of test input data and test results are accumulated dur-
ing the development of a software system. The test input data is provided by the software engineer who is responsible for testing the
software module; the test results are obtained from a target computer software-emulator which executes on the host computer. In addi-
tion to test data, test results and test directives, an index of what tests are to be performed for each software module is maintained.
When modules are changed, the FASP automatically repeats the test and compares the now results to the old, giving appropriate print-
outs if discrepancies occur.

(4) Interface Date Library

It is standard practice to organize large software programs in such a way that common date can be shared by many mod-
ules; similarly, it is natural to develop general purpose routines which can be called from several modules. When a module executes a call
to a separate routine or procedure, the computer transfers control to an entry-point of the called routine; sometimes a routine may have
several entry points. The term "entry point", or sometimes simply entry, is also used with variables to denote where the variable is
assigned storage.

In the FASP, a file is maintained of all external references and entry points. The information is obtained by a FASP
processor which scans the actual object files. A FASP user can therefore obtain a list of all modules which reference a particular ex-
ternal variable name as well as all associated entry points for the external variable.

(5) Production Date Library

This library contains information such as modification histories and management information. Management information
is captured down to the module level for each data base; the information includes module name, module size in source and object.
creation date, date last modified, programming language, number of test runs, ate. For certain parameters estimated values are stored
in the date base and can only be changed by project managers; FASP then tracks estimated values versus actual end gives on-line reports
of the differences. Some of the estimated parameters are number of modules, number of source lines, number of object words, etc.

FASP System Software

From figure 3 it can be seen that all interaction with the user is handled by a command processor. The command processor in.
vokes a FASP procedure which in turn calls on other software to complete the procedure; this latter software is categorized as support
peckages, software engineering tools, and software management tools. The interaction with the project date base is handled by the
FASP Dat Base Management System (DBMS).
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While FASP procedures rely on system software to perform tasks, FASP is function-oriented rather than tooloriented, differing
in this respect from other software generation facilities. In a tool-oriented facility, the user is responsible for calling each tool seper-
ately, supplying all the detailed paramaters, providing the host computer's job control language, and insuring that the interface data to
all other tools is correct. With FASP, the user specifies the function in simple terms and FASP supplies the appropriate tool or set of
tools in proper sequence.

FASP Procedures

FASP provides a set of user commands to accomplish all the software generation functions that must be performed by program-
mars and managers during the various phases of the software life cycle. I-ASP procedures have been designed both to simplify the
programmer's task and to enforce standard modes of development on all users.

A procedure is invoked by issuing a FASP command. A command consists of a directive indicating the overall task to be performed
along with the required parameters and date. The associated procedure may perform many smaller tasks to carry out a command; many
procedures are designed to carry out standard programming sequences. For example, one FASP command specifies "software modifi-
cation". The associated procedure updates source code, translates it, stores the object code, updates the interface and production data,
and at the user's option will perform testing and compare results to those of previous tests. This grouping of well-defined program-
ming sequences adds another dimension of standardization to the software production process.

Through the use of FASP procedures, all programmers follow the same development pattern and are, therefore, able to understand
the software developed by others as well as being able to easily shift their efforts to other projects using FASP. In addition, FASP han-
dles all the details required for using system software to accomplish a task. These details include selection of options, interfacing differ-
ent formats, and specifying the sequence in which tools are invoked when more than one is needed for a given task. Examples of the
tasks that are supported by FASP user procedures are:

* Data Base Functions

- data base creation and deletion
- data base saving and restoring
- date bass auditing

0 Software Functions

- software creation and deletion
- software translation
- software editing and modification
- software sharing and copying
- software listings

* Load Tape Generation

- load module creation
- load tape creation
- load tape transmission

* Test Functions

- test creation and deletion
- test execution
- test modification
- regression tests
- automated test analysis
- test listings

Support Packages

This category of FASP system software contains the common support software products which are necessary to generate weapon
system software. There are three sub-categories: Editors/Librarians, Translators/Preprocessors, and System Generators.

Editors/Librariam

This type of software includes interactive text editors and programs called librarians which maintain source files, object files,
and application libraries. The FASP interactive text editor has all the features found in modern text editors and is compatible with the
source program librarian. Some of the features are: each source image is given a unique identifier, each source image is kept in active or
inactive status; a chronological history is kept of changes to the status; common units of code can be inserted anywhere; correction sets
may be identified, inerted, or deleted; the source program is stored in a compressed format; simple commands exist to ADD, DELETE,
or MODIFY the source program.

Translators/Preprocessors

The term translator is used to denote FASP processor which translates a progrmming language source program into a target
machine object language in either reloctable or absolute form. Translators include high-level language compilers, assemblers, and micro-
program translators (sometimes called microessemblers). The present environment is such that weapon systems contain several different
computers; thus, saee translators must be available in FASP. Further, it is not uncommon to have different translators each at a
different releos-level. Modem compilers usually contain separable code generation sections in order to accommodate different target
computers; however, within the FASP the code generators are considered bound to the main compiler nd the combination is tread
as a snge translator. A goal is to have the Interface with the translators as uniform as possible and, thus, to avoid any reformatting
between the source library and translator and also between the translator and object library. A requirement on all translators is that
the name and version number of the translator be stored in the object library for each translator run.

A preprocessor or precompiler is a program which operates on the source program prior to translation. It is used to provide fee-
turne not existing in the translator proper, for example, a conditional translation option, a macro-type facility for a high-order language,
or the implementation of structured programming constructs.
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System Generators

The term system generator is generic and refers to a collection of products which operate on dat in th object library and
produce load tapes for the target computer. These load tapes are usually in absolute format and contain the operating system (or
executive) and application programs for the target computer; additionally, the load tapes may contain microcode for the target com-
putar, hardware diagnostics as well as complete sets of object code for other target computers in the weapon system (the case where the
first target computer is loading the other targot computers). Included in the system generator category are linkage editors and relocating
loaders; the essential characteristic of these products is flexibility in searching various object libraries and quickly creating the correct
load tapes.

Software Engineering Tools

The term "software engineering tool" covers a variety of programs which assist the software engineer in developing and maintain-
ing weapon system software. Two of the most important FASP tools are discussed below.

Software Emulators

The term software emulation refers to the process where a computer is imitated by a program such that the imitating program
accepts the same data, executes the same object code, and achieves the same results as the actual computer. This is in cont-ast to a hard-
ware emulation of one machine by another, for example, through microcode. Software emulators can be relatively quickly implemented
for existing military target computers or for new computers once the instruction set and architecture are firm. Software emulators are
typically implemented with either interactive control from a conversational terminal or with trace-command controls in a batch mode.
One of these latter features is essential because software emulators are typically several hundred times slower than execution on the
actual target machine; the control features allow emulated execution of relatively short segments of code, which is quite adequate for
debugging runs during the software development. However, since software emulators do not run at the same speed as the actual target
computers, computations are usually performed within the emulator to produce timing approximations within a few percent. The
principal advantage of software emulation is that software development can begin early in the overall development cycle; software test-
ing can begin before delivery of the actual hardware and, thus, give the software engineers considerable insight into the adequacy of

their designs. In using software emulation, one must insure that the emulation maintains a one-to-one correspondence with the actual
hardware; however, since the emulation is performed at the instruction level, this is not a difficult problem.

Some additional advantages of software emulation in FASP are:

* Many users can simultaneously checkout software rather than sequentially using actual military computers.

0 The user has access to the emulated machine at the high-level of the emulation language, typically FORTRAN, which allows the
contents of memory, registers, and status lines to be obtained in a convenient format, e.g., decimal notation vice hexadecimal or
octal, without disturbing the program under test.

a Within the emulation, extensive error detection can be implemented which may, in fact, go undetected on the actual machine,
e.g., addressing beyond the bounds of available memory, or improper double operand alignment.

* The emulated machine may be used to evaluate hardware modifications before they are made in the actual hardware, or certain
modifications may be made to facilitate software checkout and then removed before the software is run on the actual hardware.

Automated Test Analyzer (ATA)

The ATA automatically scans the source program, determines the paths between decision points, and instruments the source
code without altering the intended computations. The instrumented program is then dynamically executed with test data while special
run-time routines record data; the dynamic execution may be on the software emulator or the actual hardware. The recorded data is
post-processed to show what paths have been tested as well as the frequency of execution. The resultant statistics are accumulated over
many tem, forming a complete test picture. A project manager can assess the progress of the testing effort and has a quantitative indi-
cation of the risk associated with releasing software which is not 100% tested. In this case 100% testing means all statements have been
executed at least once. The frequency of execution of certain paths provides information to the software engineer for improving the
performance of the software.

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Software management tools refers to the collection of programs which produce software management information from the proj-
ect data base. The most important tools in this category produce the FASP software management reports; these reports are module-
detail, module-summary, data base-detail, data base summary, and account summary. The account summary report contains informa-
tion on all data bases assigned to the particular account number; an account number is the identifier used for host computer cost
accounting. This allows the convenient collection of technical deta and cost data on any project software effort.

Extensive reports are produced concerning the host computer resources. Items such as number of runs, CPU time, Turnaround Time

(TAT), etc., are monitored on a weekly basis. Also reported are details of the FASP operations, such as what procedures were used,
number of load tapes generated, etc.

FASP OPERATION

The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with some insight into how the integrated FASP components form a program-
ming system. Figure 4 shows a view of FASP which is functionally oriented. The user interacts with a FASP software processor which
has access to the FASP system software and the project dat base as previously described. In this view the FASP processor produces
either test outputs or a tape; the tape is called a load tape and is the means for transferring the software to the target computer. The test
outputs ae normally hardcopy results of compilations or simulator runs.

A functional view of the FASP processor is shown in figure 5; five major steps are shown - editing, translating, linkingloeding,
and either simulator testing or load tape generation. If we retain this functional view and add a view of the project data base we obtain
figure 6. A typical scenario is as follows: first, en existing module (OLD SOURCE) is corrected or modified in the editing phase pro-
ducing a now module (NEW SOURCE). Second, the revised module is translated by a compiler or assembler producing a now object file;
the interface data is updated by routines in the FASP produre. Next, the object code is bound together producing a load module. If
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FIGURE 4 - Facility for Automated Software Production

the software is to be executed on the target computer a load tape is generated in the particular format of the target computer; fre-
quently, the physical magnetic tape is nonstandard for military computers. If a simulator test is specified the test data and directives
are used by the software emulator which in turn produces the test results. Information is continually added to the production data file
during all the operations. References 11 through 14 describe FASP in greater detail.

Regression Testing

An important feature of FASP is regression testing. During software module development all test data, inputs, outputs, and test
directives, are stored in the data base. A full test history is thereby established for each module. Figure 7 shows the flow during re-
gression testing. Once a module is developed, any change will trigger automatic rerunning of all test cases with a printout of any differ-
ences between new and previous results.

For each data base a test directory is maintained which specifies a set of tests for each module; when a module is changed the set
of tests is repeated and for each test the new results and old results are compared.

Regression testing is most important during the maintenance phase when it is critical that new changes do not cause software
errors in unintended functions.

5. FASP EXPERIENCE

The purpose of this section is to relate the NADC experience in implementing and using FASP. The implementation experience is
important because of the very fundamental tradeoffs which were made.

IMPLEMENTATION

Distributed Network Versus Central Site

When implementing a system such as FASP a very crucial choice exists at the outset as to the configuration of the host com-
puter(s); the issue is not remote access because that can be solved by a communication network regardless of the host computer config-
uration. The choice is whether the project date base and all system software will be at one site or will the resources be distributed across
several sites such that parts of the software development can be done at any site. Conceptually, either approach is feasible; however,
ther are some serious practical problems with the distributed approach.

The basic problem centers around the project date baen; in the FASP concept the various libraries in the data bea have very
specific dependencies on one another. For example, the source and object libraries must be kept in one-to-one correspondence, the
histories of changes must be accurate and the management information must relate to the total data basn. Another difficulty is the re-
covery of the total date base in the event of loss or damage to a particular library.
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A further difficulty in using a distributed approach is the compatibility of all the subcomponents of the FASP system software,
e.g., compilers, emulators, etc.; this is a formidable problem especially when different host computers are used.

In the cm of FASP the implementation was chosen to be at a central site with remote access by available communication net-
works. It was intended that interface-control-documents would allow the my exchange of source programs and object code with other
facilities.

Host Computer

The choice of a host computer is extremely critical. It was clear that a commercial computer rather than a military computer
should be used; the great variety of peripheral equipment and the large software bm was far superior to that of military computers.
The issues became choosing the size of the host computer end the management factor of dedicated operation to a single project or
multiproject support.

Since it was a strately with FASP to trade computer-time for labor-time and to apply more tools during the software development,
a large wale computer was desired. On the other hand, the cost of a large scale computer would be difficult to justify for a single
project.

At NADC there existed a large sole centralized computer complex consisting of two CDC 6600's which could be further expended
if needed. This facility was selected as the host computer.

Project managers ware concerned about the cost of operation and the availability of computer service; factors which were under
total project control with dedicated facilities. Then concerns were solved when by policy the computer costs were stabilized for a five-
year period and firm, written guarentess were given for host computer tumaround time (TAT).

Today the NADC computer facility has two CDC 6600's, a CDC CYBER 170/175, and a second CYBER is planned to be added in
1980. These computers operate independently but all sham a common file system; the same version of the operating system executes on
each computer. This multicomputer installation is a tightly-coupled distributed processing configuration with high performance for the
user.

Dat Be

The use of a project dat bes, managed as a whole rather then as a dispersed set of files, is a critical pert of FASP. The date bae
md the underlying relationships between the Nbrrles was the unifying element In the design end Implementation of FASP. One study
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recommended the development of a new DBMS and a new accass language which also would serve as job control language (ee refer-
ences 9 and 10). A survey of existing DBMS's showed that no existing system could meet the requirements; some of the factors were:

* the ability to handle long-sequential strings of date as found in source programs, binary object files, etc.

* most DBMS's used inverted file structures, a feature which would tend to enlarge the total size of the data base for small to mod-
erae amounts of data.

* the project data base was an application where the "sort keys" were known and, therefore, a general approach to selecting data
elements was not required.

* some of the contents qf the data base had to come from compilers, assemblers, etc., a difficult problem with available DBMS's.

e most DBMS's did not allow multiple access to a single data base nor did they have adequate security controls.

Rather than develop a now generalized DBMS a specialized FASP DBMS was developed using the standard file systm of the host
computer. This approach has the disadvantage in that it is difficult to add a now type of library; however, it has the advantage of being
very efficient when running and straightforward to implement.

Interective Verus Batch

This topic has been of considerable debate. There has been, and continues to be, a growing body of evidence that clearly shows
that a programmer's productivity is incread with the use of interactive capabilities. There is also evidence that programming teams
which employ progrm librarians can achieve high productivity with batch systems. It is sometimes argued that interactive capabil-
ities give too much freedom to the programmer, that extra computer runs will be made, that the work will be hurried, careless, etc.;
whereas, the thoughtful skilled programmer who carefully analyzes each step will more carefully use a batch system yielding higher
quality software at an overall higher productivity. This is a weak argument since interactive capabilities in the hands of thoughtful
skilled programmers would clearly solve the issue.

In to case of FASP, the limitations of the original operating system (SCOPE 3.3) ware such that interactive capabilities were
impractical. A change in operating systems (KRONOS 2.1) made it feasible to introduce a degree of interactive capability.

From a functional standpoint, (figure 5), two points were selected for interactive features - editing and simulator testing. Both
hav been implemented while retaining batch operations. It is not planned to convert the existing FASP system software to be fully
interactive, e.g., incremental compilers; however, all new components are planned to be highly interactive.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

FASP Usage

The total FASP usage in terms of computer jobs per month is shown in figure 8. At any given time the number of projects using
FASP averages about 20; about 6 are large scale efforts. FASP accounts for about 1/3 of the total jobs on the host facility and about
2/3 of the resources, i.e., CPU time, file space, etc. FASP supports 6 different target computers. In general, ft larger projects support
the development of a FASP; however, the smaller projects can use these capabilities, paying only the computer usage costs.

Since the FASP procedures we highly uniform across the target computers, both in-house and contractor personnel have been able
to be moved from project to project with relatively high efficiency.

The total FASP usage presents a considerable workload to the host facility; figure 8 also shows the average TAT for the FASP
workload. As projects nared critical deadlines the computer utilization, e.g., CPU time, increased dramatically. The large-scale com-
puters were able to handle this peak workload and keep the projects close to schedule; however, the large workload caused the schedul-
ing algorithms to thrash, increasing TAT. A contributing factor was inefficiencies in the FASP system software, in particular, the com-
pilers, assemblers, and software emulators. After analysis the combination of performance improvements and modifications of the
scheduling algorithms solved the TAT problem. The large-scale computer with the increased TAT basically caused multiple shift opera-

tions but accomplished the work; smaller computers would have become so saturated as to result in lengthy schedule delays.

Figure 9 shows the number of jobs per month for two representative FASP projects.

Software First

The use of a software emulator, or simulator, to develop and test the software prior to execution on the target computer was a
controveriael issue. The major weapon system contractors were divided on the issue; some stated the project could not be done without
Ssimulator, others that none was needed. In the end all of the projects agreed it was a very valuable tool. Late deliveries of the target

computers and access to the integration facilities caused very difficult scheduling problems; the simulators on the host computer proved
a viable alternative. After using the simulator the testing in the integration facility was significantly quicker. Getting the software errors
crrectd early in the schedule was not only cheaper but also yielded higher quality software.

Software Estimates

For contractors who were now users of FASP a comparison between ther proposals and subsequent actual usage showed large
discrepancies. The differences were in all ares but most noticeably in the total amount of softwere developed and the rate at which
they could produce softwarm; thus, the total job was underestimated in size and the tem was generally not able to produce software
at the expected rate until lat in the schedule. With the feedback of information from FASP the differences between proposed or sti-
mated vaues and actual valus rapidly dlecread.

In the case of dedicated small scle facilities the same discrepancies occurred but there was no corrective feedback path.

Productivity

Productivity, in the most general sense, is an important economic indicator; It is the ratio of what4s-produced to whatwms-
quilod4o-prduce-t. Unfortunately, it is not a pure independent variable and factors such a the quality of the product ae not directly
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included. Software, like many other areas, is labor intensive; that is, labor costs dominate. As in other fields, tachnological advances
must increase the productivity of labor or costs will spiral upward indefinitely. With FASP a goal has been to increme productivity;
however, it is difficult to prove this point in an absolute sense. To do so would require doing the same project with and without FASP
while holding all other factors equal, a nearly impossible task.

At NADC two masures of productivity are tracked, Delivered Source Lines, including comments, per Man-Month (DSL/MM) and
Delivered Object Words, including program and data, per Man-Month (DOW/MM). It is assumed that the amount of testing is relatively
high and that full documentation is included. Representative samples of productivity with FASP are shown in table I; note that all
projects are real-time weapon system applications. A note of caution with regard to the data of table I; the complexity of the applica-
tion is a critical factor. Project C was significantly more complex than the others. Overall, the productivity with FASP was considerably
batter than with smaller scale dedicated facilities.

6. CONCLUSIONS

FASP has demonstrated improvements in the software problem areas of life-cycle cost, quality, and delivery-schedule. Providing a
facility with the dual functions of an advanced programming system and a management information system has been a significant factor
in the acceptance of FASP. The underlying issue is that by standardizing and stabilizing the programming environment, many of the old
software problem have diappeared.
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TABLE I - REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES OF PRODUCTIVITY WITH FASP

DSL DSLIMM DOW DOW/MM

Project A AL 95,500 424 65,000 296

B AL 108,000 521 65,000 313

C HOL 1,600 58 5,000 185

D HOL 12,200 420 16,600 573

AL - Assembly Language
HOL - High-Order Langu ge
MM - Man-Months (176 hours/month)
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Referring to figure 1, it would be ideal to have highly automated facilities to support all the activities, but what is the best way to

reach that goal? Requirements and design methodologies with automated support tools are judged to be in a largely experimental sIate.

Therefore, selecting the code and test activities was key to making basic changes in the way weapon system software is developed and

maintained. The effort was larger than anticipated because not only was a significant technical development required but also a basic

change in the way the managers and programmers accomplished their work. However, once the code and test activities were accom-

plished the necessary changes to use requirements and design tools are expected to be small.

On the average the initial programmer reaction to FASP was negative; however, this changed dramatically when it became apparent

that FASP was merely itself a tool. Their creative talents could be focused on the end product rather than support tools, a result which

improved the satisfaction of the and user. FASP produced the welcome benefit of making the managers not only more knowledgeable

of their product but also more appreciative of the actual efforts of their programming staffs.
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LOGIC STRUCTURE FOR TESTABILITY AND FAILURE DETECTION

U. Schulz and A. Roelker

Dornier AG
Postfach 1360

7990 Fniedrichshafen
West Germany

ABSTRACT

A concept of the logic structure for testability and failure detection of digital, mo-
dular, onboard data acquisition and control units within avionics systems will be pre-
sented. The units of the avionics system are interconnected by the serial Data Bus
(1553).

The concept was developed according to the maintenance levels within the German Air
Force. The tests and failure detection are performed during operation as well as du-
ring pre- and post flight tests without additional external special to type test equip-
ments. The tests are totaly integrated into the avionic system.

The tests result in the localization of the failure on the defective module within a
unit. The test-software needs about 4 msec and may therefore incorporated into the
operational software.

This leads during operation (inflight) to a reorganization of the system by software
such that the full system capability will be kept until a second failure occurs.

This system capacity is performed by a minimum of additional hardware (5%) and testsoft-
ware (10%).

1. INTRODUCTION

The conventional structure of onboard electronic and avionic system is purely a collec-
tion of units and subsystems (for example: navigation, guidance and control, communica-
tion, displays, ...) which are separated and independent from each other. The failure
detection and testing of such systems is performed by many special to type testequip-
ments for pre- and postflight tests as well as for maintenance tests. Testing during ope-
ration is nearly impossible except the monitoring of a failure of a complete subsystem.
A concept for the testability and failure detection of integrated, digital onboard elec-
tronics within avionics systems is presented. The system makes use of the inherent re-
dundancy.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

The following aosumptions are made:

- The avionics system is structured as an integrated data processing system with a
uniform structure concerning the signal processing soft- and hardware.

- The system contains partially redundant units due to the specified reliability
of the subsystems.

- The signal processing units are line replaceable units (LRU) and interconnected
by the serial data bus according to MIL-STD 1553.

- The internal structure of the LRU's is modular with the modules connected and
operated via a parallel data bus. The modules are functional electronic boards
as multiplexer, A/D-converters, digital inputs and outputs,

- Most of the LRU's are controlled by an internal processor.

The following approach on testability and failure detection is based on the system
shown in figure 1. This is an example of an avionic system design for a helicopter
for which the previous mentioned assumptions "re valid.
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3. CONSIDERATION OF THE PROBLEM

The failure detection and testing is divided into two main levels, according to the so
called maintenance levels of the German Air Force, figure 2:

o Testlevel 1:

During the testlevel 1 the inflight test and the pre- and postflight test will be
performed. The task of the tests are to detect the failed function of the system
during operation: System GO/NOGO.

o Testlevel 2:

The testlevel 2 is the first maintenance level. The tasks of the tests are to de-
tect the failed hardware components.

The failure detection during operation (test level 1) is performed by well known methods.
Those methods are the observation of the process, the comparison of redundant sensor-
signals, the voting of the results form the algorithms within redundant data processing
units.

Therefore the following considerations are at first limited to the maintenance tests.
(test level 2).

4. HARDWARE TESTABILITY

The maintenance test has to lead to the detection of the failed hardware components. The
considered system (see figure 1) has a uniform structure of the signal processing soft-
and hardware, with LRU's built up out of standard modules.
Figure 3 shows the general configuration of a modular LRU with an electronically and
mechanically standardized parallel data bus for the internal data transfers and the se-
rial bus coupling module for the external connections to the other units. The units con-
tain further a data processor, a memory, RAM or PROM, some autonomous modules that are
only needed for the control of the internal events, and a lot of digital and analog I/O-
modules that perform the connection to the process.

If we want to test such a system we must have testable hardware. Fig. 4 shows the struc-
ture of a testable analog peripherie. We get the testability by using the inherent re-
dundancy of the modules. The n- and m-input signals are given into the both input modu-
les and are given back again to the system by additional wiring from the outputs to the
inputs (cross strapping). The test itself than is performed by software such that a fai-
lure within the analog peripherie may be detected and localized down to the level of
analog input or output modules.

In order to test the digital periphery the information is given twice to the processor
on different ways and thus providing information redundancy.

The figure 5 shows the structure of a testable digital I/O-module. Here some circuits
are added to the pure module function of every module in order to set up the test infor-
mation and to send it on a "digital test bus". The test information is converted to a
serial 4-bit signal.

The figure 6 shows the receiver module that is connected to the parallel memory bus of
the data processor. The test information than is transfered directly to the registers of
the data processor and there compared against the measurement value that comes directly
over the data bus from the module.

The additonal hardware for the test of the digital periphery consists only in one recei-
ver module, the circuits on the electronic boards and the wiring of the serial test bus.
The tests itselves are made by software.

Figure 7 shows an example of a realized LRU within an experimental flight guidance and
control system. The LRU is prepared for the maintenance test.

The analog periphery is tested as described before with the additional wiring (cross
strapping) as shown In figure 4. The test of the analog periphery includes also the sig-
nal conditioning or filtering modules.

The digital input and the parallel data bus are tested by means of an additional module,
the data way memory. This is in addition to the previous mentioned way another possi-
bility to test the digital periphery together with the parallel data bus.
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A failure of a bus line for example is detected by transmitting a testsignal through the
bus to the register of the data way memory. From there it is transmitted back to the
processor at one way through the bus and at a second way via the process-side and the
digital input. The wiring between data way module and digital input is performed such
that the first 8 bits of the test signal are given back to the processor through the
last 8 bit bus lines and vice versa. If there is a failure for example of a bus line,
the two testsignals transmitted via different ways are different.

The test of the LRU consists further of short tests of autonomous modules (clock, ... ),
the data transfer via the serial bus, the processor itself, the memory and power modules
inside the LRU.

From investigation and tests we got the following results.

Considering the results of all tests and their logical combination the test leads to a
localization of the defective module with a LRU.

The calculation of such a test takes about 500 command words and a time of about 4 msec.

This leads to the possibility to perform the test at every calculation cycle of the pro-
cessor while the system is full operatin.

Due to this capability of failure localization at the level of the module during the
operational mode it is possible to reorganize the software of a LRU after the detec-
tion of a failed module. The information for example coming from an analog input may
be replaced in case of a failure of the module by a value that is calculated from re-
dundant informations within the system (additional observer).

Figure 8 now shows the block diagram of the software structure of a LRU. The test soft-
ware now is incorporated into the operational software. The organisation and timing of
the complete software is performed by a task scheduler.

After the discussion of the testability of one LRU the maintenance test of the whole sy-

stem (see figure 1) is considered.

In principle there are two possiblilites to realize the maintenance test:

1. The test will be performed by a simple external test terminal with the test soft-
ware situated in the memory of every LRU and the task scheduler in the terminal.

2. The test will be performed by internal test procedures that are situated comple-
tely within the memories of the LRU's and performed and controlled by one LRU be-
ing the master on the serial data bus during the test phase.

An example for the configuration of an external test terminal is shown in the figure 9.
The whole system is connected to the control and test terminal (CTT) via the standard
interface of the serial data bus. With this configuration the whole system may be tes-
ted with the CTT being the master on the bus. On principle the same configuration is
valid if the test will be performed by internal test procedures. In this case the com-
munication between the system under test and the operator may be performed via a multi-
function display and a multifunction keyboard in the cockpit (see figure 1).

With respect to the new function of the serial Data Bus according to MIL-STD 1553 B
"Transmit BIT-Word" and the above described possibilities for the test and failure de-
tection of LRU's that are structured modulare there are the following results:

Inflight-, pre- and postflight-test as well as the maintenance test according to the
testlevels 1 and 2 may be performed and totaly integrated into the system.

There is the possibility to detect the failed function of the system and to localize the
failure at the level of the module within the LRU.

There is no need of any external test equipment if the result of the failure detection
and the test may be indicated (immediatiely or on request) on a multifunction display in
the cockpit. The decision whether the information of the failure must be indicated im-
mediately or on request during the flight depends upon the importance of the failure
and its influence at the operational mission. During pre-, post-flight and maintenance
test all results might be indicated.

With respect to the testable hardware and the methods of failure detection within redun-
dant systems it is possible to allow one detected failure without degradation during
operation (inflight). The software of the failed LRU will be reorganized as discribed
above. The full system capatibility will be kept until a second failure occurs.

This is especially interesting for example in the case of a triplex guidance and control
system.

This capacity of the system is performed by a minimum of hardware (5%) and the test soft-
ware (10%) incorporated into the operational software program of the system.
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Ada

THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

COMMON HIGH ORDER LANGUAGE

Dr. David A. Fisher
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense

for Research and Engineering
(Research and Advanced Technology)

3D1079 Pentagon, Washington DC 20301

The United States Department of Defense (DoD) spends more than three billion dollars a
year on computer software. This includes the design, development, acquisition, manage-
ment, and operational support and maintenance of such software. Only a small fraction
of this effort is involved with the accounting, inventory, payrolling, and financial
management functions which are defined by the Federal Government as Automatic Data
Processing, those functions that have their exact analogy in the commercial sector and
share a common technology, both hardware and software. A much larger fraction of the
DoD's computer investment is in computer resources which are embedded in, and procured
as part of, major weapons systems, communications systems, command and control systems,
etc. In this environment the DoD finds itself spending an even larger share of its
systems resources on software. As a result, this area is receiving increasing aztention
from the highest levels of management. A number of technical and managerial initiatives
have been called out to both reduce the cost and improve the quality of Defense systems
software. A management plan has been formulated in this area and initial guidance is
provided by DoD Directive 5000.29, Management of Computer Resources in Major Defense
Systems.

In the area of software we may have, at the present time, more flexib-lity and a greater
influence on the technology than with hardware. Some years ago, the ')oD was a major
innovator and consumer of the most sophisticated computer hardware. it now represents
only a small fraction of the total commercial market. In software, that unique position
still maintains. A significant fraction of the total software industry is devoted to
DoD related programs and that is true in even larger proportion for the more advanced
and demanding systems. Thus, there is both an opportunity and a responsibility in the
software arena which is past for hardware.

One specific initiative which has been called out by DoD Directive 5000.29 is the use of
high order languages (HOL) in systems development. The advantages are well known and in
many communities, for instance, the COBOL financial management community or the FORTRAN
scientific computational community, these advantages are so persuasive that there has
been essentially no alternative to the use of these common languages for more than a
decade. The obvious advantages include ease of writing of programs, self-documentation,
ease of maintenance, ease of modification, transportability of programs, simplification
of training, etc.

It is surprising that a general consensus has not mandated a common high order language
for embedded systems. There are, however, a number of managerial and technical con-
straints that have acted against this in the past. For most Defense systems applica-
tions, very severe timing and memory considerations have been prominent in the past,
often governed by real time interaction with the exterior environment. Because of these
constraints, and restrictions in developmental cost and time scale, many systems have
opted for asaembly language programming. This decision is often substantially influenced
by past experience with poor quality compilers and the fact that the assembler comes with
the machine, while the compiler and its tools usually must be developed after the project
has begun. The advantages of high order languages, however, are compelling and many
more recent systems developments have turned to HOLs. Because of limitations of avail-
able high order languages, the programs generated most often include very large portions
done in assembly code and linked to an HOL st.'ucture, negating many of the expected
advantages.

Further, many systems have found it convenient to produce their own high order language
or some perhaps incompatible dialect of an existing one. Since there is no general
facility for control of existing languages, each systems office has had to do the con-
figuration control on their language and compilers and continue to maintain such on their
particular dialect through the entire maintenance phase of the system, which may be very
long. This has reduced the contractual flexibility of the government and restricting
competition in maintenance and further development. This lack of commonality negates
many advantages of high order languages including transportability, sharing of tools,
the development of very powerful tools of high efficiency and, in fact, not only raises
the total cost of existing tools, but in some cases essentially prices them out of the
market. Many development projects are very poorly supported and forced to live with a
technology which is far below the state-of-the-art.

By the early 1970's each of the military departments had underway studies or actual
language designs which were expected to lead to common languages for large portions of
those departments, in January 1975 the Director of Defense Research and Engineering set
up a DoD-wide program with the goal of a single common military computer programming
language fr embedded systems. The intent was to have a real time language to supersede
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those numerous ones in current use. Further, to assure non-profliferation during the
duration of this effort, all other DoD sponsored implementations of new high order
languages were halted. In January 1975, a High Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) with
representation from the Military Services and DoD Agencies was established as the agent
for this effort.

Briefly, the logic of this initiative is as follows:

o The use of a high order language reduces programming costs, increases the
readability of programs, eases program modification, facilitates maintenance,
etc. and generally addresses many of the problems of life cycle program
costs.

o A modern high order language performs these tasks better and, in addition,
features which improve readability and understandability can be included
in the language designed in such a way that they also can be used to aid
automatic test generation, analysis and verification as well. A modern
language is required if real time, parallel processing, input/output
and error recovery portions of the program are to be expressed in high
order language rather than in assembly language inserts which destroy
most of the readability and transportability advantages of using an HOL.
A modern language may also provide better error checking, more reliable
programs, and the capability for more efficient compilers.

o Many of the advantages of a high order language can only be realized
through accompanying software tools. A total programming environment for the
language includes not just compilers and debugging aids but text editors,
interactive programming assistance, automatic testing facilities, automated
program analysis tools, incremental modification tools, extensive module
libraries, and a variety of compiler options including code optimization. Wide
use of such tools, which are often unavailable today, through use of a common
language would significantly reduce the life cycle cost of software. Develop-
ment of newer more powerful tools holds even greater promise. Unfortunately,
the average programmer's tool box is rather bare. Because of the time, difficulty,
and high cost involved in preparing these tools for each new combination of
language, machine, and operating system, only the very largest projects have been
able to assemble even a representative set. Smaller projects must be content
to develop the same set of primitive tools over and over. While in many cases
development of tools can be shown to be desirable in the long run, day to day
pressures usually prevail. There is almost never time to do it right. The use
of a common machine independent high order language across many projects and
controlled at some central facility, would allow sharing of resources in order
to make available the more useful, more powerful, and more expensive tools which
no single project could generate or support. At the same time, it would make
those previously generated tools available at the beginning of a project,
reducing both start up time and risk.

o Reducing the number of languages supported to a minimal number, therefore, provides
the greatest economic benefit. There are, of course, costs associated with support-
ing any particular project and general costs of supporting any language. For
a sufficiently large number of users, presumably the costs would be proportionally
less. Perhaps 200 active projects contributing to a single support facility may
not be proportionally much cheaper than two facilities each supporting 100 projects,
although the absolute saving would be significant.

" There are, however, unique advantages to having a singly military computer language.
With a single language, one could reasonably expect new computers proposed for a
project to be supplied by the manufacturer with a compiler. This is, in fact, the
experience of the British with their common language effort. If there were five
or ten common languages, such is not a reasonable expectation. In fact, if there
were a single common language, its use in DoD and the provision of tools by the DoD
would make it a popular candidate for use elsewhere. Sufficient use could be
generated that it would be economically sound to produce machines with firmware
targeted to this high order language, thus further decreasing cost and increasing
efficiency. The multitude of military languages in the past has not received this
sort of acceptance. A single modern well supported machine independent high order
language might even be expected to influence academic curricula, improving the
training not so much of individual programmers but the understanding and capabili-
ties of the general engineering community for support of DoD programs.

The High Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) was chartered to formulate the requirements
for common DoD high order languages, compare those requirements with existing languages, and
recommend adoption or implementation of the necessary common languages. For the very
near term, administrative recourse was taken. DoD Directive 5000.29 specifies that "DoD
approved high order programming languages will be used to develop Defense systems software
unless it is demonstrated that none of the approved HOLs are cost effective or technically
practical over the system life cycle... Each DoD approved HOL will be assigned to a
designated control agent..." Thus, the use of high order languages is established and
indeed very strongly mandated, since life cycle costs are usually dominated by maintenance
where the high order languages have considerable advantage over assembly language. Approved
high order languages will be used, thereby reducing the proliferation and further, these
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languages will be controlled by central facilities. DoD Instruction 5000.31, Interim

List of DoD Approved High Order Programming Languages, designates CMS-2, Jovial J73,
FORTRAN, COBOL, Jovial J3, TACPOL, and SPL/l as the only currently approved languages and
assigns control responsibility.

Formalization of the approved )anguages was a major step forward and recognized for the
first time the corporate commitment of the Department of Defense to provide long term
support for languages. It stops the proliferation of languages in that all new systems are
to be programmed in one of these languages, but there is no intent that already existing
programs be redone or that the projects, already committed to a language, change. There
are, however, limitations. The languages themselves are selected from the present Service
inventories and are not, in general, modern powerful languages. They are generally deficient
in tools and in availability of compilers. They are seldom machine or operating system
independent. Further, we have only started on the concept of control. It will be some time
before they reach the state of a rigorously defined, well supported and controlled language.
They are, therefore, a verynear term interim solution. A more satisfactory technical solution
to the problem is to formulate requirements, evaluate the existing languages, select the best
for modification to meet the requirements, and build a single common high order language, if
that proves technically feasible.

The first charge to the High Order Language Working Group was to establish requirements.
This working group was to consider general purpose computer programming languages, those
whicii are used by a programmer to specify computations to a computer, that is, one of the
level of the interim approved languages. This is a limited goal which does not include I
conversational application packages nor special purpose languages such as requirements , .

specification languages, query languages, job control languages, automatic test equipment
languages, or simulation languages, that do not provide a general purpose computing capa-
bility.

The goals of such a high order language are well agreed upon.

o One wishes to have the language facilitate the reduction of the cost of software.
This cost must be reckoned on the total burden of the life cycle, including
maintenance and certainly not just the cost of production or program writing.

o Transportability allows the reusing of major portions of software and tools from
previous projects and the flexibility to modify hardware configurations.

o The maintenance of very long lived software in an ever changing threat situation
requires responsiveness and timely flexibility.

o Reliability is an extremely severe requirement in many Defense systems and is
often reflected in the high cost of extensive testing and verification procedures.

o The readability of programs produced for such long term systems use is clearly
more important than coding speed.

" The general acceptability of high order languages is determined, at this time,
by the efficiency and quality of the compiled code. While rapidly falling costs
of hardware may make this difficult to substantiate in general, each project
manager will compare the efficiency of the object code produced against an absolute
standard of the best possible machine language programming. Very little degradation
is acceptable.

While these and similar goals are well accepted, they do not lend themselves to a quanti-
fiable or rational assessment of languages. Alternatively, one could establish criteria
which were excessively explicit, determining the form but not necessarily the capability of
the language. Rigorous defintion of the exact level of requirement proved difficult.
Therefore, a STRAWMAN of preliminary requirements was established to define this level
by illustration. The STRAWMAN was forwarded to the Military Departments, other government
agencies, the academic community and to industry. Additionally, a number of technical
experts outside the U.S. were solicited for comments, the European and NATO community being
especially responsive.

The review of the STRAWMAN resulted in inputs from which were put together a fairly complete,
but still tentative, set of requirements called the WOODENMAN. This too was widely distri-
buted for comment. Based on various inputs and the official responses from each of the
Military Departments, a TINMAN set was derived which then represented the desired charac-
teristics for a high order computer programming language for the DoD.

Early in this program, there was the feeling that different user communities might have
fundamentally different requirements with insufficient overlap to justify a common language
between them. Such communities include avionics, weapons guidance, command and control,
communications, tactical systems, and training simulators. The surprising result was that
the technical requirements so generated were identical. It was impossible to single out
different sets of requirements for different communities. All users needed input/output,
real time capability, strong data typing for compiler checking, modularity, etc. Upon
reflection, the technical rationale for this was clear. The surprise was historical,
based on the observation 'that in the past the different communities had favored different
language approaches. Further investigation showed that the origin of this disparity was
primarily administrative rather than technical, and the result that a single set of require-
ments would satisfy a broad set of users became less of a surprise. This did not, however,
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establish that a single language could meet all the stated requirements, only that,
if a language meeting all the requirements existed, it would satisfy the users needs.

Very wide distribution of the TINMAN followed and for a year comments were received on this
document. An international workshop was held at Cornell University in the fall of 1976
to illuminate the current state of the art of programming language design and imple-
mentation. In January, 1977, a new version called the IRONMAN was issued. It was
essentially the same set of requirements as the TINMAN, modified slightly for feasibility
and clarity, but presented in a different format that simplified analyses for technical
feasibility. The TINMAN was discursive and organized around general areas of discussion.
The IRONMAN, on the other hand, is very brief and organized like a language description
or manual. It provides a ;pecification with which to initiate the design of a language.
It remains sufficiently general to avoid specifying particular features or structures,
while still giving the needed capabilities. The 1RONMAN was revised in July 1977 and again
in June 1978 to form the final version which is called STEELMAN. These revisions were
mainly to clarify the intent, but also corrected a few errors and inconsistencies that were
identified lately.

The next phase of the work was the evaluation of existing laguages. This was begui. in a
formal fashion in the summer of 1976, at which time the current requirements document
was the TINMAN. Differences between the TINMAN and the IRONMAN are sufficiently minor
so as not to affect the conclusions of this evaluation. The purposes of the evaluation
were: to examine the existing languages and determine if one or a combination could
satisfy the requirements; to determine on the basis of evaluation of existing languages
whether the requirements themselves were feasible and valid; to determine if it was
within the state-of-the-art to have a single language satisfying all these requirements; and
to recommend the procedure for arriving at the desired minimal set of languages. The
languages included in the evaluation were those nominated to the Interim Standard List,
languages in wide acceptance elsewhere, and certain modern languages offering advanced capa-
bilities. The main set of languages was evaluated very formally through contracts in which
each language was evaluated by more than one contractor and each contractor had several
languages to evaluate, thus giving a cross check on the results. In addition, a number of
individuals submitted detailed evaluations of specific languages with which they had a
unique familiarity. All these evaluations consisted of a comparison of the language
against each individual point of the TINMAN. They were not mere existence checks but the
languages were also examined for feasibility of modification should a particular point not
be met and for possible deletion of features not needed to satisiy the TINMAN requirements.
The following languages received formal evaluations: FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1, HAL/S, TACPOL,
CMS-2, CS-4, SPL/l, J3B, J73, ALGOL 60, ALGOL 68, CORAL 66, PASCAL, SIMULA 67, LIS, LTR,
RTL/2, EUCLID, PDL2,PEARL, MORAL, EL-l. Besides those languages receiving formal evaluation,
a number of other languages were examined for specific features or as examples of modifi-
cations of these languages and contributed data on the feasibility and flexibility of the
various language approaches.

Such was the bulk of these studies that a government committee was put together to analyze
and .ompare the evaluations and to make recommendations consistent with them. These con-
clusions and recommendations werc adopted unanimously by the High Order Language Working
Group as the basis for the next phase of the project. The conclusions may be briefly
summarized as follows:

o Among all the languages considered, none was found that satisfies the requirements
so well that it could be adopted as the common languages.

o All evaluators felt that the development of a single language satisfying the
requirements was a desirable goal.

o The consensus of the evaluators was that it would be possible to produce a
language within the current state-of-the-art meeting essentially all the require-
ments.

o Almost all the evaluators felt that the process of designing a language to satisfy
all the requirements should start from some carefully chosen base language.

o Without exception, none of the interim approved languages was found by the eval-
uators to be appropriate to serve as a base for the development of a common
language for embedded military applications.

o Several languages were found to be appropriate as a base for modification. All
such languages were derivatives of one of three languages: PASCAL, ALGOL-68,
or FORTRAN.

At this point we had determined, as well as can be done on the basis of paper studies with-
out actual construction of a language, that a single language could be constructed to meet
the requirements, further, that this could be done with elements which are mutually con-
sistent and within the demonstrated state-of-the-art. The next step in the project was,
therefore, to provide a preliminary definition of a language. Alternatively this might be
considered an elaborate feasibility proof. Such definition was to be informal but fairly
complete and to consider the cost and nature of implementations.

The preliminary definition used the Revised IRONMAN as the requirements specification and
drew upon the previous work. Multiple competitive contracts were used with the best
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products to be selected for continuation to full rigorous definition and developmental
implementation. Each design was to be produced by a small closely knit team under the
control of one person.

In August 1977, four contracts were awarded to produce competitive prototypes of the
common high order language. These awards came as a result of a request for proposal
and offers received from fifteen firms, both U.S. and foreign. The successful con-
tractors were CIT-Honeywell Bull, Intermetrics, SofTech, and SRI-International.

While different approaches were offered, all four winning contractors proposed to uqe
PASCAL as a base, thereby restricting the products in form and making it somewhat
easier to compare the results. We were prepared to deal with three different base
languages, so the outcome was coincidental. It should be noted however that the require-
ments against which the languagc was designed were not the same as those driving PASCAL.
Thus, only a family resemblance between PASCAL and the design product could be expected.

The products of Phase I, the preliminary designs, were received in February 1978. The
considerable interest that this project has generated in the outside community made it
possible to seek technical input for the evaluation of these designs from the industrial
and academic communities worldwide. Eighty volunteer analysis teams were formed and
produced extensive technical analysis of the designs. The period available was quite short,
but the designs were only preliminary and the purpose of analyses was to determine which
should be continued to completion. On the basis of these analyses, CII-Honeywell Bull,
and Intermetrics were selected to continue and resumed work in April 1978. As a result of
both the designs and the analyses, the requirements were updated in June 1976 to the
STEELMAN version. Since this may logically be the final set of requirements, some care
was taken to remove apparent misunderstandings and discrepancies which surfaced as the
result of the actual design of the four languages. The exceptionally rigorous review
of the languages by the analysis teams in the context of the requirements was a further
test.

The second phase of the design produced a complete language manual, a design rational
document and a limited test ranslator. The test translator was intended only as an aid
in testing the design of the language and was neither complete nor production quality.
Based on additional public review and analysis and a workshop with joint discussions among
the design teams, the analysis teams and DoD participants, a final selection was made in
May 1979. The Green language designed by CII-Honeywell Bull was chosen for further
rigorous testing and continued refinement, and thus became the initial design of Ada.

At the same time, DoD sponsored three different economic analyses of the common language
effort. These were targeted to questions of expectation of savings to result from the
successful completion of the program. They further examined various introduction
strategies and rates of introduction of Ada. Not only were significant savings identified,
but they were shown to be magnified as a function of the rapidity with which Ada could be
introduced. These analyses were not however based on the technical merits of the language
or on its suitability to military applications, but only on its machine independence and
wide availability.

To verify that the Ada language design would adequately support the range of embedded
computer applicatons which motivated "STEELMAN," a one year test and evaluation was
initiated in May 1979. An open invitation was issued for volunteers to choose an existing
application, preferably written in some high order language, and implement it in Ada. Each
of the services identified teams of programmers to implement applications considered
critical to their own embedded systems. Teams from industry, academia and government
volunteered to conduct independent appraisals.

An Ada orientation course was offered to Test and Evaluation participants in the early
summer. The one week session, led by the language design team, was presented at the
U.S. Air Force Academy, the Naval Postgraduate School, the U.S. Military Academy, the
Georgia Institute of Technology, and the Shienham Roval Military College. Participants
were introduced to both the philosophy of design and to specific language features.

A test and Evaluation Workshop, jointly sponsored by DARPA and MIT was held in Boston on
October 23-36, 1979. Some one hundred participants gathered to discuss issues ranging

from simple transliteration (from some high order language to Ada) to significant refine-
ment activities. The mix of applications varied from straight forward data processing to

complex control of real time systems involving synchronization of parallel processes.

Although a number of specific language issues were raised, it became apparent that Ada is
adequate for all applications attempted. The general theme expressed by a number of
speakers was that, while the language is both adequate for their applications and a Sig-

nificant improvement over existing embedded computer languages, there are some important
refinements that are needed.

Although no special environment is needed to use Ada, it was realized early in the develop-
ment process that acceptance of the language and ultimate payoff would be magnified bythe development of a useful and powerful support environment. A workshop, jointly spon-

sored by the Army, Navy, Air Force and the University of California- Irvine, was conducted
at the Irvine campus June 20-22, 1978 to initiate discussion of alternatives for environ-
ments.

From this workshop an initialenvironment specification, called "Pebbleman," was developed.
Pebbleman described all aspects of the Ada language environment (ALE) including language
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standards, policy, configuration control, compiler validation, software tools and
management tools. Pebbleman was wid 1y distributed in July 1978, and revised in
January 1979.

At this stage, the "(OLW(; decided to separate the technical issues from the policy
issues. After several informal iterations and reviews a set of technical require-
ments for an Ada Program Support Environment (APSE) was distributed in November 1979
as the "Preliminary Stoneman".

To better understand and define these requirements, the HOLWG sponsored an Ada Enviro-
nment Workshop, November 27-29, in San Diego. Two hundred twenty industrial, research,
and government participants discussed relevant features of existing environments from
both the users and developers points of view. From these discussions and written
responses to the "Preliminary Stoneman" the "Stoneman" document is being prepared and
will be distributed this winter. Stoneman is a requirements document which specifies
the structure and content of an APSE to support both the development and maintenance
phases of a system, requirements are stated for the support system on a host machine and
the run-time considerations for the target machine.

The APSE is to offer a 'll-coordinated set of tools with uniform interfaces to support
a programming project )ughout its life cycle activity. It must be highly portable and
employ uniform convent s for interface between user and tool. Stoneman introduces the
notion of a common open-ended database to serve as the interface through which a highly
modular set of software tools can communicate. This database will maintain information
important to such functions as version control, library support and project management.
The form and content of the database are not specified but the Stoneman calls for the
selection of a set of conventions.

It is likely that more than one APSE will evolve. Therefore a Kernel Ada Programming
Support Environment (KAPSE) is defined to provide a virtual support environment. The
KAPSE is the environment made available to the APSE tools to ensure a machine-independent
interface. All APSE tools using a common KAPSE should prove portable over the set of
environments supported by that KAPSE.

Stoneman also defines a minimum set of functions which an APSE should perform. This
minimal APSE (MAPSE) must provide a method to create database objects, modify database
objects, produce new objects which are records of analysis of other objects, transform
an object from one representation to another, support the display of objects, parse,
link, load and execute.

The Air Force has issued a draft RFP specifying the competitive design of an APSE. The
"Stoneman" is a supporting document in the RFP and the HOLWG will continue to work with
the Air Force in better defining an APSE.

Introduction of Ada should involve more than just learning a new language. It offers an
opportunity to provide training in modern programming methods that are appropriate to
Ada, but inappropriate to lower level languages, and often unfamiliar to DoD programmers
(whether in house or contractors). Introduction of the language will permit the use of
new concepts and facilities, some, for which there is little current experience.

Realizing that Ada presents a novel opportunity to present a coordinated view of modern
programming practice, complete with a language and support environment, the HOLWG estab-
lished an Advisory Committee on Education and Training in March 1979. The commmittee,
composed of military and civilian educators, is to coordinate education and training
activities to ensure an orderly and coordinated introduction of Ada.

The goal is to develop a base of experience from which to launch the introduction of Ada
within DoD. Members of the committee are actively engaged in teaching and coordinating
Ada courses in universities and industry. Based on the experience gained from these
efforts, and committee intends to develop a model course from which other courses may be
derived. It is clearly appropriate for courses to be oriented to the experience of the
student.

Courses with titles such as "Ada for FORTRAN programmers," "Ada for Pascal Programmers,"
Ada for Machine Language Programmers," will undoubtedly appear. These courses will focus
on the similarities and differences between Ada and some commonly understood language,
some of which share little of the philosophy of the Ada design. Such courses will not
naturally examine the motivation for features nor promote application of the relevant

I principles. The model course should help infuse appropriate concepts into such specialized
courses.

Courses dealing with Ada related issues were offered during the fall term at Carnegie-
Mellon University, New York University, Stephens' l,.titute of institutions, both
university and industry plan courses in the coming terms. Based on the collected
experience from these efforts, a design for a model course =, . be developed and dis-
tributed for comment. The goal is to provide a model cou1 e which provides coordinated
treatment of the languages, complete with instructional materials, by early summer. It
is hoped that this model will be of assistance to anyone preparing an Ada course.

The common language effort has not attempted to'solve the snftware problem, but rather
to provide a leverage for emerging solutions and to eliminat certain nspicuous and
unnecessarily duplicative costs. Somewhat surprisingly, it has been possible to satisfy
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substantially all the identified requirements without encountering any significant
technical difficulties. This may be the result of setting our sights on what we know.
George Washington didn't ask for airplanes or atomic bombs or lasers, all he wanted
was muskets, cannon and sabers. Future language research is vital if we are to be able
to deal with ever more complex and demanding military systems, if we are to be able to
satisfy the increasingly severe systems reliability requirements, and if we are to sig-
nificantly impact the high cost of software maintenance. It is not the intent that the
existence of this language stifle such research, rather that it provide a target and a
user, a data and requirements gathering agent, and clearer identification of underlying
software problems in military and real time applications.

Besides the normal interaction between portions of the Department of Defense and other
agencies of the U.S. Government, this effort has had close relations with and received
a great deal of support and technical input from a number of outside organizations with
similar aims. The appropriate subcommittees of the American National Standards Institute
and the International Standards Organization including their Working Group on Programming
Languages for the Control of Industrial Processes have been kept closely informed of
this work. The International Purdue Workshops on Industrial Computer Systems have long
held an interest in this area and in particular an affiliate group, Long Term Procedural
Language-Europe (LTPL-E) has as a goal the production of a language much like the one
we desire. The goals of this gorup have recently been adopted by the European Economic
Community and there has been a very intimate relationship between this group and the
HOLWG. This is perhaps the most closely analogous group, trying to satisfy the require-
ments of several countries in several real time applications areas. Perhaps the most
successful national common language effort has been that of the British Ministry of
Defense in specifying language CORAL 66 for all MOD real time applications. The HOLWG
has received much valuable technical and managerial insight from the British experience
and to enhance this cooperation, the British assigned a senior technical expert to the
HOLWG to be resident in Washington, providing both technical input and liaison. More
recently, both the German and French governments have initiated procedures to standarize
on existing high order languages, PEARL and LTR, respectively. The Federal Republic of
Germany also assigned a technical representative to the HOLWG in Washington. The
Japanese government, Ministry of Information, Technology and Industry, is subsidizing a
consortium to produce a software production environment, central to which is a common
programming language. The CCITT has proposed a common high order language for inter-
national use in communications.

It appears that the time is ripe for moving to a common High Order Language both tech-
nically and administratively, but significant milestones do remain.

Several efforts are just now getting underway for the introduction of Ada. Delivery of
the final language design is expected in May with formal standards established in June
1980. In anticipation of the development of production compilers. DoD has undertaken
a contract with SofTech to develop an Ada Compiler Validation Capability (ACVC). This
capability will aid compiler builders to ensure that their products satisfy the Ada
standards, and will provide an extensive set of test programs to determine compatibility
with the standard. The initial ACVC will be delivered in June 1980 and will be used by
chartered Ada Compiler Validation Facilities (ACVF) to test and certify compilers.

The first production compiler contract from the DoD will be let by the Army in February
1980. It calls for the development of an Ada compiler written in Ada, having separable
front end and code generators, and for multiple code generators. This will be a two year
effort. The Air Force contract to design and implement an APSE will also include a pro-
duction compiler. This compiler will also be written in Ada, have separable front end
and code generators, and have an intermediate representation compatible with that of the
Army compiler. The code generators will however be targeted to several machines widely
used in the Air Force. In addition there are several research compilers which emphasize
specific goals such as target code optimization or clarity of presentation without
commitment to a production quality product. In all cases the compiler must pass the
testing and certification process prior to use on DoD projects.

Recently the British Government, the German MOD, and the European CEC have made certain
commitments to the introduction of Ada. The DoD will continue to cooperate fully with
other Ada user organizations to insure that all compilers are fully compatible with a
single standard definition, that the advantages of standarization are not lost through
proliferation of dialects, and that they are magnified through the broadest possible
sharing of resources. The High Order Language Working Group actively solicits comments
and cooperation in maximizing the success of this effort.
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SUMMARY

This paper reviews some of the options in compiler construction for avionics applications and describes
the structure of a typical compiler. Compilers for avionics applications have many similarities and a few
significant differences as compared with compilers used in general-purpose applications. This paper will
concentrate on the differences.

INTRODUCTION

The use of Higher Order Languages (HOLs) for developing avionics software is becoming the usual
practice. Many HOLs have been defined with avionics applications in mind; these include JOVIAL J3B 1,
JOVIAL J732, SPL/l', CMS-24, HAL/St , CORAL-66G, PEARL 7, and Adao. Regardless of the HOL used, a
compiler is needed to translate the program written in the HOL (i.e. , the source code) to the machine or
assembly language (i.e., the object code) of the avionics computer. These compilers are complex computer
programs; the availability and characteristics of the compiler for the selected HOL have a major influence on
an avionics software development effort. Because compilers are expensive and require considerable time to
develop, many avionics projects are inhibited from using a HOL. There may be neither the funds nor the time
available to the avionics project to develop a compiler. Indeed, the availability of a proven, efficient compiler
may be the prime consideration in the selection of the particular HOL to be used in an avionics project.

HOST AND TARGET COMPUTER DEPENDENCIES

Because a compiler is a computer program, it must execute on a specific digital computer called the host
computer. The compiler translates the higher order language into the machine or assembly language code of a
specific computer called the target computer. Most general-purpose compilers execute on and generate code for
the same computer; that is, the host and target computers are the same. For example, the IBM 370 FORTRAN
compiler executes on and generates code for the IBM 370 computer. In avionics applications, the host computer
is usually a large- or medium-scale general purpose computer while the target computer is a different, smaller.
airborne or embedded computer. For example, the JOVIAL J3B compiler for the F-16 Fire Control system is
hosted on the IBM 370 and generates DELCO M362F code. This type of compiler is called a cross-compiler.
Cross-compilers are used in avionics applications because the capacity, the peripheral equipment, and support
software of the avionics computer are not adequate for a compiler. In addition, the capabilities of larger
general-purpose computers facilitate compiler use, enable the creation of a more efficient compiler, and
permit the effective use of support tools such as a formatter or a cross referencer. In particular, a cross-
compiler can employ more elaborate optimization techniques than a compiler hosted on a small computer of
limited capabilities.

The use of a HOL for an avionics software project means that there must be a cross-compiler targeted
to the selected avionics computer hosted on a computer available to the software development team. If such a
compiler does not exist, there are several ways that an appropriate cross-compiler can be obtained. (We rule
out the possibility of selecting a different target or host computer since these decisions are difficult to change.)

If a compiler for the HOL is available on the host that generates code for a different target computer,
that cross-compiler can be converted to generate code for the desired target by a process known as retareeting.
This is a straightforward process and it is common for a set of cross-compilers for a particular HOL to bc
implemented on the same host computer. For example, the SofTech developed J3B compiler is hosted on the
IBM 370 and generates code for the IBM 370, Delco M362F, Litton 4516, Singer SKC 2070, IBM 4Pi, and
IBM 

AP/101C.
If a cross-compiler for the HOL targeted to the desired avionics machine is not available on the support

computer but is available on a different host, that cross-compiler can be converted to run on the desired host
by a process known as rehosting. If the cross-compiler is written in assembly language, rehosting can be an
expensive operation because the entire cross-comp':er must be translated into the assembly language of the
new host. If the cross-compiler is written in a HOL, such as the HOL itself, rehosting can be substantially
simplified. In this case, rehosting involves compiling the crass-compiler with a version of the compiler that
generates code for the new host computer. It is not unusual for a compiler written in its own language to be
hosted on many machines. For example, the SofTech developed AED compiler runs on the IBM 370. CDC 6600.
and UNIVAC 1110 series and is targeted to many more machines.

Usually the general-purpose computer (e.g., IBM 370, DEC 10. UNIVAC 1110, CDC CYBER 74. etc.)
used as the host for the avionics cross-compiler is also used for other activities such as simulation and modeling
in the avionics software development process. It is usually very useful if there is a compiler of the selec*ed
avionics language targeted to the host computer as well as to the avionics computer. With this capability
avionics programs can be compiled and executed on the general-purpose computer. Thus, initial checkout of
the avionics software algorithms can be on a more accessible computer and in a more controlled environment.
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After this checkout is complete, code can be generated for the avionics computer rather than for the general-
purpose computer by using a different version of the compiler. This can greatly reduce, or eliminate, the
recoding that is required when initial algorithm development is done in a different language (e.g., FORTRAN)
than that used for the avionics software (e.g., JOVIAL J73). Finally, other benefits, such as increased host-
computer transportability, can accrue from using the avionics language for the support software as well as the
avionics software development.

EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS

The prime factor that has inhibited the use of HOLs for avionics in the past has been the greater memory
required by the slower execution time of HOL-derived programs. The impact of this factor has been reduced
for two reasons. First avionics computers of greater capacity but lower cost have made it possible to compensate
for efficiency problems in the compiler by providing additional hardware. Second, techniques for producing
efficient compilers have evolved. Today, compilers can generate programs no more than 20% slower or bigger
than programs coded in assembly language by expert programmers. In some cases, such as the FORTRAN
compiler for the CDC 6600, the code produced by the compiler is normally better than the assembly language
code most experienced programmers are capable of producing.

The performance characteristics of a compiler depend on the environment in which it will be used. In
most situations, a compromise is required between the computer time used by the compiler in translating from
source to object code and the time used in execution of the object code. Compilers for general-purpose
applications must compile source programs with moderate speed and generate object code of moderate efficiency.
Conversely, compilers intended for use in educational environments are constructed to compile very fast at the
expense of object code efficiency. On the other hand, compilers for avionics applications must generate object
code of the greatest possible efficiency; this efficiency can be obtained even at the cost of a considerable
increase in the time required for compilation.

Even with a HOL suitable for the avionics application and an efficient compiler, current practice provides
for programming a portion of the software in assembly language. A major reason for this regression to
assembly code is the belief that the HOL results in unacceptably inefficient code for some functions, particularly
the real-time executive. Other reasons often cited include the inability to use special hardware features and
concern over the efficiency of procedure linkage conventions.

We believe that with modern HOLs (and optimizing compilers for them), the use of assembly language
should be significantly curtailed, if not eliminated. For example, it seems reasonable to write in assembly
language the fault interceptor module that receives control after a hardware fault, but this module should be
written to save the machine state and then call an appropriate HOL procedure.

This contention is justified because modern compilers can almost always generate code that is as good as,
or better than, assembly code written by average programmers. It will always be possible for the experienced,
exceptional programmer to write code that is better than that produced by the compiler for a particular section
of source code, but experience shows that such carefully tailored code tends to be hard to change or maintain
and leads to high life-cycle costs for the avionics project. A common problem with "efficient" assembly code is
that the programmer makes a change in one part of a program but does not make a required change in a
logically unrelated section of the program, e.g., because a new register is used. The compiler does not make
such mistakes. The compiler never has a bad day and can consider the entire program when generating code.

SofTech has found that the use of target-specific, built-in functions provides a convenient means for
giving the HOL programmer access to special features of the target machine. These are predefined functions
with code expansions that map onto specific instructions. For example, the functions

DOT(A, B, N)

and

POLY(X, C, N)

could be defined for a target machine that had hardware instructions for vector multiplication and polynomial
evaluation. On such a machine only a single instruction (with suitable setup) would be used to implement these
functions. For another computer lacking such features, the compiler could generate

A[l1*B[l1 + A[21*B[21 + ... + AINI*B[N]

and

C01 + X*(C[l] + X*(... +X*C(NI) ...

for these two special functions. Such built-in functions enable hardware features to be fully utilized without
requiring inline use of assembly code or assembly language subroutines and these functions permit the programs
that use them to be moved to other hardware,

Procedure linkage conventions are another area where a good compiler can do as well as, or better than,
the assembly language programmer. Some things that can be done in this area are compiling the procedure
body as inline code (if space is not at a premium), using a simplified calling sequence, based on information on

how the procedure Is actually used, and passing formal parameters in registers.

In the few cases where use of assembly language is deemed critical, the asseiibly code should be

provided as a callable procedure that uses the documented calling sequence conventions of the HOL.
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COMPILER STRUCTURE

The structure of a typical optimizing compiler for a HOL such as J73 is shown in Figure 1. The compiler
consists of a set of sequential phases or modules, each performing part of the translation process. The early
phases are normally highly dependent on the particular HOL and almost completely independent (except for
parameters such as bits per word) of the target computer. The later phases are highly dependent on tlk.!
target machine and essentially independent of the HOL being compiled. This partitioning into machine indepen-
dent and machine dependent sections is the reason development of a cross-compiler is normally a straightforward
process. With proper design, retargeting involves the development of only the code generator phases. When
compilers that are targeted to both the host computer and an avionics computer are needed, a single set of
machine independent phases and two sets of machine dependent phases will provide the needed capability.

DCAAINSVML s.T, S.T. 5. T.LSIG

ILANGUAG NEPNNU ENT I ' LANGUAGE INNEPE*NNENT

S.T. * SYMBOL TABLE
IL. INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE

The compiler executive module initializes the compiler for operation. processes command lines, opens
files, and controls the operation of the remaining modules. Host operating system dependent functions are
performed by service routines within the executive. Isolating these functions in the executive makes the
rest of the compiler more host independent. Based on user-selected options supplied to the compiler, the
executive controls processing by invoking only those modules and functions required to complete a compilation
in accordance with the user's selected option. For example, the compiler executive can direct:

* The syntax analyzer module to insert formatting information into the listing file;

* The optimizer to skip optimization processing in order to save compile time for programs
whose size is not of concern; this option is also of value during development when the
initial code generators are being produced independently of the compiler;

The optimizer and code generator to skip processing when syntax checking mode is in
effect during initial program development.

The compiler executive module also receives error severity codes on completion of each pass that may
affect which subsequent modules are called. It skips optimization and code generation when serious errors
are detected in the source program during syntax, declaration, or semantic processing.

The syntax analyzer module parses the source program and creates the initial version of the symbol
table and intermediate language file. Parsing involves recognition of lexical tokens, such as an identifier,
which normally consists of a letter followed by a sequence of letters and digits, and application of syntactic
rules to determine the grammatical structure of the source program.

The syntax rules of the HOL are usually expressed in a notation called Backus-Naur-Form (BNF). The
BNF description of an assignment statement as a typical HOL would include rules such as

<assign-statement> : := <reference> = <expression>;

<reference> : := <identifier> I <identifier> (<ss-list>)

<ss-list> ::= <expression> I <as-list>, <expression>

These rules state that an <assign-statement> is a <reference> followed by an equal sign followed by an
<expression> followed by a semicolon; a <reference> is an <identifier> or an <identifier> followed by a
parenthesized list of subscript expressions; and an <ss-list> is one or more <expression >s separated by
commas. The BNF description for J73 contains several hundred such rules.

Compilers built by SofTech normally use a table driven parser. The BNF grammar is processed by a
support tool that verifies that the grammar is unambiguous (there are no "sentences" with more than one
possible parse) and generates a compact set of tables that are used with a bottom-up look-ahead parser.
This technique produces syntax analyzers that are as efficient as any that can be hand-programmed; since
errors are detected as early as possible, the error recovery properties are good.

The declaration processor module completes the skeleton symbol table created by the syntax analyzer.
Information contained in type and variable declarations is checked and appropriate error messages are issued.
Machine specific data (localized to a few places in the phase) is used to calculate the size of data and to assign
offsets to fields in a record. If the language contains a COMPOOL facility, as does J3B and J73, this phase
must also process the COMPOOL files specified by the programmer and extract required declarations.

...................................
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The semantic processor module performs all semantic checks, introduces type conversions or identifies
type incompatibilities, and generates the final intermediate language (IL) representation of the program for use
by the optimizer and code generator.

The global optimizer module performs global and target-computer-independent optimizations. These
optimizations are performed on the IL representation of the program and a more efficient IL representation is
produced. Because of the importance of the optimization operations to an efficient and effective avionics
compiler, they are discussed in detail in a later section. The optimization module also inserts information about
the use of variables into the IL program to guide the allocation of registers during code generation.

The code generator module processes the IL representation of the source program and maps it into a
target machine instruction representation. Instructions are generated from the intermediate language by inter-
preting each IL operator in terms of target machine instructions. Instructions generated depend on the
addressing properties of operands, the availability of registers, and the information on operand usage inserted
into the intermediate language by the global optimizer module.

SofTech has successfully used a decision table technique for code generation. Instructions are generated
using decision tables, which examine all of these factors using preprogrammed conditions parameterized with
the operands and which produce locally optimal code for the appropriate target machine architecture. This
technique results in very reliable code generators. A critical optimization activity pei lormed during code
generation is the allocation of target computer register stores and reloads. SofTech has used a cost function
approach in this register allocation. The cost function uses the information on data usage collected by the
optimization module. For each variable, the global significance is a function of the distance to the next
reference. A register is selected for each variable reference based on this data. The cost function prioritizes
different types of use; intermediate results have the highest priority, followed by reused operands, reused
bases, and reused indices.

The output processor module produces all compiler outputs. It performs final instruction optimization
and code assembly operations, and prepares the object module in the form of a relocatable binary object file.
It prints the source program listing with error messages interspersed and occurring after the source input line
that was found in error. It generates a readable description of the complete symbol table and combines the
symbol table information for each name with cross-reference information identifying input lines on which each
variable is set or referenced. The output processing module produces binary symbol table files for use in
COMPOOL input and for potential use by a symbolic debugger. Finally, the output processing module can
print statistics about the source program. Some statistics collected by the SofTech J73 compiler are shown in
Table 1. These statistics are useful in management review and evaluation, particularly in determining software
complexity.

TABLE 1
SOME COMPILER STATISTICS FOR J73

number of symbols;
number of lines;
number of comments;
number of declarations;
number of items of each data type;
number of constants of each data type;
number of procedures and functions at each nesting level;
number of serial and parallel tables;
number of defines;
number of compools used;
number of overlay statements;
number of assignment statements;
number of IF statements at each nesting level;
number of simple GOTO statements;
number of FOR statements at each nesting level;
number of calls for each procedure and function;
number of exit statements;

COMPILER DATA STRUCTURES

Among the compiler's data structures, two are of fundamental importance to the overall design, and are
discussed briefly here In order to highlight their significance. These are the symbol table and the intermediate
language (IL).

The symbol table is a collection of entries containing information about all symbols that occur in the
source program together with those that are reserved or predefined in the language. Each entry describes all
the attributes of a symbol with fields that contain all the declarable or built-in attributes. For a language such
as J73, symbol classes include items, tables, blocks, procedures, constant names, define names, zones, key-
words, operators and single letters. Attributes of variables include size, range, precision, packing and
storage class. Table attributes include dimensions and the ordering and packing of components. Type and
constant name attributes include the attributes of their underlying types or values. Constants are represented
by both the corresponding type information and their declared or literal value. These values are represented
by a single symbol table entry for each value, with a canonical machine independent representation; such a
representation is important in allowing accurate constant expression evaluation routines to be used for
different target computers.
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The intermediate language (IL) is the complete internal representation of the input source program
semantics. The IL is initially produced by the syntax analyzer, is modified by the semantic processor and
optimizer, and is mapped to target machine language by the code generator. The IL includes codes for all
expression operators in the language, for assignment and parameter passing, for all control structures, and
for all references to symbols defined in the program.

OPTIMIZATION METHODS

Optimization methods can be divided into two main categories: target-computer-independent and target-
computer-dependent. The target-computer-independent optimizations would be concentrated in the optimization
module of the typical compiler structure as described in the preceding section. Target-computer-dependent
optimizations would be performed primarily in the code generation module.

Machine-independent optimizations are those expressible as transformations of the intermediate language.
They are valid (in the sense of not changing the meaning of the program) for all target-machines. There are a
number of machine-independent optimizations discussed in the academic literature. 9, Some are applicable to
only a few specialtpurpose programming languages; others can only be performed under certain conditions
that rarely occur.

No optimizations can be performed without intimate knowledge of the program being optimized. Data flow
analysis is the process by which information is collected for optimization. Data flow analysis can be peFrH
in a number of ways, depending on the nature of the expected source programs.

Traditional data flow analysis algorithms (e. 1, ,iterative analysis and linear nested region analysisU,
as well as more recent high-performance techniques , are designed for programs written in Fortran-like
programming languages. Such analysis methods are called "low level" because they are preferred for programs
that make heavy use of undisiplined GOTO's to express program flow of control. More appropriate for analyzing
well-written programs in modern HOLs, such as JOVIAL J73, are "high level" data flow analysis algorithms .

Such algorithms are best for analyzing programs that express flow of control with advanced control structures.
such as loops, IF, and CASE, with GOTO's appearing only rarely.

Data flow analysis can be either interprocedural or intraprocedural. Intraprocedural analysis collects
information from only one procedure at a time, making worst-case assumptions when other procedures are
called. The more detailed and time-consuming interprocedural analysis takes into account most or all of the
effects of procedures calling other procedures. Fewer worst-case assumptions are made, leading to more
opportunities for optimization.

Typical optimizations that result from data flow analysis are:

a. Constant folding (also known as constant expression evaluation).

For example: 1+2 => 3

b. Local and global constant propagation.

For example: B=2; => B=2;
C=1+B; C=1+2;

c. Local and global common subexpression elimination.

For example: B=C*D*E; T=C*D;
F=C*D; => B=T*E;

F=T;

d. Re-ordering of expressions, including application of associative and communicative laws.

For example: 2 + B + 1 => 2 + 1 + B

e. Operator strength reduction in loops.

For example:

FOR II: A BY B; T1 = A * 4; T2 = B * 4;
BEGIN FOR I: A BY B;
.. II * 4... => BEGIN

END ... T1...
Ti = TI + T2;
END

f. Extensive simplification of expressions using algebraic identities.

For example: AA * 1 => AA
AA AND TRUE => AA
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g. Code motion out of loops (also known as extraction of invariant expressions).

For example:
FOR ......... ;T = A'B;

BEGIN FOR ...........
..... A * B ... => BEGIN
END ..... TI .....

<A and B are loop END
invariant>

h. Elimination of dead assignments.

For example:

B = C; ... <no uses of B>...
...<no uses of B>... => B = D;

B =D;

i. Elimination of unreachable code.

For example: IF FALSE; => <nothing>

j. Optimization of subscript calculations.

For example: A(3,2) the subscript calculation is performed at compile time.

Equally important are target-computer dependent optimizations. There are three basic categories of such
optimizations:

0 Register allocation

* Code selection

0 Generated-code optimization

There is no optimal strategy for assigning intermediate results to computer registers because of the
differences between computer architectures. One computer may have index registers, floating registers, and
general-purpose registers; another may use general-purpose registers for indexing, but have special
registers for multiply and divide. Thus, one register allocation strategy can not work for all target computers.
It is possible, however, to extract some basic principles of optimal register allocation:

* It is necessary to keep a full register history during code generation, to avoid redundant loads.

* It is usually optimal to keep values in registers as long as possible, rather than storing inter-
mediate results into memory as soon as they are computed.

0 When a register must be chosen for a new value to be loaded, it is necessary to look ahead to
the future uses of the value in order to choose an appropriate type of register. Consider the
example of a machine that permits addition into both index and general registers, but permits
multiplication only into general registers.

If we wish to compute a sum that will later be used as a multiplicand, it is important that we
compute the sum in a general register rather than in an index register. However, if the sum
is to be used later as an index, we would want to compute the sum in an index register.

* When all registers are full, it is necessary to have a strategy to determine the "best"
register to use (the current contents of the register may have to be saved in memory).
Such a strategy could discard the value least recently used or the value least recently loaded.
A better strategy is to consider the number of remaining uses of the value, and the
distance to the next use; this is called the "usage count" method of register allocation.

Just as no one register allocation strategy can work for all target machines, no one code selection
algorithm can be universal. When choosing which instruction codes to use, the code generator must pay
attention to special-purpose machine instructions for loop-control, masking, clearing, and incrementing. Half-
word, double-word, and multi-word instructions can be'used to great advantage when available. Fixed and
integer multiplication and exponentiation can frequently be speeded up through use of shift, add, and subtract
operations. Exponentiation can be replaced by multiplication when it is profitable to do so. Certain CASE
statements can be implemented via branch vectors rather than tests. It is important to make good use of
indirect, indexed, and immediate addressing of operands, in order to eliminate useless register loading and
redundant allocation of literal storage. A number of algorithms'? exist that allow the code generator to
evaluate a complicated expression in the order that makes minimal use of machine registers.

A number of compilers have demonstrated great success with optimization of the generated machine code.
Such optimizations uncover and exploit aspects of juxtapositions of machine instructions that yield optimizations
not detectable by earlier optimizers. Many times, such optimizations have produced improvements in unexpected
situations, surprising even the compiler's designers. An example of post-compilation optimization is peephole
optimization. In this technique, a "window" of only two or three instruction-widths is passed over the
generated code. Simple machine-dependent optimizations are sought without examining any code outside of
the window. Redundant register loads and stores are eliminated. Operand addressing is improved. Machine
condition-codes are used to best advantage. A variety of straightforward but highly effective transformations
are performed, cleaning up the rough edges in the code. Other exampls of important post-compilation
optimizations are eliminating jumps to jumps and reversing the senses of comparisons.
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A problem with generated-code optimizations is that they may interact with each other in unexpected
and confusing ways, resulting in the possibility of bugs being introduced into the generated code. SofTech
has addressed this problem by introducing an inductive proof methodology that demonstrates the correctness of
the generated-code optimizer transformations. For each optimization (and a compiler may apply 15 or 20 types
of such optimizations), the effects on the contents of memory, the machine condition codes, and the flow of
centrol are explicitly defined. The situations in which the optimization may be performed are also explicitly
defined and a proof is constructed showing that the optimization preserves program correctness. It is then
possible to construct an inductive proof showing that the aggregate of all optimizations preserves program
correctness, regardless of how the optimizations interact.

COMPILER TESTING

Since the compiler is an essential tool in software development, it must work correctly if that development
effort is to succeed. It is clearly intolerable for errors to be introduced into the avionics software because of
compiler deficiencies. It is only slightly less tolerable for the compiler to fail to successfully compile a valid
source program. Because compilers are complex computer programs, they must be thoroughly tested before
they are used. Five classes of tests can be defined.

Class I Tests in this class verify that valid HOL statements are accepted by the compiler.
These tests are not intended to verify the correctness of the generated object code.

Class II These tests verify that the compiler under test rejects statements that are not valid

HOL, and that corresponding diagnostic messages are produced when such statements
are recognized.

Class III These tests verify the operation of the implementation-independent HOL directives.

Class IV Tests in this class are used to check that capacity requirements and constraints
are met. For implementation-dependent capacity requirements, model tests are
included that can be adapted for a particular implementation.

Class V These tests verify that HOL programs are translated into correct object code. The
tests in this class are all executable and self-checking (i.e. , the test program out-
puts a message telling whether or not the test was passed).

Each class is composed of a great many test programs written in the HOL. The tests are performed by
attempting a compilation of each program and, in some cases, execution of the resulting object code. Each
test is aimed at exercising a specific language feature or combination of features.

Compartmentalizing the tests in this way achieves three advantages:

a. Catastrophic failure of a single test program will not alter the outcome of subsequent tests.

b. Incorrectly supported language features will have minimal effect on tests of other language
features.

c. Part-al test sets can be used during compiler development to test partially complete
compilers.

Total isolation of language features is not possible since testing of some features must assume that other
features are operable. In order to minimize cross-dependencies and to achieve a well-behaved compartmentaliza-
tion, a nucleus of language features has been defined. Features in the nucleus are tested first. Tests of
features outside the nucleus assume the existence of the nucleus features, the existence of the feature under
test, and a minimal number of the other language features required to support the feature under test. This
organization permits maximum testing support for c3mpilers that are still under development and, also,
supports verification of the finished product.

CONCLUSIONS

The approaches to avionics compiler development described in this page have been successfully used by
SofTech and others to produce reliable and efficient compilers for avionics applications. The results from the
use of these avionics-oriented compilers should convince all but the most hardened sceptics that compilers are
an essential part of an avionics software development system. Avionics software development has progressed
rapidly in the last five years from relatively primitive support software to integrated and complete software
support facilities.

The compiler is at the center of these facilities. The compiler will, in the future, be linked to the
simulators and test software so that the benefits of a HOL can extend from the coding phase to debugging and
checkout. Through the mechanism of software libraries the compiler will become an information source for
software documentation, configuration control, and status accounting tools. Finally, more general and compre-
hensive software analysis tools (such as data flow analyzers, program structure analyzers, and test
instrumentation tools) will be integrated into compiler usage.

Although much greater use of compilers will be made, fewer compilers will be written in the future than
the number of applications would indicate. This will be the result of actions taken to minimize language
proliferation (e.g. , the Ada language), actions taken to reduce computer hardware differences (e.g., the
MIL-STD-1750 instruction set), and the establishment of central agencies for compiler certification and
distribution.
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SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Donald J. Reifer
President and Chief Scientist

Software Management Consultants
2922 West 227th Street

Torrance, CA 90505 USA

Summary

This chapter defines the terms verification and validation and
provides detailed guidance for their conduct. For each activity,
it identifies the responsibilities of the participating organiza-
tions and discusses applicable concepts, methods, products and
problems. Its purpose is to serve as a guide and it should be
utilized accordingly.

I. Introduction

The purpose of verification and validation is to provide systematic assurance that
software developed for weapons systems will perform its mission requirements economically,
efficiently and correctly. This assurance is enhanced by having an objective third-party
independently assess the technical adequacy of the delivered software products.

The concept of verification and validation was first employed in early space and
missile systems where the consequences of failures were often catastrophic. The concept
was extended to encompass nuclear safety analysis and command and control systems and is
currently being used on a wide range of systems. Although a quantitative measure of the
effectiveness of its application is impossible to make, an examination of the success of
past systems employing it indicates that its added expense is justified. The following
examples illustrate this point.

The Space and Missile Test Center's verification and validation contractor was tasked
to independently evaluate and test a 25,000 word program that had been an integral part
of the range safety system at Vandenberg AFB for the previous eight years. Twenty major
errors were detected, seven of which were critical to range operation. Possible injury
to life and/or property could have occurred if these errors were left uncorrected.

The Minuteman Program Office has employed an independent contractor to do verification
and validation for many years. Their overall error history illustrates the benefits
attributed to this practice. Minuteman has experienced 1 error per 6000 lines versus an
industry average of 1 error per 300 lines. This represents a 20 to 1 improvement.

Other projects such as the Titan missile system, the B-1 Bomber and the Safeguard
anti-ballistic missile system have reported like successes. The success of the approach
is epitomized by SAMSO Commander's Policy which directs that independent verification and
validation will be considered for all space and missile programs employing embedded
computer resources.

Verification and validation embody a series of activities which are ideally interfaced
with the development process itself. The activities accomplished result in a more orderly
and efficient implementation because each development phase produces a verified baseline
for the next phase. In addition, errors are typically found early in the cycle before
they have a chance to propagate. In summary, the three major payoffs of verification and
validation are:

Improved reliability - fewer errors after acceptance

Greater visibility - improved chances of success

Reduced life cost - errors found earlier
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Table 1

Verification and Validation Explained

Independent Verification and Validation Is Independent Verification and Validation Is Not

• An independent technical activity. . Conducted by the personnel that develop

• Aimed at product evaluation throughout the software.
the life cycle. . Checking the code during Development Test

• Identifying errors early. and Evaluation (DT&E).

• Employed to insure that all system and Identifying errors during DT&E.

subsystem requirements have been . Employed to insure that only the test
fulfilled by the software, requirements of the computer program

Complementary to the development effort, development specification are met.

Designed to help the developer. . A duplication of development activities.

Additional insurance. . Conducted to harass the developer.

A guarantee of success.

II. Verification and Validation Defined

The terms verification and validation are being used extensively and somewhat inter-
changeably by members of the software community to describe many disparate testing and
analysis activities. Service memos and regulations are often vague and conflicting when
discussing the subject matter. The dictionary offers little relief from the confusion
because the terms are synonyms for one another. Just what do the terms mean and what
activities do they encompass?

Table I summarizes what verification and validation is and is not. It is provided to
clarify any misconceptions about the processes. For the purpose of this Chapter, verifi-
cation and validation are conducted by personnel who are not associated with the develop-
ment organization. This is the key discriminator between verification and validation
(v&v) and Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E). The following paragraphs define the
terms verification and validation within the context of the acquisition life cycle used
by the military.

Verification is defined as the iterative process of determining whether the product
of each step of the software development and change process fulfills the requirements
levied by the previous step. The four activities that comprise the verification process
are briefly described as follows:

System Specification Verification

The system-level analytical activity conducted to determine whether
the computer-aDplicable requirements within the system specification
represent a clear and accurate translation of the user's need.

Requirements Verification

The data system analysis (i.e., hardware and software) activity
conducted to determine whether the software requirements reflect the
computer-applicable needs denoted by the system specification.

Design Verification

The software design analysis activity conducted to determine whether
the software design represents a clear, consistent and correct
mechanization of the specified requirements.

Program Verification.

The code analysis and test activity conducted to determine whether
the actual code correctly implements the design as described in its
associated documentation and whether it is compliant with the
specification which contains the design.

Validation encompasses the evaluation, integration and test activities conducted at
the system level to ensure that the finally developed software satisfies applicable re-
quirements set down as performance and design criteria in the system specification and/or
the software requirements specification.

Successful validation requires that all verification activities are completed. This
is necessary because verification procedures often provide a basis for selection of the
validation approach.

Validation is usually conducted to ensure system-level requirements are fulfilled.
Therefore, software's contribution to performance must be evaluated in a realistic
operating environment where hardware, environmental and personnel effects are in the loop.
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III. System Specification Verification

System specification verification is the v&v activity conducted to ensure that the
system/system segment being considered will meet its mission goals and objectives. Once
this activity is completed, the subsystem requirements can be developed in a logical
manner with assurance that there is a clear and accurate description of the systems
concept.

System specification verification occurs during the validation phase. It takes the
system specification and/or data system specification and determines whether the stated
requirements are a clear and accurate translation of the user's need.

The validation phase begins with a preliminary system specification and a Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). The developer's first task is to update the system speci-
fication and TEMP so that they are 2cmpatible with the approv,.d system engineering con-
cepts and to prepare the System Engineeing Management Pla7 (!*MP). The developer then
begins the task of refining the system concept and allocating requirements to subsystems
and then to hardware and software c-aifiquration items fCI's). The process continues with
the developer conducting trade studies which help reduce the risk of the system design.
The main products developed during this phase are an authenticated system specification,
TEMP, plans, trade studies, preliminary specifications and Interface Control Documents
(ICD's).

The IV&V agency is typically brought on contract just after the PO approves the system
requirements. Their first major task is to prepare a Verification and Validation Master
Plan (VVMP). The IV&V agency then starts a detailed review of the developer's products
and reports their findings to the Government's Program Office (PO). The IV&V agency ini-
tiates their tool development activity and their test planning during this period. Their
participation culminates with their independent confirmation of the feasibility of the
requirements.

The PO monitors progress and reviews and approves products produced by both
participants. They attend reviews, approve minutes, and assign action items. They work
with both the developer and the IV&V agency to provide task direction, establish team
spirit and proper working relationships. They review deliverables and evaluate their
technical adequacy and acceptability.

Specification verification is concerned with analyzing and evaluating the system
specification requirements and their allocations in detail. Detailed requirements
analyses are conducted using analytical modeling, simulation, and prototyping to evaluate
the proposed conceptual approaches to system mechanization. Preliminary subsystem rela-
tionships are reviewed to ensure satisfaction of appropriate performance, functional, and
operational requirements. Requirements are segmented in sufficient detail to determine
whether the identified design approaches can realize them with acceptable risk.

The IV&V agency should direct their efforts toward evaluating the following three
areas during specification verification.

Risk

Technical Feasibility

Supportability

Trade studies are conducted to evaluate alternative system concepts in terms of
cost/risk. Typically, the attitude "let the computer do it" prevails. As a result, the
cost/risks are not fully evaluated. The IV&V contractor must appraise the Government of
the consequences of trades. They must quantify risk in terms of a range of direct
(dollars) and indirect costs (schedule). For example, most airborne systems have equation
trade studies investigating different guidance or navigation schemes. These trades are
the precursor to the derivation of the equations that go in the software requirements
specification. Because the equations are the backbone of performance, acceptable engineer-
ing solutions (accuracy, speed, etc.) must be verified for a variety of nominal and
off-nominal situations. A major change in philosophy could impact hardware selection and
software cost. Coding the equations in FORTRAN and executing them with models of the
environment using an engineering simulation has proven to be a successful method of proving
feasibility early. Other risk reduction techniques include simulation and prototyping.
If you've never done it before, it normally pays to build a "quick and dirty" prototype
to prove the concept.

Technical feasibility of the functional allocations to hardware, software, firmware,
and operator procedures (could be implemented by the pilot) is the iext item to be eval-
uated. The typical philosophy is "let the software do it if it is tricky." With the
advent of cheap hardware and firmware, this is not always the right way to go. The IV&V
contractor should evaluate the feasibility of the allocations in terms of life cycle costs
and appraise the PO of his findings. Analytical modeling can be used to investigate the
complexities of real time systems. System simulations which functionally model the
architecture can be employed to do hardware/software tradeoffs to assist in allocation.
Performance evaluation and workload measurement aids have been used effectively in eval-
uating performance of existing hardware and software in architectural evaluations.
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Another key problem is the tendency of the developer to concentrate on the
operational software. Typically, little attention is given to support software used
in the development facility, support and test equipment. The availability of critical
checkout equipment or a compiler can drive the schedule. The IV&V contractor should
ensure that the developer's Computer Program Development Plan (CPDP) adequately ad-
dresses these issues. The IV&V agency should spend as much time as necessary
(depending on criticality) to ensure that the PO is appraised of the risks and
possible consequences in these areas.

Typical problems associated with specification verification activities include
(1) overcoming the developer's mistrust of the IV&V agency, (2) expediting information ex-
change, (3) evaluating fully the consequences of trades and (4) involving software per-
sonnel in interdisciplinary working groups so that they are not at the mercy of other
technical disciplines.

IV. Software Requirements Verification

Requirements verification is the v&v activity conducted to ensure that the soft-
ware requirements can accomplish their allocated system requirements. Its primary
aim is to identify ambiguous, ill-defined and technically inadequate software
performance and design requirements as early in the process as possible.

Requirements verification occurs during the validation phase. It ensures that
the computer program development specifications adequately reflect the computer-
applicable portion of the system specification. The major software product of this
activity is a set of authenticated specifications which become the allocated base-
line for the Full Scale Development Phase.

The developer's responsibilities are to (1) revise his software requirements
specifications and ICD's based upon continuing requirements definition activities
and (2) support the conduct of a software requirements review. The requirements
specified should be finalized when they are sufficient to form an allocated base-
line for design. The requirements should then be reViewed at a software require-
ments review where an action plan for approval of the software requirements
specifications and subsystem ICD's should be formulated. The approved software
requirements specifications and subsystem ICD's will form the basis of Full Scale
Development.

The IV&V agency's responsibility during this period is to evaluate the developer's
products to ensure their technical viability with regard to the computer-applicable
requirements of the system specification. Requirements are analyzed and are some-
times independently derived in order to verify the developer's allocations which
form the basis of design. The IV&V agency is as responsible for the requirements as
the developer. They must do everything necessary to give the PO their assurance
that the software requirements specifications and other supporting documents are
technically sound.

The PO continues co monitor progress and review and approve products produced by
both participants. The PO attends reviews, chairs working group meetings, institutes
technical interchange meetings, approves minutes and assigns action items. The PO's
major responsibility is to make sure that the requirements get defined and specified
in a form appropriate for baselining. The PO must also make sure that the schedules
are maintained for support and checkout equipment needed for software production.
If the requirements in the software requirements specification are ill-defined, the
Pn shoula extend the definition activity. In making their decision, the PO must
listen to both the developer and the IV&V agency. Baselining too soon can lead to
' r:. cost overruns. Baselining too late could cause delays and other problems.

...,ir~ments verification is concerned with evaluating the developer's
,hase products in detail in order to confirm that they form an appropriate

th,. Fill Scale Development Ph--e. The software requirements specifica-
., ensure their require ts are consistent, complete, testable,

!,:iltfe. The evaluation is directed towards answering the questions
-l,;a-pt n tools and techniques employed to answer these questions

i mulation, algorithm evaluation testing, requirements
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Table 2

Software Requirements Verification Checklist

Are all functional, interface, and test requirements completely

specified in quantitative terms?

Are there any potential problem areas in fulfilling the re-
quirements?

Are the requirements logical, consistent, testable, traceable,
and understandable?

Are the requirements sufficient to realize both the system and
subsystem objectives?

Are all input, output, and processing requirements identified
and specified for each function without ambiguity?

Are all hardware and software interfaces identified?

Are the data base and data requirements clearly stated?

Are acceptance criteria specified for each requirement?

Have the equations been scientifically verified?

Have the human engineering aspects been addressed adequately?

Is there early and continued emphasis on test planning?

Are the objectives and stages of testing described?

Do timing and sizing estimates have sufficient margin?

The IV&V agency should direct their efforts towards evaluating the following four

areas during requirements verification:

Technical Adequacy

Criticality

Testability and Supportability

Timing and Sizing

The primary objective of requirements verification is to confirm the technical
adequacy of the requirements. The specifications are first evaluated for completeness,
consistency, and traceability to the system specification. Special requirements language
systems have been developed to effectively automate part of this process. Then, the
detailed functional and performance requirements are analyzed in great detail. Some IV&V
approaches that have proved successful in the past include:

Use of scientific simulations ennanced with more sophisticated
models (i.e., sensors, vehicle, atmospheric, etc.) to verify
the accuracy of the equations in their engineering form for
realistic environments.

Use of functional simulations to evaluate interrelationships
between functions and functional performance (i.e., timing,
sequencing, etc.)

Use of protypes to validate requirements derived for functions
for which little or no history exists (e.g., a new redundancy
management technique).

Use of capability matrices or N2 charts to trace functions or
their interfaces vs. other requirements.

An essential part of functional analysis is determination of criticality. In many
instances, the cost of IV&V prohibits its cost effective application to the entire pro-
gram. Only those functions deemed critical, then, are subjected to an IV&V. Candidates
for IV&V could include such functions as a terminal guidance function for a homing inter-
ceptor, a range safety destruct function, a critical bombing algorithm, a precision radar
tracking function on an aircraft, and an entire flight program for a launch vehicle.

Another area of concern revolves around the tendency of the developer to concentrate
on pertormance at the expense of testability and supportability. The IV&V agency should
ensure, using analyses, that every requirement stated in the specification is testable.
This requires a detailed examination of the TEMP and test requirements section of the
software requirements specification. Having the IV&V agency review test documentation is
controversial. One school says they shouldn't because it will bias the IV&V test approach.
Another school says they should because only then can the IV&V program be made complemen-
tary to the developer's approach. In addition, the specifications should be evaluated to
ensure they are consistent and compatible with the provisions of the PO produced Computer
Resources Integrated Support Plan (CRISP). Supportability is as important a consideration
as testability.

The final areas of concentration for the IV&V agency is that of timing and sizing.
The IV&V should independently derive timing and sizing estimates based upon their experi-
ence. These estimates can then be compared with the developer's and disparities should
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be examined before budgets are established.

Typical problems associated with requirements verification include (1) continuing to
maintain the teamwork and information exchange, (2) overcoming the continual pressure to
prematurely baseline the requirements especially when their technical adequacy is question-
able, (3) maintaining schedule when critical decisions that impact software or products
from other disciplines are delayed and (4) ensuring a realistic test approach is developed
in parallel with the software requirements specification activity.

V. Software Design Verification

Design verification is the v&v activity conducted to ensure that the software design
represents a clear, consistent, and accurate translation of the software requirements.
Its primary aim is to confirm the fact that the recommended design will do the job
specified in the software requirements specification. It does not attempt to redesign.
Instead, it seeks to identify inadequacies in the design and test approach before
implementation starts.

Design verification is a Full Scale Engineering Development Phase activity. It takes
the General Design Specification in two versions (preliminary and detailed) and ensures
that the evolving design adequately satisfies the provisions of the software requirements
specification. The major product of this activity is a set of specifications which are
detailed enough to form the basis of coding.

The developer's responsibilities are to (1) formulate general software design and test
concept, (2) develop a detailed design using this concept that fulfills the requirement of
the software requirements specification and (3) support the conduct of a Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) and a Critical Design Review (CDR). The Full Scale Engineering Development
Phase should start with authenticated software requirements specifications and ICD's.
These should be updated and an acceptable design and test approach should be developed that
meets their intent. The PDR should provide an action plan for approving the approach
which establishes the design architecture for each software CI. This architecture is then
refined successively until it is of sufficient detail to commence coding. A CDR is then
held to provide an action plan to finalize the design and test procedures. The CDR data
package typically consists of an agenda, General Design Specifications, draft test
procedures, draft users manual, and draft version description documents.

The IV&V agency's responsibility during this period is to evaluate the developer's
products to ensure their technical viability and to contribute to the design refinement
process. The design is checked for logical consistency and completeness. Key algorithms
may be either simulated or rederived in order to assess their technical adequacy. The
IV&V agency must do as much analysis as is necessary to independently verify the design
implementation. They provide the PO with their assurance that the design is technically
sound and that its critical components will do the job.

The PO continues to monitor progress and reviews and approves products produced by
both participants. The PO attends reviews, chairs working group meetings, institutes
technical interchange meetings, attends design inspections, approves minutes, and assigns
action items. Their major responsibility is to make sure the design is finalized by CDR.
The PO must also make sure that all the supporting checkout and production equipment is
available once the decision is made to go ahead with coding. They may wish to use an
incremental development approach and hold several CDR's to preserve the schedule.

Design verification is concerned with evaluating the software design in detail in
order to confirm that it serves as an appropriate baseline for coding. The General Design
Specifications are evaluated to ensure their provisions are both consistent with the
software requirements specifications and adequate to do the users processing job. The
evaluation is directed towards answering the questions posed in Table 3. Evaluation tools
and techniques employed to answer these questions include simulation, prototypes, design
languages, walkthrus, design inspections, process construction, and performance evaluation.

The IV&V agency should direct their effort towards evaluating the following four areas
during design verification:

Technical Adequacy/Performance

Modularity and Maintainability

Timing and Sizing

Support Equipment Availability

The primary objective of design verification is to confirm the technical adequacy of
the design. The total software design must be expressed in writing, simulated, analyzed,
and evaluated as to risk, expected performance, cost, and reliability. The evaluation
must consider performance capabilities, system and software architecture, operational se-
quences, information flow, timing, scenario design and many other parameters. Some IV&V
approaches that have proven successful in the past include:

Use of design languages to incrementally document
the design.
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Use of discrete event arclitectural simulations
to assist in making key design decisions relative
to intermodule sequencing, control laws,
communications processing and/or executive structure.

Use of trial coding to confirm the performance or
resource consumption of critical modules (identified
during requirements verification) in a typical
operating environment under nominal and stress
conditions.

Use of rederivation of key algorithms to assure
optimality and to understand assumptions and
approximations.

Use uf dimensional analysis to evaluate algorithms
and data for completeness and compatibility.

Table 3

Software Design Verification Checklist

Have all software requirements been addressed in the design and is

there traceability?

Are all the equations, algorithms, and input/outputs correct?

Is the data base fully defined and is its architecture (structure and
access methods) fully compatible with the logical design?

Are the specific module capabilities and their complex control and
data linkages defined?

Are the inter-module communications and interface rules established
in the software requirements specification fully adhered to in the
design?

Is the design compatible with the hardware and software interfaces
established in ICD's and the software requirements specifications?

Does the design reflect the current version of the requirements
(includes all changes)?

Are there timing and sizing budgets established at the module level?

Are the test procedures compatible with the design, test plan and
software requirements specification test requirements?

Do the individual designs fully realize overall requirements for
performance, operation, growth, maintainability, etc.?

Is the design detailed enough to begin coding?

Is there sufficient timing and sizing margin at CDR?

Design verification activities must also ensure that the design is modular and main-
tainable. Software should be designed to accommodate change. The design should be
evaluated to make sure the modularity rules (e.g., minimize intermodule communications
using the Parnas information-hiding principle), testability and maintainability consider-
ations are embedded within its structure. These provisions cannot be implemented as an
afterthought. They must be an integral part of the design or else they will fail to be
effective.

The next area of concentration for the IV&V agency is their timing and sizing analysis.
The IV&V agency should continue to refine their estimates and compare them with those
derived by the developer. The resulting budgets will be more realistic as a result.

The final area of concern is that of support equipment availability. The IV&V agency
should assist the PO by monitoring the developer to ensure that the support software
(e.g., compilers, simulators, etc.) and checkout equipment that is needed to start coding
is available at the CDR. The IV&V agency must also police itself and assure that its
tooling is available and qualified as well.

Typical problems associated with design verification include (1) continuing to maintain
the teamwork despite petty disputes, (2) overcoming the continuing pressure to prematurely
baseline the design even though it is not modular, incompatible with the machine selected
and/or based on volatile requirements, and (3) ensuring that the design is testable and
that the user is involved during the design process.

VI. Program Verif.cation

Program verification is the v&v activity conducted to independently assure that the
actual code that is developed is compliant with the technical description contained within
the approved design specification. Program verification is that activity that ensures sani-
ty, evaluates sequencing logic, file structuring, execution paths and limitations, and
interfaces to name a few. This activity does not, however, evaluate the program's perform-
ance in a real or pseudo-real environment. That is the task of validation.
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Program verification is a Full Scale Engineering Development Phase Activity. It takes
the code as it is produced and compares it with the design specifications against which
it was generated. It works with the object and source code. It is usually scoped to com-
plement the developer's DT&E activities, not to duplicate them. Program verification is
not a DT&E or a software integration activity. It may employ DT&E methods, but its aim
is different. It is a separate and independent activity directed towards providing the
PO with additional assurance that the code will properly realize the design. The output
of this activity is code that fulfills its specifications.

The developer's responsibilities during the period starting with the CDR and ending
with the Final Qualification Testing (FQT) are to (1) code and checkout the individual
software modules, (2) integrate the modules into software CI's, (3) conduct successful
Preliminary Qualification Tests (PQT's) and Final Qualification Tests (FQT's) for all
software CI's, (4) support the conduct of formal audits, and (5) support the conduct of
a Test Readiness Review. The developer starts with the approved design specifications
and implements them. Implementation can be accomplished using a top-down (i.e.,
build-a-little and test-a-little), bottom-up or alternative methodology (e.g., hardest-
out-first). Each module developed is tested stand-alone and in combination with other
modules. Integration tests for the software CI is then accomplished using regression,
string, or other testing approaches. Finally, FQT's are conducted and audits are held.
FQT's are formal tests of the integrated software CI, performed by the developer and
witnessed by the PO, conducted to demonstrate that the software CI fulfills its require-
ments. They differ from PQT's in the following areas:

PQT's are normally much more detailed in terms of coverage.

PQT's normally provide only minimal hardware/software
interface testing.

PQT's are normally conducted at the contractor site using
simulated equipment and environments.

The IV&V agency's responsibility during this period is to independently test and
evaluate the developer's product(s) using his own facilities and tools. The code is
checked for errors, omissions, and incorrect translations using a variety of methods
during production. The IV&V agency must do as much analysis as necessary to verify
that the code correctly implements the design. The IV&V activity differs from tne
developer's DT&E tasks in the following areas:

Program verification is conducted against the General Design
Specification rather than the software requirements
specification.

Program verification is usually less formal and less structured
than either PQT or FQT.

Program verification is usually more stress oriented than PQT.

Program verification is conducted to discover and correct
programming errors, not to confirm proper implementation (a
major philosophical difference).

While program verification looks at design, validation may look at software
requirements in addition to system specification needs. This Chapter clarifies the
distinction in roles for the reader in the next section.

The PO again monitors progress and reviews and approves products produced by both
participants. The PO attends reviews, chairs working group meetings, institutes techni-
cal interchange meetings, resolves discrepancies, approves changes to specifications,
approves minutes, and assigns action items. They conduct audits (both formal and
informal) during this critical period to assess progress and confirm that the product
that underwent test and that delivered are one in the same. They observe test conduct
and analyze test results.

Program verification is concerned with providing confirmation that the code fulfills
the requirements of the General Design Specification. Confirmation is accomplished by
addressing the questions listed in Table 4. Tools and techniques employed to answer the
questions posed by the checklist include automated test generators, comparators,
cross-assemblers, data analyzers, decompilers, debug aids, dynamic analyzers, dynamic
simulators, editors, emulators, flow charters, etc. Most so called v&v tools address
this activity. They have been developed in many cases to help perform unit, module,
subsystem, and integration testing. These tools analyze the code in detail to determine
whether there are errors present.

The IV&V agency should direct their efforts towards evaluating the following three
areas during program verification:

Technical Correctness

Efficiency

Technical Adequacy
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The primary objective of program verification is technical correctness. The actual
program code in its source and cbject form is evaluated against its design specification
and discrepancies such as those listed below are identified for correction:

Incorrect logic flow

Inaccuracies in mathematical calculations

Incompatible interfaces

Improper use of instructions

Some IV&V approaches that have proven successful in identifying these and other
errors in the past include:

Use a verification approach that combines the virtures of
functional, logical and path testing.
Concentrate your effort on the interfaces and sequencing
logic. Statistics show these areas to be very error-prone.

Perform both static and dynamic execution analysis of the
code. Static analysis will scrutinize the code and
execution analysis will scrutinize the results.

Use tools and approaches that allow for test repeatability
and variable fidelity.

Table 4

Program Verification Checklist

Has every software module been checked to determine whether it

produces correct output for prescribed inputs?

Are the arithmetic results correct for nominAl conditions?

Are singularities and other conditional occurrences of data
processed correctly?

Are the subroutine calls properly formatted and has each been
tested?

Are the parameters dimensionally correct and is their calling
sequence properly invoked?

Is scaling proper to realize correct precision and desired results?

Have all error conditions been processed correctly?

Have all instructions and each branch been exercised at least once?

Have the timing and resource allocations been properly mechanized?

Is the task sequencing proper to mechanize the function in correct
execution order?

Is the compiler producing acceptable code?

Are there any violations of agreed-upon programming practices?

Is the users and program description documentation adequate?

Program verification also addresses the efficiency problem. The program is
continuously monitored as it is being developed to insure that timing and sizing budgets
established during design are met. Detailed module timing analyses are conducted to
identify modules that are marginal in processing data within prescribed time limits.
Size is monitored. A key problem that typically causes size and timing growth is compiler
inefficiency. The target computer code generator usually requires modifications to its
optimization techniques even in the best of circumstances. The use of floating-point
instructions in excess of what is thought to be an optimal mix for the intended applica-
tion is another problem area.

The final area of concern is the technical adequacy of the code and related software
products. Program verification ensures that the code is fully and correctly described
in the detailed General Design Specification which also serves as as-built documentation.
The General Design Specification should describe the program, not some lesser version of
it. Program verification is also concerned with ensuring that the Users Manual is ade-
quate. Lastly, program verification is concerned with assuring that the documentation
adequately tracks the latest versions of the code.

Typical problems casociated with program verification include (1) resolving resource
utilization problems and conflicts, (2) overcoming mechanization problems on the target
computer, (3) recovering from late hardware deliveries, (4) overcoming problems associated
with unreliable hardware, (5) compensating for requirements changes, and (6) ensuring that
nominal test results are complemented using stress tests.
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VII. Software Validation

Software validation is the v&v activity concerned with determining whether all software
and system performance, interface, functional and test requirements are being satisfact-
orily fulfilled. Software validation is that activity that ensures that every requirement
is adequately tested and that the software has been adequately shaken down from a system
perspective. Unlike program verification, validation seeks to evaluate the program's
performance in a real or pseudo-real environment.

Software validation is a Full Scale Engineering Development Phase activity normally
conducted somewhat in parallel with program verification. It takes the code as it is
produced and compares it with the System Specification and software requirements
specification against which it was generated. It works with both the source and object
code. It differs from program verification in purpose and in detail. Validation
usually involves operational exercise of the code to assure that the requirements are met,
while program verification usually involves the detailed analysis required to verify the
design's proper implementation. In some instances, software validation activities
overlap those conducted by the developer in the area of DT&E. The IV&V agency is tasked
with providing a second opinion on the software's ability to perform. The IV&V agency
will test those critical functions identified during system specification and software
requirements verification to provide the evidence he needs to confirm the software's
capabilities. If the entire program is critical, the IV&V will run a totally independent
DT&E to qualify it from their vantage point. The output of this activity is code that
fulfills system level requirements.

The developer's responsibilities during the period starting with the FQT and ending
at the System Readiness Review are to (1) integrate the software CI's with other software
CI's and the hardware, (2) conduct system level tests, and (3) support the conduct of
formal reviews and audits and IOT&E. The developer starts with all qualified hardware
and software CI's. He integrates them together and tests the composite system in accord-
ance with the provisions of the TEMP. In some instances, the system is transitioned to a
Government team which conducts IOT&E of the integrated system before it is deployed.

The IV&V agency's responsibilities begin earlier in the life cycle. They test and
evaluate the code that was identified as critical in parallel with both its code verifi-
cation and the developer's DT&E activities. Their job is to provide feedback early enough
so that problems identified can be corrected without costly schedule impacts. The IV&V
agency accomplishes its job by providing independently derived test results against which
the developer's results can be compared. The IV&V agency also actively participates in
the FQT and the System Readiness Review. The formal results of the IV&V agency's test
and evaluation efforts are presented at these reviews.

The PO continues to monitor progress and review and approve products produced by both
participants. The PO participates and witnesses test conduct and analyzes test results.
They chair working group meetings where both the developer and the IV&V agency present
the results of their testing. They resolve problems and act as the arbitrator for dis-
putes. They attend reviews, chair techrical interchange meetings, approve changes to the
specifications, approve minutes, and assign action items.

Programs are validated to confirm that they perform in accordance with their system
and software requirements. Confirmation is accomplished by executing the completed code
in a realistic environment according to the following three stage approach:

Software CI Testing

Integrated Software Testing

System Testing

Software CI testing is that formal testing conducted to confirm that each and every
requirement of the approved software requirements specification has been fulfilled. Soft-
ware CI testing is accomplished by the developer, witnessed by the PO and independently
evaluated by the IV&V agency (if warranted). It involves both PQT and FQT. It can be
achieved incrementally in either a top-down or bottom-up fashion. It uses approved DT&E
procedurs which are compatible with the test plan approved for demonstrating the software
requirements. A checklist for the conduct of software CI testing is illustrated in
Table 5.

Table 5

Software Testing Checklist

Are all inputs accepted and all outputs produced?

Does the mechanization of algorithms and models fulfill the
prescribed requirements?
Can the function being performed by the module be exercised at

the extremes of the range of input variables?

Are the initialization provisions properly implemented?

Are the error handling provisions properly mechanized and has
every error condition been tested?
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The following problems should be addressed by all parties that participate in
software testing:

Designing an effective set of test cases.

Creating an efficient test environment.

Managing test data.

Knowing when to stop testing.

Methods that have been used effectively to attack these problems include:

Designing test cases against established test criteria similar
-to those listed in Table 6.

Designing test cases that exercise software capabilities, not
features.

Using test tools effectively to create an efficient diagnostic
environment.
Creating a test data base that relates each test to its
requirements and manages test cases and test results.

Setting pre-defined, realistic goals against which test
accomplishment can be measured.

Table 6

Example Test Criteria

Programmer judgement

Execution of all program statements

Execution of all program branches
Dividing program paths into equivalence classes and execut-
ing at least one path from each class

Execution of randomly-selected test data

Execution of all legal program paths

Stress test at boundaries

The IV&V agency's involvement in testing is dependent on their assessment of
criticality. For non-critical cases, they should participate as an independent reviewer
of the developer's products. Test documentation should be reviewed with a concentration
on procedures and results. The procedures should be reviewed to ensure:

The test procedure tests the program and not a simpler

variation of it.

There is positive feedback in every test procedure.

The results of the test procedure are not only predictable,
but predicted.

Test results meet all acceptance criteria.

Test results should be evaluated against expectations, previous results, and
requirements. Results should be further examined to determine if the test objectives
established have been realized. Criteria established in the test plan and software re-
quirements specification serve as guides to this determination.

The IV&V agency should independently test those software CI's designated as critical.
Test plans and procedures should be developed to define what tests will be conducted to
evaluate the program. Care should be exercised to ensure that the test program is inde-
pendent of the developer. The major differences between the IV&V and the developers test
program are as follows:

The developer's test program is much more formal. PQT's and
FQT's are conducted for each software CI. The IV&V agency's
test program is usually less structured.

The IV&V agency's concentration is more test oriented because
that is their one and only job.

The developer stresses functional testing at the expense of
logical, path and stress testing. The IV&V agency normally
gives equal attention to all four techniques.

Integrated software testing is accomplished to validate the overall operation of the
data system as an integrated entity in a pseudo-operational environment. The software CI's
are integrated together and with the hardware and tested to ensure that the provisions of
the system or system segment specification are fulfilled. The common myth that the
developer's software organization's job ends with validated software CI's is disspelled.
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The software developer participates as an essential member of the test team. As
integration and test progresses, software personnel accomplish the following tasks:

Review test results and identify problems.

Review problem solution approaches for potential
software impacts.

Modify qualified software CI's.

Retest modified software CI's.

Modify software requirements specifications and
related documentation.

Advise the Test Director of the problems and pitfalls
associated with solving all the world's problems
through software.

The IV&V agency supports integrated software testing and contributes directly as a
member of the team. They provide independent impact assessments and reverify and
revalidated modified software CI's as required by a needs assessment.

Finally, the integrated system is validated in an operational environment and turn-
over and transitioning is accomplished. System validation is accomplished to ensure that
all the provisions of the System Specification are fulfilled. The following planning
documents could play an important role in system testing:

Test and Evaluation Objectives Annex (TEOA)

Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)

Computer Resources Integrated Support Plan (CRISP)

Program Management Responsibility Transfer (PMRT)
Agreements

Turnover Agreements

System testing is normally conducted by a government team with assistance provided
as needed by the developing contractor. The IV&V agency may participate as a team member.

Typical problems associated with validation include (1) ensuring that sufficient time
is allocated to system test so that the system is not prematurely accepted and fielded,
(2) ensuring sufficient software manpower is committed to support system test, (3) pro-
viding backup test facilities to preserve schedules when continual hardware reliability
problems occur, and (4) resolving function caused by integration disputes.

VIII. Conclusions

The definitions and description of the activities encompassed by them are offered to
provide guidance to those seeking to create a technically sound assurance technology for
computer software. As we have described in the Chapter, verification and validation can
be employed to independently monitor and evaluate the development of software throughout
its life cycle. The concepts embodied by this technology are not new. They have and are
being used to improve the quality of modern weapons systems. Yet their employment re-
quires careful planning and tailoring to the peculiarities and constraints of the indi-
vidual project. Those interested in material relative to planning and tailoring are
referred to the references which serve as an extension to this Chapter.
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SUMMARY

This paper deals with the management concepts utilized in developing a maintenance capability to support fleet tactical software.
The discussion begins with a brief description of the tactical software being maintained. The kind of management, planning that is
essential to fleet software maintenance is then presented. Software design factors are discussed that will reduce maintenance costs by
making the initial software development more amenable to subsequent modification. The methodology the Navy uses to control changes
to a software configuration baseline is addressed and how the Navy insures reliability of the software prior to fleet release is included.
Also provided is an overview for the work breakdown structure and the organization of resources for work accomplishment. The paper
concludes with a discussion on rAtimating procedures for determining software maintenance cost. Note that the concepts addressed
in this paper on the management process for software maintenance are widely used by Navy agencies but not precisely as given herein.

SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION

Software maintenance can be defined as the development and implementation of modifications to software after the software is
available for operational use. The modifications are made to correct faults and to provide improved or modified functional capability.
Most maintenance performed on software is for the latter reason. The initial intended use of the software changes after the software
system is released for operations, perhaps because users see better ways to accomplish their tasks, or new and additional demands must
be processed by the system. It is the changes in the functional requirements of the system that software maintenance accomplishes by
implementing modifications to the existing software.

Software maintenance is just as challenging and difficult as the development of new software. It requires the same steps and atten-
tion to detail as in a software development. The implementation of a modification to software must include definition of functional
requirements, design, code, debug, integration, and acceptance testing. In some ways the software maintenance can be more difficult
in that the existing memory and timing reserve will not permit an expansion or improvement of the functional capability of the soft-
ware. This forces the software maintenance engineer to develop unique design improvements to the software architecture to increase
the efficiency of the use of memory and processing time.

The purpose of this paper is to describe Navy management considerations and concepts which are utilized in developing engineer-
ing support for the maintenance of Navy tactical software. It is these considerations and concepts which constitute the management
process for software maintenance. This paper will address some of the cradle-to-grave aspects of life cycle support of software, but with
particular emphasis on maintenance requirements after the software becomes operational. Note that the management process discussed
herein is for the maintenance of large system, real time application software developed for operations in the fleet.

The management process for the maintenance of tactical software involves decisions in establishing control of changes to the soft-
ware end in providing for the implementation of improved functional capability throughout the life cycle of the software. It is impor-
tant that the planning and operations of the software maintenance be thoroughly conceived and established early in order to con-
tinually deliver software to the fleet that has high functional effectiveness and high reliability. Essentially, the management process is
a group of considerations and concepts that management includes in their planning deliberations and incorporates into their approach
to providing for the maintenance of tactical software. These considerations and concepts are as follows:

a. Life Cycle Support
b. Early planning
c. Identification of the software management organization
d. Software design factors that will facilitate the maintenance of software
e. Configuration Management required to control software change
f. Ouality Assurance to insure software reliability
g. Work breakdown and staffing
h. Maintenance cost

Each of the above concepts will be presented in further detail in the ensuing discussion and in the order shown. However, to
improve the reader's appreciation to the importance and necessity of the above management concerns, a brief description of the kind of
softwm being maintained will be given first.

SECTION 2. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The software being maintained is fleet tactical software which includes some of the largest and most complex real time application
software in existence today. Tactical software provides the control of electronic sensors end displays, computation of tactical and
nWigational algorithms, disposition and execution of ordnance and armaments, and the real time computer response to man-machine
interfine demands. Thee automated tasks are performed by the software for the purpose of accomplishing mission requirements and
tactically pursuing targets of Navy interest.
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Tactical software for a given application or system is a large conglomerate of software. Less than one-third is used directly in the
mission. The major portion of this software is used for system test, code generation, simulation and training. In order to facilitate the
Navy's management of this software complex, the software is generally divided into the following major systems:

a. Tactical Mission Software
b. System Test Software
c. Support Software
d. Trainer Software

Tactical Mission Software. Tactical Mission Software provides for the control of system tactical equipment and the capability for
processing, sloring, correlating and displaying tactical data. This enables the crew officers and operators to optimize the utilization of
mission tactics and the system equipment. System equipment may consist of electronic sensor hardware such as acoustic signal ana-
lyzers, radar, infrared detection and electronic emission detection. Other equipments that may be included in a tactical system are
magnetic tape transports, drum and disk storage, printers, keysets, cathode-ray-tube displays, data link communication receivers/
transmitters, and various types of navigation equipment such as inertial, doppler and Omega. Tactical Mission Software varies in size as
high as 300,000 core words and is written for the most part in high level languages and is executed on the tactical system's militarized
computers.

System Test Software. System Test Software provides system "Go-Nogo" tests which enable the crew members to verify opera-
tional readiness. In the event a fault is encountered during the "'Go-Nogo" testing, the System Test Software provides diagnostic soft-
ware for fault isolation down to a hardware circuit board. System Test Software varies in size up to 900,000 core words and is written
in assembly language and high level language. Assembly language is used extensively to permit bit structures to be exercised and ana-
lyzed. System Test Software is also executed on the tactical system's militarized computers.

Support Software. Support Software is executed on laboratory facility computers. This class of software is comprised of com-
pilers, assemblers, loaders, code generators, simulation software, data reduction programs and utility routines.

Trainer Software. Trainer Software consists of system simulation software and a modification of the Tactical Mission Software.
Trainer software is resident on a replica of the tactical compartment and is used to train crew members to perform their particular oper-
ator functions and to perform as a cohesive unit. Note that the simulation software is used to simulate mission environment at the
Trainer site and to simulate some of the system hardware that would be difficult or impractical to include within a Trainer tactical com-
partment.

SECTION 3. LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT

The p. mning to acquire and implement resources for software maintenance must:

a. con~ider the entire life of the software,
b. begin early in life of the software in order to reserve funding and identify sufficient personnel resources for outyears,
c. define early who is responsible for the maintenance.

A concept which focuses and organizes management's thinking on these planning considerations is Life Cycle Support. Navy Life Cycle
Support of software is an integrated cradle-to.grave process. This forces software developers to resolve, early in the software design
stage, the requirements for fleet logistic support (i.e., maintenance support) of the software. For the purpose of providing an orderly
approach to the Life Cycle Support of software, the Navy divides the life of the software into three phases as shown in Figure 1.

DEVELOPMENT-PHASE1

Design and develop software

TRANSITION -PHASE 2

Conduct Navy Test and Evaluation and
establish Software Support Activity

[AV PPO RT PHASE 3

Provide software maintenance

FIGURE 1 - Software Life Cycle

Development Phase. The Development Phase includes those activities which cover the requirements definition, design, code, debug,

integration, and test of a new software system. As part of the early planning for a software system, Navy agencies or commands are
selected to assume responsibility for each phase of the life cycle. The agency assigned as the Development Activity assumes responsibil-
ity for the software system's Phase 1 - Development. The agency assigned responsibility for maintenance of the software is called the
Software Support Activity. The Software Support Activity assumes responsibility for Phase 3 -Navy Support. Both the Development
Activity and the Software Support Activity share responsibilities for Phase 2 - Transition.

Transition Phase. The Transition Phase includes a series of events that are directed toward the assumption of custody of the soft-
warebffihfleet ad the development of the capability to maintain the software. During the Transition Phase, the Navy conducts
formal Test and Evaluation in order to validate that the software will satisfy fleet operational requirements. At the same time, the
Software Support Activity begins its build-up of personnel, establishment of facilities for software development and test, training of
personnel, and assumption of the Configuration Management.



Navy Support Phase. The Navy Support Phase is the software maintenance phase and it is key to the Navy's ability for maintaining
the readiness of its software in the face of changing threat conditions. This phase commences at the time the software is released to the
fleet for operational use and remains in effect for the balance of the life of the software. During this phase, fleet users submit requests
to the Software Support Activity for software modifications which result in periodic updates and re-issues of functionally improved
software.

The Navy Support Phase minimizes the obsolescence of tactical systems. Because these systems are programmable, it is possible to
recode portions of the software and create new functional capability. In their use of the system, fleet operators and officers determine
and suggest many unique functional improvements to the operation of the tactical system. Many of these improvements can be imple-
mented via the software or as a software work-around instead of hardware change. Periodically the Navy will make major hardware
revisions and/or additions to a tactical system; however, these hardware updates do not occur frequently. Through periodic software
re-issues (occurring approximately 12-18 months apart) during the software maintenance phase, the fleet can obtain significant system
improvements and thereby increase tactical proficiency. The re-issue of the software with significant improvements permits effective
resolve of the problem of changing threat conditions that the fleet constantly faces.

It should be clear to the reader at this point that software maintenance as addressed in this paper, refers primarily to the imple-
mentation of software functional improvements. Software problems or fault corrections are undertaken during the Navy Support Phase,
but fault corrections are a minor concern within Navy software maintenance efforts. The reason for the minor concern is that extensive
testing performed on software prior to release to the fleet minimizes the occurrence of software faults after release.

Early Planning Requirements. Because fleet tactical software has a relatively long life consisting of numerous changes in functional
requirements and because outyear costs are heavily dependent upon management decisions made during the development phase of soft-
ware, life cycle planning must be performed at the beginning of the software development process. The Navy has found it useful as part
of the development of new software to require software managers to develop this early planning which is documented and referred to as
the Software Life Cycle Management Plan. The Software Life Cycle Management Plan is high level planning which addresses critical
cradle-to-grave management concerns for a particular software system. The following is a brief outline of the contents of the Software
Life Cycle Management Plan document:

Volume 1:

Sect 1.0 - States the purpose, objective, and scope of the plan.
Sect 2.0 - States applicable standards and instructions that the software development and maintenance will adhere to.
Sect 3.0 - Identifies or briefly describes the software being managed.
Sect 4.0 - Presents the life cycle schedule, milestones, potential risks, and contingency plans.
Sect 5.0 - Establishes who is in charge/responsible.
Sect 6.0 - States how Configuration Management will be pursued.
Sect 7.0 - Describes the Quality Assurance provisions.
Sect 8.0 - Defines how documentation will be processed.

Volume 2:

Provides resource requirements, funding, special agreements, detail procedures, facility descriptions, detail schedules.

The Software Life Cycle Management Plan's greatest value is that it establishes consensus between the many system managers on
what the policy, long term schedule, and group interface/responsibilities will be for a particular software system. This kind of long range
planning performed at the commencement of a new software development is extremely supportive of the outyear maintenance effort
occurring after the software becomes operational in the fleet. From the early planning data, high level management can acquire an appre-
ciation of the many stages of activity and the estimated cost that will be required for the software development and maintenance sup-
port. Additionally, from this early planning, management can accomplish during the time of development of the software system the
reservation of funding and the establishment of resources and software support facilities that will be required for the many years of
maintenance on the software.

Other key planning which supplements the Software Life Cycle Management Plan and is required to be formulated during the early
stages of the software system development is:

Configuration Management Plan
Quality Assurance Plan

Configuration Management planning is essential because the software will be under continual functional modification and improve-
ment throughout its life cycle in order to overcome changing threat conditions. The continuous and numerous functional changes to the
software will require stringent configuration control of the software baseline to avoid confusion and provide for orderly implementation
of thn software changes. For this purpose the required software configuration control is defined in the Configuration Management Plan.

Quality Assurance planning is likewise essential because of the critical use of tactical software in the defense posture of the Navy.
The Quality Assurance Plan will define the test and evaluation methodology required to insure that the fleet receives software that has
the highest functional effectiveness and relability.

Software Management Orgnization. befinition of the software management organization for a software system during the life of
the software system is important. There are many players that are required to provide engineering services during the life of the soft-
ware. Therefore in order to minimize communication gaps and assign accountability for all the work that must be performed during the
life cycle of the software, the management organization must be identified and responsibilities clearly assigned. In general, the software
management organization for tactical software would be similar to the diagram in Figure 2.

Note that each tactical software system has its own Software Change Review Board to assist the Program Manager in exercising
configuration control of the software. The membership of the Software Change Review Board consists of fleet users of the software
plus representatives from each of the groups shown in Figure 2. The Software Change Review Board reviews proposed software changes
in order to assess impact on fleet capability and advise the Program Manager on the level of priority that should be assigned to the
changes. This is an important contribution that the Board makes because requests from fleet operators for software changes are gen-
erally numerous; however, available funding and personnel resources for implementing software changes are limited.
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MANAGER

SOFTWARE CHANGE SYSTEM STANDARDS
REVIEW BOARD GROUPS OR COMMITTEES

OTHER INTERFACING INDEPENDENT NAVY
TACTICAL SYSTEMS TEST AND EVALUATION AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE SUPPORT
ACTIVITY J ACTIVITY

FIGURE 2 - Typical Software Management Organization

Design Factors. There are a number of software design factors that are significant to software maintenance that should be imple-
mented in the initial development of the software. These factors are:

a. Employ top-down structured programming with standard language constructs when developing the software.

b. Use high level language.

c. Modularize the software architecture by breaking it up into subroutines restricted to one function each.

d. Define consistent software interfaces/protocol for calling or passing data between software subsystems.

e. Establish documentation standards and require that documentation be developed that will support the maintenance of the soft-
ware.

f. Instrument the software by implementing test subroutines in line with the operational software code which will pennit analysis of
the utilization of computer resources such as use of transient memory, task execution time, interrupt processing, etc.

g. Provide a hardware breakpoint monitoring capabAity in order to halt execution of program to examine program faults.

h. Develop system data replay software to examine inner program date processing.

i. Establish a core and timing reserve during the development phase to enable future functional expansion of software during the
maintenance phase.

There is nothing new or innovative in this list. Navy experience indicates however that incorporating this set of factors in the initial
software design can simplify the task of making changes to the software system after the software becomes operational within the fleet.

Software Configuration Management. The Navy considers Configuration Management as a vital and extensive process that must be
omni-present through the life of the software. This process is formal; that is, verbal change requests are not recognized by the process.
Software change requests must be submitted in writing and the processing of the change request is controlled in a relatively formal
procedure.

An important concept within Configuration Management is the identification of the software baseline. This concept can be under-
stood through discussion of the following configuration management terminology:

1. Configuration Baseline
2. Configuration Item
3. Configuration Identification List

The Configuration Baseline is the actual software code before incorporation of a group of approved software changes. The Con-
figuration Baseline is then separated into a number of Configuration Items which correspond one-to-one with the major subprograms or
subsystems of the total software system. Each Configuration Item is then technically specified by a set of documents containing func-
tional description, logic design, interface description, test plan/procedures, operator manual, etc. The group or list of documents that
comprise the technical specification is known as the Configuration Identification List.

The control of software changes to the Configuration Items of the Configuration Baseline is the primary activity and essence of

Configuration Management. The Configuration Identification List supports the control by defining the identity of the software Con-

figuration Baseline. All changes requested by the software users must be analyzed in order to determine what software subsystems
(i.e., Configuration Items) will be affected and what will be the cost for the implementation of the changes. These software change
impact analyses are reviewed by the Software Change Review Board. If approved for implementation, the software code will be appro-
priately modified and the technical documentation of the affected Configuration Items will be changed in order that the documentation
will accurately reflect the modified code. The resulting new version of the software code and the modified documentation constitute
the next software Configuration Baseline and Configuration Identification List.

Configuration Management procedures are closely related to the steps that are taken to implement a software change. Figure 3
provides a general outline of the primary steps taken within the software maintenance process to incorporate a change and release
improved software to the fleet.
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USERS SS CBSAINDEPENDENT SSASUBMIT PROVIDES APPROVES IMPEMNT NAVY AGENCY DELIVERS

REQUESTS IP I A AIMPLEMENTS PERFORMS IMPROVED
FOR SOFTWARE / MAN/AN PRIORITIZE CAR ED TEST AND SOFTWARE

CHANGES CHANGES EVALUATION TO FLEET

Note: SSA - Software Support Activity

SCRB - Software Change Review Board

FIGURE 3 - Simplified Software Maintenance Process

Utilizing the outline of Figure 3 as background for the ensuing discussion, this paper will now address how the control of software
change is made possible by constraining changes to the following procedures:

a. The users of the software submit in writing on pre-designatad forms, all requests for software corrections or new functional capa-
bilities. Word of mouth or informal change requests are not recognized by the Configuration Management procedures.

b. The Software Change Review Board secretariat formally receives, logs, acknowledges to the users, and distributes the change re-
quests to the Software Support Activity and members of the Software Change Review Board.

c. The Software Support Activity engineers technically determine and document how correction or new functional capability will
change the baseline (i.e., which Configuration Item(s) will be changed) and how much will it cost to implement the changes.

d. The Software Change Review Board reviews the baseline change impact analyses and recommends to the Program Manager an
implementation priority for each of the changes.

a. After receiving direction from the Program Manager on what changes to implement, the Software Support Activity implements
the approved changes and concurrently tracks the progress achieved in establishing the next software Configuration Baseline.

I. Through operational testing the Independent Navy Test and Evaluation Agency will validate that the updated or new software
baseline is in accordance with Program Manager approved changes and functional specifications.

g. Upon delivery of the new version of the software to the fleet, the Software Support Activity will apprise the fleet of the functional

capabilities of the modified software baseline.

In order to facilitate Configuration Management, the Navy uses automated Configuration Management date bases. These data bases
are resident on laboratory computer systems through the use of date base management system software programs especially designed to
create a data base, update the data, and provide reports. The automated configuration management data base provides various formal
and periodic Configuration Status Accounting reports such as:

Configuration Identification List
Software Change Request/Program Trouble Report Status
System Problem Report Status
Software Change Notice Reports

Additionally, these automated data bases are usually equipped with an "immediate access" feature which permits informal interrogation
of the data base. Inquiries such as "List the change requests impacting the Navigation Subsystem with an implementation cost greater
than $5000" can be easily and quickly made.

Software Quality Assurence Process. The Navy places serious emphasis on software Quality Assurance. This is demonstrated by
considerable expenditure of funds in order to guarantee a high reliability for tactical software. The Quality Assurance process relies on
two features:

1. The software design is verified early in the development of new or modified software. The rationale is that design problems are
less costly to correct in the initial software development stages.

2. Quality Assurance is performed by a group of engineers that is independent of the group that is directly designing and coding the
software modifications or now software. Since the Quality Assurance group has no personal investment in the design and develop-
ment of the software, they do not suffer from a lack of objectivity. The independent Quality Assurance group performs its func-
tion with the firm belief that the software does contain errors that need to be determined and corrected.

Figure 4 provides a schematic outline of the software Quality Assurance process.

The Quality Assurance process begins with a number of software engineers or programmers laying-out design specifications for
the development or modification of various software modules and/or subprograms. An independent Quality Assurance group provides
earl verification by analyzing the design specifications through examination of functional descriptions, performance specifications,
flow charts, interface protocol, etc. and independently determines that the software design will satisfy the functional requirements. This
early verification is completed before any code implementation,

After Quality Assurance approval of the design, coding commences and is followed by three levels of testing: subprogram tests,
program tests, and program integration tests. Then tests are performed by the software production group, but are observed by the
Quality Assurance group. Upon completion of this testing, the coding effort is frozen and an interim program tape is delivered to the
Quality Assurance group. The Quality Assurance group then performs independent laboratory functional and performance testing, core
utilization tots and timing/loading tests in order to validate that the software and-product meets functional/performance requirements
at the laboratory level.

After successful completion of the above Quality Assurance validation tests, the program development is frozen and an independ-
nt Navy Agency commences formal Test and Evaluation end validates that the software Is operational in the flot environment. Suc-

ceesful completion of formal Navy Test and Evaluation provides final Navy acceptance of the tacticl software. This Quality Assurance
proces tmn in effect during the life of the software.
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FIGURE 4 - Software Quality Assurance Proem

Work Breakdown and Staffing. The Navy uses a Work Breakdown Structure to determine how the work is to be broken down into
areas of effort. A Work Breakdown Structure is a management tool utilized in planning the progression of work, assigning responsibil-
ides, and providing a framework for financial control and pogress tracking. The major work breakdown categories for Phme 3 Navy
Support (i.e., software maintenance) of tecticel softwar are:

Erm, mt. Provide direction, plans, and schedules.
ga tnanment. Provide configuration baseline control.

Quality Assuce .Provide verification and validation.
Software Production. Provide engineering analysis, design, code and debug.
Laboratory Facilities. Provide operation and maintenance of software generation, integration, and training facilities.

These work breakdown categories illustrated in a Work Breakdown Structure format would appear as a hierarchical block diagram such
as shown in Figure 6. Although not discussed in this paper, note the need to support the operations and equipment maintenance of
Laboratory and Trainer Facilities. Because the fleet operating environment is not conducive to d production of software and special-
ized crew training, It is esestal for the support of tactical software to provide for these facilities in order to conduct maintenance and
training on the tactical software. Laboratory Facilities must be made available to the Software Support Activity in order to provide
the ability to:

a. Generate machine loadable code.
b. Debug and test the modified software on a simulated tactical system.

Staffing for maintenance of tactical software can be divided into several working groups:

Program Office

Configuration Management

Quality Assurance Tactical Minion Software Group
Software Production I System Test Software Group

Support Software Group

Laboratory Operations Trainer Software Group 94
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The working groups correspon approximately to the Work Breakdcown Structure. The Progran Office is do moagment focod
point for dl the groups. Note that for Software Production the isa team for each of the software product lines which has the re-
sponsibility for the analysis, design, code, debug, and inteation for its assigned software product The precise orgenization for soft-
ware mainlenanoe of tactical software varies in accordance with the formal organization of particular Navy Agencie and Laboratorias.
The personnel resources for the working groups may be provided from agencies organized functionally or as a matrix. What is impor-
tent, however, is that resources at least awe assigned to informal working groups as shown above.

S PHASE 3 -NAVY SUPPORT( of w e nli)

ENGINEERING CONFIGURATION OFWARE QUALITY FACILITIES,, I

MANAGEMENT [MANAGEMENT PRODUCTION ASSURANCE

DIRECTION CONTROL ANALYSIS |VRFATIONI"U
P RA I N

PLANSAND I  CONFIGURATION TEST AND LABORATORY
SCHEDULES STATUS DVALIDATION MAINTENANCE

ACCOUNTING,

DOCUMsENTATION ORmAL NAVy TRAINIER
CRARY DTEST AND OPERATIONS

EVALUATIONJ

TRACK COST TES AN
AND SCHEDULE I | U

_FAULT ANALYSIS
AND CORRECTION I

_FLEET ISSUE ANI
? I ORIENTATION|

FIGURE 5 - Simplified Work Breakdown Structure

Software Maintenance Cost. The maintenance cost of software is very much related to the cost of developing the software. A
rough rule-of-thumb estimate would be that the cost of software maintenance can be expected to be approximately equal to the entire
cost of developing the software to the stage where it can be releasd for operational use. Some typical costs in terms of manpower
experienced for tectical software range between 800-2400 manyers required for the total life cycle support of tactical software. These
total manyeas can be further separated into the three phases of the life cycle as follows:

Phase Phase2 Phas e3
Development Transition Navy Support*

Required Manyears/Year 0-100 120-240 40-80
Duration of Phase 3-5 years 2-3 years 10-15 yeas

Percent of Life Cost 25% 25% 50%

• Phas 3-Navy Support is the software maintenance period inthe life of the software.

Note that hardware costs are not included and would have to be added in order to determine total system life cost. Assuming that the
hardware requirements are available or provided for under a seperte budget, the software cost is primarily for manpower needed to
develop and maintain the software. Therefore manyear estimating is an excellent indicator for software cost.

The 50 percent of life cost shown for the software maintenance phase indicates that the maintenance of software is a significant
contributor to the life cost of softwae. Obviously, management must be concerned and must plan early in Phase 1 - Development in
order to:
a. Insure that the design of the software will result in a system that is relatively easy to maintein.
IL Reserve funding and establish personnel resources for the outyars; of required maintenance.

Although software maintenance appeals expeAsive, the important point for the edor to derive is that the Navy is acquiring new func-
tional capability without having to scrap the old software and commence a new software development. Thi approach is the most cost
effective if the software system is designed initially to accommodate maintenance, for example, initially design the software with a
reserve for memory and timing to permit future expansion.

To determine the cost of software maintenance, an experienced software planner or manager develops a Work Brekdown Struc-
ture as a baesis for his cost estimates. Figure 5 shown eerler in this paper is an example, but the softwae plam generally develops a
work birakdown with more subdetail. When the Work Breakdown Structure is completed each of the work activitis or blocks given
in the structure e thn laid out in a milestone or schedule chart as shown in Figure 6. The schedule shown is for an 18 month period
which is generally the time required to develop an improved version of tactical software and m-isue th software to the flet. The
planner th assigns manning requirements for each work activity. The sum of all manning levels given for the work activities constitute
the total manpower resources required. Typical manloading is shown in Figure 6 by the parendsid numbers and the manloedng sum
at the bottom of the figure.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
MONTHS I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

WORK ACTIVITIES:

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 41 (5)

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT J 6)

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION (20) <) (5) FREEZE

CHANGE ANALYSIS (15) P PDRb CDR
DESIGN (15)
CODE (15)
TEST AND DEBUG
FAULT ANALYSIS AND

CORRECTION

FLEET ISSUE AND

ORIENTATION

QUALITY ASSURANCE

DESIGN VERIFICATION 4(6)
TEST AND VALIDATION (6)

FORMAL NAVY TEST 1(6)
AND EVALUATION

LABORATORY FACILITIES 1.08)

MANLOADING 55 55"70- 85 ---- 70" 60

Not: PDR - Preliminary Design Review

CDR - Critical Design Review

FIGURE 6 - Simplified Navy Support Phase Schedule With Manloeding

The manning estimates developed by the software planner an dependent upon a number of factors:

a. size and complexity of the software
b. anticipated number of requests for software change
c. urgency to implement changes

*The urgency to implement software changes will be dependent upon the use of the software. If the software is used for national de-
feme, the urgency can be expected to be high. The number of requests for change will generally be directly proportional to the number
of users of the software. The size and complexity of the software will affect the eame or difficulty in which the software changes can be
implemented. Complexity of the software increases by an order of initude when the system, for example, is a rea time application,
has numerous and diverse functions to perform, provides for multiple man-machine interfaces, and controls the operation of a variety

* iof hardware external to the central computer.

The following outlines the steps that are taken to determine approximate estimates of Phase 3 maintenance cost:

1. Divide software into major subsystems, determine sizes and languages end assess complexity of functions and intafaces.

2. Estimate average number of requests per year and urgency for software change.

3. Develop a Work Breakdown Structure for each major software subsystem and schedule work activities over a fleat re-issue cycle.

4. DelWmine manning requirement for each scheduled work activity.

5. Convert staffing estimates to cost.

6. Add in nominal estimates for any equipment rental end material costs.

7. Sum items 5 and 6 to d in total re-issue cycle cost.

S. Estimat number of Phase 3 life re-issue cycles to determine total cost.

9. Adjust cycle cost by an inflation factor.

10. Decrease or taildown manning resources for last few cycles to provide manpower for next new softwae development.

11. Check total Pha 3 maintenance omt by comparing to estimated sum of Development Phase 1 end Transition Phae 2 cost.
Phase 3 should be approxImaely equal to the sum of Phae I and 2.

The above outline is a moderately simple approach to determine maint a cost. Yearly buigs In actal use will fluctuate
dped ng upon the urgency for softwae chanp In given year. Thes fluctuations howver awe difficult to forecst. The heat approach
has been to detmine manning levels essentially beead on software complexity, number of users, predemind Work Breacdown
Structure of activitie, ad a predictd ichedule for the deveopment of software re-Issues.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing dicussion has reviewed the salient concepts that Navy managment addresse in providing for the menance of
tecticd software. Beceuse of the criticality to defems reedins and the muitimdlllon dollar cost of flest software Iogstics, ie sofw re
maintenance management philosophy is under continual scrutiny by Navy management and s a onsequence, Navy policies will change
a now methodologis and concepts ae developed by the U.S Government and prt l industry.

The most important features of Navy management's approach to software mintenance as:

1. Software maintnance is technically complex tosk.

2 Software maintence requires a strong and well defined Configuration Manallment and Quality Assuraen.

3. Software maintenance must have a set of documentation which as a minimum should include a definition of functional require-
menu, design specification, operator guide, and Software Life Cycle Management Plan.

4. Software maintenance requires laboratory facilities and support software adequately designed end available.

5. Software maintenance provides timely functional improvements to software that will overcome changing threat conditions.

6. Software maintnance is expensive and therefore must be considered and thoroughly planned for early in the development of a
software system.

7. Software maintenance is cost effective in the long run because it provides re-issues of functionally enhanced software to the fiest
over a long period of time. The periodic re-issue of functionally enhanced software appreciably extends the time before costly
major software redesign and development of a new software system must he undertaken in order to replace obsolete softwan.
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DATA SYSTEM FOR THE INFRA-RED ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE (IRAS)

by
R.C. van Holtz

IkkS Mission Operations Manager
Vational Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Anthony Fokkerveg 2
1059 CM Amsterdam

the Netherlands

SUMMARY

This chapter discusses the data system that is being developed for the Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS). After introducing the satellite and its objectives, the setup of the on board and the ground data
system is described. The subsystem responsible for the control of the satellite, called IRAS Ground
Operations, is then exposed in more detail. In particular, attention is given to the observation planninz
system envisaged for this satellite.

Finally, the configuration control mechanism for the data system is portrayed, since it is felt to be
rather exemplary for such a complex international project.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACTAD Account Administration program
ADD Ancillary Data Distribution assembly
AND Alpha-Numeric Display
ANS Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
ARC Ames Research Center
BASD Ball Aerospace Systems Division
CPC Chopped Photometric Channel
DAX Dutch Additional Experiment
DDPS Digital Data Processing System
DISCOV Survey-Coverage Display program
DOD Digital Original Data Record
DRA Digitizing and Reduction Assembly
EGA EL Generation Assembly
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ZRD Event Related Data
ETL Experiment Target List
ETLARC ETL "Archiving" program
GANS Generation Aid for Non-Survey observations
GAS Generation Aid for Survey observations
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HST High Speed Telemetry (HS-TLM)
ICD Interface Control Document
ICIRAS Industrial Consortium IRAS
IGO IRAS Ground Operations
IR Infra-Red
IRAS Infra-Red Astronomical Satellite
JISWG Joint IRAS Science Working Group
JPRD Joint Project Requirements Document
LOFOP Print program for the "long-term forecast"
LRS Low Resolution Spectrometer
LET Low Speed Telemetry (IS-TLM)
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communications Network
NIVR Netherlpnds Agency for Aerospace Programs
NL the Netherlands
NLR Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory
NOm Non-survey Observation Module
NONSANS Non-Survey Analysis System
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
OAM Observation Administration Module
OBS On Board Software
OBSADM Observation Administration program
OCI OBS Change Implementation assembly
OCC Operatious Control Centre
ODA Orbit Determination Assembly
ORA Operational Hardware Assembly
OPA Operational Procedures Assembly
ORT Operations Real Time assembly
OSM Observation Scheduling Module
PAF Preliminary Analysis Facility
PSG Pass Schedule Generation assembly
PRADM Print program of the OAM
RAM Random Access Memory
REGEN ETL Generation program of OSM
RFS Radio Frequency Subsystem
ROG Space research group of the Groningen University
ROM Read Only Memory
SDAS Scientific Data Analysis System
SDS Special Data Storage
SEA Satellite Evaluation Assembly
SHK Stored Housekeeping data
SHOFOP Print program for the "short term forecast"
SKB Standard Keyboard
SOG SOP Generation assembly
SOM Survey Observation Module
SOP Satellite Observation Program
SRC Science Research Council
SRM Survey Recovery Module
STA Software Testtool Assembly
STDN Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network
SURE Survey Recovery program
SWC Short Wavelength Channel
TSY Telescope system
UK United Kingdom
UPMAF Program to maintain in NOM
UPSUP Program to update survey parameters
US United States of America

UTA Utility Assembly
UTC Universal Time Co-ordinated
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of IRAS are to execute an astronomical all sky survey in the infra-red, and to perform
additional observations of selected sources and regions to allow a more detailed analysis. Such a mission
has not been carried out before, which accounts for the, sometimes large, uncertainties in the require-
ments placed on the data system.

IRAS is due to be launched in the fall of 1981, in a near-polar, circular orbit with an altitude of
900 km. The inclination aimed for is 990 which will yield a precession rate of 360 /year, making it
sunsynchronous. In addition, the injection parameters are chosen such that the satellite will come into a
twilight orbit. This gives eclipse-free periods of approx. 10 months every year. The orbit selected makes
it in principle possible to observe any part of the sky within 6 months (Fig. 1).

40

Fig. 1 Principle of sky survey

The observations will be performed through a 2-mirror 60 cm telescope giving a 63 arcmins unvignetted
field of view. To achieve the goals set by the astronomers to the survey-sensitivity, it proved to be
necessary to reduce the radiation from the telescope itself by cooling it to f 10 K. This is accomplished
by mounting the telescope and its focal plane assembly in a dewar containing, initialy, 76 kg of super-
fluid helium. This amount of helium will allow an operational lifetime of one year, provided a number of
precautions are taken with regard to the pointing direction of the telescope. Pointing it to the sun will
result in a, practically, imediaze loss of the mission, while pointing towards the earth will reduce the
operational lifetime to something in the order of 30 minutes. It is the task of the attitude control
system to prevent the occurrance of such unfortunate events, once the protective cover has been ejected
from the telescope. A cutaway view of the telescope is presented in figure 2.

The focal plane of the telescope houses the detectors of the two scientific instruments and of the
starsensor used in the attitude control system (Fig. 3). The scientific instruments are:

- the survey array of 62 detectors, divided over four wavelength bands from 8 to 120 lim, with a swath-
width of 30 arcmins; the datarate coming from this instrument, after encoding by er internal micro-
processor, is 6272 bps

- the so-called Dutch Additional Experiment (DAX) which is divided into three parts:
a short wavelength channel (SWC), providing statistical data on the number of IR-sources in the
5-8 Us band; its normal data rate is mere 8 bps but it can be comanded to give an additional
512 bps
a low resolution spectrometer (LRS), to aid in the classification of sources detected by the
survey array; it gives a 5 % resolution between 6 and 24 Um; the datarate is 1280 bps
a chopped photometric channel (CPC) for mapping infra-red sources in the 45-120 tm band; its data-
rate is 1562 bps; the CPC cannot be used simultaneously with the other instruments.

Since there are l4 orbits per day and the precession rate of the orbit is amoit I °/day, the swath-
width of 30 arcmins of the survey array would allow a repetition rate in coverage of seven at the
ecliptic. The astronomers have opted for a repetition rate of 6 but with specific constraints on the
intervals between coverage. This to allow the processing to identify moving objects such as asterolds,
whilst iniaising the risk of missing actual sources. Coverage of the areas near the ecliptic poles will
in principal be restricted to 6 as well. It is expected that roughly 60 % of the one year lifetime of the
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Fig. 2 Cut-away view of the telescope

satellite will be spent on the survey, the remainder of the time will be used for performing the
necessary instrument and spacecraft calibration sequences and for the additional observations.

2. PROJECT STRUCTURE

Before going into more detail, it is necessary to briefly explain the project structure. Otherwise

the specific setup of the data system may be rather difficult to apprehend. IRAS is a collaborative
project involving the United States, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. It is managed by the Joint
Project Executive Group, which is composed of members of the different organisations participating. The
leading organisation of the various countries for this project are:

- National Aeronautics and Space Administrations (NASA) Headquarters
- Science Research Council (SRC)
- Netherlends Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR).

The scientific requirements for the mission are set by the group of astronomers appointed by these lead-
ing organisations: the Joint Infra-Red Science Working Group (JISWG). The Project Executive Group is
further assisted by a number of joint working groups, composed of experts of the institutes responsible
for implementing the work. For the present description the Joint Data System Working Group is the most
relevant one to mention. Approximately three times a year the joint groups meet. Apart from the normal
technical interface discussions, these meetings are also used for reviewing the various aspects and
elements of the ground data system.
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The task division over the three countries is as follows:
US: the construction of the telescope and the survey array instrument

satellite launch (2-stage Delta 3910 configuration with 9 strap-on boosters)
final science data processing for the survey array instrument

provision of some standard satellite items (NASA standard transponder, recorder)
- UK: the provision of the project Opcrations Control Centre

provision of the prime tracking station
preliminary science analysis of the data of the survey instruments
write part of the software needed for the operations

- NL: the construction of the spacecraft
construction of the three instruments in the DAX
final science data processing for these instruments
the integration of the overall satellite
design and development of the system to operate the satellite; this includes the on board software
system

In the US the project management has been allocated to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). This
laboratory also provides the final science data processing. The telescope management is performed by Ames
Research Centre (ARC), with Ball Aerospace Systems Division (BASD) as the prime contractor. Launcher
management is carried out by Goddard Space Flight Centre (GSFC).

In the UK the project management is placed with the Appleton Laboratory, which also carries out the
great majority of the work. The Operations Control Centre is built at the Chilton site of the Science
Research Council. The prime tracking station is located there as well. It is built around a 12 meter dish,
temporarily on loan from NASA.

In the Netherlands the project management is performed by an industrial consortium, ICIRAS, with the
exception of the Dutch Additional Experiment. ICIRAS consists of Fokker and Signaal, with as one of its
'rger subcontractors the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR). The DAX is built by the space research
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Fig. 4 IRAS organisation/management structure

group of the University of Groningen (ROG), which is also responsible for the final science data processing
for these instruments.

A more complete diagram of the organisation and management structure for IRAS is shown in figure h.

3. SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

The dewar containing the telescope and the instruments is mounted on the spacecraft platform, which
houses the majority of the units of the other satellite subsystems, such as (Fig. 5)

- power control subsystem, consisting of a battery and electronics to regulate, convert and distribute
the power obtained from the solar panels

- attitude control system, using fine and coarse sunsensors, gyros, starsensor (detectors are in the
focal plane assembly), horizon sensor and magnetometer as sensors, and reaction wheels as actuators of
which the momentum can be dumped through magnetic coils

- on board data system, consisting of two redundant computers and taperecorders, for control of the
satellite and data collection/storage
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Fig. 5 Spaceamft unit layout
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- radio-frequency subsystem, consisting of an S-band antenna, diplexerhybrid, two redundant transponders
(NASA standard) and a telemetry and coimnand unit.

The total dimensions of IRAS are 3.6x3.2x2.1 m and its weight at launch is 1020 kg.

The mission requires a 3-axis stabilized satellite, with an attitude control accuracy better than
5 arcmin and a limitcycle of less than 10 arcsec. Two basic attitude modes are provided for the
observations:

- scan mode, in which thS scan velocity can be varied: for the survey the velocity is set at 110 % of
the orbital rate (3.85 /min), a velocity of zero is effectively a pointing mode

- raster scan mode, which consists of a number of parallel scans to cover extended objects in one
observation; variables are the scan speed, the stepsize and the scan-length; when the stepsize is set
to zero, a number of small scans will be made over the same sky-area, which effectively can be used to
increase the sensitivity, after processing (so-called deep-sky-survey).

In performing the various manoeuvres care must be taken that the attitude remains such that no undue heat
input from the sun or the moon occurs (helium boil-off), that the performance of the telescope is not
excessively degraded (dust gathered on the mirror-surfaces), and that the instruments do not get saturated
by bright objects in the sky, like Saturn and Jupiter (temporary "blindness"). It is clear that this
variety of constraints severely limits the freedom in pointing of the telescope boresight. The logic of
the attitude control system is designed to guard against attitudes which would cause a fast helium boil-
off. The other condtraints are "softer" and have to be taken into account in the observation planning
facility of the ground data system. No on board protection is envisaged for these constraints.

The operations will in principle be controlled from a single tracking station, located in the UK near
Chilton, Oxfordshire. The orbit is such that the satellite will be visible on approx. 3 successive orbits
around dawn and 3 around dusk. For various reasons the operations are designed on the basis of the use of
only one of these passes every morning and evening, introducing a "natural operational cycle" of 12 hours
average. During each of these real-time contacts with the tracking station, the satellite is provided with
a time-tagged list of observations and manoeuvres it has to perform. This is known as the Satellite
Observation Program (SOP). The satellite must be able to store and execute such SOPs, and to store the
data gathered in these periods. The on-board data system therefore comprises a re-programmable, redundant,
computersystem and two taperecorders. Since the satellite will be out of sight (and control) of the
control centre for extended periods (up to a couple of days in case of problems on the ground) the overall
satellite design must have a high immunity against minor anomalies. This specifically applies to the
attitude control system as errors in attitude can have dramatic effects.

4. ON BOARD DATA SYSTEM
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The on board data system has two main functions. Firstly, it has to transfer the science information
from the detectors to the ground. With science information is meant both actual detector output data and
the housekeeping type of information necessary for the processing of' the detector data (temperatures,
satellite attitude, etc.). Secondly, the data system is used for the control of the satellite, in its
broadest sense: commanding (both real-time and time-tagged, through the Satellite Observation Program),
attitude control, on board health monlioring (e.g. battery temperature) and to provide the data for health
monitoring and performance evaluation by the ground data system. Figure 6 depicts the setup of the on
board data system for these functions.

The science data generated by the detectois is encoded by pre-processor units built in the
instruments. For the survey array the pre-processing is performed by a redundant, 16 bits, micro-computer
system. For the instruments of the DAX it is done by "standard" electronics. The pre-processing units also
collect and"format"the instrument housekeeping data needed for control and data processing. The data from
the instruments are collected by the on board computer at that moment, are augmented with the necessary
attitude information and"formatted"for storage by one of the two taperecorders. A number of storage formats
can be selected, via the SOP, to suit the different observations. The size of the formats is fixed at 1024
bytes . The recorder data is played back through the Radio Frequency Subsystem (RFS) once every 12-hours
roughly, during a pass over the prime station. The average amount of data stored during such a period is
350Mbits. The maximn is determined by the capacity of the taperecorders, which is 455 Mbits each. In
order to be able to playback such amounts of data comfortably within the duration of a pass (10 to 15
minutes) a channel of 1 Mbps is used.

Not all the satellite data necessary for processing of the science data is stored by the taperecorders.
This is done for reasons of efficient storage, as a number of these data are generated in frequently. For
example, the attitude of the satellite is controlled on the basis of a gyro, for one axis. Errors in
attitude due to the behaviour of the gyro can be corrected for using the crossing times of known visual
stars over the starsensor splits in the focal plane assembly. The number of stars that are sufficiently
well known in position and are bright enough to guarantee recognition by the starsensor is such that on
average a few starcrossings are expected per scan. The amount of data generated per starcrossing is
relatively large compared to the size of the formats stored by the taperecorder. On the other hand, the

total amount of data thus generated per observation is insignificant with respect to the total science
data. These infrequently generated sets of information are therefore stored in the solid state memory,
together with all the housekeeping data necessary for control of the satellite. The solid state memory data
are transmitted to the ground via the low speed (4096 bps) beacon signal, which also provides the informat-
ion for real-time satellite control.

As mentioned earlier, commanding of the satellite can be done either in real-time or time-tagged
through the SOP. In both cases, the on board computer distributes the commands to the units via the proper
decoders. The only exception is for those commands that effect the status of the on board computers them-
selves. They are decoded by special circuitry in the telemetry- and command-unit. The real-time commands
and the memory-load messages for the on board computer (like the SOP) are uplinked via a 1000 bps channel.

The processor in the two on board computers is based on the Philips P850 mini-computer series. Both
computers are equipped with 32 kwords (16-bit) of memory divided over two blocks. For redundancy reasons,
each processor can be connected with any two of the four memory blocks of the total system. The communicat-
ion with the other satellite units goes via a standard Computer Interface-bus (serial). Every unit is
connected to both the SCI-buses. The power control unit informs the units which processor is currently
active.

On the one hand the on board computer system should exhibit a great amount of flexibility, so that
changing requirements can easily be implemented. Such changes can be induced by an incorrect launch, a
better understanding of the behaviour of the satellite and especially the instruments, or by on board
anomalies. On the other hand the on board computer has the task to ensure that the attitude of the satellite
does not give rise to an untimely boil-off of the available helium. The flexibility is ensured by using
part of the 32 kwords Random Access Memory for program storage. This in principle allows the in-flight
modification of any program used on board, whether it be for datastorage or even for attitude control. The
program in the RAM is rather vulnerable, as it can be distorted by software errors or by hardware errors,
such as power-dips. The use of only a RAM based program would give an unacceptable high risk for the
safety of the satellite. To eliminate this problem, each processor can be switched to a program, carried
in a Read Only Memory of 3 kwords. This ROM program uses the most reliable attitude sensors to ensure a
safe attitude. It further provides telemetry containing the basic housekeeping, parameters, it de odes and

distributes most switching commands and, finally, allows the loading of programs into the RAM-area.

As the ROM space is rather limited, no provision is made in ROM-mode for executing EJPs nor for tbe
sophisticated attitude control and data storage modes, normally required for performing observationr. The

prime objective of the ROM-mode is to keep the satellite in a safe attitude mode, long enough for the ground
operations to react and correct, if possible, the anomaly. Further safety measures have been included in the
on board data system and overall satellite design to ensure a timely detection of a potentially dangerous

attitude of the satellite, even due to a failure of the processor in use, or of an attitude sensor.

The design of the on board computer is such that the ROM program always occupies the first 3 k of
addresses, leaving 29 kwords of addresses for the RAM. In addition the ROM program requires a work area of
about 0,5 k of RAM. The RAM-program itself is about 11 kwords long, including the space required for rara-
meters and variables. The SOP area reserved is 4 kwords. The remainder is available for storage of satellite
data, as required by the ground operations. More will be said on this during the discussion of the ground
data system.
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5. GROUND DATA SYSTEIM REQUIREMENTS

The ground data system has to fulfil the following basic requirements:
control the satellite, which covers the aspects of
- orbit determination
- generation of Satellite Observation Programs
- commanding
- satellite health assessment
- satellite performance evaluation and maintenance
make the science data available to IR-astronomers for analysis, so they can:
- verify the accomplishment of the survey programme
- verify the accomplishment of the additional observation programmes
- derive follow-up observations, either for IRAS itself, or for any other satellite or observatory
reduce the volume of the data to products which are manageable for individual astronomers for further
analysis
file all the data, from which these products are derived, in a retrievable form.

The main interfaces of the ground data system are with the satellite and with the IR-astronomers. Two
information streams can be identified:
- observations defined by the astronomers, resulting in Satellite Observation Programs for the "12-hours"

operational periods
- data generated by the satellite, processed and augmented with ground-generated additional information for

presentation to the astronomers, for verification of the progress of the mission (short term products) and
for further scientific analysis (long term products).

The other important interface of the ground data system is with the satellite engineers. During routine
phase their support is rather restricted (unless satellite emergencies turn up) and is mainly of a monitoring
nature. During the launch and in-orbit-checkout phases of the mission, the involvement of the engineers is
much greater. In order to verify the performance of the instruments and of the spacecraft (especially the
attitude control system) a large number of non-routine operations have to be carried out. Some of these
operations will require temporary modifications of the on board software, but practically all of them will
put additional processing requirements on the ground data system. Unfortunately it is common practice that
these non-routine requirements are not identified until a later stage of the development programme, which
is generally not before the overall satellite integration and test-phase. For IRAS it was attempted to
identify these requirements earlier, so that they could be properly integrated into the design of the ground
data system. Where it turned out to be difficult to timely identify these requirements, a number of
"standard" specialities were included, based on experience with previous satellites.

It is worthwile to point out at this stage that the operators, who are controlling the satellite, the
control centre, the tracking station and the data processing systems, are not considered to be external
users of the IRAS ground data system, contrary to possible other practices. The same holds for the mission
planners provided by the project.

6. GROUND DATA SYSTEM SETUP

The ground data system is composed of four major elements:
IRAS Ground Operation (IGO), developed by the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory and the Appleton
Laboratory of the UK Science Research Council
Preliminary Analysis Facility (PAF), developed by the Appleton Laboratory
Scientific Data Analysis System (SDAS), developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, in the US
ROG Non-Survey Analysis System (ROG-NONSANS), developed by the space research group of the University
of Groningen, in the Netherlands.

The IGO- and PAF-systems will be installed at the project Operations Control Centre (OCC), located at the
Chilton site of the Science Research Council, together with the prime tracking station. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California, will house SDAS. It is currently planned that the system developed by
ROG will be installed at the 0CC until the end of the operations, when it will be moved back to the Uni-
versity of Groningen.

In addition to these project peculiar elements, use is made of the services provided by a number of
NASA facilities:
- Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN), for early-orbit and emergency support
- NASA Communications Network (NASCOM), for the daily information transfer between the US and Europe, and

for operating the STDN stations from the project Operations Control Centre
- National Space Science Data Centre (NSSDC) at Goddard Spaceflight Centre, for the ultimate filing of

the products delivered to the science community.

6.1 Science information flow

The science information flow through the ground data system is depicted in figure 7. Only the four
major elements have been indicated for clarity. Starting in the top left-hand corner, every morning and
evening, IRAS Ground Operations provides the satellite with a new Satellite Observation Program and
collects the data gathered in the past "12-hour" SOP-period. This is done either through IGO's own prime
tracking station or, in case of anomalies, through an STDN tracking station, using 7.2 kbps NASCOM high
speed data links. The SOP is a collection of planned observations for both the survey and non-survey
programs, as defined by the IR-astronomers associated with IRAS. Below, more will be said on the tools that
IGO will provide to facilitate this task. The science data, relayed through the high speed telemetry link
of 1 Mbps, is digitised immediately after the pass. Some preprocessing is then applied for the Preliminary
Analysis Facility and the ROG Non-Survey Analysis System. The on board solid state memory data coming
through the low speed telemetry link is processed in parallel and the necessary housekeeping and attitude-
related information is extracted. This, together with other ground derived information, such as orbital and
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Fig. 7 Science information flow through the ground data system

time correlation data, is called the auxiliary data and is used by the science data processing centres to
obtain, for instance, the required accuracy for telescope boresight pointing reconstruction.

The first recipient of the science and auxiliary data is the Preliminary Analysis Facility. It is the
task of PAF to carry out a rapid assessment of the science data, and in particular the survey data, so that
corrective actions can be initiated for the first following "12-hours" period. This fast response is
necessary to meet the rigid requirements put on the repetition scheme for the survey scans by the astrono-
mers, as this enables later processing to recognize and deal with unwanted celestial objects, like
asteroids. The activities that are performed by PAF for the assessment consists of checks on the perfor-
mace of the detectors of the survey array and low resolution spectrometer (noise output, detection statis-
tics, total flux, radiation hits and response to calibration sources) and comparison of the detections with
already known IR-sources. If these checks indicate anomalous behaviour of the instrument, an inspection of
the data is possible using diagnostic tools provided by PAF. Next to this instrument oriented, mission
critical, analysis, PAF also supplies an intermediate scientific data base with the necessary analysis tools,
which will allow the IR-astronomers to assess the quality of the survey and guide the additional observations.
The database will comprise the history of detections of a number of pre-selected sources and areas, as well
as of point-sources in the longer wavelength bands and of "compact" sources (i.e. sources with dimensions in
the order of the length of a detector, 4 arcmins). Finally, a database will be compiled of the background
data that remains after subtracting point- and compact sources from the raw data. As only the low frequency
components have to be retained, the amount of data is reduced by a factor of upto 8, using a two-dimensional
spline-fit method, developed at NLE.

The raw science data and the auxiliary data are sent to SDAS over a 56 kbps wideband datalink, provi-
ded by NASCOM, requiring twice daily transmission of about 3 hours. Like PAP, SDAS also only processes
the data obtained with the survey array and the low resolution spectrometer, but now with the objective to
provide the science community with data products, that have been arrived at, after applying the projects
best knowledge of spacecraft and instrument behaviour. The main task of SAS is to produce from the survey
data a catalog of infra-red sources, that meets certain strict requirements concerning reliability,
completeness, sky coverage, and accuracy in photometry and pisition. For additional observations, that have
obtained data in a mode similar to the survey scans, SDAS will use modules for the investigator concerned.
For the deep-sky-survey observations SDAS produces a co-added matrix of grid cells for each of the four
wavelength bands, for further analysis by the investigator. The major activities that SAS has to per-
form to arrive at these data products are:
- telescope boresight pointing reconstruction
- determination of the transfer function of the instrument, using the calibration data gathered through-

out the mission
- applying calibration data to the raw science data
- detection of the various types of sources (point-, compact- and extended-sources)
- correlation and confirmation of the detections on the various timescales (seconds, hours and weeks),

to get rid of asterolds etc.
The development of the software for processing the low resolution spectrometer is carried out by ROG at
JPL. SDAS receives approximately 700 Mbits every day. Although no near real-time, mission critical,
requirements are placed on SDAS, it is clear that with these amounts of data the development of backlogs
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can be detrimental. One of the major design goals therefore is to process 2h hours worth of satellite data
within 16 hours of processing time. All products have to be delivered within 6 months after the end of the
operations.

The ROG Non-Survey Analysis System processes all data obtained with the chopped photometers and the
short wavelength channel. During operations, the processing for the chopped photometric channels will
mainly consists of synchronous detection of the instrument data and merging with information obtained from
the auxiliary data provided by IGO (like satellite position and telescope pointing direction). The data
from the short wavelength channel will also be merged with information from the auxiliary data and archived.

6.2 Engineering information flow

The interface between the four major elements of the ground data system are the same for both the
science and the engineering data flow, being the science and auxiliary data streams (ref. figure 8). The
output, of course, is different. As an intermediate step of the science data processing a number of instru-
ment characteristics are determined which will provide the instrument engineers with an indication of the
performance. No specific processing is currently foreseen, to determine the instrument performance other-
wise, neither at the science data processing centres, nor at the institutes of the engineers.

If the instrument performance data indicate anomalous behaviour, the engineers can perform a further
analysis of the housekeeping data. IGO maintains a full history of all housekeeping data stored, with
sampled tools for making plots, performing statistical processes, out-of-limit checking etc. During opera-
tions a number of telescope experts will be resident at the Operations Control Centre. The ground data
system design, however, does not preclude the use of this data and these tools by engineers in the United
States. To this end, both JPL and ARC will have a terminal facility linked with the 0CC computer, via
NASCOM lines, providing them with the same possibilities an engineer would have at the OCC. Another possible
source for further analysis would be the raw science data itself, available at the OCC and at JPL. Access
would be provided through the diagnostic tools of PAF and SDAS.

The responsibility for determining and maintaining the performance of the spacecraft during routine
operations has been delegated to IGO. To transfer the necessary knowledge, the spacecraft engineers have
to provide an extensive set of documentation comprising of unit descriptions, command and telemetry des-
criptions, and finally, control and checkout procedures. This documentation has to be kept up-to-date
through the various phases of integration and test of the hardware. In addition IGO will send members of
the operations team to observe and, where possible, to participate in the important test phases. During
the launch and in-orbit-checkout phases, the project will station a number of spacecraft engineers at the
OCC, to support the performance verification. They will also be available on call for IGO if a spacecraft
emergency develops during rout'ine operations.
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7.1 ETL Generation Assembly, WGA

The diagram starts at the top with the ultimate users of the system, i.e. the astronomer6 associated
with the project. They can enter their requirements for the survey and the additional observations programs
in a system that generates Experiment Target Lists (ETLs) for every "12-hours" period. Each ETL is a time-
sequenced list of observations and is input for another program that converts the ETL into an actual Satellite
Observation Program. Ideally, there is a one-to-one correspondence between an ETL and the derived SOP. The
ETL basically is a human interpretable version of the SOP, the latter being nothingbut a string of coded
16-bit words for interpretation by the on board software. In practice there will be differences between
an ETL and the SOP, either because the SOP Generation software inserts operational manoeuvres (e.g. to
avoid crossing the moon in between two successive observations) or because it expels observations which
would violate sptellite constraints. The ETL Generation software does check most of these constraints as
well, but it must refrain from, or approxi..ate, some CPU-intensive checks. This is the direct result of
the basic philosophy that all software programs, that interface with the multitude of IR-astronomers,
must be of a self-explanatory, interactive, nature. It was feared that, otherwise, the tools offered by
the system would not be compatible with the majority of users. Interactive systems can only be operative
if the response time is reasonably fast and, hence, CPU and I/O usage are kept low. The result of the SOP
Generation process is fed back to the observation administration and accounting system also provided in
the ETL Generation Assembly. Together with the feedback from the post-pass processing software, it pre-
sents the investigators a full history of al scheduled and future observations. It also offers the
possibility for recording the scientist's assessment of the success of the observations executed.

7.2 SOP Generation assembly, SOG

The SOP Generation assembly must ensure that the observation programs ultimately produced do not
endanger the satellite in any way. It performs checks on:

satellite attitude, both during the observations and during the manoeuvres in between, to:
- preserve the helium (i.e. not pointing towards the sun or earth)
- keep the telescope clean (not pointing into the direction of the orbital velocity vector for exten-

ded periods, to minimize the collection of dust particles)
- prevent blinding the instruments, by keeping the telescope viewing axis sufficiently away from the

moon and other bright celestial objects
satellite configurations, e.g. to verify that during survey observations the chopper of the CPC is
switched off, as it causes significant interference with the survey detectors
commanding through the SOP, to test whether the commands are allowed for the current satellite status
and whether no timing constraints exist with respect to the previous command(s)
possible power constraints, for instance, during eclipse periods
position of the satellite, e.g. with respect to zones of high radiation like the South Atlantic Anomaly.

The latter example does not really endanger the satellite, but it could affect the scientific value of the
observations concerned. Such observations are only flagged, but not expelled from the SOP.

7.3 OW Change Implementation assembly, OCI

Experience with the previous Dutch astronomy satellite, the ANS (Astronomical Netherlands Satellite),
which was also equipped with a re-programmable on board computer, has taught that post-launch modifications
of the on board software are inevitable. The changes for ANS ranged from correcting certain attitude con-
trol modes (e.g. to allow for the non-nominal Orbit it was launched into) to the creation of new data
collection modes requested by the scientists. To allow this for IRAS, one of the original program develop-
ment stations for the on board software will be transportcd to the OCC, together with all the relevant
test-software packages (the OBS Change Implementation assembly). This, combined with the fact that one of
the on board software designers has been added to the IGO team, will provide sufficient opportunity to
maximize the return of the mission.

7.h Pass Schedule Generation assembly, PSG

The Pass Schedule Generation assembly collects the pertinent SOP and any required modification to the
on board software from OCI or, in case of standard database updates, from the Orbit Determination Assembly
(like earth magnetic field model parameters, or the expected starttimes of eclipses). PSG compiles all
this in on board memory load messages, conform the requirements for the uplink. It then draws up a schedule

for the activities to be performed during the pass, such as the playback of the taperecorder, the dumping
of the solid state memory and the loading of the SOP. Finally, ground station information is added for
the benefit of the real time software: whether the prime station or a STDN station is going to be used,
the expected times of arrival and departure of the satellite, etc. Most of the information for a prime pass
can be generated automatically. The satellite control team has the possibility to manually create or adapt
pass schedules for non-standard operations/passes.

7.5 Operations Real Time assembly, ORT

Prior to every pass a data flow test is run to test if all hard- and software elements are working
properly. For every conceivable hardware item in the real time loop there is a redundant unit, including
the processor, but with the exception of some parts of the prime antenna. So, in the majority of cases, at
the end of the data flow test,an operational system will be available to take the pass. The pass duration
is only in the order of 10 minutes. An average SOP load requires about 2 minutes, a solid state memory
dump 4.5 minutes and a recorder playback 6 minutes. All these operations can be performed in parallel, with
the exception of the dump of the SOP area in the on board memory. The SOP area has to be dumped prior to ,
SOP loading to help explain possible mishappenings in the data gathered in the previous "12-hours" period.!
When SOP loading is completed the area is dumped again to check whether the SOP arrived correctly. After
any required correction the on board computer can then be instructed to start the execution of the SOP.
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Part of the solid state memory data is the program memory itself. All instructions are checked in
real time by the Operations Real Time software and if discrepancies are detected between the ground-based
version of the on board software and the program memory contents, the satellite control team is alerted.
This would normally result in a delaying of the enabling of the S0! execution, until the cause of the
discrepancy is discovered. If necessary, use can be made of the pass in a next orbit over the prime station,
and if the situation seems sufficiently serious further emergency support from STDN can be requested.
A complete reload of the on board software would normally require two consecutive passes, as the time re-
quired for loading and subsequent dumping of the program memory contents is in the order of 12 minutes.

7.6 Digitizing and Reduction Assembly, DRA

The housekeeping data stored in the solid state memory is not limit-checked in real time by the
ORT software, but immediately after the pass. The high speed telemetry stream is also not processed
in real time. During the transmission it is recorded by two redundant wide-band instrumentation tapere-
corders. The data is digitized after the pass by the Digitizing and Reduction Assembly and during this
process the housekeeping parameters present in this stream are limit-checked. Both these limit checks will
have been finished within 30 minutes after the end of the pass. If the checks indicate anomalous behaviour
of trends on board the satellite, it is possible to setup the operations system for the pass on the next
orbit. The satellite is vi.sible on 2 to 3 consecutive orbits. The first one is normally taken as the prime
lss. The others would in general not be taken unless circumstances necessitate it.

When the high speed data is digitized by DRA, possible data overlaps (e.g. due to repeated playbacks)
are removed. In a next process, the data are decommutated, decompressed from 8 bit- to 16 bit-words and
then a source detection algorithm is applied. After removing the detections from theoriginal detector data,
a B-spline convolution is applied on the remaining background signal to generate data for surface fitting.
The output of the process, being the decommutated decompressed detector data, the detection-data and the
B-spline-cc fficients, is then forwarded to the Preliminary Analysis Facility. For the ROG-NONSANS, the
detector data of the chopped photometric channel is decommutated and synchronously demodulated. The reason
for doing this pre-processing in IGO for the science data processing facilities is that IGO has an extre-
mely fast processing device connected to the computer system used for ORT and DRA. This device, an AP 1203
array processor gives, for this type of applicationa considerable gain in processing time compared with
other computers available for this project. It must be pointed out that the pre-processing of the survey
data is performed with the goal in mind that PAF must be able to assess this data before the next 12-hours
period is due. To make this possible, no account can be taken of e.g. the latest instrument calibration
data dispersed through the observations. For this reason SDAS does not use this pre-processed data, but
the original raw detector data.

7.7 Satellite Evaluation Assembly, SEA

Both ORT and DRA extract the housekeeping data, contained in the two telemetry streams and pass them
onto the Satellite Evaluation Assembly. Upon receipt of the data all samples of the parameters are again
limit-checked. ORT and DRA can only guarantee to make a check on every 2 to 3 samples, but not on each
individual one, as they both are real time programs and the out-of-limit check does not have the highest
priority. The housekeeping data stored in the solid state memory is actually a snapshot of all housekee-
ping parameters in the low speed telemetry at the time of storage, with all multiplexed channels decom-
mutated. The amount of memory available for this storage (8 kwords, 16 bits) allows 24 hours worth of data
to be stored with an interval of 20 minutes. The interval rate and storage capacity are easily adjustable
parameters of the on board software. The data gathered during every pass are added to a history file,
allowing engineers to evaluate trends from the start of the operations onwards. It is intended to keep this
file readily available on disc, providing an almost immediate access. The housekeeping data stored by the
recorder is much more massive, in the order of 35 Mbits per day. In fact, for some parameters it gives a
sample frequency of I Hz. For every "12-hours" period all this data will be converted to engineering units.
The storage space allocated on the OCC batch computer will allow 24 hours worth of data to be kept on disc
in this format and hence, make it almost immediately accessible. Samples of this datastream, with a sample
rate of the same magnitude as used for the parameters in the solid state memory, will be maintained on disc
for a period of at least one week as well. All the data from this stream will finally be filed and re-
main accessible until the end of the mission, but not as easily as for the solid state memory data. Dis-
cussions with the spacecraft and instrument engineers have not indicated that this approach would be in-
adequate. Of course it will be possible to add a more comprehensive history file on disc for a limited
number of parameters, if the need arises. The processing and display options of this assembly are generous
and comprise, among other things, limit-checked parameter histories on display or printout, delta-check
prints, and plots of parameter(s) versus time or versus other parameters.

Besides the housekeeping data samples, the on board software can generate two other types of data for
storage in the on board memory. One of these is the event-related data, which consists of self-identifi-
able varying datasets that are stored at specific occasions, such as the start or the end of an eclipse.
It is further used to store the data related to star-crossings over the detector slits of the starsensor
accommodated in the focal plane of the telescope. These attitude calibration data are necessary for pointing
reconstruction on the ground, but also to determine slowly varying parameters used in the on board atti-
tude control algorithms (e.g. drift and scale factor of the gyros). These parameters have to be updated
every few days to ensure a correct attitude of the satellite. A number of other attitude control related
parameters, varying more slowly (in the order of months), require special purpose storage of certain para-
meters, sometimes coupled to specific attitude manoeuvres, so that their values can be verified on the
ground. For this type of application the third type storage was devised: the Special Data Storage. This
one is controlled through the SOP and can easily be varied according to the needs of the moment, both as
to the choice of parameters to be stored as well as the storage frequency. Both the " vent Related Data

and the Special Data are dealt with in the Satellite Evaluation Assembly by a number of special purpose
software packages. This variety in data storage methods is expected to be sufficient to perform all non-
routine checks during the in-orbit-checkout phase of the operations as well.



7.8 Ancillary Data Distribution 
assembly, ADD

The attitude calibration event data are passed onto the Ancillary Data Distribution assembly. There
they are tested and correlated, and made available as part of the auxiliary data for the science data
processing centres to perform their pointing reconstruction. The auxilliary data further contain:
- orbital parameters
- satellite time versus TUC correlation
- satellite temperature measurements, that are only available through the low speed telemetry stream
- SOP administrative data
- observation administrative data
- attitude control algorithm parameters
- misalignment data of the attitude sensors.
A second task of this assembly is to compile a summary of the processes applied to the two datastreams
and indicate the occurrence of anomalies, like the detection of out-of-lirls or irregular event data.
Finally, it provides the observation administration in the ETL Generation Assembly with a feedback on the
technical success of every observation scheduled for the past period of 12 hours.

7.9 Orbit Determination Assembly, ADA

Like the previous assembly, the Orbit Determination Assembly interfaces with nearly every other
assembly. As the name indicates, its prime function is to determine the current orbital parameters, and
from these predict the orbit for the rest of the mission. The altitude of the IRAS orbit, 900 km, does
not necessitate the use of systems like Doppler or range/range-rate for this process. In fact, the satel-
lite itself does not carry any special purpose hardware for orbit determination. The program uses the
antenna angle measurements of the tracking stations, which are logged by the Operations Real Time soft-
ware. From the predicted orbit a number of other items are derived, such as the time of the station
passes, the satellite track over the station, the times of entering and leaving the zones of high radia-
tion, the start and end times of eclipses, etc. It further compiles the database parameters for the on
board software mentioned earlier (parameters of the earth magnetic field model, eclipse warning times
and others) and computes the ephemerides of the celestial bodies, that have to be taken into account by
the ETL and SOP generation assemblies.

7.10 Software Testtool Assembly, STA

For an integrated test approach of the IRAS Ground Operations subsystem a number of simulators have
been defined as part of the Software Testtool Assembly. A Real Time Simulator is being developed for
checking out the ORT-software. It generates low speed telemetry data, taking into account the commands up-
linked. Some "fiddling" will be possible, to create anomalies, such as out-of-limits, failure to respond
to commands, parity errors. As this simulator is designed to test out the real time operations, it will
not provide realistic contents for the data which are only processed post pass. This data, the high speed
telemetry and the information stored in the solid state memory, are dependent on the SOP loaded. They will

be generated by the SOP-dependant Data Simulator, basel on actual SOPs and simulated science data. The
latter is obtained from the Infra-Red Telescope Simulator, devised by ARC, that can simulate the data of
the survey array for a certain sky-input. Also the SOP-dependant Data Simulator will allow a certain amount
of fiddling, for instance to create data-overlaps and -outages. Another testtool is the SOP Generation
Simulator, which will enable the creation of SOPs based on a manual input rather than from the observation
planning facility. It allows a reasonable uncoupling of the development schedules of the Pass Schedule
Generation/Operations Real Time software and the observation planning facility. It further permits to
make a SOP that correlates with the data obtained from the ARC simulator, which can be of benefit for
testing the post-pass processing systems.

7.11 Utility Assembly, UTA

The last software assembly is the Utility Assembly. It is a collection of subroutines, programs and
macros which are not specific to a given program or assembly, or which are of a general nature. It gives
routines for word- and bit-manipulations, communicating with the operating system, handling labelled mag-
netic tapes, copying disc-files to tape and vice versa, obtaining the current data and time and many others.
These utilities dre also availale to the Preliminary Analysis Facility.

7.12 Operational Hardware Assembly, OHA

The eleven software assemblies described above are implemented on the following computer systems:
- a dual PDP 11/34 configuration, each processor having 80 kwords of MOS memory and 14 Mbytes of disc

storage, and sharing a 176 Mbyte disc and an AP120B array processor; the software of ORT and DRA reside
in this system, together with a small part of the Pass Schedule Generation assembly

- a Philips P856M system, originally used for the development of the on board software and now accommo-
dating a part of the OBS Change Implementation assembly

- an ICL 2960 system, with 1 Mbyte of memory, 4 200 Mbyte discs, 6 tape units and a host of VDUs, plotters
and (interactive) graphic devices, accomodates all the remaining software packages of IGO.

The TCL 2960 system is a project dedicated computer, and is shared with the Preliminary Analysis Facility
and the ROG Non-Survey Analysis System. It has two dial-up lines, which will allow scientists and engineers
from either side of the Atlantic to use the facilities at the OCC. It will be possible to use standard
NASCOM lines, instead of the normal pay-phone, to enter the system from JPL or ARC. File transfer over the
wideband data link from the 0CC to JPL/ARC will be routed through the PDP 11/34 system, as one of the off-
line tasks of the Operations Real Time assembly. In view of the rather large amount of data to be trans-
ferred between the real-time and the batch computersystem (see also fig. 10) an inter-computer link will
be installed.
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Fig. 10 Use of the S lC Cnal-tim and batch computer system

r e pe rations Hardware Assembly (en) consists of the aforementioned coersyste, the remaining
control centre hardware (bit- nd fr ofe-s 0chronizers, wideb d instruentation taperecorders, N asCOM
line interface equipment, telexes, etc.) and the tracking station (p abolic 12m dish, antenna ive
system, receiver and exciter system, etc.)

7.13 Operations Procedures Assembly, 0PA

The other non-software assembly is the Operations Procedures Assembly. Its output is a set of

operation doc entation er the satellite control tedm:
- Fliagt lyerations Proced es Mnul, gives the detailed procers es covering soethre and hardwae

control (both ar lit and gro und system) and the reporting requirements to be followed dling
satellite operations

- Satellite Control Handbok, provides a description of the satellite subsystems Ad ssits to serve as a
reference for the Flight Operations Procedures Manual

- Format Control Hato s p and t a s interfaces of the data system at the 0CC, i.e. input
ormats, lineprinter output, displ for s, etc.
Ais set, together e th the proect provided satellite doc thentation ad the doctoentation provided by

the soytware- and hedware implenenters of IO, dell allow the satellite control te to execute its asks
in a largely independent w. It is clear that, whenevern foreseen anomies arise, they can request
assistance fom the satellite- and/or ond data system e erts. In view of the se del spaced locations
of the participants in this proect, this ought to be kept to a nim . For the documentation it mea s that
it has got to be rather detailed and'definitely up-to-date, and to incorporate the expertise gained during
test and integration of the systems. A secondary task of this assembly is to generate documents to
familiarize new operators with the project and to assist scientists and engineers visiting the Operations
Control Centre in finding their way.

8. OBSERVATION PLANNING FACILITY

As a typical example of a complex softwre package within the IGO subsystem the observation planning
facility will now be described in somewhat more detail. The amount of observations that have to be defined
to arrive at the goals of this mission is quite staggering: roughly 10,000 for the survey prora and
20 - 30,000 for the additional observations. The generation of the survey observations is further complica-
ted by the strict repetition scheme for the coverage, imposed by the astronomers. It was felt that the

ground data system, in casu IGO, should provide an observation planning facility, that would relief the
astronomers from a heavy routine involvement but would still allow them the greatest amount of control.
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The basic requirements on the observation planning facility for IRAS can be summarized as follows:
*to generate survey scans automatically, according to a strategy of which the parameters can be adjusted

by the astronomers, but remaining within the satellite constraints
*to provide tools for defining special scans ("recovery scans") for survey observations, which failed to

Satisfy the requirements of the astronomers
*to facilitate the definition of the additional observations by the investigators
to provide tools for efficient scheduling of the additional observations in between the survey observa-
tions, minimizing the time lost in slewing from one observation to the next.

Each of these requirements is reflected in one of the five subassemblies of the ETL Generation
Assembly (fig. r)d
- the survey observation module
- the survey recovery module
- the non-survey observation module
- the observation scheduling module
- the observation administration module.
The last module in this list covers the derived requirements on observation administration. In the case of
IAS, the administration system not only has to keep track of the information about scheduling and success
of the observations, but also has to maintain an "account"-system. The anount of time available for
additional observations must be distributed fairly over the science communities in the different countries.
At the same time, duplication of effort by the different communities must be avoided in order not to waste
the precious satellite time.

8.1 Survey Observation Module, SOM

The Survey Observation Module comprises four individual programs:
GAS, the Generation Aid for the Survey, produces the actual observations in a format which is acceptable
for the scheduling software

T DISCOV, displays the planned survey coverage by means of an Optronix Photowrite device
LOFOP, produces the "long-term forecast", which is a lineprinter listing giving the details of the
observations generated by GAS for the orbits requested

SUPSUP, for updating the parmeters of the survey strategy, as requested by the astronomers.
In the following, we will only deal with GAS. The others are support programs to allow the control and
monitoring of the processing in GAS and dQ not contribute to the basic operation of the observation plan-
ning facility.

The functions of GAS are the following: to
(for a specified period in the order of months) determine survey scans according to a parameterized
strateg, taking into account previously planned sky coverage
take into account restrictions with respect to satellite attitude and position and the occurence of
events, such as eclipses and station passes

*allow reservation of orbits for special operations and survey recovery
*formatthe scan into observations, for further scheduling
allow resetting and rerunning for a specified period with new parameters for the strategy.

The survey strateg parameters determine the coverage redundancy, the repetition rate, the coverage rate
and a number of "soft" constraints, like the minimum scan length and the radius of the area to be avoided
around the moon. It is possible to maximize the coverage rate, resulting in an initial sprint as far as
the attitude limits will allow. For the long term mission planning it means a rapid coverage of about half
the sky, which then has to be followed by a much slower coverage, governed by the precession of the orbi-
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tal plane. The main disadvantages of such an approach are that operational hick-ups are rather detrimental
to the plitnning and that additional observations become more clustered in time and, hence, in sky position.
Another set of parameters will provide a much more even coverage rate throughout the survey. This strategy
frees a regular amount of time for addItional observations or, in case of operational anomalies, for survey
recovery. It is clear that such a strategy' is to be preferred from a routine-oerations point of view,
although it does provide less coverage initially. An early satellite disaster could then in principle
result in a smaller return from the mission. in practice, the difference in coverage is not expected to be
that large as, operational problems (like station-outages) are likely to occur especially in the beginning
of the operations.

8.2 Survey Recovery Module, SRM

It must be realized that GAS is designed to optimize the long-term survey planning. When the survey
observations have been executed, an indication of their success is fed back to the Survey Administration
File, created by GAS. If there are large discrepancies between planned and actual coverage it is possible
to reset GAS and produce a new set of survey observations for the upcoming month(s). This would not be
very efficient for small anomalies, such as the loss of data of part of a scan due to a short telemetry
outage during the playback of the recorder. To allow a rapid correction of such small discrepancies, with
the least disturbance to the long term planning, the program SURE of the Survey Recovery Module has been
included in the design. It makes use of the gaps between the survey observations and will generate re-
covery scans for the failed portions of the original survey scans. Contrary to GAS, SURE is an interactive
program to allow the greatest flexibility in specifying when and how to recover failing survey portions.

8.3 Non-survey Observation Module, NOM

The Non-survey Observation Module consists of two programs:
GANS, the Generation Aid for Non-survey observations, which produces the additional observations in a
format acceptable for the scheduling software
UPMAF, which allows updating of the macro-file used by the scientists when defining additional obser-
vations through GANS.

GANS is the tool with which any authorized astronomer defines his additional observations for inclusion
in the Experiment Target Lists and, ultimately, the Satellite Observation Programs. It is an interactive
program that enables the astronomer to specify the sequence of attitude and data storage modes for a
specific observation, and the necessary commands to configure the instruments. He does not have to specify
the visibility window of the observation, as the program will calculate that for him. Only iffor specific
reasons, he wants to restrict the scheduled window he can specify a range of orbit numbers (or a time
period) and the limitations within the orbit. In so far as possible at this stage, the program will check
the requested sequences on their feasibility with respect to the constraints mentioned earlier and, if
necessary, will inform the investigator of any problems. To speed up the interactive process for series
of observations that have certain characteristics in common, a macro-facility is included for the
experienced user of the system. It allows the astronomer to specify and use his own set of macros, or use
the IGO-provided standard ones. The NOM has also a built in feature for the satellite control team, with
which they can specify operational manoeuvres, that will be required for satellite checkout.

8.4 Observation Scheduling Module, OSM

The observation generated by GAS, SURE and GANS need to be scheduled, within the satellite constraints,
in such an order that they obey the directions provided by the astronomers, with respect to repetition rate,
position in orbit, etc. On the other hand, as little time as possible should be waisted on non-productive
manoeuvres as slewing from one observing position to the next. The prime function of the Observation Sche-
duling Module is to provide a tool with which the astronomers can schedule the survey and additional ob-
servations. The module consists of three software packages:

REGEN, does the actual scheduling and produces the ETL
ETLARC, files the ETLs that have been translated successfully into a SOP, that was loaded
SHOFOP, produce the "short-term forecast", which is similar to the longterm forecast produced in SOM,
but now includes the additional observations too.

The REGEN program can be run in a number of modes. Normally the program would first schedule the survey
and survey-recovery observations according to the instruction generated by GAS/SURE. The remaining gaps
are filled with additional observations, based on such criteria as the slew-time required, the remaining
idle time, the priority of the observation, etc. The priority is dynamically allocated and is dependent
on the initial priority given by the astronomers and the size of the remaining visibility window. In other
words, observations approaching the end of their visibility window will receive a higher priority in
scheduling. The program tries to find an "optimum" solution with respect to the idle time (slew time) of
a complete ETL, within the constraints of the satellite. ETLs thus generated can be altered using the
manual mode of the program, in which all the constraint-checking will still be performed.

8.5 Observation Administration Module, OAM

The Observation Administration Module keeps track of every observation defined. It notes whether an
observation has been scheduled in an ETL/SOP, what its success was from a technical point of view and
allows the astronomers to enter remarks on the scientific success. As stated earlier, it also maintains
an account of the additional observation time, so that a fair distribution over the science communities of
the three participating countries can be warranted. The module consists of three programs:

OBSADM, maintains the actual observation histories
ACTADM, derives from these histories the accounting information
PRADM, provides a printed record of the histories or the account, upon request.

The information stored by OBSADM and ACTADM can be retrieved on various keys in an interactive manner,
to increase the operational usefulness.
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Fig. 12 Observation planning facility

Figure 12 shows the interrelations of the various software packages of the observation planning
facility, excluding the administrative programs of the OAM.

9. DATA SYSTEM CONFIGURATION CONTROL

The size and complexity of the data system for IRAS, further complicated by the multi-national
project setup, requires a firm configuration control mechanism. The documentation system necessary for this
will be described, in particular again in somewhat more detail for the 100 subsystem (Fig. 13).

The over .,l mission objectives and requirements are given in the Joinit Project Requirement Document

(JPRD). The requirements placed on the data system are further elaborated into requirements for the on
board and ground data systems, and finally allocated to the different subsystems, such as I0O. The JPRD

also identifies the various Interface Control Documents (ICDs) that are necessary to control the inter-
faces between the subsystems. Each lCD describes the complete interface between two subsystems down to
bit- and signal-levels. These ICDs are already drawn up in this very detail during the design phase. If
the interface specifications cannot be met, as discovered during the implementation or test-phase, then
a new interface has to be negotiated between the subsystems. It is the responsibility of the individual

subsystems to ensure that such changes are properly implemented in their design.

The requirements that are placed on a subsystem through the JPRD and various ICDs are further ela-

borated and allocated to "assemblies" (different names are used by other institutes), as described in the
subsystem Requirements Specification. Down to this level all documentation is controlled by the project.

A change request for any of these documents must be sent to all institutes, even when they are not expli-
citly affected. The response of theae institutes is then taken into account for the decision to allow the
change to take place, or whether another solution is more appropriate.

For most susystems of the data system, the Requirements Specification is translated into a Design
Specification. This identifies the different programs within each assembly and spells out their tasks.
At 0 the Design Specification is also used for ientralcontrol (i.e. not by the project, but by the
subsystem itself) of the interfaces between the assemblies. If during program development an assembly
interface cannot be met, authorization is required by the subsystem manager (or the software co-ordinator)
for any proposed modification to this set of interface definitions. The assembly designers must ensure
that such modifications get reflected into the design of the affected programs.
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It is generdl practice within IGO that before actual coding of a program is started,first an initial
paper-design is made. This is to ensure that the programs are well thought out, and thus operationally
reliable, and do not develop into incomprehensible pieces of software in the course of the implementation.
This paper-degign is compiled into a set of Assembly Specifications and is kept up-to-date during the coding
and test phase. Although such an overhead initially may seem unnecessary, one must not forget that the
operational software needs to be carefully documented in the end anyway, to allow for post-launch main-
tenance. When it is already available during the implementation phase it allows verification of the design
of critical programs in an early stage ("walk-throughs") and identifies complicated areas which may need a
higher priority in the development. It is our experience that programs developed in such a manner exhibit
an advantageous modularity and, from an operations point of view, are very robust and easy to maintain.
Another small advantage is that user-manuals can easily be derived from this documentation

To ensure that the programs written meet their specifications every operational program has to pass
an acceptance test. A test plan is drawn up for each program that correlates the test-activities with the
requirements given in the Requirements Specificationi ICDs, where necessary), and upon succesful
completion of the test a test report is submitted. Once a progrram is tested and accepted, modifications are
no longer allowed unless authorized by the subsystem manager o'Nhe software co-ordinato-. Depending on the
alteration, the program may have to be re-tested again for final'.Inclusion into the operational system.
A similar approach is followed for the integration of the various subsystems into a total datasystem. To
this end an End-to-End Information System Testplan has been written, which has the concurrence of the

individual subsystem managers and is approved by the Droject.- - _ _ _" 11M - - _ -- - _ - - - ._-
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The ultimate proof of the pudding, before launch, is obtained by a number of simulations, that will
involve all operational elements of the system, including the operators and the users. In view of the basic
cycle of 12-hours, such a simulation must be of a rather long duration (i the order of a day or two) to

create the expected operational environment. These simulations will start several months before launch with
the prime elements of the data system, to allow possible tuning of the system with respect to the users.
Later, they will include the remainder of the subsystem as well (such as STDN stations) to demonstrate the
readiness of the total data system.
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Abstract - Improved system performance resulted from several broad-scope software
design decisions that were applied to the mission computer for the F-16 avionics system.
These design decisions were made in the areas of the control and scheduling functions.
The selected control concepts relied upon a table-driven system that employed only
positive logic and a simplified executive. The Multi-computer configuration was a
loosely coupled in an asynchronous network. Communications in the network were
implemented via a standard 16-bit protocol, MIL-STD-1553 [1). Data consistency was
adddressed in the basic interface specification as well as the detailed implementation.
In general, the timing and hardware design features were hidden from the algorithms
through system control approaches. In all, the flpxibility and optimizations that
resulted from the implementaticn concept have been well-established through two block
updates and several demonstration and research proqrams.

Descriptors: asynchronous, table-driven, controllability, scheduler, dispatcher, DMA,
re-entrancy.

The avionic system for the F-16 (2] ,-d [3]) is a distributed network of computers
interconnected by a MIL-STD-1553 data u,,s (Figure 1-1). The mission fire control
computer (FCC) serves as the integrating element, i.e., performs communication control
and system-level computations. The software was developed by the prime contractor fortwo subsystems - the FCC and the stores management set (SM5). The functional
partitioning and the subsystem interface data had considerable influence on the system
performance and enhancement capacity throughout the program. The purpose of this paper
is to outline the design concepts implemented in the F-16 mission computer and to outline
the benefits realized.

MGT CONTROL ARDT / ETST

S ACOMPUTER DISCREE L

Figure 1-1 Avionic System Architecture

An important goal was to engineer software that would support integration efforts,
change requests, and growth requirements. This was accomplished through the creation of
a table-driven system - a system in which the algorithm evaluates the logic conditions to
compute an index into a tabular data structure. The types of items in the data structure
are control and data, which are needed at that particular logic state (see the example in
Table 1-1 and the associated Figures 1-2a and 1-2b.) Such a structure localizes the
impact of a change to the software data structures instead of to the algorithms. Also,
the table-driven approach allows the Jesigner to balance the task execution demands in
the computer to remain nearly constant over a wide-rang. of pilot selected options. This
approach also reduces the technical risks usually associated with real-time software in
that the execution states of the system are deterministic. Additional benefits are
derived by reducing the testing, documertation, revision, and subsystem, changes impacts.
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This paper is presented in six sections. Section 1 addresses the concept and design
of the operating system. Section 2 covers the design of reliable network communications
management. Section 3 provides a discussion of the software mechanization of algorithms
and finally, section 4 discusses the lessons learned during flight phases, research and
developments studies, and special demonstration programs. A summary and bibliography are
presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

1. Design Considerations

The F-16 mission computer provides avionic system coordination for air-to-air, air-
to-surface, and navigation functions. To meet these functional requirements, the FCC
operational flight program is partitioned into components. Cowporents are large-scale
partitions, which generally consist of functionally related processes (e.g., see [4]),
and are subdivided into seients, which are the smallest entity "dispatchable" by the
operating system. Table 1-2 shows this partitioning of the F-16 operational flight
program. The remaining subdivisions in the program are subroutines.

Number of

Component Segments Size Remarks

*Executive 4 279
@  

Interface with Interrupt structure
Table-driven

system control 11 3251 Logic, Table-driven

*Bus Control 8 2250+ Peripheral 1O control, channel prograns.
formatting, error checking Table-driven

*Initialization & 6 531@ Error interrupt routines, Power up
Error Handling Initializstron

Nav Support 5 910 Algorithns

Fixtaking 31 2720 Algorithms, Pointer-driven

Energy management
-Combat 4 948 Algorithms
-Cruise 5 970 Algorithms

Air-to-Air Support 2 200 Algorithms

Air Missiles 3 1570 Algorithms

Air-to-Ground 14 2716 Algorithms

Stores Select 2 1702 Hash-coding, Pointer-driven

Data Entry of Display 1 2140 Table-driven, Pointer-driven

Self-Test I 1546+ Table-dTiven

Support Utilities N/A 706@ Numerical Analysis Subroutines (15)

Data Base of Stack Area 2433 Uses 2 Compools and 3 Stacks

Total Memory - 25262

Notes;

- All Assembly Language
+ - Some Assembly Language Segments
* - Operating System
x - algorithms use "based". or pointers, to

access items in tabular data structures.

Table 1-2 Component Partitioning in Segments

1.1 Segment-level interface

Design aids were used to document the system segmentation interaction [5]. Figure
1-3 shows the control-flow and data-flow among segments of one component. A similar flow
diagram among all components was prepared. It is important to note that the use of the
logic and data in the design aids is not a "constraint" upon the component but is the
interactions desired by the system engineer. These diagrams are then used to integrate
the tasks with the operating system.

1.2 Algorithms

One of the earliest design considerations was to isolate the interface with the pilot
from the application segments. Therefore, the applications segments were designed to be
as "pure" as possible - that is, not to incorporate into the code mode-related or
interface-related logic. This decision also avoided the embedding of detailed knowledge
of performance characteristics of the subsystems into algorithms and improves flexibility
and portability of algorithms and robustness to changes in external subsystems.

The algorithms were also not allowed to perform operating system functions, e.g.,
deschedule a task (including itself) or cause a task to enter a "wait-state" until a
specific event occurs. Algorithms that were of excessive length were relegated to one of
the background task queues, e.g., Kalman Filter, with dynamic extrapolation tasks in
foreground. During task integration, all programs were placed in background queues
unless absolutely required to be in foreground, i.e., time- or sequence-dependent. The
criteria for allocation of tasks to foreground were (1) small resource utilization, (2)
required for control of system, and/or (3) timely flow of valid data. All algorithms
were required to be able to run in either type of task queue.
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OPERATING SYSTEM FUNCTION TIME PRECEDENCE

DEPENDENT DATA FLOW

- ---------..... - REQUIRED BY

-- I

SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS

ASYNCHRONOUS DATA FLOW

Figure 1-3 Structure and Data Flow of the Navigation
Support Component

These early management decisions lead to a portable library of algorithms, which are
generic for a large number of mission peculiarities. The modularity, reentrancy, and
data utilization allow the software to be reallocated with few coding changes. Data
sharing was well supported by JOVIAL data structures. The allocation and initialization of
data were managed through the language and design-aids.

1.3 Operating System

The fundamental difference between real-time operating systems for avionics and for
commercial systems is that, in the former, all tasks and communications are known "a
priori". This knowledge greatly simplifies the design ot the operating system. Large,
general-purpose operating systems must by nature be complex, self-protective, priority-
driven, and adaptive. They require many man years tc design, develop, and maintain and
typically must assume unknown task ensembles with potentially malicious subscribers,
variable resource utilization, little coordinatior/cooperation arong subscribers, and
protection of 1/O files from spurious faults. On the other hand, the "a priori" nature
of the loading and data-transmissions greatly simplifies the functional requirements for
the avionic operating system without loss of generality.

The F-16 operating system consists of an executive, a system control, a bus control,
and an initialization and error-handling component. The executive poLtion includes the
modules required to select and dispatch task-queues as a function of time and/or CPU-
utilization. System control is the component that coordinates the algorithms, makes
executive requasts, and interfaces with the pilot. The communications are managed
through a parallel bus control algorithm [6]. Initialization and error handling are
machine-dependent modules and not of particular irterest here.

1.3.1 Executive Component

The F-16 executive performs those functions required to manage dispatching periodic
and background tasks. This component of approximately 280 words is one of the few
written in assembler language. The executive determines the appropriate task-rate queue
to be selected at each iO-msec minorframe. The system supports several background
queues, but currently, only two are in use. These queues are selected on a percentage
basis of CPU-utilization.
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Each "timeslice", or periodic, task queue, which includes bus control execution
r-quirements, are much less than the 20 wsec minor-frame. Therefore, the remaining time
is apportioned on the basis of the system mode processing requirements so as to assure
timely completion of background algorithms.

1.3.2 System Control Component

One component, system control, was given the functional task to perform the
integration and interface for the command/response mechanism. Fifteen modes were defined
and implemented; an example of the mode structure is provided in Table 1-3. Basically,
the modes were defined with positive logic (discussed in Paragraph 3.1) and implemented
with a state-ot-the-system concept taken from Finite State Automata Theory, [7]. The
mode and option-dependent scheduling were described by means of a directed graph, Figure
1-4.

MOD Z
NUMBEr MODE NAME NODE ENTRY LOGTC NODE DESCRIPTION

12 to WEAPONS upA del enable A o o E0 SYMBOLOGY
o RADAR COMMANDED TO &It-

TO-GROUND RANGING

o NO ENERGY MANAGEDENT
DISPLAYS

a ESSENTIAL NAVIGATION AND
CON TOL FUNCTIONS

13 T CAL (-(wpn del an) I no wespor mode) o £/G TARGET DESIGNATO
A alt cal A IOU good POSITIONED ON STORED

TARGET
o RADAR COMMANDED TO AIP-

TO-GROUND RANGING
0 CRUISE E/M AVAILABLE IF

SELECTED

O ESSENTIAL NAVIGATION AND
CONTROL FUNCTIONS

FIX (-(wpD del on) i no weepor mode) 0 A/G TARGET DESIGNATOR
A -alt Cal A f ix & IRU good POSITIONED ON STCRZD

TARGET
o RADAR COMMAND DEPENDENT

ON TYPE OF FI1

o CRUISE E/M AVAILABLE IF
SELECTED

O ESSENTIAL NAVIGATION AND
CONTROL FUNCTIONS

15 BASELINE (-(pr del en) I no weapon mode) A/G TARGET DESIGNATOR
A -alt Cal a - ti % POSITIONED OR STORED

TARGET
o IRTEBRUPTrVE SELF TEST

RUN ON SPECIFIED SYSTEMS
RADAR COMMNDED TO STAKD)
BY 0 BUILT EN TEST

o CRUISE E/1 AVAILABLS it
SELECTED

o RSERTILL NAVIGATION AND

CONTROL FUCTIONS

Boolean Expressions Definitions:

INU good 
= 

(attitude/reference faill navigation failI navigation
data unavailable I digital attitude data invalid)

wpn del enable = store ready Isimulate

vip enable = vip & ((ccip & rocket) dive toss lbeacon IcclpI
ladd)

no weapon mode = (dogfightI missilel snapshoot I1cos ccip Idive
toss i ccrp i strafe l beacon I ladd eo)

fix - radarI tacanj hud ivisual overfly

& - and

- or

- not

Table 1-3 System Mode Definition (4 of 15 Modes)

The table-driven approach, described earlier, evolved from decision-tables and data
structures techniques [8]. Other components applying these table methods are fixtaking,
bus control, executive, data entry, stores select, and self-test. The implementation of
these concepts was easily supported by the festures in JOVIAL J3B language. System
control component assures smooth and timely transitions. Design requirements were
imposed upon the display processing to prevent flutter, blinking, or jittery symbology.
Erroneous information was also prohibited by the specification requirements and assured
through the state changes managed by system control.

1.4 Operational Characteristic

The operating system must function as a coordinated set of tasks. This coordination
must guarantee that scheduling anomalies and race conditions do not arise. One design
aid that shows control and data flow for cooperating processes is the Petri net [9].
Figure 1-5 is the Petri-net for the F-16 operating system. For an interrupt-driven
system, this aid provides visibility into the system performance. The performance of the
task queues is discussed in Section 4.
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2.1 Periodic Transmissions

As a result of the interface definition, the majority of the transmissions for the F-
16 avionics ari periodic. The desigqners recognized that the bus control algorithm could
perform periodic transmissions in a reliable straightforward manner. This concept lead
to a concurrent management of the DIMA processas. Corrmunications do not become degraded
in order to support a large number of nonperiodic transactions. Special events may lead
to alterations in the commani chain, which are easily accommodated by the updating of the
command links. This approach gained the mission computer a balanced number of
transactions within any minor frame. Such balance is necessary in order not to degrade
the computational rates of background task queues.

2.2 Data Consistency

In a samplad data system such as a real-time avionics system, data consistency is a
primary concern. In an aircraft with the F-16's dynamics capability, data
inconsistencies can lead to wide fluctuations in sighting symbology, erroneous display
information, and poor subsystem coordination. This situation is easily remedied by
double buffering, when required. Segments only have access to an active block of data
while the DMA process is filling the inactive block. Little overhead is consumed to
support either the data area or the pointer management. The only other technique (to
ensure data consistency) would be to copy large blocks of information into "local", access
areas. This is prohibitive in time since it requires CPU intervention rather than the
DMA process. Interrupts during a copy would have to be disabled, which could further
degrade performance.

Data consistency for mission computers thit are acting as a terminal on the bus is
often overlooked. Frequently bcth the hardware ar software do not provide adequate
information to detect a DMA process into a given block of memory. Extra time delay and
hardware-interface discretes scmetires have to be added to allow adequate control after
significant production has passed. In selecting a design, the controller features for
the bus are often more heavily weighted than the terminal features; this can contribute
to the oversight.

2.3 Time Tagging Data

The F-16 avionics system supports a subsystem need to extrapolate data for
integration of sample points over time. For example, the INU provides a method of time
tagging the navigation data by use of an interval timer. The time taqqinq of data is
closely associated with particular sensor data. Control is provided through MIL-STD 1553
commands so that such a time-tag can be reset upon the occurrence of a given event.

When the transmissions are ordered within the minor frame, data from various
subsystems can be easily correlated. Such capabilities are necessary for supporting
Kalman filters as well as tracking subsystems. Thus, the subsystem can then use time-
ordered data in its buffers.

Time tagging data greatly simplifies the subsystem algorithms that extrapolate the
data. The bus control resets the time tag counter and transmits the data upon a periodic
basis. Changes in the state of the system, or transitions, are signaled through
appropriate control information included in the message-block mode-word. The subsystem
can then transition to the appropriate computational state, e.g., transitioning a
subsyitem from a scan to a track mode.

2.4 Loosely Coupled mission Ccmputers

A simple, reliable approach to multi-computer contigurations is to maintain loosely
coupled functional partitioning. The software execution delays are often incurred when a
centralized control policy is allowed to be implemented. In a research project, the F-16
mission software was demonstrated as a loosely coupled, dual computer system. This dual
system had the same small executive structure as the basic program. The system control
portion utilized the same algorithms, with few changes, to monitor system states and
reguired few table changes. The second coputer also contained a backup bus control
algorithm; both computers supported the navigation functions. The resultant system did
not double the availability of system resources or reliability; therefore, multiple-
computer configurations require additional mechanization definition for degraded hardware
states and a more complex hand-off of control. The recontiguration of the system was
facilitated by the design principles.discussed in the next section.

3. Controllability

One of the important considerations in producing real time software is that the
resultant system be controllable. Controllable is defined in terms of Finite State
Automata Theory in which the states of the syster are finite and the transitions are
deterministic, i.e., a finite-state machine. The "a priori" nature of both the inputs,
outputs, and task states allows the system to be designed as a finite-state machine.
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Three design concepts adopted for the F-16 assisted in achieving the goal of a
controllable, predictable system software. These concepts were integral to the design of
the system control component, which is responsible for implementing the activities of a
finite-state machine. The first concept was that the entire system be irplemented with
positive-logic; the second concept was to use table-driven software; and, the last
concept was to eliminate scheduling anomalies that right arise in executing executive
service requests.

3.1 Positive-Logic

In driving the task state transitions, system control implements positive-logic. In
other words, a specific input is required in order to accomplish the transition. On
completion of the transition, the event status sets are initialized by use of a table
look-up strategy. An example is to schedule "air missiles" upon pilot selection of
"missile override". The segments of system control do not have to incorporate additional
event evaluations in order to "remember" previous states across such transition
boundaries. Figure 3-1 shows fcur possible entry states-A, B, C. and D. A transition is
a function of input data. On performing the transition, the systew software must
generate the appropriate output data to allow the system to operate in the new-state, in
the example state F or G. Positive-logic infers that the system software does not have
to save the information on how the transition to E occurred. Such an approach provides
more orderly state transitions and requires fewer transition-related status-computations.

,e'P

F G

WHERE:
- SPECIFIC INPUTS REQUIRED BEFORE STATE-TRANSITION
CAN TAKE PLACE

0- OUTPUTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSITION

A .... G - STATE IN THE SOFTWARE, e.g. TASKS, MODES,
OPTIONS

Figure 3-1 State-Transitions are Implemented with Positive-

LOGIC

To implement positive-logic requires an early decision in the operational
mechanization of the system. An area of the P-16 mission program that did not originally
use positive-logic was involved with cursor control and aimpoint slewing on the displsys
over mode and option changes. The original design perspective did not need logic states
as the system was to be simple. A decision was made to incorporate positive-logic when
reviews discovered the increasing complexity and volatility of the program. For those
situations that were unable to be implemented with polisive logic, additional overhead
was required to support protection of such information and to deactivate task execution.
In such areas, it may be difficult to maintain the software when the tasks are
multiprogrammed to achieve this type of affect.

3.2 Table-Driven Software

Many of the segments implement table-driven algorithms. These segments control
symbology, scheduling, bus couriunications, switchology, self-test reporting, and sighting
option updates. The advantages of table-driven software are (1) the algorithms are small
and remain unaffected by changes, (2) changes are localized to table entries, (3) tables
can be more easily reduced than code, and (4) the resultant system is readily testable.

Some of the table-driven algorithms that were implemented in the FCC are well known.
Two representative examples are (1) hash-coding for ballistics table look-up and (2)
decision tables to select symbology as a function of system mode and option selections. V

Weapon data and symbology requirements are frequently changed as the fire control mission
is revised over the life time of the avionics.
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One eximple of table-driven software is in the system control segment that selects
symnbology as a function of systerm mode, switcholoqy, and systeff states. Figure 3-2 shows
the desired symbology tor a given situation. Table 3-1 is a portion of the symbology
with the associated logic for selecting each iteu on the display as a function of system
rode. This table is derived by the system engineers in conjunction with pilot inputs.

To create a table-driven approach, the program representation of the logic statements
are grouped into "cases". For example, the same criteria is used to declutter the
flight-path marker in the modes for ALT CAL, FIX, and BASELINE. All other equations that
are unique to these three modes are placed in the samre case, e.g., altitude and airspeed
carets.

SCALES SWITCH CONTROL
EMN/VV (WithG...D.0. VAIION OFF

NOAtMAL FPM1 AVAILABLE NORMAL F PM AVAILABLE.

Figure 3-2 Navigation Display Options

SYMBOL SEUIO91 SYNBLCUE AND) StAll ('0ITOL * DISPLAT DATA@ CIRLE

MODES~~ 8 8IN

F.-O W.APONS 1 1 21I 1 0 It 2 411 t110 1 0 00 a00 000

ALT CAI, 4 1 1 21 10 It I2 4 11 1I 1 5 1 1 25 26 2? Is 29 0 a o 0 JO 0 0 0 0 0

Fix 4 1 It 21 0 It 12 4. It It 1 5 1 1 2s 26 22 26 29 0 0 0 20 B 0 0 0 0 0

RA6511169 A 2 21 2k 101It12 61111It1 5 I I 21 26 2? 129 0 0 0 20 a 0 0 0 0 0

PORTION OF THE LOGIC Wrrgg:

0 - ay be set to any value
I1 Displayed in the current modeAI

23 - IND good
2'4 - (-lgup I ILS on I (att/fpm) I fpm) & IND good
25 - flight path marker on

26 - eu-h/Ti

27 - (home Irange I endurance) £lgup A -ILS an I
29 - (ILS on I -lgup) & AOA good
30 - (calibrated airspeed, if cas

speed - true airspeed, it tas
1ground speed, if -.cas & -tas

Table 3-1 Part of the Required Outputs to the HUD by Mlode
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After all of the cases are derived from the symbology table, an array of boolean

items. 15 modes by 7 cases, is created. The program tests to see if the case-bit is
selected to determine the next case to be processed (see Figure 3-3). Table 3-2 shows
the Jovial J3B code for computation of the symbology logic and the case-groups.

The alternative approach to the table-driven algorithm is conditional evaluation of
the system states. This results in nested IF-THEN-ELSE statements such as in Figure 3-4.
Note that the flowchart has two paths, where p is the nurber of decision nodes.

The table-driven approach is more testable than that of conditional evaluations. A
maximum number of tests, in this instance four, required to exercise all the case-groups
is readily identified. on the other hand, many more combinations would be required to
assure that all paths have been exercised. The formal test procedures (see example in
Table 3-3) assure that not only the proper symbology appears under the switch selection,
but also that no spurious symbology appears. Other advantages derived from this table-
driven approach are given in Table 3-4.

3.3 Elimination of Scheduling Anomalies

Scheduling anomalies occur when the list orders of the task queue are varied and
results in increased total run-time. Four different types of anomalies are generally
recognized: (1) changing the order of tasks in a queue, (2) removing some precedence
relations, (3) changing the number of processes, and (4) decreasing the run time of some
tasks. Steps to eliminate scheduling anomalies were taken in the initial design
approach.

Several common approaches have beer recognized as unsafe software practices in that
the system becomes susceptible to nondeterministic states or anomalies. It is
unfortunate that these practices often are used in real-time operation and contribute to
system degradation.

One such undesirable practice is to allow wait states to occur. Under this practice,
the tasks can post executive requests to be placed upon a wait queue until a given event
occurs. This creates additional overhead for the executive to perform the management
functions. However, the problems arise because an unpredictable number of tasks will be
released into the execution queues. The side effects of allowing wait states can be
time-outs or uncoordinated messages. Such techniques are easily replaced byrepartitioning the segment so that one segment is scheduled until an event occurs and a

new task transition is invoked.

Another similar undesirable practice is to schedule asynchronous tasks on the basis
of detailed timing relations of subsystems. Such software is vulnerable to subsystem
errors as well as the nondeteruinistic nature of the task queue. One such requirement is
found in the F-16; position update information must be communicated to the inertial
subsystem with "wraparound" of data in the form of the updated position data. Special,
time-dependent and come-from logic states had to be added to system control and bus
control segments to initiate the update.

Complex priority scheduling algorithms were eliminated from the software design. For
"a priori" systems such as in a rission computer, this technique is not necessary. A
simple precedence relation based upon the data and control flow is sufficient to define
the task queue. A weakness of priority-scheduling techniques is that they may not
guarantee the execution of each task within a reasonable time interval. Overcoming this
deficiency in the priority schemes requires the dynamic "aging" of the priorities which
again contributes to nondeterminism, anomalies, and operating system overhead.

3.4 Benefit Assessment

The number of special cases that must be handled add to the documentation,
maintenance, and operating system overhead. Such systems are difficult to test and it is
difficult to duplicate execution conditions, resulting in less-reliable software.
Conscious design decisions eliminated many of these undesirable effects. These design
considerations were developed on the basis of research on real-time operating system
performance (from analysis found in the literature) as well as evaluation of avionic
subsystem performance experienced over four programs at General Dynamics [10]. The
resultant software is simple, direct, and testable: its reliability has been demonstrated
during three years of flight tests and special demonstration programs. The software has
an aaded feature in being measurable. Quantitative measures of system software supports
the growth and maintenance over the system life cycle. This is necessary to assure the
balanced utilization of system resources.

4. Lessons Learned

The lessons learned through other related demonstration projects are summarized in
Table 4-1. The performance of the F-16 mission computer was demonstrated to be reliable;
control concepts were workable. The specializing of the mission responses to a table-
driven system control was a significant improvement over general purpose, real-time
operating systems that are commercially available. The operational performance of the
system is deterministic. Figure 4-i and Table 4-2 show the performance characteristics
over the range of mission-mode selections.
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CASE ASSAY

MODE 0101ffl 01101..

OU PROCEEAIN

* INITIALIZE ~ ~CASE 2CEETMD FECEETMD
CASS SC~fED!P.CDE3

*~NR LOOPT FOPRD ALL CASES FOE ME
vo[ EN 1* CAE BYD ENR WPIL 111FTE:

BEGINIO OF CACE LOASE

anEID dHI CAE SHOUL SEtcua CoMPLEaEion SOtTHStOD

ICSED 0 S Co)

IFT itAIx I IMS"I"

- SET MAYIMLM CIEL SCAULDE ANDADJUT CPOCL ETIS OE

EZIF A I"NJ OP AIM9L YIIS31LE.
MAf CPL'CL 1 i-0D

ELDCLEADU Z "AI"j;
ADCLEO A9ML:

AD: LAH ADUST CIRCLE RADIUS WHEN THE MIL TIC 1'. FLASHING. -

ADPDC, AYE

BE G0'.

END; .E 
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0
0
0

DOTO CAIE.ENC:

CASES:

D1PATPIGTPAHME ON I!E MUD IF A.P.M ON PPM rmis
IEECEOTEU DECLUJYTENSWI-TCH OP .A4CIND IS TREP AYMONILANDSNO OP VIEMEBLI

VEPSIAI I PLPTMLON;

- DIPLAY VIEPTICAL veLOCTry ON SmeHEUG AS A FUmNON or THE
LED 0 DICLUTTEPIlC OIIN

VDP.VC, fDTEPT.HO.VY PSITON

- D1IAY AL'TITUDE CART ON THE MUD IF MOM HAS SEEN SELECTEDa LAND ING HAS NOT SEEN I!LCTD
ALT.CADT I HO: AND NOT LANDDNS: t

- CCK OH VALID CASTAD.
IICA.TASCI;

tOD)IoSPLAY alp CAPT ON THE NWo IF RANGE O OEO W
HAVE SEEN S9ECTED AND LANDING NAS NOT BEEN SELECTED.AIH.CAET N (1114.O1.49OM OP CHOP; AND NOT LANDING:

-SERTS DEDDEES0 AISPBEED TO THE SAME VCALSSPATIN AS THE AlE
SPE TNHE PILOT IS. CUyETYOOEVI
DISES AJESSIEEDICAlTAS)

EAD;
JELSEI
AIP.CAPT SF FALSE:

- DISPLAY ANGLE OF ATTAtK REPORT SAP WHEN ADA AND LANDING APE
AAIP E LANOtWD AND APIIATVAL:

;- TLJPN ON0 MISSILE DIAMTOND WHEN INU IS 0000.
HSLDMOON H EINLJVALFPLO:

GTO CA ENDI

C": DISPLAY AZIMTH STEEHINS ON PlO WHEN SYSTEM PAD ENOWLEDGE OP
0

0

0
CASE. END: END:

Table 3-2 Jovial J73 Code to implement Table-Driven
Processing for HUD Output.
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Level "J3F Code'

2 IF AIBTOATR:
3 BEGIN
3 I DGFT;
4 "SYMBOLOGY--OPTION"

4 END
3 ELSE
4 IF LOCKON;
5 BEGIN

SiND

Figure 3-4 CONDITIONAL
CONTROL FOR SELECTING SYMBOLUGY

pead-00/Zeo Disola, Punction Test

PROCEDOS IDNTIFZCATION: ED.P.01.02

CONTRACT BID ITEM: FCC OPP CI e1260

PRINKS! FUICTION: Symbology Control

Test Objectives

1. Verify basic symbology and mode related symbology
appearance in all PCS modes. (Subtest 1)

2. Verify conditional displav-
and 15 and 3ZO w-

Test Configuration

This test procedure requires the OFF to be runnin,
FCC, and the simulation program to be runnino
All DTS control panels must be operationa

1

BUD must be installed in the DTS. Tb-
is not required. Configure the
Standard DTS Setup.

Case 1

0

Stop S BUD window 8 should read lAV.

Check the appearance of tbe following BUD
symbology.

?light Path Marker - offAir-to-Ground Target Designator - on
Diamond - off
TISL Target Designator - of _

Negnetic Reading Scale - off
Pitch Dara - off
Altitude Scale 

- offAirspeed Scale - offSoresight Cross - on
Vertical Dar (WkV steering) -
Vertical Velocity Scale

Table 3-3 Sample HUD Test Procedure

o Coimnon Equations
o Avoid repeated, nexted IF
o Rapid access
o Deterministic, unambiguous
o Each index/case can be explicitly tested

Table 3-4 Advantages of Table-Driven Software



Posi.tive logic o Elimfinate the "coN.e frr"
states which reduces the
number of combinatorics
for the event set.

Loosely-cOUpled o tMinivrize the amount of control

computers or, conyrunication,
schedulinq,ald state-selecticn
routines.

Asynchronous o Difficult to determrine hardware
systems clocking is in step.

Yust consider impact of
operating systeir and coffiunication
overhead delay.

Table-driven o most simple to change
control & optiffizatiors are

easily identified

Data o Coordination requirement
consistency for target sighting,

navigation, and aircraft status

Table 4-1 Lessons Learned from Related Projects

Notation

o NAy includes Base, F'IX, ArAL, and E-0 WEAPON modes

" Visual A/C includes DTOS, CCIi', ccii'
rockets, and strafe

o Blind A/C includes CCRP, , BCN, and X_ i[O
" Known Ii' includes VIP and VIAL)
" A/A includes Dogight, Snapshout. Mlissiles,

and LCOS
" DGFT includes Dogfight and Snapshoot

50 NAV, B IN

A/A A/C VISUAL A/C

25

DGFTI NVJVD

1l2 MSLSNA

DTOS BLIND A/C,
STRF- VIP, CClIP

(bd6LCOS CClIP RKTS

NAy, DGFT, LCOS,
AI.L A/C _f MS LS

NAv DTOS
STRi, CCIP Cf CS

RCKTS BILIND A/CMSL

1lOFF

0 f lb ?21
MILLISECONDS
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TIMESLICE & YAIN TYPICAL EXECUTION TIME (MILLISECONDS) AND DUTY CYCLE tILIZ11 _ _

LOOP TIMING FACTORS AVy-TYPE MODE VISUAL A/G SLIND & KNO1JW IF A/ 1.00 MISSILES SOFT & SNAPSHOOT

.114OR MAJOR MINOR I JOR MINOR [ iAJOR INCR I MAJOR INOR MAJOR HtNCR MA OR
TIS5ESLICE FRAME FAME FRAME F FRAE AE FRAME F'mEI FRAME FRAME MME'I FRAME FRAME

50/73 13.2 145.2 16 236.6 16.2 227.2 12.1 201.2 10.1 171.2 10.7 171.2

50/12 6.0 48.0 7.8 62.4 6.9 55.2 6.0 4..0 6.0 4a.0 6.0 I 6.0

SO/o 6.1 Z4.4 7.9 31..o 7.0 20.0 6.7 20.8 6.7 26.6 .1 24.6

50/1 A.2 16. 10.7 21.6 10.5 21.0 
3

.1I 26.2 13.1 26.2 11. I 23.6

50/1 9.1 9.1 10.9 10.9 10.0 10.0 8.1 8.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1

50/1 OFF 7.2 7.2 9.0 9.0 8.1 8.1 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2

TOTAL PER MAJOR

FA (660 1) NA 300.3 RA 372.1 NA 349.5 NA 319.5 NA 266.3 NA 283.3
'THSLICE

DUTY 4CLE N 16.9% NA 36.1% NA 54.6% A 69.9% NA 65.1% NA 4 .51
TS TLIZATIE

O PER SOLIi S PER -OUr i Ws PER OLsTIS PER SOLUTIOiS PER SOLUTIOS PER
MAISLOOP SECOND SECOND SECOND SECOND SEOD SEC D

EXCEPT DOs LADD, CCRP. VIP DCI I STA
DTOS VLAD 8CN j SHOOT

TRACK 1 0 11.2 11.2 9.0 17.2 12.0 67.1 5.0 6.0 76

TRACK 2 , 43.5 3.8 1.1 4.0 1.8 1.1 4.6 9.1 9.5.

Table 4-2 FCC Program Execution Timing

Several observations on the adaptability and portability of the algorithms have been
noted during the two blocK updates (see Table 4-3). An algorithm analysis must be
performed to determine its suitatility for accommodating new requirements. Added
resource management also impacts the system design concept. Finally, a method for
allocating transactions to a heavily loaded resource must be carefully derived.

A major benefit of these design decisions and conventions adopted for the F-16
operational software was the ease in which the application segments were implemented,
integrated, tested, and maintained. In fact, the program was ready for flight testing
just eight months after coding began; within 14 months it had successfully passed Formal
Qualification Testing, one month ahead of schedulo.

System maintenance ease was experienced in the variety of modifications required for
the demonstration programs (listed in Table 4-3). In all of these efforts, the executive
component was not changed. The system control component was the area that is most
impacted by mission-dependent changes. Furthermore, with the table-driven software and
the positive logic, three different software engineers assigned at various times in the
program to support/maintenance have been able to easily do so with minimal training and
effort. At no time did the changes require a major redesign of the system control
algorithms; the changes were isolated to the data structures.

Table 4-3 Demonstration Programs

o PENGUIN study
" Saber, Atlas, and HMS
o Aim 7
o Dual Processor IRAD
o Two Block Updates
o Firefly IRAD
o AFTI Phase I Simulation
o JTIDS Simulation

Io AMRAAM study

4.1 Growth Versions

Expansions, and consolidations, of the mode- and option-dependent tables were easily
made without major modifications to the segment algorithm. Often these features could bE
demonstrated through a "patched" change to tables for laboratory evaluation before the
change was committed to source code changes. Most of the block changes were required for
the symbology and switcholgy management function, which are 80% table-driven.

Inserting and deleting tasks were readily identified by updating the scheduling
digraph. only the system control segment that activates the task has to be changed.
This change is minor and incorporates both the decision-logic and task-control
statements. The impact to the memory and duty cycle can be easily estimated with
reasonable accuracy.

4.2 Algorithm Trade-offs

One greatly neglected area in real-time software design is the algorithm dataLstructuring. These structures are well-supported by the higher-order language, Jovial.
Frequently, memory management schemes with pointer control are needed to iinimize the
amount of memory required for the functions.
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One example for a software/algorithm trade study is in selecting sort routines [8].
For a small number of items, a "bubble-sort" can easily accommodate the tasks. However,
for a larger number ot points a radix-shell technique tray be necessary to improve
performance. These algorithms are well-known with adequate supporting analysis as to the
benefit of each approach. Other similar algorithm areas that have been well researched
are memory management, search techniques, decision-table processing, and the sparse-
matrix method. In other words, when algorithms must be modified to accept new functional
requirements, the suitability ef the approach must be assessed for the amount and type of
data utilized in the algorithm.

During a block update, the increased complexity of performing calculations to
specific mode-related sighting points was noted: therefore, fixtaking componet analysis
was made of the trade-off between function "calls" and data structures. Good savings
were realized in reorganizing the method for calculating sighting points from common
subroutines and linking a list of the desired sighting points. The algorithm to
calculate the range and bearing makes maximum use of the geometry of the situation. The
addition of new system modes caused major retasking of fixtaking and indirectly caused
new supporting system states to be managed by the system control component. The benefit
derived from implementing pointer-tables to select the sighting options was approximatel,
a 200-word code saving. Other derived benefits were those associated with a reduction il
the number of paths through the program. The time required to establish parameters for
various tasks and subroutines was reduced. Now as new modes are added, the fixtaking
component can easily be extended to accommodate new options. The last change did not
impact either the computation or the pointer table. It was also noted that system
testing was facilitated, since the code path was virtually the same in all modes and only
the selected pointers to the desired options had to be monitored. Finally, the resultant
documentation and code are more readily understood with the more direct specification of
the computational requirements.

4.3 Bus Resource Management

The bus is not an infinite resource. Multiported computer systems are one approach
to 3xtending this resource. In systems theory, the most-reliable systems are
hierarchical in nature. Therefore, the growth to a mrultibus configuration is planned to
be nierarchical with computers interconnecting more than one bus.

The hardware required to support a DMA capability for multiple buses should have a
minimum impact on the CPU. Realtime software is usually required to maintain performance
duty cycle range. Constant disruption of the program or inordinate control for port-to-
port coordination may have serious overhead penalties that could cause degradation in
either the bus or the execution duty cycle.

Another software difficulty with current DMA schemes is to determine what portion on
memory is being accessed when the bus is busy. The only safe practice available is for
the software to access DMA areas when the bus is not busy. In nany systems, the software
is unable to make good use of such idle periods.

Interface guidelines [11] were established to improve bus and memory utilization.
New subsystems should incorporate these guidelines. Minimizing "special cases" greatly
improves the opportunity for utilizing existing algorithms, such as the bus control.
Often subsystems are interchangeable. Commonality of the interface data formats and
requirements have significant resource savings by allowing more generic algorithms.

4.4 Multiple Processors

In multiple processor configurations, it is essential that the degraded modes appear
the same as the primary modes as seen by the operator. To do otherwise, complicates the
pilot workload. Repartitioning a mission function into two processors is not the most
efficient use of the resource. Rather, the incorporation of these resources should be in
support of new mission functional requirements and new subsystems.

5. Sumrary

The primary design considerations that contributed to the reliable performance of the
F-16 mission software were (1) structuring of the operating system, (2) insuring that the
software is co!.trollable, and (3) guaranteeing reliable communications. The resultant
design is extensible, reliable, and reconfigurable. These features have been
demonstrated during EC? changes and reseaLch demunstLations. The software is written in
90% Jovial with only those machine-dependent or time-critical tasks in assembler
language. This software has accommodated new system modes, subsystems, and algorithms
without major changes to the operational environment.
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SUMMARY

Two versions of TORNADO are being produced; one is a UK-only requirement and the other a tri-national
requirement. The latter is the subject here since it has a considerable development and production time
lead, and the more complex overall management and industrial organisation. This is outlined with
particular reference to the role of the national avionic system companies in the participating nations
and th organisation provided by them for the design and development of the avionic system, including the
software. The specification of the top level avionic design requirements anda description of the
computing hardware and data transmission arrangements provide an introduction to the specific software
development topics. These cover the specification of the software requirements, the development of the
Operational Flight Program, the software structure and documentation, hardware-software integration and
testing facilities, documentation for the control and reporting of the testing, configuration control
aspects and production software modification control.

1. BACKGROUND

The PANAVIA 200 MRCA TORNADO aircraft has been developed, and is now in production, as a joint
venture between the United Kingdom (UK), the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and Italy (IT). TORNADO
is by far the largest and most complex military aircraft project ever undertaken in Europe, with a
production requirement currently foreseen as 809 aircraft of which 385 are for the UK, 324 for FRG and
100 for IT. The targets for national funding and work-sharing are set at UK 421%, FRG 4AA and
IT 15%.

From the outset, operational flexibility was specified as a fundamental design requirement. The
resultant aircraft with variable geometry wings has both short field and Mach 2+ performance. A
comprehensive digital avionic e.uipment fit gives it a versatile mission capability; the operational

scenario includes:

- Close air to ground support
- Interdiction
- Strike
- Air Defence
- Reconnaissance

The long range Air Defence role is a UK-only requirement. Optimum mission capability in this role
demands significant changes in the avior. equipment fit. Therefore, TORNADO is to be produced
effectively in two versions. The first will be the originally specified, tri-national,

"Interdictor-Strike"(IDS) version, required by all three participating nations. The second will be the
UK-only, Air Defence Variant (ADV), which will however retain maximum commonality with TOTNADO IDS in
respect of all airframe and equipment (including avionic equipment). All differences will be changes
essential to the optimisation of the Air Defence mission capability.

In the particular context of the TORNADO computing system, software structure, software test and
validation arrangements, documentation, etc, (ia the general subject of this review) there is no essential

difference, other than program content, between the TORNADO IDS and ADV versions.

However, TORNADO IDS was conceived first and retains a considerable development time lead,
particularly in respect of software development, over TORNADO ADV. Also, TORNADO IDS being truly
tri-national in terms of funding and work-sharing, has a considerably more complex (and hence more
interesting) overall management and industrial organisation. For these reasons, the following paragraphs
are based on TORNADO IDS development practice.

2. OVERALL MANAGEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION (FIG 1)

With a few exceptions, (eg engine design and development) the design, development and production
programme for TORNADO is managed and implemented by Panavia Aircraft GmbH (Panavia) under contract to, and
under the general direction of, the NATO MRCA Development and Management Agency. NAMMA is effectively a
tri-nationally staffed project office set up by the Ministries of Defence (MODs) of the participating
nations to act as their Executive Agency. NAMMA is relatively thinly staffed and hence, during the
project definition and development phases, has been heavily supported, guided and advised by the national
MOD specialist staffs. For mutual convenience and collaboration, NAMMA and Panavia are co-located in
Munich, FRG.

Panavia is a tri-national weapon system management consortium, formed and staffed by the (then)

British Aircraft Corporation (now British Aerospace) (BAC/BAe) 424, Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blhm (MBB)
424 and Aeritalia (AIT) 15%. These partner companies constitute Panavia's first-level sub-contractors
for design, development and production r-quirements. For the present purpose it is sufficient (although
n vist over-simplification) to consider Panavia as divided into Procurement and Systems Engineering

(Avionic) Monitoring functions. The latter is staffed by MBB giving that company the overall avionic
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systems engineering management responsibility.

The Panavia procurement function for the avionic system is exercised generally at policy and
co-ordination level, based on tri-national decision in the official NAMMA/Nations environment. The task
of contractual interfacing with, and the commercial oversight of, the national avionic equipment suppliers
is carried out by the three participating companies BAe, MBB and AIT acting as Panavia's agents. These
companies each provide a'd manage an avionic test rig for full scale system integration of the avionic
equipments. However, for avionic system design, the technical specification of avionic eq,. pment
requirements and the technical oversight/approval of avionic equipment supplier activity, different
arrangements applied.

3. THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL AVIONIC SYSTEM COMPANIES

At the outset of the TORNADO project and for reasons (largely industrio-historical) whih are beyond
the scope of this review, avionic system design capability within the participating nations resided
largely within specialist national avionic system companies (NASCs). The major NASCs - Easams (UK),
ESG (FRG) and SIA (IT) - formed a consortium for early project definition, but this was soon dissolved
and the Avionic Development Contract was placed by Panavia on Easams as a first-level sub contracto. As
stated in the previous paragraph IMBB have, within Panavia, the lead function for avionics and hence the
task, on behalf of Panavia, oi supervising, monitoring and managing as necessary, Easams detail design and
development of the TORNADO avionic system.

The organisation set up by Easams to fulfil this design and development responsibility and to ensure
equitable national work-sharing, included both purely national and fully tri-national teams.
Sub-contracts were placed by Easams on ESG and SIA (implicitly, also on Easams itself!), to provide three
rnational "In-House Teams" and the staff for two fully tri-national teams - the Central Design and
Management Team and the International Software Team.

The Central Design and Management Team. The CDMT is a fully tri-national team, under overall UK
management, and co-located with Easams at Camberley, UK. The staff is drawn from Easams (UK),
ESG (FRG) and SIA (IT), and so far as is practicable, in the usual project ratios 424%; 42J%; 15%,
respectively.

In brief, the CDMT is responsible for all aspects of the avionic system and sub-systems design,
performance and effectiveness, including software. The responsibility includes the system level policy
and co-ordination aspects of design factors such as Reliability, Maintainability, Environmental
Qualification Test, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Quality Control, Configuration and Interface Control,
Human Factors, etc, etc. In addition, the CDMT manage and control the technical programme, planning
and analysis of avionic flight trials carried out by the Buccaneer "hack" aircraft, operated on their
behalf by BAe.

The International Software Team. The IST is also a fully tri-national team, but under overall FRG
management, and co-located with ESG at Munich, FRG. Like the CDMT, the staff is drawn from Easams (UK),
ESG (FRG) and SIA (IT), and so far as is practicable in the usual project ratios.

The IST is, apart from its remote location, functionally an integral part of the CDMT. It is
responsibl, for the generation, initial test, documentation and configuration control of the TORNADO
main computer software to satisfy the CDMT's system requirements. The software generation task covers
three main areas - the Operational Flight Program, the ground engineering test programs and support
software for the CDMT controlled (Stage 1 and Stage 2) test rigs.

The "In-House" Teams (IfTs). The CDMT is supported in their tasks by the three IHTs which in effect
implement the CDMT's design and policy requirements, generally at national avionic equipment supplier
level. The IHTs also provide and manage the CDMT controlled (Stage 1 and Stage 2) test rig facilities
which constitute the main software proving ari initial avionic system integration facilities.

4. AVIONIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (FIG 2)

Avionic system project definition could be considered complete when the participating Nations had
agreed a substantially common operational requirement and when all parties - Nations, NAMIA and Panavia -
had a reasonably clear picture of the aircraft characteristics and of the avionic equipment fit and
functional characteristics, needed to meet the requirement at acceptable cost. At this point in time,
circa 1970/71, it became possible to collate preceding design study information, decisions, etc, into a
Performance and Design Requirements (PDR) document, which became the formal contractual basis of
agreement between NAMMA and Panavia for full development.

For convenience in terms of specification, functional commonality, operational specialisation, etc,
the avionic system was divided into a number of sub-systems. In the computing/software context, the most
relevant ones are:

- Computing
- Navigation
- Displays and Controls
- Weapon Delivery
- Terrain Following/Automatic Flight Director

For each sub-system a definitive specification was produced reflecting the relevant parts of the
PDR in more detailed, functional, engineering and performance terms. Necessarily, these spicifications
included, either explicitly or implicitly, the top-level functional specification of the software

requirements.

r-i w
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Below the definitive Sub-System Specifications, were produced hardware specifications for the
individual avionic equipments and also the detailed operational Software Requirements (SWRs)
documents. Both reflected the Sub-System Specification requirements in appropriate finer detail.

All of this basic avionic design requirement documentation was subject to iterative review and
updating as detailed design and development proceeded. All changes to the primary documents - PDR and
Sub-System Specifications - required the approval of NAMMA and the Nations, as did any change to the SWRa
that necessitated a corresponding change in a Sub-System Specification. For this purpose, Sub-System
Review Meetings between t1.e Nations, NAMMA and Panavia, were held regularly throughout development.

5. THE NAMMA SOFTWARE WORKING GROUP

Subsequent sections deal with the management and control of the translation of the sub-system and
software requirements into the developed, tested, deliverable software. To assist NAMMA in its task
of monitoring and managing the software development programme on behalf of the Nations, the NAMMA Software
Working Group (SWWG) was instituted at an early stage and functioned throughout development. The
composition of the SWWG includes representation of all relevant interests on both the official and
industrial sides under NAMMA chairmanship. The SWWG is concerned with monitoring for assessment and
review in such areas as:

- status of Software Development Schedule.
- progress of development and testing.
- hardware/software interface.
- computer store and time loading.
- problem areas and remedial actions.
- technical aspects of SWRs and associated change requests.
- documentation and configuration control procedures.
- customer documentation of the software.
- development of software production modification assessment procedure.
- inter-nation liaison on in-service software maintenance policy

6. COMPUTING HARDWARE AND DATA TRANSMISSION

The TORNADO computing system architecture may be described as being of the semi-distributed type;
however, this term covers a number of possibilities. What is meant here is that in general the
individual avionic equipments are interfaced to a central Main Computer (MC) containing the Operational
Flight Program (OFP), which constitutes the majority of the overall computational task. In additi:-, a
number of smaller computers perform dedicated functi .s in various of the avionic equipments and this
constitutes some distribution of the overall computat *,nal task. Although, there is no redundant
computation of MC OFP functions carried out in these "peripheral" computers, this does not imply the loss
of all navigation and mission capability in the event of MC failure, since in this event, the avionic
system can still function albeit with reduced performance.

The Main Computer (MC), designed and manufacturec by Litef, FRG, is usually referred to as the
Litef Spirit III. The design is conventional for the early 1970s as is the circuit implementation in
Bipolar TTL MSI. Thus, the data format is parallel, binary, 2's complement, 16 bits single-length,
32 bits double-length; arithmetic operations are integer, fixed-point and irclude hardware Multiply
(single and double-length) and Divide (single length). Fiftyeight instructions provide for Load, Store,
Arithmetic, Compare, Transfer, Shift and Input/Output operations, of which the Load, Store, Arithmetic
and Shift groups include double-length operations. The arithmetic/logic unit provides for two
independent program levels, each of which has 4 x 16 bit hardware Accumulator registers and 4 x 16 bit
hardware Index registers. Direct addressing is up to 128 words/page, 512 words total. Maximum
addressing capability is 64K words (K = 1024). The arithmetic/logic unit operation is controlld and
sequenced by micro-program.

The memory capacity is 32K words, each of 18 bits (16 data bits + memory protect and parity). The
cycle time is 1.5 micro-seconds and the access time 0.45 micro-seconds. T.,us, typical instruction
execution times are Add/Literal 1.5, Add/Subtract Single 2.0/3.0, Add/Subtract Double 3.5/4.5,
Multiply 11.0/11.5, Divide 13.0/13.5 and Transfers 2.0, the lower values being for register to register
operation. (A modification is currently being developed to increase the memory capacity to 64K words
within the existing volume and to provide a modest (15%) speed increase.)

The Input/Output interface provides 16 (24) Serial Input channels, 18 (22) Serial Output channels,
8 (16) Input Discrete Signal lines and 8 (16) Output Discrete Signal lines. (The brackets indicasc the
maximum design capacity.) All channels/lines are connected via program controlled multi-plexing
hardware to the Direct Memory Access port. In addition, a Special Serial Input Interface is provided
for the purpose of loading program and mission data from magnetic tape cassette via the digital replay
feature of the TORNADO Cockpit Voice Recorder. Also, included is provision for the input of six
independ- t external interruptq which are part of the 16 level priority program interrupt system.

The complete computer including Memory, Input/Output Interface, Power Supply and Built-In-Test-
Equipment (BITE) is contained in a standard 14 ATR-Short case.

Data transmission between avionic equipments is generally, (ie wherever practical and economic) via
standard, serial digital, uni-directional, dedicated transmission links. These comprise 2 pairs of wires
carrying 64 KHZ clock on one pair and 32 bit data words on the other pair, giving a transmission rate of
2000 words/second. The 2 bit data word includes 16 bits for data and 5 bits for the data identifier.
Thus for the specified sequential and continuous transmission, the data "refresh" rate varies between
62.5 and 2000 times per second, depending on the number of data items (1 to 32) carried on the channel.
The remaining bits of the data word are status bit, parity bit, 3 "spare" bits and 6 synchronisation
bits. Together, these allow comprehensive data validity checks, which are implemented in a defined
manner.
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Equipments not specially developed for TORNADO and equipments such as switch/indicator panels,
synchro or analogue controls/displays, etc, are connected to the data transmission network via two
Interface Units which provide the necessary signal conversion to and from the standard serial digital
format and the necessary standard serial digital interfaces.

7. SPECIFICATION OF SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS (SWRs)

SWRs reflect the functional and operational requirements of the Sub-System Specifications in detailed
software engineering terms. Included are descriptions of the relevant parts of the associated
sub-system(s), relevant interfaces, software tasks and crew procedures, together with details of the
logic and equation development. In general, the Navigation, Displays and Controls, Weapon Delivery, etc,
groups of SWRs reflect the corresponding sub-system functions; however, some overlap is inevitable, eg to
avoid duplicating shared functions and data. The following examples illustrate the degree of sub-system
breakdown at the SWR level of specification:

Navigation Sub-System

- Navigation Moding
- Present Position Calculations
- Kalman Filter
- Vertical Channel Calculations
- Navigation Calculations for Terrain Following
- Navigation Fixing

- Track Steering

Displays and Controls Sub-System

- Combined Radar/Projected Map Display (CRPMD) and Repeater Projected Map Display (RPMD) - Drive
- TV/Tabular Display and Multi-Function Keyboard (MFK)
- Head Up Display (HUD) - Drive
- Display Recorders
- Co-ordinate Transformation
- Rapid Data Entry

SWR specification is a part of the System Design function of the CDMT. Modelling support at SWR,
sub-system and system level is a part of the System Performance function of the CDMT. In particular,
software models based on SWRs as source documents enable the contents of each SWR to be checked at an
early stage for logic integrity and dynamic accuracy. SWR models are also integrated into larger
functional blocks and stimulated from software models of the avionic equipments and the aircraft
characteristics, to provide estimates of the overall Navigation and Weapon Delivery, etc, Sub-System
performance, and to assess compatibility between functional groups. The results are used later for
comparison with the test results obtained from the actual Operational Flight Program software and also for
the assessment of the effect of design changes. SWRs are also produced for the various Engineering Ground
Test and Integration programs.

8. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROGRAM (OFP)

A progressively staged development was adopted for the production and testing of the OFP, in order
to match the staged ground and flight test programme, the phased specification of sub-system and software
requirements, variable lead times for the development of the various avionic equipments and for the
specification and phased build of the avionic test and integration rigs. Initially, five versions of the
OFP (Software Series 1 to Software Series 5) of increasing complexity were scheduled. In the event, it
became expedient to combine SS3 and SS4 and to introduce an SS6 version so that the difference between
SS3/4 and the complete OFP requirements could be developed and tested in two incremental steps.

The design requirement for each Software Series is defined in the corresponding Design Data Set
produced by the CDMT. This specifies all applicable documents and the applicable Issue Numbers. For SWRs,
in particular, all applicable changes not yet incorporated in the current issue of the SWRa are identified.
Also, any software variations required by particular aircraft, or avionic test rigs, due to avionic
hardware differences, are specified in detail.

The following indicates the staged approach to the full OFP requirements.

SS1 - primarily, this provided the special display and recording facilities required for in-flight
assessment of the avionic system. These provided for the display of selected MC data on the TV/
Tabular display, data recording on magnetic tape for subsequent analysis and Decca Navigator System
co-ordinate conversion to Lat/Long. (The Decca Navigator System provides area coverage position
fixing, used in this instance as an "external" position reference.) In addition, SS1 contained some
of the basic OFP navigation computation, required particularly in relation to the early task of basic
navigation sensor performance checking by cross-ccmparison and against the Decca Navigator System.

SS2 - comprised the Flight Trials facilPties of SS1 plus the basic OFP navigation and steering
functions, together with the associated Projected Map Display, TV/Tabular Display and Multi-Function
Keyboard functions.

SS3/4 - comprised SS2 functions, plus Kalman Filter correction and position fixing additions to the
navigation system, additions/extensions of the display facilities, and basic weapon aiming functions.

aS5/6 - comprised SS3/4 plus additions/extensions, particularly in the weapon aiming area, to provide
the full OFP requirements, within limits imposed by computer store and time loading. The
distribution of new/improved functions between SS5 and SS6 wes determined by rig and flLht test
programme priorities.
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At the time when the major decisions on the Computing Sub-System hardware and on the general software
development strategy had to be taken, High Level Languages (HLL) for real-time system programming were not
in general use as they are today. A HLL was not available for the Litef Spirit III computer. Such
languagea or their (few) implementations were generally very inefficient in the use of computer storage

and time (typically + 30 to 50%). Also, computer store suitable for airborne application was extremely
expensive, particularly when considered against the estimated store requirement (then 24K words) and the
large number of aircraft envisaged. The decisions were made therefore to specify 32K words of store
(leaving some spare for in-service development) and to write the Operational Flight Program in the Litef
Spirit III assembler language which was already available. These decisions were eventually fully
justified, but even so and almost inevitably, the 32K word store became fully allocated as did most of the
computing time at peak demand periods, with some desirable program functions having to be omitted and with
no spare for in-service development.

Fortuitously, some 5 years after the original decisions, with the advances that had been made in large
scale integration and electronic packaging techniques generally, it became possible to pack 64K words into
the original 32K word space, for approximately the same price and power consumption. This modification is
currently being developed, together with further modification to provide a modest (15%) speed increase.
The 64K words of store, with its associated new program - Software Series 7 - will allow both the
inclusion of all the outstanding requirements which had to be omitted, and the reinstatement of all the
desirable program functions which had to be deleted, in order to contain the SS6 program within 32K words.
In addition there will be a very generous provision of spare store for future in-service developments.

9. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

Program. Each of the on-aircraft MC programs, ie the Operational Flight Program (OFP) and the Ground
Test Programs, are complete, self-contained software structures, needing no other software to control or
determine their operation. Each program comprises a number of Sub-Systems as illustrated in Fig 3 for
the case of the OFP.

Sub-System. A sub-system is an obvious operational and/or functional sub-division of the program
software, eg Navigation, Displays, Weapon Arming, etc. In addition to these application oriented
sub-systems, all programs include a Supervisor Sub-System and a Common Sub-System. Each sub-system
comprises a number of software packages.

Package. A Package implements a specific sub-system function, eg the Moding and Present Position
Package of the Navigation Sub-System. A package is also the basic relocatable program unit for program
assembly. A package is basically sub-divided into a number of Tasks but, for programming convenience,
program efficiency, etc, may also include Routines and Sub-Routines.

Task. A Task is a further functional sub-division of a package. This is normally necessary because
different sub-functions within a package will generally be required to be activated at differing iteration
rates (Fig 4) and also, because not all of the sub-functions of a package may need to be activated at any
particular period, depending on the particular phase within a mission and the operational mode selected.
These aspects are considered further with the Supervisor Sub-System below. Tasks may comprise or include
Routines and Sub-Routines.

There are two types of task - Base Level Tasks and Freeze Tasks. Base level tasks are the normal
application software modules. Freeze tasks have special timing priority over base level tasks, to enable
a few low priority packages/tasks to have time critical data at precise iteration rates.

Routine. A Routine is simply any convenient software sub-division of a package or task. The
Interrupt Routine is considered with the Supervisor Sub-System below.

Sub-Routine. The Sub-Routine format is aimed primarily at realisation of store economy. It
implements some general, frequently required, function and when called from any particular point in the
program, returns control to that point on completion. There are four types of sub-routine, Package,
General Common, Special Common and Interrupt.

The Package Sub-Routine is a functional part of some particular package; it is exclusive to, located
within and may be called by any of the component tasks, routines, etc, of the particular package. (See

also Control, Communication and Access Restrictions below.)

The General Common Sub-Routines provide the common mathematical functions for general use throughout
the program. They are collected together in a dedicated package within the Common Sub-System.

The Special Common Sub-Routine is shared by, but is exclusive to, a number of packages which have
some functional inter-relationship, eg the TV/Tabular Display sub-routines.

The Interrupt Sub-Routine is some general function called from one of the interrupt routines. It
retains the same priority level as the calling routine.

Control, Communication and Access Restrictions. Tasks may only be entered from, and on completion
must return control to, the Task Scheduler in the Supervisor Sub-System. In particular, tasks (and
packages) may not pass control to other packages and all inter-communication must be by means of data
parameters, generally located in the data packages of the Common Sub-System. Access to sub-routines and
data may be restricted to a particular routine, task or package. This is achieved by location
(definition) of the sub-routines and/or data within the respective routine, task or package boundaries.
(For structural consistency, it has been projosed that access restriction be imposed also at sub-system
boundaries.)

The Supervisor Sub-System. The main functions of the Supervisor Sub-System are to perform hardware/
software initialisation, to handle interrupts and to schedule and monitor the running of the program tasks.
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The MC hardware provides 16 levels of priority program interrupt. Level 0 has the highest priority
and Level 15 the lowest priority. Normal interrupt level (program bas level) is Level 16. Lach
interrupt level has an associated, dedicated, Interrupt Routine to which control is passed by the hardware
to service the interrupt, following which control is returned to the interrupted point in the program.
The hardware control is exercised via Interrupt Vector and Entry Point Tables in the supervisor software.
The majority of the interrupt routines are associbted with the various Fault, Input Power, End of Direct
Memory Access I/O and External conditions Interrupts. Of particular interest here are the Rea Time Clock
(Level 4) and the Task Scheduler (Level 15) interrupt routines. The former is activated via the interrupt
hardware every 20 mS and in turn activates the Task Scheduler every 20 mS.

The function of the Task Scheduler is to provide real-time control of the sequencing of program
tasks according to their assigned iteration rates and priority. The scheduler uses a "ontrol table to
determine the tasks to be activated during any 20 S iteration cycle. Not every task is performed in
every cycle, the frequency at which a task is performed being its iteration rate. The standard iteration
rates are 50, 25, 10, 5 and 0.1 HZ. In general, high iteration rate implies high priority. Freeze tasks
due in the current cycle are activated first, followed by base level 50 HZ tasks, followed by base level
25 HZ tasks, etc, etc. At a given iteration rate tasks are activated in their order of appearance in the
program. Thus priority is determined by type of task, iteration rate and order of appearance in the
program.

The scheduling system is also provided with a limited capability effectively to vary task priorities
during different phases of a mission, by selective activation of tasks according to the state of a "permit
indicator" at the head of each task, which can be set or reset by any other task.

As necessary, a lower iteration rate task will be interrupted when activation of a higher iteration
rate task becomes due. Therefore, in the extreme situation, a lower iteration rate task may become due
for entry whilst still active from some previous cycle. This is, in effect, a time overload situation.
In this case, the new activation is suppressed as is the activation of any succeeding tasks at the same
and lower iteration rates. However, as the more important tasks are all at higher iteration rates and
therefore have the highest priority, they will not miss cycles of iteration even at peak loading.

Time permitting, the last task to be entered is the Self Check Facility - the Background Task - which
runs until the end of the 20 mS period when it is Lnterrupted by the Real Time Clock routine for the start
of a new iteration cycle.

The Common Sub-System. Program facilities available for global (common) access are grouped together
in a Common Sub-System. This comprises the General Common Sub-Routine Package and the data packages of
the common data base, which provide the majority of the data (non code) storage used by the program. The
Global Data Base Package provides the storage for most of the inter-package communication parameters. The
Mission Data Store Package provides the storage for the present mission data, eg route, turning points,
planned speeds, destinations, fix-points, etc. The Work Store Package provides the temporary (current
cycle only) work space allocated to a task when activated by the Task Scheduler. The work store is
divided into several areas, each shared by the group of tasks operating at a particular iteration rate.

Software Documentation (Technical Description). UK experience from previous projects, eg Jaguar,
indicated the vital need for definitive specification of software documentation (technical description)
requirements, to enable the customer to understand the operation of the software, to maintain it, and
if so required, to participate with industry in any further development in-service. A definitive
specification had been applied to UK air projects from 1974 with the further requirement that the
development phase documentation should, whenever possible, be designed to provide the basis for the
customer documentation in order to minimise cost and duplication of resources. This system helps to
minimise the effects of high programming staff turn over rate, individual idiosyncracies and generally
helps to instil a disciplined approach during development. A tri-national definitive specification of
software documentation requirements was agreed for TORNADO based n an adaptation of the UK system, which
requires four levels of technical description of increasing detail. For TORNADO, the levels adopted are
program, package, package components, plus detailed code listings and descriptions, under the generic
title of Zomputer Program Manuals (CPM).

10. INTEGRATION AND TESTING FACILITIES

To cater for the integration and testing of the avionic system (including the software), a number of

test rig facilities were commissioned to provide increasingly representative (and therefore increasingly
complex) environments in which to exercise the hardware and software. These range from Stage 1 - the
software generation and test facilities at the IST - through to Stage 5 - fully representative flight
trials in the TORNIADO aircraft (Fig 5). Each stage is designed to yield increased confidence over the
preceding stage within the limitations of each test rig environment.

Stage 1. This is the working environment of the IST in which the programmers generate, develop and
test the TORNADO MC software. The Stage 1 facility is divided into two distinct functional entities -

Stage 1A and Stage 1B.

Stage 1A. This facility principally provides for the initial assembly, editing, de-bugging and
linkage of MC software modules. It is based on the Host Computer concept using the large Siemens computer
at ESG. The main items of host software are the Assembler and the Emulator, both originally provided by
Litef as card-based software, but since then, extensively adapted and improved by the IST and now
disk-based. The Host Assembler provides conventional assembly facilities - creation of source code files,
conversion of source to object code files, syntax checking, error reporting, listing, including cross
reference listing, editing, linking etc. The Emulator provides a software model of the Litef Spirit III
MC instruction repertoire in which new software can be run, checked for store and time requirement etc.
Additional facilities such as object module linking and auto-load paper tape output are provided, making
the Emulator self contained.
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Stage 1B. This facility provides an environment in which MC software can be exercised, edited,
de-bugged and the real time aspects checked in a development model TORNADO MC. The main items of hardware
are the MC, with Manual Control Unit and Paper Tape Station, together with a development model TORNADO
TV/Tabular Display and Multi-Function Keyboard. A MC Operating System, developed by the IST, provides
additional facilities to those available from the standard Litef MC utility programs. The Operating
System provides for static program testing and to a limited -xtent, dynamic open loop testing using test
data from paper tape. The Operating System is sufficiently small (some 3K to 5K words depending on-choice
of facilities) to allow co-residence with the majority of the fall OFP software.

This basic avionic rig is connected to and supported by a PDP-11 computer which can simulate
appropriate parts of the aircraft avionic environment (open loop) and can dynamically stimulate-and
monitor programs running in the MC. Dynamic stimulation is based on data derived from the CDMT aviofic
models and SWR models, resident in this external computer. The results from the MC software under test
can then be compared with the expected (modelled) results.

Stage 2. This is an engineering facility designed for:

- primary avionic equipment, sub-system and system integration using the first available development
model equipments (electrically representative).

- integration and proving of the software with electrically representative avionic hardware.
- system performance assessment.

Because of the envisaged high workload in relation to the required timescales, two Stage 2 rigs were
commis-ioned, one at Easams UK and one at ESG FRG. These were operated in parallel and generally, at any
given time, each concentrated on a different avionic sub-system area. The rigs were provided anu
operated by the Easams and ESG In-House Teams, to meet the system development work programme rdquirements
of the CDMT. A considerable amount of the Special to Type Test Equipment (STTE) associated with the
individual avionic equipments was provided and, for the sensor equipments, in addition to conventional
test functions, this provides for open-loop stimulation of the sensor equipments during rig operation.
The avionic equipment is augmented by an "external" computer facility, comprising a PDP-11 digital
computer and an associated analogue computer. This facility provides further stimulation, as well as
simulation and data recording/display functions.

The avionic equipments were integrated into the Stage 2 rigs in a planned sequence of building blocks,
depending on their availability and the particular Software Series with which they Were required to
interface. Hardware integration test procedures ensured compatibility of equipments as parts of a sub-
system and integration of the corresponding software functions then enabled software proving and finally
sub-system/system functional testing.

Software proving concentrates on testing the software against a very detailed test procedure
produced by the rig staff and based on the CDMT Software Test Specification for the particular Software
Series. Fault finding and rectification work, on both the software and the test jrocedure, typically
require some 3-6 months per Software Series, after which the software is delivered to the later test
Stages 3 and 4. The final issue of a Software Series from Stage 2 is associated with a formal
demonstration of the standard of the software against the test procedure, under quality Assurance
supervision. This provides the required evidence that the software is tested sufficiently at a Stage 2
rig to perform adequately at the later test stages.

System Functional Testing is not aimed primarily at the software but is designed to ensure, as far as
possible, that integrated hardware and software sub-systems perform in the desired manner and interface
correctly to other sub-systems. Typically, a stimulation schedule representative of, eg a typical flight
profile, may be output in real-time by the external computer facility and selected MC and system data
parameters recorded by the external computer facility for subsequent analysis. The stimulation data file
may be derived from the results of a previous test, from in-flight recordings, etc, or from the outputs
of aircraft, equipment and sub-system/system models for the specified flight prefile and timetable.- The
"operating system" enabling such stimulation, data selection and recording, etc, functions to be set up,
executed (open or closed loop) and replayed for analysis, etc, is the Integration Software written by the
IST.

Integration Software facilities include:

- Test definition and set-up
- On-Line Facilities

avionic equipment simulation.
aircraft simulation (lateral and longitudinal) using pre-defined flight conditions. Formerly
this was implemented by the analogue computer, latterly by a digital model in the PDP-11.
stimulation (data files/mathematical functions).
display and recording.

- Off-Line Facilities
replay.
comparison of recorded files with files produced from other tests or from software models.
analysis of results.
plotting of results.

Stage 3. This is a CDMT controlled experimental avionic flight trials facility based on two
Buccaneer aircraft, which have high performance representative of TORNADO in sub-sonic flight. The
aircraft are fitted with second prototype ('B' Model) versions of the major avionic equipments together
with the Decca Navigator System for "external" position reference and comprehensive instrumentation for
recording avionic performance.

The initial aim was to establish at the earliest opportunity, the in-flight performance of integrated
avionic sub-system functions for Navigation, Terrain-Following and Weapon Delivery, in the critical high
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speed, low-level, sub-sonic flight regimes, prior to flight in the TORNADO prototypes. This general
philosophy has since been continued, anticipating the various phases of the TORNADO avionic flight test
programme and providing significant feedback to the software development task.

The aircraft are supported by a limited ground rig providing for maintenance of the aircraft avionic
systems and for integration checks of hardware and software. A Ground Replay and Analysis System provides
for local monitoring of the test results and collates and formats the data f:r detailed performance
analysis by the CDMT.

Stage 4. Each of the aircraft manufacturers (BAe, MBB and AIT) operate a Stage 4 rig facility
which is effectively a ground mock-up of the complete aircraft avionic system, fitted with second and
third prototype (B/C Model) versions of the avionic equipments, to provide a system environment
representative of the aircraft. The primary tasks are:

- integration ard performance testing of the complete avionics system, hardware and software.
- avionic system integration with other aircraft systems.

- flight line avionic support.

The MBB and AIT rigs are closely similar in design based on simplified cockpits with equipments plus
wiring in aircraft representative positions and using PDP-11 external computers. However, the BAe rig is
an open-plan bench type layout and uses PDP-8 computers. Thus, the integration and operating software also
differs between the two rig versions, although both are referred to as Data Acquisition and Simulation
Systems (DASS). The MBB DASS is the more complex of the two systems and has a similar capability, in
general functional terms, to the Integration Software used at Stage 2.

Software test activity includes Software Proving as part of the System Integration and Performance
Testing. Apart from the greater emphasis on integration with the hardware and the more representative
environment, the software proving activity follows similar practice to Stage 2 testing. A notable
additional requirement is Flight Clearance certification of the software. During the life of each
Software Series, the increasing number of amendments and experimental changes to the software (some of
which are hardware dependent), the differing avionic build standards of the various prototype aircraft and
the progression of the flight test tasks, combine to necessitate the definition of a number of differing
configurations of each Software Series for flight clearance certification purposes, which is therefore a
progressive task.

Stage 5. This stage comprises the aircraft manufacturers flight test facility using specially
instrumented TORNADO prototype aircraft, which are supported by ground replay and analysis facilities and
the Stage 4 rigs.

Official Test Centre (OTC) Facilities. An extension of the manufacturer's Stage 4 and Stage 5
facilities is provided at each of the National OTCs. (In the UK this is the Aircraft and Armament
Experimental Establishment at Boscombe Down.) Pre-production aircraft are allocated for the customer's
official evaluation, but to a significant extent the flight trials are joint contractor/customer trials
in the interest of maximum utilisation and efficiency. The aircraft are supported by a Stage 4 type rig
at each OTC.

11. CONTROL AND REPORTING OF SOFTWARE TESTING (FIG 6)

In order to define and control the testing of the software on the various rigs, a documentation
system is necessary %o specify the build standard of the software, the tests to be carried out and to
define the test methods according to the particular rig(s) on which the testing is to be performed. The
fundamental reference is the Software Test Specification, produced by the CDMT for each Software Series,
which defines the tests to be performed largely without reference to particular test facilities. Based on
the Software Test Specification, detailed Software Test Procedures are produced for each rig and these
tailor the requirements of the Software Test Specification to the test facilities available at the
particular rig. Both specification and procedure are divided into definitive test areas, eg by sub-system,
SWR, test type; each division is ordered so that the test sequence progresses from simple/general to
complex/particular. The procedures are designed to provide step by step test sequences, giving repeatable
results.

It is to be noted that the Software Test Specification is produced by the same system design and
performance groups within the CDMT which produce the SWRs against which the software is written. Likewise
the Software Test Procedures are produced largely by the test rig personnel. In each case, therefore, the
influence of the IST programmers is minimised and this provides an important safeguard against any
misinterpretation of the designers intentions being carried forward into the functional test criteria.

Although, no formal certification is required by the later test stages when a software series is
delivered from the Stage 2 rigs, a baseline record is required of the software standard against the test
specification and test procedure, and of any deviations, limitations, untested areas, concessions, etc.
For this purpose a formal demonstration against the test procedure is carried out under Quality Assurance
supervision. However, both the software and the test procedure will have been subjected to a series of
updates during the testing at Stage 2. Therefore for formal demonstration and record purposes, a Test
Data Set is produced by the CDMT for each Software Series, which defines both the final software and all
applicable sections and Issue status of the final Software Test Specification and Test Procedure.

On completion of the demonstration, a list of deviations against the test procedure is identified -
effectively a summary of the subsequent QA Inspection Report. On the basis of this, the CDMT as design
authority, produce a Program Acceptability Statement supported as applicable by lists of program
deviations, any untested areas, concessions, etc and an indication of any 1 itations that should be
applied pending corrective action. These accompany the software to the later test stages. In slower
time, a formal CDMT Test Report is produced based on detailed analysis of the QA Inspection Report.
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12. CONFIGURATION CONTROL ASPECTS

Inevitably, during the course of development, many changes to the software were found to be necessary
and for the usual variety of reasons. The assessment, co-ordination and implementation of these changes
was cofnplicated by the larger than usual number and spatial separation of the eleven separate
organisations concerned with the design, development and proving of the software. However, the principles
involved were relatively simple and for configuration control purposes, a change could be placed in one
of three categories:

- associated with a change to the relevant SWR.
- associated with a hardware change.
- not associated with either a hardware or SWR change.

Furthermore, external to the CDMT/IST, changes could be initiated only in response to a Software
Query (SWQ), a Software Requirement Change Request (SWRCR), or a Program Change Request (PCR). The SWQ is,
in essence, a brief symptomatic report from a test site of some sort of software defect and a request for
CDMT/IST investigation and comment/cure. If a software change is found to be necessary then SWRCR and/or
PCR action is followed.

Software Requirement Change Requests. All changes to the SWR documents are first defined in a
SWRCR. These may be initiated by NAMMA resulting from changes to hardware, operational requirements,
cockpit functions, etc, by the CDMT or the aircraft companies resulting from further definition of the
system or performance, incident and defect reports, etc, or by the IST for minimisation of the software,
clarification, further definition, correction, etc.

For assessment and approval purposes, it is necessary to distinguish between those SWRCRs having
operational implications or hardware change associations (Category 1) and all others (Category 2).
Category 1 implies that the SWRCR, if implemented, would reflect a corresponding change into a higher
level system or hardware document, ie PDR, relevant Sub-System Specification or Equipment Specification
and hence that NASMA approval is required.

All SWRCRs are assessed by the Software Co-ordination Group within the CDMT and subsequently by the
IST and the aircraft companies prior to approval for implementation and inclusion in the SWRs. However,
implementation of SWRCRs with hardware change implications must await NAMA/Panavia negotiation of the
commercial aspects of the hardware change. On the other hand, an urgent priority may be assigned for
immediate implementation to avoid nugatory work, to match rig at schedules, etc. In any case,
independent of the implementation of a SWRCR as a software program change, its incorporation into the SWR
is done on a block update basis. It follows that the Design Data Set definition of a Software Series is
in terms of SWRs at a particular issue status, plus a list of agreed SWRCRs. The latter list, being
subject to continuous negotiation for reasons of relative priority, expediency, work schedules, etc,
implies a significant configuration control problem both for the software changes and for the associated
documentation, eg the software test specifications and procedures.

Program Change Requests. In principle, any change (not initiated by SWRCR action) to a Software
Series delivered from the IST is initiated by a PCR raised by one of the test sites. In practice, this
applies to any change to a Software Series delivered from the Stage 2 rigs, since prior to such delivery
sufficient direct control can be exercised between CDMT, IST and Stage 2. The IST is responsible for
co-ordinating the PCR Control Procedure. A PCR may result in a SWRCR if the SWR is in error or
deficient; in this case the SWRCR procedure is followed. In all other cases, including those associated
with hardware changes, the IST assess the PCR for acceptability and, if agreed, design and issue a
software change and documentation, including hardware-software compatibility aspects, to all test sites.

In order to maintain work schedules at the test sites, it was found to be necessary to establish IST
representation at the test sites and to institute a rapid reaction Experimental Change Procedure.
Experimental Change Requests are normally initiated by the test site engineers and whenever possible the
on-site IST representative, after liaison with the IST, produces a program change for local test and
evaluation. A PCR is then raised for normal co-ordination by the CDMT or IST through to formal
inclusion in the program as a permanent change, or noted as a special to purpose requirement.

13. PRODUCTION SOFTWARE MODIFICATION

The transition from the development phase to the production phase required the negotiation and
agreement of a Production Modification Procedure (PtAP) for the authorisation and control of all
modification work with respect to Baseline Build Standards (BBS) to be agreed for the complete aircraft
and each of its constituent equipments, etc, including MC software. The PMP is operated viathe NAMMA
Production Modification Control Board (PMCB). Based on recommendations from the Software Working Group
it was agreed that all MC software changes with respect to an agreed software BBS would be treated as
modifications requiring PMCB approval. Furthermore, it was accepted that a Software Change Committee
(SWCC) was required, to monitor software modification work and to advise the PMCB on all aspects of
software modifications. The make-up of the SWCC is similar to that of the SWWG but is somewhat smaller
in numbers and with rather more emphasis on customer operational and engineering representation. The
first tasks of the SWCC were to establish the required standard of the software for first production
batch aircraft, within the constraints of the 32K word main computer, and to establish an agreed basis for
definition of the software BBS. The initial BBS is now defined in terms of "frozen" SWRs and CPMs
corresponding exactly to the software standard agreed for the first production batch aircraft. Hereafter,
all software changes reflecting corresponding changes into the "frozen" SWRs and/or CPMs will be treated
as software modification, and will be defined in terms of the changes required to the SWRs and/or CPMs.

'".Controller HMSO London 1979".



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ADV Air Defence Variant
AIT Aeritalia
BAC British Aircraft Corporation (Now BAe)
BAe British Aerospace
BBS Baseline Build Standard
CDMT Central Design and Management Team
CPM Computer Program Manuals
DASS Data Acquisition and Simulation System
ESG Electronic-System-GmbH
FRG Federal Republic of Germany
HZ Cycles per second
HLL High Lev.el Language
IDS Interdicter-Strike
IHT In-House Team
IST International Software Team
IT Italy
K 1024
KHZ Kilocycles per second
MBB Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blom GmbH
MC Main Computer
MOD Ministry of Defence
MRCA Multi-Role Combat Aircraft
MSI Medium Scale Integration
NAMMA Nato MRCA Development and Management Agency
NASC National Avionic System Company
OFP Operational Flight Program
OTC Official Test Centre
PCR Program Change Request
PDR Performance and Design Requirements
PMCB Production Modification Control Board
PMP Production Modification Procedure
QA Quality Assurance
SIA Societa Italiana Avionica SPA
ss1-6 Software Series 1 to 6
STTE Special to Type Test Equipment
SWCC Software Change Committee
SWQ Software Query
SWR Software Requirement
SWRCR Software Requirement Change Request
SWWG Software Working Group
TTL Transistor-Transistor Logic
UK United Kingdom
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LOCICIEL DU SYSTEME DE

COMMANDE DE VOL ELECTRIQUE

EXPERIMENTE SUR~ CONCORDE

Y. NECRE Direction des Etudes Avions
3. RAULLET Direction des Etudes Avions

SOCIETE NATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE
TOULOUSE 31.053 FRANCE

RESUME

Cet expos6 rappelle bri~vement le cadre de Ilexp~rimentation r~alisie sur Ilavion supersonique CONCORDE
d'un systime de coemmande de vol 6lectrique niun~rique destinie au contr~le de l'instabiliti longitudinale.
Apris avoir soulign6 les objectits de s~curit6 et de performances qui ont presidi a la d~finition du sys-
time, il est trait6 sp~ciflquement des problimes relatifs la d~finition, misc au point et experimentation
du logiciel utilis6. Des conclusions sont tir~es principalement au niveau de la s~curiti que l'on peut at-
tendre de logiciels embarqu~s.

1 - CADRE DE L'EXPERIMENTATION EN VOL

V'est en 1974 qu'll fut d~cid6 que 1'AEROSPATIALE entreprendrait, sous contrat du Couvernement ranqais
1l6tude, la r~alisation et llexpfrimentation en vol d'un systime de commande de vol 61ectrique numneri-
que.

L'objectif retenu fut essentiellement de mettre au point des lois de pilotage permettant de voler des
centrages en arrire du foyer a~rodynamique dans llint6rkt 6vident d'am~1iorer la finesse basse vi-
tesse conune indiqu6 Figure 0. Par ailleurs, 11 fut d~cid6 que la conception du systime a exp~rimenter
devrait ktre, dans son architecture et sa technologie, suffisanment 61abor~e pour ktre g~neralisable
d'autres domaines int~ressant le contrale actif tels que le contrale des charges a~rodynlamiques sur la
voilure, le contr~le de cambrure de l'aile et l'augmentation des vitesses limites de flottement.

CONCEPT ION-GENERALE.
*STABILISATION D'UN AVION INSTABLE: Exemple CONCORDE
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) --.. 20
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500

q,5 1 1,5 2 VARIATION DE LA FINESSE

PLAG DECENTAGEAERODY~NAMIQUE A BASSE VITESSE
PLAG DECENTAGEEN FONCTION DU CENTRAGE

Figure 0

L'avion d'exp~rimentation retenu fut l'avion supersonique CONCORDE parce qu'6tant un avion grand domaine
de vol et aussi parce que d~j 6quip6 d'61dinents propres des coevnandes de vol 6lectriques (servo-coanan-
des ilectrohydrauliques par exemple). 11 est d'ailleurs Intiressant de noter au passage que les avions de
s~rie COMCORDE possident d~j un systi1ne de commande de vol 6lectrique commie mode normal de pilotage de
tous les jours dont le sch~ma est donn6 figure 1. On remarque la prisence de deux chalnes de coriwande qui
permettent de transmettre 6lectriquement la position des organes de pilotage aux servo-convnandes. Une comn-
mande micanique est pr~vue conine secours des chalnes 6lectriques. En dr'rnier secours, pou~r couvrir le cas



de biocaqe au niVeiiu dui pled de inanche, 11 cv iste tine derniire chine 6lectrique forictionninrt par dktect ion
des efforts du manche. L'examen de ce schteia va permettre dc micux faire ressu-rtir e(s cardcteristiques des
nouvelies connsandes de vol 6lectriques expi~riment&cs, dont rous donnois tine tiesript Jun ci-dpres.

Le principe est donn6 figure 2. On constate que:
- les lois d'effort au manche sont obtenues directement par asservissenent de ia reponse dviort dux efforts

sur les coimnandes
- les systemes de sensations artificielies, compensateurs "'efforts et stabilisateurs sont integres du),

coimnandes 6lectriques dans une technologie nuiniique
- la chaine de secours m~canique a disparu et i'organe de con~vnande est mlrraturisii pour tirer le pleiri be-

nifice de la suppression de la cominande m~canique
- on dispose de quatre chaines 6lectriques, dont. trols Identiques, la quatrisne devdnt ktre dissemblabie

pour des raisons de seicuritei.
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MINI-MANCHE AVION

__ -- e~ALCULATEUR1  I E

U A

NUSERVOU 1COMNND

FUE Iue 2L
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2 -NIVEAU BE SECURITE REQUIS

11 dipend des cons~quences des ivinements que Von consire. Les riglements de certification itablis-
sent en 96niral une classification des 6vinements en fonction de leurs consequences. Pour chacune des
consequences 11 eSt accepte une probabilite d'apparition de l'evenement.

Le systeme de commande de vol 6lectrique et plus g~n~ralernent les Systemes interessant le controle actif
peuvent prisenter des modes de pannes ayant des oons~quences catastroph-iques, de ce fait ii est consid6-
r6 que la probabilit6 de telles pannes doit tre. extremement improbable, clest-a-dire, inf~rieure ou
iyale a 10-9 par heure de vol.

Parmi ces pannes on dolt essentiellement consid~rer
- la perte totale de coimmande
- lembarquement non d~tect6 des gouvernes.

Chacun de ces ivinements conditiannant fortement I.architecture et la s~curit6 du syst~me.

2.1 -Perte totale de coimnande

V'est partir de la consid~ration de cet 6v~nement que i'on d~termine le nombre minimal de chalnes

En consid~rant un M.T.B.F. de 1000 heures pour ci.aque chalne (en Incluant les d~tecteurs), l'objectif
de 10-9/heure conduit n~cessairement quatre chalnes ind~penddntes. La quatri~ine chalne est technolo-
giquement dissemblable afin de mieux se preserver de ph~nomenes susceptibles d'affecter plusleurs chal-
nes tels que foudrolements ou interf~rences 6lectriques. A noter que cette redondance permet le d~coi-
lage avec une chalne en panne.

2.2 -.Embarguement non d6tect6 des gouvernes
Vlest partir de la consid~ration de cet 6v~nement que i'on d~termine le niveau d'int~grit de chaque

chalne ;en effet, la redondance des chalnes ne suffit pas se pr~server d'un tel 6vinement. 11 est
n~cessaire davoir la garantie que la ou les chalnes en fonctionnement auront la capacit6 de d~tecter
leur propre panne avant propagation sensible du d~faut.
Pour atteindre le niveau de s6curit6 fix6, 11 est n~cessaire de faire appel une panoplie de protec-
tions utilisant des techniques d'auto-surveillance en ligne de chaque chaine, associ~es des surveil-
lances inter-chalnes, des surveillances externes et des arrangements appropri~s entre les calculateurs,
les servo-coimmandes et les gouvernes.

['importance de ces protections m~rite que Von d~veloppe quelque peu leur m~rite respectif.

2.3 -Types de surveillance

2.3.1 -Auto-surveillance en ligne

Ce type de surveillance est tr~s largement utilis6 sur des syst~mes analogiques. Chaque chaine as-
sure sa propre protection en v~rifiant le bon fonctionnement de ces 6l6ments :capteurs, calcula-
teurs et actuateurs. Diverses techniques de surveillance sont utilis6es selon la nature de l161-
ment ; essentiellement on distingue:

- des comparaisons entre signaux de sortie et signaux d'entr~e dans le cas de boucies d'asservisse-
ment

- des duplications et comparaisons des circuits avec des points consolid~s.

Quelle que soit la technique utilis~e, on peut formuler. dans le cadre du calcul analogique, les 3
remarques ci-apres

- liIntroduction de surveillance se traduit toujours par I'adjonction physique de circuits propres
Scette surveillance. A la limite, la complexit6 d'un calculateur peut ktre Muitipliie par un

facteur sup~rieur deux.

- On a pu, par analyse thiorique, d~montrer des niveaux de probabilit6 de pannes non d~tect~es
10-9 /heure.

- L'exp~rience r~elle, ce jour, nous incite une certaine prudence vis vis des niveaux de s6&
curit6 d~montr~s.

Que deviennent ces remarques lorsqu'on introduit le calcul num~rique ?

De par la nature du calcul ntwn~rique qui utilise une unit6 centrale de calcul capable d'ex~cuter
toutes les op~rations n6cessaires la r~alisation de chaque fonction, on peut imaginer de r~aii-
ser les fonctions de surveillance par programmation sans adjonction de circuits particuliers. Cet-
te vole fut explor~e par I'AEROSPATIALE Voccasion de l'exp~rimentation du syst~me de conuande de
voi 6lectrique. A cette occasion, on d~veloppa au niveau logiclel des Instructions de test dans le
but de v~rifier tout instant le fanctionnement du calculateur et en particuller le fonctionnement
de l1unIt6 centrale de calIcul.

La conclusion fut qu'on ne pouvalt pas esp~rer d~montrer des niveaux de probabilit6 de pannesnon
d~tect~es i mieux que Il&)6/heure de fonctionnement en utilisant seulement une surveillance par pro-
grammation. Di~s lors, pour atteindre le niveau requls de 10-9 /heure ii devient n~cessaire de faire
appel, convne en analogique, des duplications de circuits et en particulier la duplication de Il-
nite centrale de calcul.

En r~suin6, l'utilisation du numnrique permet, de par sa nature, d'assurer une auto-surveillance
sans augmentation importante de la conplexit6 jusqulau niveau de 10-6/heure. Au del , 11 est n6ces.
saire d'accroltre la complexit6 et les remarques faites pour les syst~iies analogiques s'appliquent
aux syst~mes num~riques avec, nous le verrons plus loin. un probl~me sp~cIfIque au calcul num~ri-
que qui est la s~curit6 relative au loqiclel.
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2.3.2 -Surveillance inter-chalnes

Cette surveillance consiste comparer deux ou plusleurs chalnes. Line omparaison slexerqant entre
deux chalnes permet de d~tecter la panne d' une chalne sans possibiii d'identification de la chal-
ne en panne.

Pour assurer la survie du systeme, 11 est nicessaire de disposer d'au moins trois chalnes.

Cette surveillance inter-chalnes peut se faire, soit par des oomparateurs logiques, soit par des
dispositifs voteurs.

2.3.3 -Surveillance externe

11 s'agit de protections giobales externes au syst~me et bashes g~n6ralement sur la detection de
mouvementsexcessifs avion tels que le facteur de charge, la vitesse angulaire des roulis, etc.. Le
m6rite de ce genre de protection, au niveau s~curitii, est remarguable car on exerce une surveillan-
ce hors tout en bout de chalne sur le mouvement avion, ce qui assure une ind6pendance intrinsque
entre une panne possible et sa detection.
Helas, a momns de r~gler les seulis de d~tection des valeurs qui deviennent excessives pour la
s~curit6, ce genre de protection conduit des d~cienchements inteinpestifs, hors pannes, sur des
manoeuvres rapides ou en vol tr~s turbulent.

2.3.4 -Arrangement entre calculateurs, servo-comnandes et guvernes

On peut, par des arrangements appropri6s, obtenir au niveau des gouivernes, une s~curit6 suppl~men-
taire par sommations en force des ordres d~livr~s par piusieurs chalnes,.

2.4 -Architecture retenue pour l'exp~rimentation en vol

L'objectif de l'exp~rimentation n'6tant pas de certifier le syst~me de coninande de vol 6lectrique, le
nombre de chalnes 6lectriques fut volontairement limit6 deux avec comparaison, ia survie 6tant assu-
roe, apr~s panne, par les chalnes normales de commande de vol, c8t6 pilote, de CONCORDE. Le sch~ma du
syst~me et de ses surveillances est donn6 figure 3.

IMPLANTATION SUR CON CORDElI
Ac~m SERVO COMMANOES D ELEONS

GmCommand be

COMMANDE NUEROLE 1 C1*oi eu Ii
ELECTRIQUE

BLEUE EL G

MECANIQUU 010VT~ Poito Positio

provenon V

CENTRALE~Fiur S 3C ainpaodu

3 DF NITIO E T A(EIUENT lou LOCCE VerTILISEeu

Avntd dcrr M oiciqu iet ~ ar e donner ueesrpinscntedcaultr r

ELasectRI maCommtatio

- la pr~senc de deux unies ceCtraaes de mode.raalatenprl~lluecosce adso~
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rations courtes du type addition, soustraction, etc.., I'autre consacr6e des op~rations longues
du type :racine carr6e, rotation de vecteur, multiplication, division, etc...

-un mode de transmission de donn~es s~rie sur 16 bits

-un acc~s direct m~moire pour les echanges avec Ilext~rieur permettant une gestion autonome des en-
trees, sorties ind~pendamment des unites de caicul

-un certain nombre de m~moires:

10 K octet de m~moire programme
128 m~moires RAM de travail de 16 bits
128 m~moires RAM de travail de 1 bit
128 mimoires tampons de sortie de 16 bits
128 m~moires tampons de sortie de 1 bit
128 m~moires tampons d'entree de 1 bit
128 m~moires tampons d'entr~e de 16 bits

-des 6changes directs entre le calculateur et les entr~es/sorties ; le calculateur se contentant
d'6crire ou de lire dans des m~moires tampons. Les informations de ces m~moires sont exploies ou
rafraichies sans blocage du calculateur.

3.2 -Logiciel

La regle essentielle qui pr~sida la r6alisation du logiciel fut celle de la simplicite. On chercha
en particulier ce que les diff~rentes 6tapes de la programmation soient contr~lables et directement
exploitables par des Techniciens syst~mes non sp~cialistes en progranunation num6rique.

Ces diff~rentes 6tapes apparaissent dans le diagramme ci-dessous

Sp~lfcalo Lgirame Texte Texte
Speifiatin ogiranne source objet

Logiciel d'appiication Logiciel de base

3.2.1 -Logiciel de base

Le logiciel de base se caract~rise par

--- 96n6ration de la bande oblet, obtenue partir d'une bande source et au travers d'un assem-
bleur r~alis6 sur un calculateur ext6rieur HONEYWELL DDP 124f en utilisant le logiciel de base de
ce calculateur.

Sur le listing g~n6r6, ou bande objet, on trouve
- le texte source avec num~rotage des lignes, ce qui permet une correction ais&e des bandes sour-

ces

- le texte objet avec ladresse m~moire qui lonne exactement ce que Ilon devra trouver en m~moi-

re

Par ailleurs, l'assembleur

- permet l'affectation automatique des adresses des donn~es permanentes

- permet de rentrer des valeurs num~riques en octal, en entier, en d~cimal cadr6

- poss~de des pseudo-instructions et des pseudo-op~rations

- permet l'utilisation de comrnentaires.

Un Progame de correE!ction de bandes

Un programme d'aide la mise au point,obtenu avec I'aide d'un calculateur ext~rieur INTELLEC 8,
coupl6 un t~l~type et une perforatrice rapide capable de lire les m~moires du calculateur, ce-

Le point marquant de ce logiciel de base est le nombre r~duit d'instructions apparaissant sur le
texte objet 6crit en langage machine. Cette caract~ristique provient

- de la pr~sence, d~j signal~e, dlinstructions puissantes et bien adapt~es, c6blies dans les deux
unites centrales de calcul

- de l'absence d'interruption grace aux 6changes directs entre le calculatour et llext~rieur.

11 en r~sulte qu'Il y a peu de diff~rence entre le texte objet et le texte source 6crit en langa--
ge assemblage et il est tris aise de contraler le passage de l'un l'autre.

3.2.2 -Logiciel d'application

C'est le passage de la sp~cification du calculateur au prograimme (texte source) qui dolt ktre uti-
Is6 pour le logiciel de base. On distingue trois 6tapes:

- la redaction des sp~cifications des systimes qui donne lieu i une repr~sentation analogique de
fonction realiser

- la r~alisation du logigramme qui est la description logique des fonctions realiser

- 1'6criture de ce logigranune sous forme de programmne.

La figure 4f, partir d'un exemple Int~ressant I'axe iat~ral, montre comment a partir d'une repr6-
sentation analogique de circuits d~coulant directement de la sp~cification, on obtient un proram-
me gcrit en langage assemblage. La syinbologie reprisentant les Instructions disponibles est
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Le logigranuie et le listing correspondants sont donn~s figures 6 et 7.

11 est important de remarquer au niveau du logigranmme, que la lecture du logigramme permet a la fols
de

-retrouver la repr~sentation analogique d6coulant des sp~cifications. Ceci parce que le logigramme
respecte la chronologle des 6v~nements et donne, en fait, le d~roulement des op6ratlons dans le
temps sans gestlon dlinterruptions grace aux 6changes directs avec Ilext~rieur.

-d'icrire directement le prograimme. Ceci parce que les instructions utiiis6es sont particuli~rement
bien adapt~es la r~soiution des fonctions r~aliser et parce que Pon a d~compos6 les operations
a r~aliser en modules de calcul, chaque module repr~sentant une op6ration longue et trois op~ratiorm
courtes.

Cette "transparence' amont et aval du logigranune est une des caracteristiques essentiel les de ce
logiciel d' application.

L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ __________ 0 _0 0 0 t_ 30 40 _ 50 06 _L07 L0 0 L 90

Figure 6
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Figure 7

3.2.3 -Sicorit6 du logiciel

En plus des opiratiors de contr~le du loqiciel effecto~es achdirtj etape de sa r6allsation et. comme

nous i'avons vu, facllit6es par on langage gui, In fine, m~me ao nlveau de la bande objet ou en Ian-
gage machine reste compr~hensible par on ingknieur systtme, on dolt ajouter des contrbies de ?onc-

tionnement au niveau do calculateur et do niveao do systeme couple on simulateor de Vol. La figure

8 donne on r~sum6 do processus d'6tablissement du loqiciel et des contrales exerc
6s. La figure 9 r5-

some pour chacune des 6tapes de la programmatlol le type d'erreurs susceptibles d'kre rencontrees

et donne une estimation des probabilits de d6tection. On notera que poor certains types d'erreurs,

on ne peut pas avoir la certitude gu'elles ne se produiront pas. CVest partir de ces consldi-a-

tions qu'il tot d~cid6 d'adopter one double programmation.
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Double progranmation

On a vu que larchitecture retenue pour i'expirimentation en vol comportait deux caiculateurs avec
une comparaison en sortie de ces calculateurs et ce afin de se prot~ger contre toutes pannes au ni-
veau materiel, qul nauralent pas 6t6 d~tect~es par ljauto-surveillance propre chaque calculateur.
Auto-surveillance, on l'a vu, pour laquelle on avait Pu atteindre un niveau de s~curit6 de 10-6.
Aftn de se pr~server contre une erreur 6ventuelle de logiclel qul aurait Pu echapper a toutes les
mesures de contr~le que nous venons de d~crlre, on effectua deux progranhnations avec deux 6quipes
s~par~es, chacun des loqlcteis ainsi obtenu 6tant appiiqu6 sur chaque calculateur. Cci permit de
d~tecter une erreur dans un des deux logiciel5, erreur qui provenait dune mauvalse interpr~tation
de la sp~cification au niveau du logigramme.

4 -RESULTATS

Seulement 10 heures d'essais en vol furent n~cessaires pour balayer la totalit6 du domaine de Vol normal
et explorer les cas de centrage arri~re, principalement basses vitesses, tel que montr6 sur la figure10. LEUTT
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59 _
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Figure 10

En ce qui concerne les r~sultats on retiendra

4.1 -Au niveau aviurl

1 Impression q~n6rale d 6 une tr~rs grande qualit6 de pilotage d'autant plus remarquable que la plage
de centraqe explor~e 6tait importante mais 6galement que 116l6ment de comparaison 6tait les cormmandes

classiques de CONICORDE dont on connal1t d~j la qualit6 intrins~que.
Par ailleurs, punoter avec la main gauche rsur un mini-manche n'6talt pas de nature faciliter 1, pilo-
tage.

Ies efforts par g sont rest~s constants dans tout le domaino de vol micux de 10, alors qu'il est
commun de les volr varier du simple au double sur nimporte quel autr avion.

De m~me, la dispersion du temps de r6ponse f~t nettement amlior~e. Quant Id stabilit6 en assiette,
elle fut, par d~finition mkme du syst~me, jug~e comme quasi parfaite.

4.2 -Au niveau calculateur

Un excellent compurtement du calculateur "COMVOL" caract~ris6 par l'absence de deconne>.ion intempesti-
ye (que ion aurait pu craindre du fait de la comparaison de deux calculateu's) et une tr~s bonne dis-
ponibllit6 (aucune panne en vol et une seule panne au sol du calculateur).

En outre, on peut r~sumer les avantaqes de CC calculateur en nntant

l a rapidit6 
du temps de 

calcul :22 ms

- la tranSoarence du logiciel
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-le contrale de chaque 6tape de la progranwnwtion aise et accessible aux ing~nieurs syst~enes

Tous ces avantaqes d~couient essentillement des caract~ristiques de conception au nlveau mat~riel que
nous rappelons ci-apres:

- pr~sence de deux unit~s centrales travaillant en parallele
- :ipidit6 des 6changes avec 1'ext~rieur ne n~cessitant pas d'interruption dans le uecouiement du pro-
grammwe

- ttMacro-instructions" c~bl~es.

5 -CONCLUSIONS RELATIVES A LA SECURITE

Cette exp6rimentation a permis de maltriser les probl~mes pos~s par un syst~me de commnande de vol elec-
trique capable d'assurer le vol avec des marges statiques largement n~gatives. Cependant, avant d'kre
en mesure de certifier un tel syst~me sur un avion de transport civil, 11 nous parait n~cessalre de fai-
re progresser le niveau de s~curit6 des syst~mes dont les pannes peuvent avoir des ons~quences lnwn6dia-
tefient catastrophiques.

Ce prcbl~me de s~curlt6 concerne aussi bien des systemes num6riques que des syst~*nes analogiques. Nous
avons d~j not6 que lexp6rience r~elie sur des systemes analogiques conduisait a une certaine prudence
sur les niveaux de s~curit6 d~montr~s. 11 convient donc, dans un premier temps, de renforcer la fois
les mayens de d~monstration et de validation traditlonnels mais auss! les conceptions architecturales
des syst~mes pour mieux les mettre l'abri de d~fauts susceptibles de "passer au travers" tels que:
d~faut de conception, specification lncompl~te, panne non catalectique, comnbinaison de panne ilimentaire,
point commun pour les alimentations et les masses, etc...

On volt que ces d6fauts peuvent apparaltre tout au long du processus de d~finition et de r~alisation
d'un syst~me. En particulier au niveau de la conception et des sp~cifications, clest 1 un point partl-
culi~rement important, non seulement parce qu'll est dIfficile de d~tecter un d6faut ce niveau, mais
aussi parce que les syst~mes venir seront de plus en plus complexes et caract~re multi-disciplinaire.
C'est tout fait le cas du Contr~le Actif G6n~ralls6 qui fait appel l'A~rodynamique stationnalre et
instationnaire, la structure rigide et souple, aux qualit~s de vol, aux syst~mes, etc... .et pour lequel
116tablissement de sp~cifications risque de d~passer la competence d'un ing~nieur syst~me aussi qualifIe
soit-il.

L'introduction du calcul num~rique compte tenu de i'exp~rience acquise sur ce syst~me de commande vol
61ectrique et aussi de celle accumul~e depuis, ne modifie pas essentielliement la nature des problemes
rencontr~s du point de vue s~curit6. L'6tablissement de sp~cifications "sans faute" reste notanmment un
des probl~mes r~soudre. On peut cependant noter que si les probl~mes au niveau des "circuits electro-
niques" demeurent, on peut esp6rer mieux les r~soudre grace une standardisation qul reste a mettre en
place. En effet, de par la nature du calcul numririque, par opposition au caicul analoqique, qui fait
appel une unit6 centrale de calcul capable dadssurer n fonctions on diminue de facon notable le nom-
bre et la diversit6 des circuits 6lectroniques n~cessaires d'o6, ii faut l'esp~rer, une eteu mat-
trise de ces derniers. En revanche, cette simplification du "materiel" se fait au d~triment du logiciel
sur lequel se trouve transf6r~e une partie de la complexit6 du calcul analogique. 11 importe donc de blen
maltriser ce logiciel et cet 6gard d'observer des r~gles de Part aussi fondamentales que la simplici-
t6 et la transparence de ce logiciel, r~gies qui ont pr~s]d6 1 'exp~rimentation du s'ssteme de commwande
de vol 6lectrique sur CONCORDE.
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SUMMARY

This paper discusses the experience and approach of Smiths Industries Aerospace &
Defence Systems Company in developing the airborne software for the Sea Harrier Head-Up
Display and Weapon Aiming Computer System. This development activity was first begun in
1975 and continues today. The first Sea Harrier entered service with the Royal Navy in
June 1979.

1. INTRODUCTION

The combination of two important pieces of military avionic equipment in recent
years, namely the Head-Up Display Computer (HUD) and the Weapon Aiming Computer
(WAC), resulting in the HUDWAC has meant the emergence of a powerful airborne
computing system capable of providing in a single line replaceable unit the central
computing and display generation for the Sea Harrier single seater VSTOL combat
aircraft, which has recently entered service with the Royal Navy.

This paper will deal with the software design and development experience of
Smiths Industries Aerospace & Defence Systems Company who are the prime contractors
for the Sea Harrier HUDWAC system.

Figure la shows the relationship of the HUDWAC to the other avionic systems
aboard the aircraft and provides an indication of the data flowing between units.
It will be apparent that this organisation will impose a heavy burden on the HUDWAC
and that the software system must be designed to ensure maximum throughput with
minimum response delay to external events, and maximum fault tolerance.

SDFREPLT PIOSHEAD DOWN

SENSR DSPLY COTRO CAERADISPLAY

UNIT PL MiTC

Al FISTRAM XYFITE MOD

DIRITI N 
E

Inorertoavoid any misunderstanding of terms with reqard to the subject of
airborne electronic displays, the following section defines the terms as used in this

paper.
The Head-Up Display (HUD) system presents to the pilot in his forward field of

view superimposed on the outside world, a collection of symbols, each representingI

one piece of either flight information or weapon aiming/attack information. The
collection of symbols required at any instant, and their precise shape and size etc.
are controlled by the BUD computer, which in the Sea Harrier is integrated with the

rDC Ele i U
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The presentation of the symbology to the pilot is via a cathode ray tube and
optical lens system in the Pilots Display Unit (PDU) which is mounted directly in
front of the pilot in line with his forward field of view - see Figure lb. The
display is generated cursively (i.e. as a series of strokes) to obtain a high
brightness capability and prevent obscuration of the pilots forward field of view.

.U_

EOMPEN HOT TION EXAMfE SYIEMM V*WE PY MOT

FIG.lb

The Head-Down Display generator (HDD) again generates symbolic flight
information and is also integrated into the HUDWAC EU. The display format here is
625 line raster. This is presented to the pilot on the t.v. type radar display unit
having first been video-mixed with the radar presentation, see Figure lc.

34."7 R', 0811

FIG.lc

2. SYSTEM OBJECTIVE

The HUDWAC system must be capable of providing the following general facilities,
many of them simultaneously.

(a) Symbology generation for both Head-Up and Head-Down Display systems.
(b) Weapon aiming computations for a large variety of both air-to-air and air-to-

ground weapons with manual or automatic release as appropriate.

(c) Flight path guidance for both target interception and aircraft to ship recovery.

(d) Pointing and control commands for Radar, Infra-Red missiles, and Air-to-Surface
Guided weapons.

(e) First line avionic system test and fault indentification.

(f) Extensive operational self test and failure tolerance, accompanied by a graceful
degradation of facilities, according to the severity of the fault.

Figure 2a shows how the foregoing objectives have been split into system tasks
for subsequent implementation in software. The tasks have been grouped into
facilities which relate to aspects of the system objective with the exception of the
Executive and Control facility, which is an overhead necessary to manage the systems
resources, and control the execution of the remaining facilities.

There are real time criteria in the foregoing list of objectives which are
important, since failure to meet these criteria would result in a fundamentally
unusable system.
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Firstly, there is the problem of picture frame refresh on the two displays.
The pilots display unit c.r.t. surface must be continually written to, and
completely refreshed every 20 ms, so as to avoid flicker. The Head-Down Display
generator also requires updating with new information every 20 ms.

The weapon aiming computations must be cycled sufficiently frequently to
provide new solutions at a rate consistent with the rates of change encountered
operationally. These cycle times vary but typically lie between 20 and 40 ms. The
question of adequate computing cycle time is a general one and as well as weapon
aiming computation, it applies equally to all other system objectives.

is - I-1----------------------------- 1 l RCRr -
ERVICES I EXECUTIVE AND CONTROL - AIRCRAFT

iGUIDANCE I
ISELFTEST II

ICKGROUNDj FOREGROUD IA I
EXECUTVE EXECUTVE INERCEPONDiA II _____

RECOROGIN I I PULL-UP

INPUT DATA ISPLAS
PROCESSING
i A=:,=[A-

I POCSSIGDGIAL SIGNAL IHA

L--------- L--------- J

WEAPONS AIMING TARGET POSITIONING WEAPONS--[...--~~~~~~~~~~~~~i w-o i ''''" . oo, I °' °"' ]o .. RELEASE
I ISSILE POINTIN rRADAR PCIN

Al. WEP I AND CONTROL AND CONTRI IF S TO R ESI I I I S
AIR-SURFACE ASGW

WEAPONS I CONTROL
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FIG. 2a
3. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Having outlined the tasks required to be performed by the system we must now
consider the characteristics of the hardware.

A block diagram of the hardware is shown in Figure 3a. The heart of the system
is a well proven 16-bit main computer equipped with both DMA (Direct Memory Access)
and program controlled data input/output, a fourteen level priority vectored
interrupt system, an addressing range of 64K words, a core store for ease of
reprogramming, and two real time references. Interfaced to the main computer but
still within the same physical case are a 12-bit HUD processor, a HDD generator, an
infra-red missile controller, and a host of external interfacing electronics (serial
data transmitter/receivers, analogue to digital converters, digital to analogue
converters etc.), through which communications are made with other pieces of avionic
equipment as shown in Figure la.

I R ISIE OTU
CONTROLLER DATA

NPUT ~ ~ I NP T DM OUPU OUPU

r'EA TORDATA INTAE INPUTS IGHWY RE ITSRO UTPUTS rWq OTPAUS DATA

- I '.OE. 'uA"ES

FIG. 3a

The storage medium in the Sea Harrier HUDWAC is a combination of reprogramnable
core Ind PROM. The current capacity of each is 16K words and 8K words respectively,

! with the possibility of increasing the core size to 32K should this become necessary
because ot the introduction of extra facilities. The PROM memory is used for

standard programs which are unlikely to change, while the core is used for develop-
ment programs and future enhancements to existing flight proven programs. The
importance of a reprogramiable memory during development, and also throughout

-- service life far certain key systems cannot be overstated. Although possibly more
J expensive at the outset, it pays for itself many times over hy easing the embodiment
~of enhancements and modifications, which inevitably occur with great regularity evenin the best managed projects.
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The HUD computer is a 12-bit general purpose computer equipped with extra
facilities for the generation of cursive graphics symbology. Such extra facilities
include instructions to write lines, write strokes, write circles and circular
sections etc.

The HDD generator has the capability to display raster symbology when so
commanded from the main computer. The picture update information is transmitted
from the main computer during the frame flyback period.

4. SOFTWARE DESIGN

4.1 System Requirements

Detailed statements of requirements are prepared in order to completely
specify the functional requirements of the final system. Needless to say, this
involves collaboration with the end user to ensure that the system will provide
what is required, and also to agree any proposals for additional requirements
as and when they arise.

The statements of requirements will identify the modes of operation of the
system. A mode of operation is a unique arrangement of internal resources to
provide a particular facility to the pilot. For example, the LAUNCH mode
provides the pilot with all the information required to take off from the deck
of a ship. When this mode is selected, as with any other mode, the HUDWAC is
dedicated to the task at hand.

The Sea Harrier HUDWAC is currently equipped with 20 major modes of
operation and 60 sub-modes of operation (a sub-mode being a mode within a
major mode).

4.2 Design Specification - Tasks

As indicated earlier, the overall system requirements are split into a
set of functional tasks, see Figure 2a. These tasks closely relate to the
user view of the system, e.g. Air-to-Air Weapon Aiming.

The requirements of each task are specified in detail in the form of
written description, mathematical relationships, flow charts etc., and form a
detailed subset of the overall specification.

The interfaces between tasks are then defined in terms of data flow, which
is effected via a common data area. This is an area of store in which dedicated
labelled locations are used to hold information which is written to within a
given task and read from within other tasks.

The interconnection of tasks for a given mode is shown in Figure 4a.

EXAMPLE

REFERENCE JO:

DATA ITEM TYPE
HA 1JJ c CCIL " DFIXEaI1,RlARRAY'ro ij3

GUNSRANGE 'FIXEO'16.SI

AN J

AIRAI WAP S JL MISSILE POINTING RADAR POIN7ING
SAN CONTROL AN CONTROL

FIG.4a TASK INTERCONNECTION - AIR/AIR GUNS MODE

There is no flow of control between tasks. All tasks are entered from the
Executive program to which return is made on completion of the task.

4.3 Design Specification - Modules

Each task can now be broken down into modules.

For the purposes of this paper, a module is a single program consisting of
one or more procedures which is specified, written, and initially tested in
isolation from other modules. It contains within itself sufficient software to
test itself which is isolated from compilation when the module is proven (see
Para. 6).

The function and input/output interface of each module can be specified
together with guidelines for how it should be tested.

In this way, each module is specified, programmed and initially developed.
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4.4 Executive and Control Program

This program exists to control the execution of the system tasks and to
isolate the program modules from the problem of handling interrupts. See
Figure 4b.

| EXECUTIVE 1 _ .ZINTERRUPT

r- L------ .- 1

IBACKGROUND I  FOREGROUND I
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BACKGROUND P , PRESERVE I FG
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LVECTOR

, OR'T'I~~~ ~ TS I /L ,NRr AS LEBACKGROUND I FOREGROU
TASK 2 I PIRTTASK 2

I RRUPTS

BACKGROUND Sg InN
TASK N UND

CONTEXT
I _ . I......

FIG.4b

The Executive is split into Background Executive and Foreground
Executive. Background is the term used to mean the non-intecrupted state,
and foreground is the interrupted state.

4.4.1 Background Executive

The Background Executive is assigned the responsibility of establishing
the required operating mode and controlling the execution of the various
background tasks in order that the required objective is accomplished. The
integer data word MODE is set to a unique value to indicate to any program
module the operating mode required. Taskb are scheduled in priority order
by procedure call, with parameters if necessary, when the Background
Executive establishes that a particular task must run. The conditions for a
task to run can be summarised as follows:-

The task concerned must:

- belong to that family of tasks pertaining to the current operating
mode.

- be the highest priority task available for execution. A background
task is available for execution if the time since it was last executed
equals or exceeds its required cycle time.

Left uninterrupted the Background Executive would continually cycle,
impling the input conditions, establishing the required mode and scheduling

the appropriate background tasks.

4.4.2 Foreground Executive

The Foreground Executive is entered wherever an interrupt occurs.

Figure 4c shows the available levels of interrupt in priority order.

0 INITIALISE

I OVERFLOW

2 LOAD P

3 LOAD MANUAL

4 WATCHDOG TIMER

5 REJECT

6 REAL TIME CLOCK

7 HDD GENERATOR

10 HUD COMPUTER

11 INSTRUMENTATION

12 SPARE

13 MAG TAPE LOAD

14 GO

15 NO GO

FIG.4c
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Certain of the systems tasks must be activated as a result of interrupt,
these are foreground tasks. By way of an example of a foreground task,
consider the set of modules we term HUD drivers. These are modules of
software dedicated to the task of providing the HUD computer with fresh data
for the currently selected set of symbols. They must be activated when the
HUD computer has just completted a single frame of picture generation. This
frequency of activation is reouired only for those symbols which display their
information in an analogue form, and is necessary so as to present to the
pilot the latest values of the selected parameters for both flight safety and
picture quality reasons. If the refresh rate were too slow the display would
appear 'steppy' and could provide a flight hazard if, for instance, the
attitude information was 'old' when taking off or landing on the deck of a
ship in the dark. The receipt of a HUD computer frame refresh interrupt
must therefore cause the main computer to leave its current task and enter
the Foreground Executive. The very fact that the interrupt has been accepted
means that the task occupying the computer at the instant of the interrupt
was either a background task or a foreground task related to a lower priority
interrupt level. This is so, since before leaving the Foreground Executive
to execute a foreground task, only those interrupts of a higher priority than
the current one are enabled. In this way, the required HUD drivers are
activated, and they produce the data required by the HUD computer during the
next frame of picture generation. This principle applies to all the interrupt
levels - each has a foreground task which is activated on receipt of an
appropriate interrupt.

Figure 4d shows an example of the programs involved in generating asingle HUD symbol.

MAIN COMPUTER HUD COMPUTER

BACKGROUND FOREGROUND

WEAPON AIMING SUBROUTINES SYMBOL DRIVER SUBROUTINE SYMBOL DESCRIPTION SUBROUTINE
which evaluate the which converts the output which uses the data provided

relevant equations and of the weapon aiming by the main Computer to

produce co-ordinates of subroutine to display co- describe the symbol on the

weapon aiming symbols ordinates ad then hudld display ourfa e.

relative to LFD. I Lhe peripheral transfer

o0 the data to the correct

location ,n the HUD

computer.

FIG.4d

The job of the Foreground Executive can be summarised as follows:-

On receipt of an interrupt:

- Preserve the current context, i.e. save all the information necessary
to restart the interrupted program at the point of interrupt.

- Resolve any contention for processor time. This can occur if the two
displays require servicing simultaneously since each must be served
within a given time window. The window for the HUD computer is the
time to perform its internal built-in test (BIT) facility and is
approximately 2k ms from interrupt. The window for the HDD generator
is the frame flyback period of the raster waveform and is
approximately l ms from interrupt.

- Mask out all unwanted interrupts and enable the interrupt system.

- Enter the required foreground task.

On return from a foreground task:

- Re-establish the original context and return to the point of interrupt.

4.5 HUD Computer Program

As explained earlier, tha HUD computer is a separate programmable
computer within the HUDWAC EU. Its program resides in semi-conductor RAM
store which is loaded from the main computer at power switch on. The program
is structured as a set of symbol description sub-routines, the execution of
which is decided by control bits sent from the main computer. Each symbol N

description sub-routine will specify on the display surface the precise form
of the particular symbol it controls, also its position, size, brightness, eta
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4.6 Built-in Test Program (BIT)

This program spans both the main computer and its peripherals which
includes the HUD computer and the HDD generator. The intention is to check as
fully as possible the correct functioning of the system, and to prevent
incorrect data being displayed to the pilot.

The integrity of the program is checked by summing the contents of each
location and comparing the result with the known correct sum. This check is
carried out in both the Main and HUD computers. If a HUD computer sumcheck fail
occurs then it can signal the Main computer to reload its store. A main
computer sumcheck fail will result in both displays being occulted.

The interfaces are checked by closing the loop between outputs and inputs
allowing the same data to be output and then input and checked.

The displays are checked by built in circuitry controlled and monitored
by software.

5. SOFTWARE WRITING

It was a requirement of the contract to use Coral programming language. This is
a high level programming language. This not only made easier the task of writing the
software, it i's also much easier for someone unfamiliar with the system to
understand the program. Coral has a block structure which combined with the easy to
understand language makes the implementation of changes simpler. It also offers
advantages in terms of efficiency of conversion to machine code. The main
requirement of a real time language is speed of execution of the compiled code and
compactness of the program. A Coral program is in general not more than 25% bigger
than its hand coded equivalent.

All arithmetic is fixed point arithmetic as the Main computer has no floating
point hardware and to use floating point software routines would incur too large a
run time penalty. This limitation does mean that considerable care has to be taken
in programming arithmetic operations to avoid overflows due to under scaling and
loss of accuracy due to over scaling.

Tne HUD processor has its own independent program. This contains the software
to drive the display system, including special sub-routines for non-standard display
symbols. It also has software to carry out scaling, arithmetic and logical
functions associated with supplying the HUD. All this software iswritten in
Assembler language as it needs to be closely related to the output system hardware.

The HDD processor is also an independent processor. Its internal program is
hardwired, but it is controlled by the Main computer. The Main computer software
which controls the HDD processor is written mainly in Coral with only the interfacing
to the HDD written in Assembler.

A host computer (HP 1000) is used for all Coral compiling and Assembling
operations. All current programs are stored in this computer on magnetic discs.
Changes are made using a text editor under on-line VDU control, by the programmer.

The Coral cross compiler is then used, either in batch running or in real time
under on-line VDU control. This translates the Coral source program to assembler
source which is then also stored on the host computer.

The Assembler is then used to convert this and the assembler source of any other
program required to operate with it into binary code for the object machine. This
assembler operation is carried out either by operator control from a VDU or by
reference to a previously set up control file held on the computer. The binary
source is stored on the computer. An assembler listing including store usage
information and an error listing is produced by the Assembler on the computer line
printer.

Originally the binary source was transferred from the host computer using paper
tape as the transfer medium. This has now been replaced by a direct electrical link.
This allows the object machine to be directly loaded from the host computer.

6. TESTING PHILOSOPHY

The system software is split into individual modules. Each of these modules is
designed to allow it to be tested as an individual module prior to including it
within the total airborne system. To allow testing, additional program is required.
This extra program is permanently included within the module but by including this
extra program within a Coral macro the extra program can be compiled or ignored
according to the macro definition. Thus by just changing one line of program, the
macro definition, the extra program can either be compiled into assembler source or
ignored. This facility allows the testing of modules without seriously changing
them from their intended system state.

As an example of this a simple Coral program to add two numbers together is
shown. Both the numbers, NUMA and NUMB, and the resulting answer, ANS, are defined
as Common variables which are assumed to be used in other modules. The program
therefore needs additional software to test this module on its own. This extra
software must supply values for NUMA and NUMB and communicate the results to the
operator by some means, in this case by sending them to a printer.
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"SAMPLE PROGRAM ISSUE 1 AUTHOR S HOWISON 21.8.79"

'COMMENT' This is an example of the use of the DEBUG macro to test modules;

'DEFINE' DEBUG(D) "D";

'COMMON' ('INTEGER' NUMA, NUMB, ANS);

DEBUG COMMON' ('PROCEDURE' PRINT k'VALUE' 'INTEGER');

'PROCEDURE' NEWLINE));

'BEGIN'

DEBUG ('INTEGER' N;

'INTEGER' NUMA;

'INTEGER' NUMB;

'INTEGER' ANS;)

'PROCEDURE' ADDNOS;

'BEGIN'

ANS: = NUMA + NUMB;

'END';

DEBUG ('FOR' N: = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 20 'DO'

'BEGIN'

NUMA: = N;

NUMB: = 'IF' N<8 'THEN' 4 'ELSE' 56;

ADDNOS;

PRINT(NUMA);

PRINT (NUMB);

PRINT(ANS);

NEWLIN2

'END';

STOP: 'GOTO' STOP);

'END';

'FINISH' OF SAMPLE PROGRAM

In the example the third line defines whether the extra program needed for
testing is to be compiled. As it is, it defines the contents of DEBUG brackets as
to be compiled. If it is changed to 'DEFINE' DEBUG(D)" "; then anything inside a
bracket which is preceeded by DEBUG will be ignored. Thus the common declaration of
the library routines Print and Newline will be ignored, as will the declaration of
the variable N and the whole of the final block.

When the DEBUG is defined as to be compiled the final block is compiled. This
block will set values into NUMA and NUMB, it will then call the procedure ADDNOS and
then will print the result of this procedure. The results are printed alongside the
input values NUMA and NUMB. The final block carries out twenty consecutive tests on
procedure ADDNOS, stepping NUMA from one to twenty and assigning NUMB two different
values, four for the first seven tests and fifty six for the rest of the tests.
Thus the first value of ANS printed is five, the second is six and the last seventy
six.

It can be seen that although the program is changed by the state of the macro
the only procedure in this module, ADDNOS, is tested without actually changing it.

When testing a module all the software in the module i-. compiled, with the
macro definition for testing enabled. It is then assembled with any other software
required, such as library routines. The resulting binary code is loaded into a
special Sea Harrier Software Module Testing Facility, See Figure 6a. This consists
of the basic Sea Harrier Main Computer, a large core store, a basic set of test
equipment, a paper tape reader, a VDU and a printer.

The binary code is loaded from the host computer. The module software can then
be operated either directly or via a Monitor software package controlled from the
VDU. Listings of the inputs and outputs the module is generating are output to the
printer. These results can then be checked. They are either checked against tables
of expected results, or by manual checking, or by test software written either in
Fortran or Basic and run on the host computer.

As stated earlier the arithmetic operations are all carried out at fixed point
scaling and one of the main functions of module testing is to check that the
scalings have all been corvectly chosen for the full range of inputs.
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FIG.6a
After module testing is successfully completed the macro definition for test-

ing is disabled and the module re-copiled. It is then assembled with all other
modules of the airborne system to produce the binary code for the full system.
This is then loaded into a Sea Harrier unit. This unit is part of a Sea Harrier
Systems Test Station, See Figure 6b.
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FIG.6b

Using this station the system is commissioned. This is carried out by careful
checking of the software's operation and correction of any errors. The procedure
for making changes is to first change the Coral source using the Text Editor on the
host computer. Then to re-compile the affected module with the macro for testing
enabled. The module is then assembled and retested on the Module Test Facility.
The extra testing part of the module would have been edited as well, so that it
tests that the change made operates correctly. The macro is then edited, to remove
the module testing, and the module re-compiled. The system is then reassembled and
the binary code is transferred from the host computer to the Sea Harrier System
Test Station. The system is then checked to ensure the change is correct.

Once a software system is thought to be fully working it is formally tested.
It is tested using a formal test specification. The test specification checks that
correct results are obtained for various input cases. For example, if Radar Height
Invalid is set on the appropriate input, Radar Height is not displayed. Also if a
Heading of twenty degrees is input, the HUD and the HDD both display Heading at
twenty degrees. Errors found at any stage during this testing not only have to be
corrected by re-compiling and reassembling as said before, but also testing has to
be restarted from the beginning of the test specification to be sure no other
errors have been caused by the change.

After formal Static testing has been successfully completed Dynamic testing is
carried out. This is done using the Sea Harrier Software Test Station and the host
computer. The host computer is used to supply the Test Station with the data it
would normally receive in the aircraft during flight. The host computer
generates this from a software model of the aircraft which is operated through
a defined set of flight profiles. The Sea Harrier processor outputs data to
the host computer to be stored and used later for analysis. To carry out this
analysis the host computer runs a model of the HUDWAC function being tested. d
It compares the results from this with the data it received from the HUDWAC. The
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results of this analysis are output to the host computer's printer and its
plotter. These results are then available should any problems be found during
development or service use. The profiles are chosen to test the HUDWAC function
under scrutiny to the limits of its operational envelope. An example of this is
in testing the return to ship mode. For this a set of profiles are defined
covering approach to the ship from many different directions, at different
speeds, different heights and varying all the start conditions that might affect
the operation of this mode. The dynamic testing then checks the operation from
these -start conditions to the end point of landing on the ship for each case.

The dynamic testing with the HUDWAC being driven by inputs from the host
computer is carried out in real time. The analysis of this dynamic testing is
carried out afterwards as a batch process.

The software system contains within itself certain software to test the
hardware of the HUDWAC. This software carries out tests on the input system,
the main processor and the HUD and HDD processors. If a fault is detected the F
software will act on it and not use the data or the hardware that has been
identified as faulty. Thus only information and hardware not known to be
faulty is used.

7. SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION

Software documentation is split into two parts, Development documentation and
Customer documentation.

7.1 Development Documentation

Development documentation is used to define what software is needed and
what software has been written. The software required is firstly defined by an
SOR, Statement of Requirements. Separate SOR's define the HUDWAC Symbology and
Inputs, the Weapon Aiming equations, the Processor Hardware and the Testing
Requirements (BITE).

Changes to the software are split up into amendments to the existing
system. These amendments, identified by numbers, list all the modules affected
by the change. Each module has a History File. This History File contains a
copy of each standard of the module, plus the printer output from the module
testing of that standard of the module. It also contains any other information
relevant to testing that module i.e. Fortran checking program results. Also in
the file is a History sheet, this lists which standard of the module was
included in which standard of the system and what the changes between different
standards of the module are, who the author of the change is, the date the
change was made, with the number of the amendment which defined the change.

As an aid to documentation and to development design a special suite of
programs were produced. These allow a 'database' of the source programs in a
system to be generated. This database can then be interrogated to see how that
system operates. For example, where a variable is declared its scaling can be
found, or all calls from a certain procedure can be listed.

In the following example all the references to Common Variable VT and all
the Procedures called from Procedure Backgexec are listed. Against the
variable VT is listed the access mode, R for Read From, W for Written To, and P
for Procedure actual Parameter. The commands input by the operator are shown
between brackets [ ]
[RU,COPAC,45,,SEAHAR2C,,SH]
COPAC/03 File : Sea Harrier HUDCASS 2c Date 5.1.1978
System Number : IX46SSP3
Date of System Generation : 4.9.1979

[REFTOVAR. VT]
ProcedureZP2ogram references to Common Variable VT
Procedure INSTRUMENT Task Ref I Access mode R
Procedure ANALOGPROC Task Ref G Access mode W
Procedure AAJGGUNS Task Ref J Access mode R
Procedure DENSITYRATIO Task Ref F Access mode

Procedure AIRDENSITY Task Ref F Access mode R
Procedure YELYECT Task Ref F Access mode P
Procedure TASWIND Task Ref F Access mode R P

[CBPROC. BACKGZXrC]
Procedure called b Procedure: BACKGEXEC
BACKGCORE
INSTRUMENTL
FAULTS3
ANALOGPROC
DIGITALPROC
FAULTS2
INPUTBITE
FAULTS1
INDISC
CPUBITE
WATCHDOG
OUTMASK

[END]
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The facility is operated in Real Time on the host computer, output can
either be to the users VDU or to the printer if a permanent record of the
inquiry is required. The database is generated by compiling the programs with
the Coral compiler set to documentation output. In this state no assembler
source is produced by the compiler. Instead documentation object data is
produced. A loader program checks this object data for errors and then loads
it into the database. This table can then be accessed and interrogated by the
user as described above. While all the information available from this
database can be found by looking through the source code listings, considerable
time is saved by having this facility on a system of this size and complexity.
All the software which writes to the database requires special passwords to
stop the database being accidentally corrupted.

The final part of the development documentation is the test specification.
This defines the testing for a standard of system software. Each amendment
requires a change to test specification to test the change.

7.2 Customer Documentation

This is carried out in accordance with AVP70 SPEC.4.

Customer documentation is split into four levels of documentation. At the
first level an overall description of the system is given including the basic
hardware system. At this level the software is split into separate main tasks.
At the next three levels the software is described one task at a time. The
documentation is physically split into volumes, thus one volume has the level 1
description, the next volume the levels 2, 3 and 4 for a particular task, the
next volume again the levels 2, 3 and 4 for the next task. This method of
splitting the documentation has allowed the documentation to be written in
parallel with the development of the software; once an area of software is
complete the volume covering that task can be issued.

The level 2 documentation contains a general description of the function
of the task. The level 3 documentation covers the task in far greater detail.
It includes flow diagrams of control and data flow. The level 4 gives the
source program listings of the modules within the tas!:.

8. SOFTWARE PACKAGE PLANNING

Due to the huge size of the total task it is not feasible from our or the
customer's point of view to deliver all the software at one time. It is therefore
necessary to split the software into packages consisting of different standards and
sub-standards. It is also necessary as the project progresses to update and alter
these to suit the customer's delivery and testing needs and in co-ordination with
the availability of other manufacturers avionic equipment. There is also a need for
the specifications and documentation to keep in step with the software standards.
This is done by a committee consisting of the company, the customer and the airframe
manufacturer.

The total system software is split into standards to suit the customer's
delivery requirements for the aircraft. These main standards are identified by a
number. Then the standards are split into sub-standards to suit the flight testing
program. These sub-standards are identified by a letter suffix to the standard
number identifier. Once a month the committee considers the software in terms of
the progress of work on new software, the state of the flight program and any
changes in the priority for software facilities. The definitions of the standards
and sub-standards are then updated along with their delivery dates. The requirements
for documentation of the sub-standards are then discussed. Normally each sub-
standard has all the facilities of the previous sub-standard plus one or more new
facility. Each standard normally continues from where the previous standard stopped.
Each completed standard is a fully cleared software system available for service use.

9. CONFIGURATION CONTROL

The standard of each software module is identified by an issue number. This
issue number is listed at the head of the module alongside the title and an
identifier code. Once the standard of a module is fixed, it has been tested within
a working system, it is necessary to store that standard on a more reliable medium
other than a computer magnetic disc. It is stored as a paper tape in a software
library. With the paper tape is stored a history sheet listing the originator of
the module, its title, the date it was generated and the date it was filed in the
library. In addition, a copy of the paper tape is stored in a secure store in case
the library tape is lost. If during development that standard of that module is
required a copy can be obtained from the library. Binary tapes of systems are also
held by the library in the same manner. The library is also responsible for
generating Magnetic Cartridges from paper tapes. When a software item is required
for delivery to a customer the library generate it. It is then checked by Quality
Assurance Inspection before being delivered.
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10. FLIGHT TRIALS SUPPORT

The Sea Harrier HUDWAC provides a large percentage of the operational
capability of the aeroplane, and as such is a key item in the progra ane of flight
trials. This necessitates a separate software support team based at the flight
trials site.

The responsibilities of this team are to provide the customer with fully
developed modifications to enable the trials to proceed according to plan. Such
modifications arise for a variety of reasons some of which are discussed below.

Trials modifications may be requested by the customer to explore the potential
provided by certain facilities which have come to light since the specification for
the equipment was agreed. Such trials modifications once specified and agreed,
will be integrated into the flight trial programme by a specified date. Their
future will depend on the outcome of subsequent flight trials but can vary from
being discarded as unsuccessful to being fully embodied into future software
standards.

Software implementation errors (bugs) which have escaped the testing net will
occur from time to time. These must be corrected speedily and accurately.

In both the above cases and indeed in all cases resulting in a software
modification at the flight trials site, it is vital that the necessary information
is fed back to base for processing through Configuration Control.

The ability to support software development in the field depends on the team
involved being equipped with a computer system equivalent to that used at base.
In the case of the Sea Harrier HUDWAC, a DEC PDP 11 system is used and is host to
the full suite of support software packages.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The approach taken to producing software as described in the preceding
paragraphs has proved highly sucessful. It was possible to quickly produce an
initial system for riq evaluation and to closely follow this with a sequence of
software packages to correspond with the sequence of flight trials so as to arrive
at the initial "in service" capability on schedule.

This project was the companies first experience of using a high level
programming language for a production avionic system, where computing time and store
space are at a premium. The experience generally, has been a good one. Using Coral
66 has enabled us to produce correct and intelligible programs more quickly than
with assembler and this has proved an important bonus in the area of off site
support where ease of understanding and speed of modification, coupled with clear
communication back to base, has helped towards providing good customer support with
only a few staff based off site.

Corz - 66 is obviously not perfect but our experience would show it to be a
major step in the right direction. Future languages will have to show significant
advantages in order to replace Coral 66 in the type of project discussed in this
paper.

The next major development is likely to be a formalised design and development
methodology for real time systems along the lines of the current Mascot system.
With this in mind SI are currently employing Mascot in a prototype ground based
electronic displays project.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the functions and structure of an integrated digital flight control
and night vision system for military helicopters. Its partially redundant components
are connected via a serial bus. This resulted in a system with distributed processors.
The software had to be structured according to the distributed character of the system
and had to take into account the master-terminal principle of the bus architecture. It
comprises the algorithms for flight control and handling of the night vision eauipment
as well as management functions for the bus, the displays, input commands and error
handling. Development of the software and integration of the system wcre sunoorted by
appropriate hardware and software aids. A special device was developed to facilitate
integration of the distributed system. For this the same modular electronic components
were used as for the control system.

1. INTRODUCTION

When flying a helicopter at night and under adverse weather conditions the reduction
of visibility has to be compensated by technical means. However, available equipment
for night vision, like e.g. FLIR, LLLTV, Night-vision goggles, is not adequate to re-
place natural vision to an extent which would allow the Pilot to fulfil all neces-
sary missions. It is therefore necessary to support the pilot by providing better hand-
ling qualities of the helicopter and by an integrated display of flight control infor-
mation and housekeeping data.

These requirements result in a functionally highly complex control system on board.
It is no longer feasible to design it in such a way that just the necessary comoonents
and subsystems are added together. In order to reduce configurational comolexity and
cost of the system it is rather necessary to develop an integrated structure, within
which sensors or signal processing units can be used simultaneously for several dif-
ferent purposes. So e.g. data from one particular sensor can be used for control our-
poses and display of flight variables. The success of this technology depends extremely
strong on quality and structure of the software within the integrated system. Therefore
special efforts have to be made to develop it in a well structured way and to test it
to the largest possible extent, especially in the integrahion phase.

An experimental system to investigate the soundness and feasibility of these design
principles is being built under contract with the German Federal Ministry of Defense.
Parts of it have already been evaluated in flight test; the final form is currently
being implemented.

2. ARCHITECTURE AND CAPABILITIES OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

2.1 Structure of the System

The integrated system consists of

- pilot night vision equipment
- flight control functions
- integrated displays and controls.

The components of that system are located in different parts of the helicopter accord-
ing to the requirements of the respective perip.ieral units (sensors, actuators, dis-
plays). The flight control system for the helicopter is designed as a fly-by-wire sys-
tem and therefore has to be redundant for safety reasons. Only digital technology al-
lows to build such a system with reasonable effort and in a sufficiently flexible way.

The work described in the paper is part of the experimental work for HFF IV (flight control of helicop-
t.rs) which was conducted under Contract No. T/R 720 R/7600/43102 of the German Federal Ministry of
Defense (BMVg)
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In order to minimize the number of wires connecting the individual signal processing
units and to achieve a standardized hardware interface, which additionally allows re-
latively simple extension and modification of the system, the serial bus according to
MIL-STD-1553 is introduced.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the hardware. For the redundant flight control functions
three identical signal processing units U1, U2, U3 are necessary. Proper functioning
of the units is checked by voting. Thus one hardware failure can be tolerated without
affecting the control function. This is sufficient for an experimental system, where
there is always a second pilot who can take over control in case of an emergency. An
operational system must be able to tolerate at least two independent hardware failures,
may be by additional self-check (BIT). The necessary sensor data as well as the pilot's
control commands are input into the system threefold. In contrast, actuators are only
duplicated, because the hydraulic system of original helicopter is only duplex as well.
Therefore it is necessary in this case to check malfunctioning of the actuators by addi-
tional devices. Three additional signal processing units (U4, U5, 6), which are located
in the cockpit, are used to process the pilot's commands, orepare the display output and
connect the display and input units in the cockpit with the controlling units via the
three serial busses.

The pilot night vision system (PNVS) consists of a TV-camera (which will be replaced by
a FLIR in later phases of the project) mounted on a slewable platform in front of the
nose of the helicopter. This platform is stabilized with respect to azimuth and eleva-
tion. The line of sight of the camera is locked to the pilot's head position by means
of an angular head position detector (helmet mounted sighting system). The image, pro-
duced by the FLIR or TV, is displayed optionally on a panel mounted vertical situation
display (VSD) or on a helmet mounted VSD. In both cases it is overlaid by symbols show-
ing the state of the flight variables.

For post flight evaluation the important signals are recorded during flight tests on
tape cassettes and simultaneously transmitted to a ground station via telemetry.

During integration of the system or the pre-flight tests in the helicopter a test sup-
port computer (ITP) can additionally be connected to the serial bus. Thus checks can be
initiated and important data be documented as hard copy.

2.2 Operational Software

In order to achieve a well structured digital system and to facilitate its development,
integration and modification, the structure of the software has to be rather rigid,
and appropriate development and integration tools have to be provided.

The various software jobs can be classified as follows:

I Management and control of the serial bus
2 Flight contxol algorithms
3 Control algorithms for line of sight of the camera
4 Display of flight variables (VSD)
5 Display of system status
6 Processing of pilot's commands
7 Detection of malfunctions and failures
8 Data transmission and recording.

For reasons of redundancy and speed of processing the various software jobs are handled
in a decentralized fashion in the signal processing units U1 to U7. The technology of
the MIL-Bus requires separation of 'master' and 'terminal' functions. The strategy
chosen for redundancy normally requires that there is a permanent master for each bus
(U for A, U2 for B and U3 for C). U4 to U7 are operated as terminals. Only in case of
a failure in one of these units other (predefined) units on the respective bus can be
mandated to act as masters in order to maintain the remaining functions. The test sup-
port unit (ITP) can become master on request if it has to be used for test of the sys-
tem.

In the following sections the functions of the various software jobs will be described
in more detail.

2.2.1 Management and Control of the Serial Bus

As mentioned above, each of the three bus lines is controlled by one permanent master.
However, in cases of emergency or if the test support unit, the integration and test
panel (ITP), has to be used, the role of 'master' can be assigned to another unit.
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Data, which have to be transmitted via the bus, are organized in messages, which have
a pre-defined format and can be identified unambiguously. It is Dossible to define an
arbitrary number of such messages. A message contains the number of data-words, the
source and the destination of the transmission. This allows identification of a messa-
ge by the signal processing unit concerned and error-checking. Messages can be trans-
mitted either periodically or on request. Terminal units are able to inform the respec-
tive master units that they want to transmit a message.

The serial bus is also used for mutual synchronization of the three redundant branches

of the system.

2.2.2 Flight Control Algorithms

In order to achieve good flight characteristics and handling qualities of the control-
led helicopter over the entire flight envelope, even in the case of strong di turban-
ces, the control system has been designed as a bo-called 'manoeuvre demand system'
with high authority. Flight tests in the first phases of the experimental program
showed that pilots preferred direct control over the rotational degrees of freedom
of the helicopter. Therefore angular velocity, attitude, heading, and altitude of the
helicopter are controlled.

The control laws have been derived from the aerodynamic characteristics of the heli-
copter. As a nucleus they contain a proportional-integral (PI) control algorithm for
each of the four controlled axes (pitch, roll, collective, yaw). Additionally there
are (partially nonlinear) functions for the processing of sensor data, adaptation of
the flight dynamics to the entire flight envelope, compensation of disturbances and
cross-coupling, and for transformations of control parameters which are necessary to
maintain the orthogonality of the controlled axes.

A major advantage of this controller design is that adaptation of parameters is very
easy when changing from simulation to flight tests. The reason is that each parameter
can be interpreted as a physical entity.

Some sensors have only been duplicated. If one of these two breaks down, the control
function, which depends on these data, is replaced by a simpler one (functional degra-
dationS. The respective functions have been designed in such a way that the reactions
of the helicopter to the pilot's commands do not change much.

2.2.3 Control Algorithms for Line of Sight of the Camera

The platform, on which the night vision camera is mounted, can be stabilized accord-
ing to two different modes:
- Fixed position with respect to the ground

- Fixed position with respect to helicopter.

The pilot can change these modes in flight by a manual switch.

The control algorithms for both modes are basically PI-algorithms with feedback of some
of the sensor data. Some additional nonlinear algorithms allow fast mechanical reset of
the platform, or they take over control in case the limits of mechanical movement of
the platform are reached.

2.2.4 Display of Flight V 'ables

The pilot is informed about all necessary flight variables (like e.g.: attitude, head-
ing, altitude, velocity) in an integrated form by means of symbols which are superimpo-
sed on the image provid d by the night vision system. The integrated image with symbols
is displayed either on a panel mounted vertical situation display (VSD) or on a helmet
mounted display (HMD). The symbols are generated by a separate device, the symbol ge-
nerator. By means of appropriate software, resident in the signal processing unit U4,
the sensor data, which have been preprocessed in units U1 to U3, are transformed into
Parameters for form and position of the symbols. In particular, this software has to
perform the following main tasks:

- Filtering of sensor data
- Computation of the entities to be displayed

Preparation of the various sets of symbols (for cruising, hoovering, HMD, VSD, etc.)
'wutation of position parameters for the symbols

' of computed parameters to the symnbol generator.
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2.2.5 Display of System Status

In addition to the VSD there is another display device in the cockpit, the multi-func-
tion-display (MFD), which e.g. can be used to display system status data or as a backup
for the VSD. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the screen and control board of that de-
vice together with the kind of messages which typically would appear on the screen.

As far as system status information is concerned, the modes of the MFD are:

- General checklist
- Pre-flight test
- Input of parameters for control functions
- Input of parameters and selection of modes for VSD.

Additionally error messages can be displayed. They have a higher priority than the usual
dialogue messages and are further emphasized by use of a 'blink mode', but they can be
deleted again by a mode key.

The software for the MFD is resident in signal processing unit U5 and performs the fol-
lowing main tasks:

- Extraction of actual values out of the system
- Preparation of dialogue texts
- Formatting and display of values and texts
- Processing and display of error messages.

2.2.6 Processing of Pilot's Commands

As Fig. 2 shows, the keys of MFD are also used for input of pilot's commands. The soft-
ware for the processing of these inputs is resident mainly in unit U6 and performs the
following main functions:

- processing of each input (conversion of input into mode, function and value; trans-
mission to the unit concerned)

- acknowledgement of each input on the MFD
- prevention of erroneous input, e.g. from simultaneous operation of two keys.

2.2.7 Detection of Malfunctioning and Failures

Prior to takeoff the redundant system has to be checked for proper function of all com-
ponents. This implies a rather extensive test of each individual device. Sensors and ac-
tuators are stimulated (as far as possible), and the pilot is informed via the MFD which
input the system expects from him, e.g. via switches, keys, stick, collective pitch, pe-
dals. The signal processing units mutually check each other. Only after proper function-
ing of all devices has been verified, the helicopter is cleared for takeoff.

In flight all components of the control system are regularly checked by means of 'voting'
(2 out of 3). If this indicates malfunctioning, the signals from the faulty component
are ignored. A failure is defined as a malfunction over a certain predefined time period.
After a failure has been recognized, the respective component is totally ignored by the
signal processing system.

Each detected failure is indicated to the pilot by a redundant degradation indicator.
Sensors, which are not triplicated, are monitored by additional software.

2.2.8 Data Transmission and Recording

In order to be able to monitor flight tests from the ground, all relevant signals are
transmitted via telemetry to a ground station and recorded and evaluated there. These
data are collected in unit U6 and transmitted sequentially.

For a computer-aided off-line evaluation of flight tests the telemetry data and some
further signals are recorded on cassettes on board. This has the advantage that these
data are free from transmission noise. They are also collected and output by unit U6.
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3. DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION TOOLS

3.1 Hardware Support

3.1.1 Su22ot for Program Develomprnt

For the program development process proper, which is mainly characterized by the neces-
sity to handle extensive texts, which can either be programs or specifications, conven-
tional equipment can be used most readily. The main criteria here are speed of response
and capacity of background storage media. Therefore an available PDP 11/70 was used to
run the editors, cross-assemblers and other development support programs. Its peripheral
equipment consisted of a large disk, magtape, line printer, tape punch and CRT-termi-
nal(s).

3.1.2 Supprt for System Test and Integration

For test and integration of the final system, however, no adequate hardware support was
available. The main problems in this area are to give the development engineer access
to every line of the bus and every single bit of the program under test, to facilitate
re-programming of PROMs if necessary, to facilitate access to the signal processing
units, which are hidden somewhere in the system, to monitor data transmission on the bus
lines, and to apply test techniques (like breakpoints etc.) without uncontrolled modi-
fications of the original program.

Therefore a special device was developed, the 'Integration and Test Panel' (ITP). It
basically consists of a small computer of the same type as the signal processing units
Ul to U7 with fast random access memory of adequate size (64 K of 16 bit words) and all
necessary indicators and input switches which enable the test engineer to work with the
signal processing unit in the same way as if it were a conventional computer with an
operator's console. It was constructed out of the same modular electronic components
which were used for the control system. The ITP can further be equipped with a paper
tape reader and punch, a CRT-terminal with keyboard, a PROM-programming unit, and a
small printer. Fig. 3 shows a typical ITP configuration.

In principle it can be used in three modes:

- The built-in processor replaces one of the signal processing units in the system
under test. The program in that unit can be checked out with the support tools
available in the ITP.

- The ITP can be coupled to the serial busses and monitor the data flow and func-
tions of the bus system.

- The ITP can simulate the system by producing test data and thereby allows to still
further check out one of the signal processing units.

3.2 Software Technology and Tools

3.2.1 DevelopmentPrinciples for Application Software

All program modules were developed according to uniform standards which were established
prior to the start of the project. They all had to be of the same structure. Program mo-
dules, which were to be used in several signal processing units, were produced once and
copied into the units concerned. Data, which were to be used throughout the system, had
to be named uniformly. Drivers for peripheral units, if necessary, were developed accord-
ing to a general model and adapted to the individual requirements by minor changes.
During design of the programs potential sources of errors were identified and excep-
tion handling routines provided there. These consist of counters which monitor the
number of occurrences of the respective error for later investigation.

3.2.2 Software Tools for Test Purposes

Special support software was developed for use within the ITP. Its main purpose is to

facilitate the test process by providing a comfortable user interface and at the same
time to protect the software under test from destructive handling errors during the
test process.

Some of its major functions are:

- Execute 'Program under Test (PUT)' in real time with real peripherals
- Execute PUT under approximated real time conditions with break points, at which

the complete statur of the PUT can be interrogated
- Execute PUT in step mode, again with complete program status available
- Modify program in RAM of ITP.
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- Program and check PROMs directly from ITP
- Monitor the values of important variables, which can be selected by the test en-

gineer, either in their digital representation or directly in analog form by means
of meters driven by DACs.

All functions of the ITP, which imply interaction with its built in processor and/or
memory, can be invoked and the resulting information displayed via an interactive CRT-
terminal.

4. EXPERIENCE AND CONCLUSIONS

Generally speaking, the technology, which was used, and the tools, which were develop-
ed and used, proved successful.

In the flight tests to date a partial system has been used which does not yet have re-
dundant components, but for all practical purposes implements the control functions of
the final stage. Only collective control was obtained as in a conventional 1 : 1 con-
trol system. It turned out that the requirements were fulfilled to a very large extent.
The helicopter showed high precision of attitude and heading control. The number of
necessary control activities by the pilot could be drastically reduced. Pilots prooosed
an automatic altitude control, which consequently was integrated into the system.

As far as the electronic equipment was concerned, it also proved successful. Especially
the principle of modular, self-contained subsystems proved very useful under reliabi-
lity aspects.

The test functions of the ITP turned out to be very useful for speeding up the entire
integration process and for monitoring program interfaces during execution of the pro-
gram system. Especially helpful were the functions for checking and re-programming
PROMs. Coding of PROMs was at least three times faster than with conventional me-
thods, while at the same time less handling errors occurred. A single function: 'com-
parison of PROMs with paper tapes', resulted in the detection of faulty PROMs as well
as the identification of defects in printed circuits.

The error handling by counters helped in detecting transient and sporadic errors and
supported the indirect detection of errors by deduction.

However, some extensions of the tools would have helped in further improving their ef-
fectiveness. So, e.g., the implementation of monitoring functions and checkpoints in
hardware would allow to test the programs under realtime conditions in nearly all ca-
ses, which seems to be of extreme importance for the kind of systems we are dealing
with here.
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SPACE SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS

PART I - Redundant Computer Operation
by

Robert E. Poupard
International Business Machines (IBM)

Federal Systems Division
Owega, New York

United States of America

I. REDUNDANCY REVISITED

IBM's experience in fault-tolerant computers and computer systems has culminated in
the definition of the Space Shuttle redundant data processing system and the specifica-
tion and implementation of the redundancy management techniques for system operation
under both normal and failure conditions. IBM's involvement in redundant computers and
computer systems dates from the early 1960s and includes processors for NASA's Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (OAO), Saturn, and Skylab; the Air Force Manned Orbiting
Laboratory (MOL); and the Army's Tactical Aircraft Guidance System (TAGS) program.
Different types of redundancy were employed and applied at different functional levels
on these programs.

These programs for which IBM supplied processors have used redundancy at various
levels to achieve specific goals. The Saturn computer was internally triply redundant
at the module level with voters to achieve a specific reliability goal of 0.995 for 250
hours. The OAO processor was internally quad redundant at the component level to achieve
a high probability of a one-year lifetime in orbit (0.9 for one year). The Skylab
Apollo Telescope Mount Digital Computer was dual redundant at the box level for high
probability of surviving a single failure. Switching was not time critical and the
second computer was powered off as a spare in case the operating computer failed. The
MOL complex was dual for load sharing primarily, with the capability for each computer
to provide a backup for the other. The TAGS program provided a single fault-tolerant
triplex digital flight control system for a helicopter.

2. VALUE OF REDUNDANCY

Most everyone agrees that redundancy is a practical way to get increased reliability.
The basic problem is to get it to work properly in reaching whatever goals are estab-
lished: achieving reliability, no single point failures or fault tolcrance levels;
getting i00 percent coverage (the probability of continuing correct operation given that
a failure exists); and, for fault tolerance levels greater than one, removing the failed
computer from the system so that a second failure will not take the system down.

Note that all these are independent of the application of the redundant computer/
complex. For example, if the application is flight control, the control laws are inde-
pendent of whether or not they will be executed in a redundant computer complex.
Likewise, the redundancy management technique is independent of the control laws. How-
ever, some restrictions on redundant system operation may be application dependent. For
example, if the application is flight control, then restrictions such as allowable
switching transients and the length of time that the control loop may be opened must be
"rstablished during the dynamic analysis required to define the control laws. These
restrictions then are used in defining the redundant configuration and how it will
operate.

3. CONFIGURATION

Although IBM pioneered the use of redundancy in computers to increase reliability,
the Space Shuttle application of redundancy required new concepts and ideas to meet the
NASA r~quirements of fail operational/fail safe; i.e., the system must provide for safe
return of' the vehicle and crew after two like failures in the system. The implications

of this and derivative requirements on the flight critical computer complex were signif-
icant. For example, to meet the requirement to minimize switdhing transients when a
computer failure occurs, it is necessary to have all computers operating and performing
the same tasks so that a good computer is "instantaneously" available when another fails.
To meet the output time skew requirement between any two computers requires synchroniza-
tion of the operating computers. To meet the l00 percent FO/FS requirement with no
single point failures means'that coverage on a failed computer must be 100 percent.
This is not possible using BITE and self test alone in today's off-the-shelf computers.
Therefore, the computers must operate in a cooperative set and cross check results of
critical computations. After all, BITE is only more hardware added to check on the
normal functions of a computer. What better, or more complete, BITE is there than
another computer to pe.form the same operations? If the Foals is merely to detect a
failure (l00 percent) then two such units are adequate. However, if the requirement is
to continue correct operation with 100 percent surety, after a failure, then three such
units are required so that the failed unit can be identified and its results ignored by
the system. If it is required that the system continue correct operation after two suc,.
failures, then a minimum of four units is required. This reasoning established the four
computer redundant set for Shuttle as the prime computational facility. A fifth com-
puter, originally slated for nonflight critical computations, is currently used as an
independently programmed backup to the prime set in case of a generic failure of the
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prime software. Initially, this was thought to be desirable for Shuttle's approach and
landing and orbital flight tests (until confidence was gained in the redundant set con-
cept) since all four prime computers execute exactly the same software. Therefore, a
single software error conceivably could cause all prime computers to be in error. NASA
and Rockwell later decided that it was desirable to maintain the backup idea througf. the
orbital flight test phase and possibly into the operational phase.

4. FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION

Given the four computer redundant set and a two fault tolerance requirement, how is
it determined that a computer has failed? If the outputs are discrete signals or pulse
type, then the simplest solution is probably to "vote" on the signals. With four com-
puters, the best approach is a two of four voter since it is not necessary then to
compute how many computers constitute a majority. The thinking is that if two or more
computers agree then they must be right under the assumption of nonsimultaneous
failures. Such devices for discrete signals are relatively simple. However, if the
output signals are multiple digital words, then the voting process is more complicated
and the voters themselves are quite complex. It becomes attractive then to consider
using the computers themselves in the voting process. This is done quite simply by
passing the desired data for comparison from each computer tc all others. In this
manner, the powerful logic and computational capabilities of the computer are used to
easily determine if its results agree with those from the other comppters. This concept
is used later in describing the Shuttle technique of fault detection and identification
of the failed computer.

To compare computational results, all computers must perform the same computations,
in the same sequence, and on the same data. Therefore, a means must be available to
synchronize the computers to ensure that the same sensor data is read into all computers
at the same time and that they then sequence through the same computations. A straight-
forward way of synchronizing is to have each computer inform the others when it is ready
to perform prespecified tasks. When all are ready, they proceed. Thus synchronization
is under software control and is adaptable to meet changing requirements. Other syn-
chronization techniques might involve external interrupts to the computers to start a
new cycle and are relatively fixed with respect to a changing environment. Most impor-
tant is the fact that the software must be synchronized in the computers. It is neitner
important nor desirable to synchronize the hardware itself. Therefore, a software
controlled synchronization technique is desirable.

On the Shuttle system, fortunately, all things are made possible by the requirement
that all data communications between system elements be via multiplexed digital data
buses. The Shuttle data bus configuration consists of 24 individual buses common to all
computers. These buses are functionally distributed for simultaneous or overlapping
operation. Functional groups include flight critical (8 buses), intercomputer (5),
display (4), mass memory (2), launch (2), payload (2), and instrumentation (1). This
configuration offers a ready means of swapping computational results as well as forcing
all computers to have the same input data for each cycle. The system configuration in
Figure 1 shows the computer complex and the bus intetconnections with the remainder of
the Shuttle systems. Under software control, each computer can control any or all
buses. In practice, each computer controls a prespecified subset *of the buses. In this
manner, fault tolerant operation of the system is achieved as shown in Figure 2. For
the flight critical input channels, a group of four buses, each computer controls one
bus and listens on the other three. Control here means simply that only that computer
transmits commands on the bus. The transmitter for that bus is disabled iin each of the
other computers so that they cannot transmit but can receive or listen on the bus. 1
computer controlling a bus will send a listen or wakeup command over the bus to the
other computers before sending the command to the sensor to transmit data. In this
manner, all computers in the redundant set receive and store the returned data from the
sensor. Since all computers are synchronized, each computer requests data from its
sensor simultaneously with the others. Therefore, the three sets of data from the three
sensors are time coherent, and no special processing is required to match the three data
sets in time.

All critical outputs are voted at the end effector. Normal operation has the
effector receiving four inputs and providing one output, although the voted effectors
will provide proper outputs with only two inputs. Thus, the two fault tolerant require-
ment is met on the output side of the computer complex. Each computer in the redundant
set normally provides one of the inputs over one of its command channels. There is
usually no listen mode for output transactions.
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5. SHUTTLE TECHNIQUE

With this background explanation, we have a relatively straightforward means of
detecting a computer fault, identifying the faulted computer, and masking the system
effects on the fau ty computer. Because the downstream voters will filter transiently
incorrect outputs from one computer, it is not necessary to instantaneously detect and
remove an incorrect output when a computer fails. Thus, the time criticality of compar-
ing computer results among the computers is removed. It is acceptable to wait each
cycle until all output commands are computed and transmitted to the subsystems before
comparing results. For this comparison, all critical ou'puts for a cycle are summed
and the sum word is compared on the next cycle. Typical quantities making up the sum
worl are shown in Figure 3. If any computed result is different in one computer then
its sum word will not compare with the others. This sum word is transmitted over the
critical intercomputer channels once per cycle (25 times per second). The intercomputer
channels were selected for this since the proper operation of these channels must be
verified as they are critical to normal operation of the redundant set. The proper
operation of the remaining flight critical channels is verified by the fact that data
is gathered from the sensors and used in computations for the sum word generation.
Thus, if the sum word compares, the channels must be operating properly. Other checks
such as charnel parity, word and bit count, and sync are also used to detect incorrect
channel opei tion.

If a computer fails, the sum word from that computer will differ from those computed
by the others. Each computer compares its sum word only with the others. It does not
compare each sum word against all others. The failed computer is identified by knowing
which intercomputer channel yielded the incorrect word and which computer is in control
of that channel. This is important since each computer uses only its knowledge of the
system status and configuration to identify the computer(s) with which it does not
agree. If a computer disagrees with the sum word from any other computer, it sets a
discrete-under software control-to that computer which says, in effect, "I disagree
with you." No attempt is made at this point to identify which is incorrect. On the
other hand, if a computer receives two or more discretes from its peers, then hardware
logic within the computer receiving the fail vote discrets signals that it has failed
and, depending on the setting of hardware control latches, may reset its input/output
to inhibit further transmission of any outputs. If a computer disagrees with all other
computers, then it sets itself failed. It is important to note that the hardware in a
computer to indicate the failure is independent of the hardware/software that makes the
decision on whether or not that computer agrees with the others. The hardware logic
used to indicate a failure is shown in Figure 4. If a computer detects a failure within
itself, it will attempt to indicate itself as failed by manipulating the watchdog timer
or by letting it time out. If a computer cannot set itself failed, the others will set
it failed anyway. Therefore, there is no uncoverage here. The light matrix shown to
the right in Figure 4 indicates to the crew the status of each computer's opinion of
each of the others. The matrix is five by five since any four of the five actual
computers can be selected as the redundant set. The fifth computer is not involved in
the comparison process.
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6. COVERAGE

A little thought will show that the theoretical coverage for the first and second
failure of the four computer redundant set approaches unity. Since the purpose of the
redundant set is to provide correct critical outputs in spite of failures, by summing
all critical outputs and comparing results all computer failures affecting these out-
puts should be detected and properly assigned to the failed computer. If any failures
occur that do not affect the critical outputs, they are not of immediate concern since
they affect only noncritical outputs such as downlink or multifunction displays. The
likelihood of having noncritical failures without affecting critical outputs is probably
low since the only circuitry not common to both is some memory locations and the input/
output channels themselves. Therefore, the conclusion must be that theoretical total
coverage is very high and coverage on critical failures approaches one. In practice,
the actual coverage depends on both the hardware and software designs. It is possible
to design the hardware to eliminate single point failuret and uncoverage and then oper-
ate the hardware differently than planned by the software design and inject single
point failures and/or uncoverage. Careful attention was given to software design for
Shuttle to ensure that this did not happen. During the course of software verification
for the approach and landing test phase of the Shuttle program, several potential single
point failures were discovered and corrected. A task force was convened to review the
software design for further single point failures and to recommend corrections for
those identified. The result is a total system design with very high coverage and
very low probability of single point failures.

7. QUOTE

The demonstration of how far the ase of redundant systems in flight critical appli-
catiors has progressed is best illustrated by Astronaut Gordon Fullerton's remarks
after the first approach and landing test fli!;it:

...On Free Flight 1, we had a kind of real test of the concept of having
the redundant set of computers vote out a failed member and proceed
without any glitches-because it did just that right at separation. And,
in fact, if we hadn't touched a thing after that, there would have been
no difference in the outcome of the flight. We could have gone on and
never known it, really. The three remaining computers flew exactly as
they should have. So, the concept was proved right there. I personally
gained a lot of confidence in that whole idea that I didn't have, never
having experienced it before in an aircraft ....

-
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SPACE SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS
Part II - Redundant Computer Software Desilrn and 'lest

by
Caroline T. Sheridan

International Business Machines (IBM)
Federal Systems Division

Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY

When the Enterprise, NASA's Space Shuttle approach and landing test (ALT) vehicle,
made its series of successful test flights in 1977 it was assisted by four IBM AP-IOi
general-purpose computers (GPCs) executing identical real-time control software. In
many ways this software was similar to other real-time control systems that use man-
machine interface and automatic sensor feedback. It cyclically gathered data from
automatic sensors and manual controls; performed navigation, guidance, and flight
control operations; and sent control outputs. It drove digital displays for the crew
and receiveJ inputs through a keyboard. Unlike most other real-time control systems,
the Shuttle onboard software was required to produce identical, simultaneous output
commands from a redundant set of computers.

In addition, two design characteristics of tne system combined with the redundancy
requirements produced a unique challenge for software design and development:

A. Asynchronous interrupts. All data that was input to or output by the computer
went through its input/output processor (1OP). The IOP processed I/O requests from the
central processing unit and interrupted the CPU when each request was complete. The
CPU kept processing while its request was being serviced, usually doing something
unrelated to the I/O request. So the I/O completion interrupt from the IOP was asyn-
chronous to the CPU processing when it occurred. The other type of asynchronous
interrupts that occurred in the CPU were timer interrupts used to initiate cyclic and
other time-dependent processing.

B. Multiple asynchronous priority levels. The CPU functions were perf:.rmed by
"processes" that operated at various priority levels. Usually the processes were made
ready cyclically at timer interrupts or by the 'I/O complete" interrupts; then the
highest priority ready process was given control. Interrupt handlers ran at the
highest priority, above all processes. The timing of interrupts was not completely
random, but there was sufficient variation that any process was subject to being inter-
rupted at any point unless it had disabled interrupts. Since an interrupt might
result in higher priority processes being made ready, the interrupted process might
not regain control for some time. Long-running, low-priority processes with relatively
slow cyclic rates, such as navigation, were interrupted 3everal times during each
execution to allow higher priority processes, such as flight control, to execute.

These design characteristics are common to other real-time control systems.
Maintaining the integrity of data used at different priority levels is an important
consideration in the design of such systems, but not a new problem.

2. SLIVERING

The requirement for identical outputs from the redundant computers, combined with
the multiple, asynchronous priority level system introduced a new kind of timing con-
dition, called "slivering." Figure 1 illustrates this condition.

Process B uses the same inputs in both computers, executes the same instructions,

and stores the sane value in X. The speed of execution, however, and the time of the
interrupt invoking process A are not identical in the two computers. The interrupt
occurs in GPC 1 after process B has stored X, but in GPC 2 it occurs before process B
has reached that instruction. Process A reads X. In GPC 1 it reads the value which
has just been stored by prucess B. In GPC 2 it reads an initial value or one stored
In a previous execution of process B. Process A is then operating on diffcrcnt data
in the two computers.
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7. PROTECTION OF INTEERruOCESS DATA

The protection of "interprocess data" (data passed between priority levels) aainst
slivering involves the use of common techniques for ensuring data integrity in multi;,le
priority level systems, in combination with synchronization between the computers.

Synchronization is software controlled, using syrchronization codes transmitted
between the computers over discrete lines. At each sync point each computer sends tne
proper code and reads the sync discrete lines from the other computers to see woetter
urr not they are sending the same code. If they are not, it loops until either all T',Cs
are sending the proper code or a timeout value is reached. If the timeout is reached,
any GPCs that are not sending the proper code have "failed to sync" and are dropped
from the redundant set of computers. The timeout value must be large enough to al-ow
for some normal variations in processing between computers but small enough th-.'
should a computer fail, the others would detect the fail-to-sync and continue without
too much delay. The value chosen for the Shuttle ALT software was four milliseccnds.

With t.iis synchronization technique, , given sync point does not synchronize the
computers; it synchronizes the process or interrupt handler that invokes the sync
routine. Each priority level must be independently synchronized.

4. SYNC AND DISABLE PROTECTION

The most basic method of protecting interprocess data is "sync and disable" pro-
tection. Disabling interrupts at appropriate times is a technique commonly used for
maintaining data integrity in single computer systems. In a similar wiy, with the
addition of a sync point, it is used to protect interprocess data against slivering.

The lower priority process involved in the data transfer invokes an SVC routine
that synchronizes and then returns control with interrupts disabled. The process then
reads or stores the'interprocess data before enabling interrupts. The higher priority
process, or the highest of several processes that use the same data, does not need to
sync and disable.

To understand how this method protects the data, consider the slivering example
wIth the application of sync and disable protection. As shown in Figure 2, process B
enters the sync routine in one computer before the Interrupt enabling process A. The
sync routine allows interrupts up until the time synchronization is achieved. Process A
gains control and reads the old value of X in both computers. Then process B regains
control, completes the sync and stores a new value in X. If an interrupt were to occur
after the sync was successful, then it would not be accepted in any computer until
after X had been stored and interrupts enabled.
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5. OTHER PROTECTION MECHANISMS

Another method of protection is by use of locked data. The data i- locked under
sync and disable protection. This ensures that the data is locked simultaneously by
the same process in all computers. The data can then be accessed with interrupts
enabled. Although an interrupt may give control to a higher priority process, that
process cannot use the data until it is unlocked.

There is one other general method of protecting interprocess data that has myriad
variations. This is by controlling the execution of processes in such a way that the
processes using common data cannot be trying to execute at the same timp. Since
slivering occurs when one process interrupts another that uses the same data, data can
be protected by making sure such interruptions do not occur.

6. APPLYING THE TECHNIQUES

The techniques for protecting interprocess data were simple to use but had to be
applied in many places throughout the software. The process of identifyrrg the inter-
process parameters, determining whether they neeuled to be protected, ard providing
that protection had to be performed at the applitt l n level as well as at the
operating system level. Wherever interfaces between I rocessess existed, protection of
the data had to be considered.

Identifying when protection of data transfers wa: required was not always easy.
Not all the data in the system was required to t(e 1 Jenticil between computers. Data
used in displays for the crew but not entering int. th,, calculation of control cutlpu*s
waL r- required to be identical. Processes that only generated displays were not
required to maintain identical data. However, they were required to maintain synchro-
nization within the 4 -millisecond sync tolerance. Display parameters could be passed
between processes without protection in most ca.es. However, unprotected or nonideni i-
cal data must not be used in a test jf:

o There were unequal numbers of syrc points in the different paths that could
be taken as a result of the test, or

o one path was enough longer than another to cause a sync faiure.

Because other factors could contribute additional skew oetween computers , the calculate!
differences In paths were kept well below the 4 -mll!ceconu sync timeout.
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7. TESTING

The ALT software was a large system with many interfaces. Moreover, real-time
systems, where the timing of interrupts can cause failures in otherwise correct code,
are particularly difficult to test. Errors may occur intermittently, infrequently, or
never in test runs. When the errors do occur it often takes considerable time to
identify the cause.

The ALT onboard software contained potential for two types of timing problems, the
usual real-time system problems and the special multicomputer problems. Test runs,
even if every path could be run at least once, could not be expected to create all the
possible timing situations. A collection of tests, including rigorous code inspection,
analysis and test runs of various types, were devised to provide the necessary reli-
ability for a system supporting manned flight.

The initial software testing performed to test the multicomputer system was func-
tional tests of the code that made the multicomputer set run together. This included
such things as the I/O processing, the code that synchronized the redundant set
initially and the time management system that synchronized the internal computer times
to a common time source. Many of these tests were performed during simulated flights
that involved the vehicle control applications, so that in addition to testing specific
code, they exercised the whole onboard computer software system in a multicomputer
environment. These functional tests uncovered some multicomputer problems, including
both "hard" failures in the logic and slivering problems with a relatively high
probability of occurrence.

A code inspection process was the primary test technique for ensuring the proper
protection of interprocess data. All variables that were available to more than one
compilation unit were inspected. First the variables used by more than one process
were identified. Then the use of each interprocess variable was analyzed to determine
whether it needed to be protected and, if so, whether it was properly protected.
Systematic procedures, re-inspection, documentation, and reviews of results were used
to minimize the possibility of human error allowing problems to go undetected.

The final tests placed severe stresses on the software in various ways. Conditions
used to stress pieces of machinery are well known: heat, cold, pressure, vacuum, vibra-
tion, etc. Conditions to stress the software in somewhat similar ways were devised.
The guidance, navigation, and flight control systems were stressed by simulating flight
conditions beyond those expected to be encountered in flight: high winds, errors in
sensor hardware at or beyond their allowable limits, and failures of sensors. The
redundant processing was stressed by introducing skew between the computers in various
ways. These tests performed two important functions. First, they were used to search
for problems which might not be revealed by functional tests or code inspections.
Second, they demonstrated the reliability of the software and generated confidence in
the system.

8. THE OUTCOME

How reliable was the ALT onboard computer software system? Was the extensive
testing successful?

At the time the system was delivered it had earned a high degree of confidence
from the reviewing community. -Hundreds of hours of successful run time had been
logged. And the stress tests had shown that the system was very difficult to "break,"
even deliberately.

The real success criterion of the system must be its performance in actual use.
In all of the ALT flights, no software-caused computer failure, failure to sync, or mis-
comparison of control outputs occurred.

The ALT flights are completed now and the development of the onboard software sys-
tem for the orbital flight tests (OFT) is underway. The OFT software is larger and

more complex than ALT. It will support entire OFT missions from the ground to orbit
and back again. The ALT experience has shown that it is possible to make four
redundant computers cooperatively control the spacecraft. The hardware and software
systems will cperate the same way to control OFT and the programming and testing
techniques used in ALT will be applied in the development of the new system.
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SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AS DEMONSTRATED IN THE P-3C AVIONICS SYSTEM
by

John W. Heap
Division Superintendent

Combat System Software Division
Software and Computer Diretrt
U.S. Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 18974

SUMMARY

The U.S. Naval Air Development Center has been involved in the P-3C weapon system development process for the past IS years.
The development of this system has, and continues to be, an evolutionary process in which major updates in system capability are pro-
duced every three to five years since fleet introduction of the P-3C weapon system in 1969. One of the major technology roles the
Center has played in this system is the development of the core digital date processing avionics subsystem and its attendant system soft-
ware. This paper will cover the software management methodology developed by the Center for generation of the P-3C system software
for the three UPDATE versions of the avionics system. It is not the intention of this paper to discuss in depth the functional capabilities
of these versions but rather to discuss the software management process used in accomplishing the development of the ever-expanding
system software of this weapon system. Emphasis will be placed on the software development flow process depicting control points
and deliverables, standards and objectives set for the software functions and design, the contracting strategy, tools and facilities em-
ployed, and lessons leamed.

1. BACKGROUND

The enemy submarine threat is, perhaps, the Navy's most urgent and difficult problem. Playing a major role in the Navy's effort
to counter this threat is the P-3C Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) weapon system. The P-3C is a self-contained system and has been
designed to search, detect, localize, classify, track, and destroy enemy submarines. The P-3C aircraft operates from strategically located
land bases around the world, monitoring all enemy submarine avenues of egress.

The P-3C is an outgrowth of the U.S. Naval Air Development Center's A-NEW Program. This Program, which began in 1961, suc-
cessfully established a management end technical team to combine the disciplines of "systems", hardware, software, and human factors
engineering. Under Navy Laboratory management and technical control, and supported by an extensive industrial complex, the A-NEW
Program developed a series of P-3C laboratory and aircraft testbed feasibility models which culminated with a production system in
1969. The effort successfully married digital technology and user requirements into an integrated, interactive highly effective weapon
system. The avionics design that evolved utilized a programmable central digital computer as the "heart" of the system. The central
data processing subsystem integrated all the functional subsystems in the avionics system: flight instrumentation, navigation, com-
munications, display and control, acoustic sensors (the prime detection and classification elements of the system), non-acoustic sensors
(elements such as radar and electronic surveillance), and armament and ordnance. Additionally, it provided an effective aircrew and
avionics interplay management scheme. The computer performed the majority of the date management and integration functions by
processing subsystem date for periodic and demand computations, control and display, storage, and eventual retrieval. This system
design approach provided aircrews with five times more time for critical decision making - as opposed to previous airborne ASW
weapon systems that consumed virtually all the aircrew's time in manual date gathering, status checking, and computation chores.

As new technology develops for submarine systems, airborne ASW system developments must have a clearly defined program for
future improvements. For the P-3C weapon system the P-3C UPDATE Program provides a continuing series of functional enhance-
ments to counter the continued improvement in enemy submarine capabilities. In the interest of maintaining a uniform avionics design
philosophy, continuing P-3C UPDATE analysis, system development, and system software development and fleet support has been the
responsibility of the U.S. Naval Air Development Center. There are presently three UPDATE versions of the P-3C weapon system.
Briefly described they are:
* UPDATE I - an expansion of the data processing subsystem in word storage capability (memory) and the number of input and

output channels, a complete redesign and rewrite of the Mission Software, and the addition of OMEGA navigation.

* UPDATE 11 - continued sensor improvements to include a long needed sonobuoy location system.

0 UPDATE M[ - a completely new acoustic processing subsystem, new digital magnetic tape recorder equipment, and additional
sensor improvements.

The past 20 years has seen the U.S. Naval Air Development Center become deeply involved in the "systems" development process
of Navy airborne weapon systems. During the 1960's only a few of them systems were utilizing large digital processing avionic equip
ments with their attendant real-time system software packages. The P-3C was an early example of a weapon system utilizing extensive
digital processing and Mission (operational) Software. This early large-scale software application was leading the trend towards large
central and/or distributed processing systems as the best technical approach to future weapon system integration, automation and
logical expansion. Through the 1970's the trend has evolved to the point where the majority of P-3C mission scenarios ae dependent
on the reel-time Mission Software which is embedded in the avionics system. System Test software for determining avionics system
readiness and for use in avionics diagnostic maintenance, and program generation center and integration facility support software have
all rapily expanded in paeralel with the growth in Minion Software.

Because of the prominent role software now plays in the P-3C weapon system and the historical software management problems
exhibited in the pest, it was critical that Center monagemnt establish a software development methodology which would better insure
uccessful weapon system development, introduction, operation and readiness throughout the weapon systm life cycle. This paper
will describe the proem which has so far proved highly successful since 1972 in managing the development and fleet maintenance of
the P.3C UPDATE system software. The methodology priesnted is oriented to Mission Software deveopment as opposed to Sytem
Test software, although aertin ganerl Issues and approschas apply equally to both types of software. As a point of referene ther must recognize that when this methodology was first proped In the 1972 time frame It was prior to extsive publication of
lachnology efforts on eoftwre engineering for real.time weapon systems. Therefore, many items which were Innovative during that
e m cmmonplace today.
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2. P-3C WEAPON SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The enemy submarine's capability to operate deeper and quieter at greater speds is continuously improving. At the same time, the
tachnology required to cope with this increasing threat is becoming morm complex. With the increasing threat and more complex sys-
tens it was essential that the Navy plan incremental updetas in capability of its P-3C weapon system to cope with the problem. It must
be recognized that the P-3C eirfrluue has more longevity than its attendant avionics system. A thorough discussion of the functional and
systam design features of the P-3C already fills books and is not the intention of this paper. However, it would be of general assistance
to present a brief overview of the P-3C, and to include in some detail the date processing subsystam for a better understanding and ap-
precation of the past, present, and future task of managing the development and fleet support of the system softvere.

The P-3C is a land-based maritime patrol aircraft with a primary mission to search, detect, localize, classify, track and destroy
enemy submarines. It doen also search, detect, localize, classify and track friendly vessels. The weapon system consists of a four engine
turboprop with computer integrated avionics consisting of flight control, navigation, communications, aircrew display and control,
sensors, tactics, and armament and ordnance subsystems. To fulfill the mission requirements, the aircraft exhibits the following operas
tional characteristics. These figures are only approximations for use as a reference point. The maximum gross weight of the aircraft is
135,000 pounds, with a zero fuel weight of 75,000 pounds. The maximum range capability with four engines is 4,000 nautical miles.
The maximum indicated airspeed at m level is 400 knots. A normal ASW mission profile would be takeoff - high altitude enrouta
(30,000 feet) - low altitude mission conduct (1,000 feet) - high altitude return (30,000 feet) - lending, with a time on station (mis-
sion conduct) of five hours.

From the standpoint of historical sensor and sub-unit development and for the purpose of good organization, the P-3C avionics
system has been categorized into functional subsystms with the subsystems consisting of both hardware and software elements. To-
gether, the following subsystems comprise the total "avionics system" of the P-3C wapn system:

Flight Instrumentation
Navigation
Communication
Data Processing
Display and Control
Acoustic
Non-Acoustic
Armament/Ordnnce

The aircrew functions as the managers of the weapon system. Their task encompasses mission planning, crew station operational
execution, evaluation of data, decision-making and command. The man-machine interface has been designed to make maximum use of
the aircrew's "thinking" abilities (actions requiring quality knowledge) and the machine's data processing and handling abilities (actions
requiring quantity knowledge). The aircrew has a complement of nine: pilot, co-pilot, flight engineer. tactical coordinator, nwigation/
communication operator, sensor station 1 (acoustic) operator, sensor station 2 (acoustic) operatdr, sensor station 3 (non-coustic) oper-
ator, and armament/ordnance operator. Figure 1 presents a pictorial of the P-3C weapon system and, hopefully, serves to give definition
and perspective to the words weapon system, avionics system, system and subsystem.

The Navy's solution of the ASW technical problem is to develop capabilities which continue to improve upon the weapon system's
ability to determine an enemy submarine's position, course, and speed. The success of the subject mission is therefore dependent on:
the ability of the weapon system to position the aircraft and sensors; the capability of the sensors to detct the target; the ability of the
weapon system to collect and analyze the data, and make decisions based on conclusions reached; and, the capability of the weapon sys-
tam to react to any commands and be flexible to varying mission scenarios.

As is shown, the data processing subsystem is the "heart" of the P-3C. Its function is to provide efficient avionic system operation
through integration of the various subsystems. It must provide the necessary commands, computational ability and data storage to en-
able the total weapon system to perform its many diverse functions. The data processing subsystem consists of the computer(s), periph-
eral equipment, and computer software programs. Figure 2 presents en overview of the subsystem and also depicts the growth areas
introduced in the UPDATE versions by labeling the new equipments. Figure 3, in addition to further explaining the data processing
computer and peripheral equipment changes, also indicates the various function and software program capabilities of the basic P-3C and
the three UPDATE versions. The following paragraphs will briefly elaborate on the major elements within the data processing subsys-

The CP-901 is a miniaturized, general-purpose, stored-memory computer. It is manufactured by the UNIVAC Division of Sperry
Rand Corporation (with a military designation of AN/ASQ-1 14). The computer has a core memory capacity for 64,000 30-bit words,
and has a 2 microsecond cycle time which can be reduced through utilization of an overlap feature.

The peripheral equipment consist of: auxiliary storage devices (magnetic drum and tape), for loading computer memory with data
and instructions; a data multiplexer, to provide the computer with additional input and output channel capacity; and, a high speed
printer, for a hard copy of computer date. The data processing subsystem logic units 1, 2, and 3 can really be considered as interface
devices and placed functionally in a supporting role with the other subsystems such as navigation and acoustics. However, for simplicity
of understanding they are included in figure 2 as part of the data processing subsystem to show how this subsystem interfaces with the
total avionics system.

The Mission Software is a set of computer programs which integrates the man and the avionics system's hardware, and enables the
resultant man-machine system to fulfill its mission requirements. It is sometimes referred to as operational software. The software is xe-
cutad during all phases of the mission. It is divided into application modules which have parallel functions to the aforementioned sub-
systems: navigation, communication, flight instrumentation, display and control, acoustic, non-acoustic and armament/ordnence. Addi-
tionally, a tactics application module is the integrating function of all of the above subsystems. Implicitly included within the computer
software program are the executive control module required to manage the data processing system, the initialization loader module re-
quired for loading the software, the recovery module required for software recovery in case of the need for a computer restart, and the
dat retrieval module required for postflight reduction and analysis.

The System Test software provides a preflight systems readiness check (system go or no-go) and maintmance diagnostic mecha-
nism to verify the operation of all equipments under the control of or monitored by the data processing subsystem. The software is
used extensively as an aircraft mlintnnce tool for the purpose of detecting and localizing hardware failures. As s fault detection tool.
it exerises the man-machine interfaces such as display presentations, switch opertions, sd indicator functions. Intena hardware lt
loops and computer controlled built-in tests may also be exercised as allowed by the individual equipments or subsystems.
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The term support software refers to all remaining software programs used to asist in the development and fleet maintenanc of
the Mission and System Test software and includes avionic system reidlent analysis aids, facility reident generation, equipment ac-
cptanc, systm/subsstm integration, configuration management, stimulation, and analysis relatd software programs. Support
software used in UPDATE Programs will be described in the Software Development Process section of this paper.

The critical path of any P-3C UPDATE avionics improvement program hinges on the Centr's ability to manage changes to the
Mission Software. The remainder of this paper will discuss the software development methodology applied first to the UPDATE I

Program and continued for subsequent UPDATE Programs with some noted changes.

3. SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Historically, a few moments should be taken to reflect upon the P-3C system software development process prior to the UPDATE
era. There were many managerial and technical problems, the greatest being a lack of a well-defined structured and disciplined software
development approach. The process of building the software products was loosely structured and not integredK in any tightly con-
trolled fashion. Sftware mangemnt of large scale P-3C systems was in its infancy. The testbed aircraft was the only software debug,
systm integration, and tst facility. There were no other software facilities or tools, other than the rather slow and cumbersome tape
orinted compiler and tape generation facility. Weapon system end subsystem requirements (that is, documentation defining subsystems
such as communication and navigetion) did not exist. Mission Software functional ,equirements (documents which describe tasks
and/or algorithms to be performed by the software and also adjudicate functions between the men and the machine) were notprcs
and lacked some of the diagrams end detailed explanations of events/actions/equations required. The testing end product verification
procss Wwedse had no lormelly stnuctred sequence fa checkng the quality of the software product - whether at the system func-
tional level, system design level, software functional level, or software design level. Minimal laboratory support facilities resultd in all
the testing being performed right on the teetbed aircraft. The contracting strategy also did not lend itself to strong management control.
A sine contractor wrote the functional requirements documents, spcifid the software design, implemented the code, and testd the
product for conformnc with the requirements. In reality, the Center was not effectvely cntrolling the development process or, in
fact, dd not fully tehnically "own" the product since some of th nweg ftesse otaeedIsatnatrqieet

w masssssd only by the coonactor. The prime software contractor role Ii not a bed cncpt in en of Itself but the Centr's sf

prdut, under this concept, must be controiled in some pi~tive manner in the ara of quality, schedule an otwih nthe ea-
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FIGURE 2 - P-3C Dat Processing Subysternis)

of P-3C software dvlopment history prior to the UPDATE era were only under fair control in thus arm. As can be readily am

from these historical difficulties, system software management required a great deal of maturing and thought before the P-3C weapon
system could proceed into any type of major enhancement program.

Good management dictates that before any approach to problem solving is established, you must first derive a set of proran ob-
jectives and contemplate pitfalle, using Ill historical information. Through the process of trial and error, th Center has been able to
define a set of overal systems software development objectives. These objives logically flowed from previous A-NEW Program and
P-3C Program experience. The system software development objectives aim to provide the Center with:

a The ability to state its functional requirements and design newls in meaningful term to industry.

0 The ability to meure inlustry proposls end efforts apinst in-house knowledge and development testbed models.

* The ability to make knowledgeable decisions in software procurements.

0 The ability to accept, in4touse, technical responsibility for my element of the work effort as required.

0 The estblishmnt of a known system software deMlopment methodology which can be applied to many pograms and be reedily
understood by both Navy and industry.

Even though thae objectives ae bl towards a Navy labortory performing in a prime contrator role, the m objectives can
wnily be used by any agency or company that Is building or buying software products. To carry out the objectives the Canrir must

have a strong in-house technical and managerial team. An agency could not attempt to utille the approach Put forth by this paper with-
out having a tam of employees which could address the numerous technical sae end perfom the corresponding technical managing
of the softwar products. The Center has had to develop a whole new series of profesional employees called Software Engineers to dealwith tha ted ledl mW mangra teks.

Although the term Softwar Engineer is not now It would be helpful to discuss what the Center is doing in this professional cae
gory and how this profession applie to the development of weapon system software. Software Engineering is ihe emerging tchnologr
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and corresponding professional career for performing the technical tasking associated with development and fleet support of software
products. This new professional field encompasses taking weapon system mission and readiness requirements and, by marrying com-
puter science technology, human behavioral science, and digital electronic engineering knowledge, develop real-time system software
products within the cost, schedule and performance envelopes specified by programn managers. The tasks to be performed in building
these software products fit into the casical definition of tasks to be performed by an engineer, as opposed to . scientist, whereas the
professional is given requirements for a product and must supply state-of-dhe-art software knowledge within a well-defined cost, sched-
ule, and marketable performance envelope. The Center has created, in response to tie pressing need, a career series titled "Software
Engineering". Entrance level is by possessing a bachelor's degree in Electronic Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, or Computer Science.
Professional positions have been established from junior (appentice) Software Engineer through supervisory Software Engineer. The
creation of this series has been a major stop forward in developing an appropriate professional environment for building strong in-house
teams to deal with the subject software issues, approach and process. It should be noted that this career series is not yet formally recog-
nized by government job clmification authorities but they have informally encouraged the use of this professional tide since it most
accurately describes the jobs to be performed.

Rather than proceed into detail on the objectives, it would be better to present a list of historical software development pitfalls.
After presenting this list it will be easy to determine the reasons for a specific objective. The following list is quite consolidated but will
serve to emphasize the large variety of problems contributed to managing software dlelopment efforts:

1. Lack of definitized requirements - Many of the P-3C requirements were only verbal statements from knowledgeable members
of the ASW community. Although they understood what they wanted he weapon system to do, thos people responsible for building
the product genetly lacked die fleet operational experience base of referenc, so the requirementS statements were perceived quite dif-
ferently by system and software builders. The operational community conversely lacked th technical knowledge of what is possible to
accomplish or build, and in what time frames. The UPDATE I Program therefore ceated a comprehensive sat of requirements docu-
ments, which demanded program front end documentation discipline, for both adjudication of system requirements (definitizing sub-
systems - hardware, software, crewmen) and software requirements (definitizmng software modules and human responses).

2. Undsciplined software development process - The proces must be well defined and the development team be familiar with
Its flow, control point, criticalphs and dedvorbles. The process must be understood by management and worker alike. across both
Nevy and industry. The UPDATE software development methodology process was, for many years, shown on a wall pictorial in the
UPDATE Program Control Room. Repeated briefings by senior project personnel to all team members was considered one of the unify-
ing fore which started the UPDATE Navy and Industry tera towards common objectives. A representative pictorial of this process is
prosntad in a following section of this paper. It cannot be stressed enough the importance of the whole team having a common under-
standing of the proem.

3. Re1= of Jslam probilun to sftwm - It is common knowledge today that many of the lerge software development pro-
rm prolem in the pat wer really systm engineerIng problems which went unsolved and crested hwoc during software Integration.
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The software development process is not that flexible that it can absorb such difficulties and still control cost, schedule and perform-
ance. The UPDATE Program attempted to reduce this cascading problem effect by forcing as much as possible solutions to systems
problems at the front and of the avionics system design phase. System level documentation set forth what was expected from each of
the avionic subsystems. Interface design documents and integration software was generated to control the input and output signals/
functions to the data processing subsystem. Finally, all software requirements were put in numerous volumes (UPDATE I had 20 vol-
umes) to bound those leoments of the avionics system which required software for implementation.

4. Inadmate supoort systems - There needs to be a good set of facilities and support tools for building software. These support
elements hou have three strong characteristics. First, the set of software facilities and tools should be "comprehensive" and a large
percentage of the avionics system development costs should be devoted to supplying these support elements. Generally, the stronger
the set of support elements the lower the risk in software development. Secondly, the support elements must be "integrated", that is,
fit into the logical flow process in some building block manner. The integrated effect should provide, as a objective, to present man-
agars and technical staff alike visibility in the various stages of software design, code, generate, inWgrate, and tast. Another way to state
the cue for visibility is that in combination the software support elements must present checks and balances over the development
process - exposing any problems in the areas of system function, system design, software function, and software design. Finally, the
support elements must be "reliable". There must be a considerable investment of resources to properly validate each facility and tool. If
the in-house technical team as well as other agencies and industry, do not have a high degree of confidence in the support elements,
management's efforts will be drained away in solving arguments between support facility personnel and the user/software building com-
munity. But more importantly is the fact that the Center's in-house technical staff must have good performance measurement tools to
insure a quality product within cost and schedule.

5. No anticipation of problems and inability to manage change - For some strange reason, despite experience, all people planning
large software developments present a program of minimal time and cost with maximum performance, and act as if they will be spared
from any problems and that the program and functional requirements will never change. Of course all of the above horrors do happen
and the total software development process must be so structured as to allow breakpoints for re-entering with new requirements and
program changes. It is very important that the process also set up points for a functional freeze and design freeze, which once passed
will not permit any major changes without a total replanning of the development of the software product.

6. Poor communications - When building system software, there is a tremendous mix of technical disciplines that must be able to
communicate knowledge in an effective manner. The effectiveness of this communication is generally the largest but least obvious
problem managers have in building software. There is a difficult "translation" problem when one considers the total path an idea (re-
quirement) must travel before it is working as just one small element of a large and complex system. The user ASW community must
state their requirements clearly - the systems engineers must know enough about ASW to understand and put the requirements into
technical terms and assess the technical feasibility of implementing or not implementing the requirement; the Software Engineer must
possess similar ASW knowledge as the systems engineer but must perform the assessment and implementation tradeoff within the date
processing domain; the programmer need not know all the engineering tradeoffs that have been performed but must have the design
linkages and requirements clearly stated so as to proceed to detailed software design and coding. This explanation emphasizes the inter-
discipline communications which must exist in building large software systems like the P-3C UPDATE versions. Also paramount for
good software development communications is the need for all the teems to have a common understanding of the process and terms
used in the process. Such items as Preliminary Design Review IPDR) and Critical Design Review (CDR) must be understood in terms
of their content and meaning to the overall process.

7. Weak Procurement Strtenies - A section of this paper has been dedicated to contracting strategy. However, three main his-
torical problem areas will be stated here since they form the foundation of the UPDATE procurement strategy. One is that without
"strong in-house software knowledge", it would be extremely difficult to control the software building or buying process. The remain-
ing two involve the contractor hired to build the software. Many often plot a business strategy to "buy in" on the product, that is,
deliberately low bid the job in order to gain inside knowledge and control over the process end product. Secondly, contractors on major
software products which feel no threat of competition tend to become complacent which sometimes reduces the quality of their prod-
uct and responsiveness to Center control.

8. Decentralized development and s - The management approach taken by this Center is that by having one agency par-
form both software development and fleet support, tremendous savings in money, high quality products, and fleet responsiveness can be
gained for both jobs. The two factors forming the basis of this conclusion are the already developed and proficient in-house professional
staff with corporate knowledge of the P-3C UPDATE software, and the already developed and validated support facilities, thereby
eliminating very expensive duplication of these items.

It is hoped that this discussion of the software development objectives and pitfalls will help explain why the P-3C UPDATE Pro-
gram adapted many of the technical and management strategies presented in the following sections, The explanations offered with
each of the pitfalls implies many of the actions management took or conditions guarded against while building software.

4. SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Although the concept of having the P-3C capabilities enhanced every several years is seen as second nature today, this phased
UPDATE delivery approach had to be developed and accepted. When the P-3C was introducted into the fleet in 1969, or when it was
clear in 1970/1971 that there -wre many sensor end system integration Improvements which had proven feasibility and warranted
inclusion in the avionics, there was a prevailing management philosophy to try for one lage upgrade in the future which encompassed
all the improvements. The Center felt that it was much more technically end managerlally sound to produce phased deliveries of capa-
bilities, one phase building upon the foundation of the preceding phm. The first phae. being UPDATE L would establish both a
data processing subsystem hardware and software suite which would have reserve capacity end lend itself to a building block concept.
The succeeding phases would concentrate on sensor improvements in areas needed to keep pac with the enemy submaine thnrat
The Center's strategy was accepted and today we continue to se deliveries of the UPDATE versions to the fleet. In conjunction with
the evolutionary building block concept was the Center's desire to perform the led system end software development role for the
avionics system, a task normally performed by a prime contractor. Early in 1972, Navy management geve the Conter the go ahead to
proced in this unique role fore Navy laboratory. The following paragraphs depict some of the software management approaches used
in performing this task.

As discussed earlier onoe of th key points to building or buying software Is to devel a trMon in-house software em which
Posse - cor=parat knowledge of the P-4C data processing subsystem. In building this team the first step was in estIblshing
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professional requirements for positions at all levels in the Software Engineering field. While brinina this task to an acosptable degree
of maturity the Center likewise worked on developing corporate knowledge specifically relating to the P-3C. The following constitute
a list of knowledge required of an in-house full performance level (fully trained professional) Software Engineer working on a P-3C
UPDATE Program.

1. An understanding of the ASW mission requirements and its corresponding reel world environment.

2. A working knowledge of the P-3C deta processing subsystem and avionic system architecture. This encompases knowing the
physical hardware suite and data processing input/output layout, the instruction set of the CP-901 computer (the embedded com-
puters in the UPDATE M acoustic subsystem), the assembly language(s) of the computer(s) and the Navy high order language used
in the CP-901 (CMS-2Q), and the features of the executive control program(s) and data base dsign(s).

3. The ability to know a functional flow through the entire avionics system. An example of knowing a functional flow would be by
being able to trace a function such as aircraft true heading - possess the knowledge of how it laces throughout the system, both in
hardware and software, and what interfaces, switches, displays and equations are affecting its use and accuracy.

4. The final knowledge category differs for each individual depending both on prior professional background and management spec.
fied subsystem needs for the particular UPDATE version. The requirement is to understand a total avionics subsystem function
such as navigation, communications, tactics, and electronic surveillance. The Software Engineers are then in a position to develop
with confidence the corresponding software portion of an avionics subsystem. They resolve functional ambiguities and interface
problems, and implement very specific and often complex algorithms with their pa ticular subsystem knowledge. Management con-
centrates this sort of professional talent towards the new data processing or sensor capabilities being added to one of the UPDATE
versions.

Management has to develop a clear picture of the contract strategy used in protecting the Navy's long-term interests. The basis
of the strategy is encompassed in the following procurement plan. Major tasking phases of the software development process are broken
out into well defined responsibilities, and contracts let to multiple contractors in such a manner as to give management good visibility
of each participant's work. It is also important that each contractor's product have high visibility in the overall development process so
corporate responsibility and pride can be clearly displayed. Finally, through strong in-house knowledge and good support contractors
the Center creates a competitive atmosphere for the prime software implementation contractor. This procurement plan is revisited every
so often to make sure the existing set of contractors re cost effectively working in accordance with the strategy.

One of the major control features the Center employed in the lead role as prime software developer was to build all the software
support facilities and tools so that they would be physically located on Center and under in-house control. Equally important to this
approach is to have all the support items developed and managed by a separate team of in-house and support contractors other than
the teams building the Mission and System Test software. This is done to further insure that management has a good set of checks and
balances over the support items, and that there is minimal technical bias in their design and operation. There are several attractive man-
agement features of having the support items in-house. The support contractors and prime software implementation contractor all have
to request and use the facilities under Center control. As their management and technical staff interact with government provided sup-
port, the Center obtains valuable information on the technical progress the product is making as it advances through the software build-
ing block process. The contractors lose to some degree their ability to hide problems, whether they be technical, cost or schedule.
A strong feature of the Navy "owning" the support facilities is that it prevents any one contractor from capturing the support items and
thereby not limiting competition.

Paramount to performing any major software development effort is the need to understand and be in compliance with Department
of Defense and Department of Navy software standards and guidelines. The methodology outlined in this paper is fully in conformance
with these publications and the Center as a Navy agency objectively carries out the policies put forth without having any conflict of
interest, which a contractor might have because of special purpose company interests. The major policy which comes into focus is the
requirement to use a Navy standard high order language. The UPDATE I version set as a goal to develop the Mission Software in the
CMS-2 high order language. Once accomplished, the Mission Software from UPDATE I has continued to form the basis for all succeed-
ing UPDATE Programs.

Identification and control of critical documentation is performed at the front end of the software development process. Navy
documentation standards have been generated which explain fairly wall the type and content of documentation required in building
software. The Navy standards are covered by references (A), (B), and (C). However, management must define for their product what
is acceptable as a minimum set of documentation, given cost and schedule problems, and a maximum set given the ideal situation. Once
a particular documentation set is established, it is more than likely that the level selected and composition of the set will remain that
way for the life of the software product. Therefore, the UPDATE I set was chosen very carefully since each document would have to
prove its worth over a considerable period of time, 15 to 20 years.

The main thrust of in-house documentation efforts is producing the necessary front and requirements and interface documents,
and contractor statements of work. There was a major attempt in UPDATE I to establish adequate and standard system requirements
type documents. An effort was made to develop System Performance Descriptions documents for each of the subsystems undergoing
a major change. Even though specifications existed for various sensor equipments, interfaces, and software elements, nowhere was
there described the type of performance that was expected from a total avionics subsystem such as navigation or data processing. It
was hoped that by the System Performance Description documents the Center could start to set some sort of bench marks for each of
these subsystems. This would then allow meesureable expected performance for present subsystem capabilities, and to better judge
what would be realistic and manageable goals for improvements in the future. The four volumes created by UPDATE I covered: ant UPDATE I system overview; the data processing subsystem; the nvigtion subsystem; and, the acoustic subsystm. These documents

served the initial purpose of dfinitizing performance, and also greatly misting in educating personnel on these subsystems. However,
this documentation effort was not continued forward by finishing the complete avionics subsystem set or used for subsequent UPDATE
versions. The needed commitment of highly specialized technical resources and long term expense being the main reasons for their
demise. It must be noted that such documents still could achieve the very important roles staed above as well as dfinitizing more
clearly contractual responsibilities between the various avionics system contractors. The fact that such documentation no longer ac-
tively exists does weakei weapon system product definition and procurement strategies.

The software functional requirements and interface design are the most important items needing definition relative to controlling
the software development process. Again, UPDATE I made a large investment in producing documents for these ea. The software
requirements were broken down into 20 volumes of relatively independent topics and designated the software Functional Desoriptions
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for the UPDATE I Mission Software. There was a great effort in these documents not to rely only on narrative form since words can
have such diverse meanings to different people. So the logical flow of events/equations/interface actions between creimmnbrs and
avionics system were also put in chart or diagram form denoting requirement flows. This helped tremendously to reduce the translation
problem between ASW fleet user, software designer, programmer and tester. The second item needing clear definition is the interface
between software and hardware. The interface Design Specification serves this function and is a necessity because it defines for the Soft-
ware Engineer the world external to the software. Once specified the Software Engineer can proceed with some confidence knowing
the demands which will be placed on the software design by the remaining portion of the data processing subsystem and the individual
avionic subsystems.

The final document item requiring critical control is the individual contractor's statement of work. It is here where management
edicts and controls should be stated. All the wonderful software development methodologies are somewhat meaningless if they are not
backed up in the contractual statement of work. The contractor(s) should be put in such a management position as to be legally re-
quired to follow the Center's desired methodology in developing software. This is not to say that the contractors incentives and in-
genuity are restricted and that they do no longer bear full responsibility for the quality of their products, because they still do. It does
mean, however, the the Center designates for the contractor(s) the process, facilities and tools, software reviews and audits, critical
decisions and paths, and quality, cost, and schedule controls that will be used. The emphasis on certain documentation efforts in the
above paragraphs was not intended to de-emphasize the total gamut of documentation material needed for good software development,
but was presented to show the most critical items used by the UPDATE versions in controlling the quality, cost, and schedule ot the
products.

Instituting control over the software development process is extremely important. There are several items of control which can be
done technically and several items which can be done managerially. The UPDATE I technical staff specified the software product to
be developed by functional "builds", that is, major functional blocks were incrementally developed and phased together, where the last
"build" contained all the functions of the total Minion Software. The functions (software tasks) of each "build" ware so designated as
to conform to a building block concept where the base "build A" contained vital functions (executive tasks) of the system software
and succeeding "builds" added more and more functional capability to the system. This "build" process allows step by step confidence
in the system and presents wall defined test blocks. Another control item performed by the technical staff was to develop program size
(amount of memory required) and timing (amount of computer execution time) estimates from the preliminary software design in-
formation. These figures ware then used to establish program size and timing budgets so that these vital life signs of the software de-
velopment process can be technically monitored. The technical staff also established an embedded software performance measurement
aid in the Mission Software. This item is further discussed in the Software Design section of this paper. While the technical staff concen-
trated on design aspects, management established Configuration Management (CM) procedures on the software process and set up con-
figuration control boards (CCB) to oversee the CM and change functions. The primary input to this procedure was the functional
description baseline established at the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) and the design baseline established at the Critical Design
Review (CDR). The procedures ware, and continue to be, used to control all modifications to the software after PDR/CDR's including
the resolution of problems detected during software integration, system integration and formal testing. A standard change notice form
has been adopted for use by all participants to help overall communications.

In UPDATE I it became important during the design and integration of certain complex algorithms, such as OMEGA navigation
equations, that a second more controlled implementation be performed on a processor other than the P-3C date processing subsystem.
Therefore, when such algorithms were required the set of equations would be programmed and exercised on another processor where
confidence could be developed in the equations and/or logic flow. This is done by programming the algorithms on the Center's CDC
6600 Computer Facility in FORTRAN. In this manner, the critical algorithms can be validated outside the weapon system computer
and the corresponding output results can be used to determine when the P-3C system is implementing the algorithms correctly, by
making comparisons. Software design "tuning" is done quite extensively by comparing accuracies obtained after performing different
equation programming implementations on both processors.

5. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The P-3C UPDATE software development process is best shown in pictorial form in figure 4. The process begins by assuming
that the "systems" level work has been performed properly and that system requirements and design architectural inputs are available.
The software Functional Descriptions documents are then derived during the software requirements development phase. As mentioned
earlier, the Center's CDC 6600 Computer Facility, is used in the validation process of certain algorithms which could prove to be dif-
ficult to implement. This computer facility is also used as required to develop the necessary equations for the various subsystems.

During this time frame a procurement package and attendant documentation is being put together for negotiating the prime
sc tware implementation contract. This package includes:

0 A detailed statement of work describing the Center's software development methodology (including process, Navy standards

and guidelines, and estimated man-power, schedules and cost).

* A complete set of software Functional Descriptions. Often the contractors are given a preliminary set of Functional Descriptions
for generation of the proposal response because final requirements documentation are still in the process of development.

0 A set of documents describing the subsystem interfaces (UPDATE Muses Interface Design Specifications).

0 In UPDATE X a special contractual item was generated called the Software Design Requirements document. The document was
generated by the in-house technical staff and specified for the implementation contractor the technical requirements of the Mis-
sion Software design. Such items were included as the known idiosyncrasies of the CP-901 Computer (so hopefully these inherent
design flaws could be minimized), degraded software modes, system recovery modes, segmentation structure of the tasks, modules
and data base, executive program attributes, analysis aides, and integration tools.

In UPDATE L by the time the software Functional Descriptions were finalized, the implementation contract had been let and the
contractor's personnel ware coming on board to start software design. The Center uses the wall known review tools of Preliminary
Design Reviews (PDR) and Critical Design Reviews (CDR) for controlling this phase of the process. As a general rule the contractor
should thoroughly undetnd the functional requirements to be implemented after completing PDR, and at the end of CDR the
in4ou technical staff should be thoroughly convinced that the proposed contractor's software design will satisfy the successful
implementation of all the design end functional requirements.
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FIGURE 4 - P-3C UPDATE Software Development Process

Another tool employed during the software design phase in UPDATE I was the software Model. The Model is a software analytical
tool which uses the modeling language GPSS hosted on the Center's CDC 6600 Computing Facility. The tool was used to model the
contractors proposed design, and then run a set of experiments to gain confidence in this design. Major data processing subsystem e-
ments modeled were the CP-901 Computer instruction set, the input/output commands, the proposed executive, and certain "dummy"
functional application modules. The "dummy" modules represented the respective functional application modules by presenting a
block of code having neely identical size and timing requirements.

After completing CDR the software progresses into the detaileddesign stage by codingand generating the various specified "builds".
In UPDATE '"build A" contained the most critical software tasks, and once operable was joined with succeeding "builds" which added
more and more functional (applications) capabilities to the system. The compiling and tape generation for the CP-901 Computer Mis-
sion Software is performed in the Program Generation Center. The Program Generation Center's main compiling facility uses a CP-901
Computer which has been modified to operate like a UNIVAC 642-B Computer. This modification enabled the P-3C UPDATE Pro-
grams to utilize the Navy's CMS-2 tactical programming language. The CMS-2 compiler is taped oriented, however, this facility was
built with disks that look like tapems to the compiler, and job throughput was greatly increased by this facility feature. The data access
speed was limited by the tape speed, and this was a major factor in low facility throughput in the past. Therefore, the disks were in-
stalled because of their very high data access speed. The greatest benefit of the disk feature is the speed by which the system gener-
ator can access modules/tasks and rapidly generate the various "builds" or total system tapes. The system generator mentioned here

*" is a software program which is hosted on the main compiling facility in the PGC and uses the disks as disks. It combines all P-3C UP-
DATE Mission Software components into a form suitable for a bootstrap load into the avionics system computer memory and auxiliary
drum memory. The PGC main compiling facility also has a satellite system which is used extensively for building jobs for the compiler
or system generator and producing hard copies of finished jobs.

The first stage of software integration and debug is performed with the CP-901 Computer Simulator. The CP-901 Computer
Simulator is a software tool which is hosted in the PGC. This tool exercises selected blocks of code and provides for the programmer
an indication of logical correctness of instructions and sequences. The tool also gives timing (execution) estimates for running the -
lMcted block of code, thereby allowing the programmer to ses design efficiency. The UPDATE 11 and Um versions no longer use this
tool because the modules to be tested became too large for the PGC resources. It also appared that for large blocks of code (multiple
modules) programmers would rather go directly to the Software Development Facility (SDF) becaus, the CP-901 Computer Simu-
lator tool is too cumbersome to handle, that is, setting the job up to perform the test runs. However, during UPDATE I this tool did
allow the in-house technical staff to use the features as a clearing house for individual software modules. This Information was then
used to given an indication of how well the implementation contractor was technically progresing. The tool was also used to invstigete
troublesome aro of code.

The main stage of software integration and debug is performed in the Software Development Facility (SDF). This facilty is the
single largest investment in unique tools for supporting the software development of the UPDATE versions. This facility contains an
actual P-3C avionics suite housed in custom built consoles, plus a complete stimulation system. Through stimulation inputs a "flying"
tactical aircraft environment can be duplicated so that the software modules can be integrated and debugged. The SDF repre"mes the
prime tool in the development of the Mission Software. The SDF emulno a closely as possible, in the laboratory nvironmrt , an

l P-3C aircraft ASW weapon systm. The one major exception is the physical configuration, the crew stations nd avionics equip-
mant are arranged to facilitae the building and debugging of softwr. The work area houses the P-3C crw station consoln andstimulation contl console. This am hs a working environment which is conducive to technical deve o etUght airmable and

the equipmnent noise Is at a low ll. The climatic conditions (temperature and humidity) we easily controlled, and tho interiom decor

compliments the work being accomplished. The mainstay of the P-3C avionics suite (rack mounted equipment) is housed In the avionics
room, e ent to the SDF proper. This is done so that the hot and noise g d b to e"Mioment Will not into INFO With the
environmental conditions of the working area. Also, the avionics room contains thoe equipments which require no operator Intr-
vention. The equipment in the avionics room is mounted on racks which ae designed for my maintenance md acceuslbility. The
spre ly controlled climatic conditions of the avionics room also greaty improvns the reliability of aircraft equipments, thus giving
a high degree of facility mailability.
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The design objective of the SDF is that system software development and verification be performed to such an extent in this
facility that only a minimum number of hours of actual testbed aircraft usage will be required in th final development and verifice-

*, ton phase. This facility presents a sterile environment for performing software development in support of all the P-3C UPDATE ver-
sions. The SDF can be easily reconfigured (switchable) into any of the existing P-3C UPDATE versions, thereby. multiple teams of
users can be accommodated in a very cost-effective manner. Also, the software development efficiency presented by the SDF has
greatly reduced the requirement for aircraft ground integration and debug of software, and the corresponding flight testing to verify
operability. Tremendous confidence can be gained in the design of the system oftware before the Center need commit these versions
to flight test and acceptance.

There is an important class of software called Integration Software which should be mentioned at this phase in the process.
Integration Software is developed for validation of the new equipments which are added during each UPDATE version. The first func-
tion of the software is to determine if the new equipments input and output signals are in conformance with the individual equipment
specifications. The second function performed is to integrate and validate installation of the various new equipments as they are
placed in the SDF and P-3C Testbed Aircraft. This is an important step since users of these tacilities need to have a high degree of
confidence in the soundness of the tools and equipments before using them to develop their software.

The final stage of the system integration and debug phase is performed in a P-3C Testbed Aircraft. The aircraft is equipped with
an UPDATE version avionic suite, and flight testing is performed to complete the cycle of total system software validation aainst the
complete set of software Functional Descriptions. The P-3C Testhed Aircraft is also used by a Navy designated agency for acceptance
testing of the Mission Software. This agency's task is to independently assess the functional performance and design quality of the
Center's product. At the conclusion of flight testing, and after Navy acceptance, the Center delivers the UPDATE Mission Software
product to the Fleet.

The above described process is designed to take the software through three levels of progressive testing: modular software design
testing level (CP-901 Computer Simulator); partial system software design and functional testing level (SDF); and finally, total system
software testing level (P-3C Tetbed Aircraft). There are test procedures and flight scenarios which have been developed covering the
total gamut of test;ng presented by this development process. Each set of tests must be passed (clearing house) before proceeding to
the next stage. The process therefore allows management strong visibility and quality control over the product.

Two items which have not yet been discussed but perform a vital role in the process are the Automatic Documentation Center
(ADC) and the P-3C UPDATE Library. These facilities play a major role in the Center's task to keep pace with the documentation
generation for software programs of this size. The ADC consists of communication terminals for data input and a high speed printer
for documentation generation, all located at the Center. These equipments are linked via telephone lines to another Government com-
puter center. The software program on this computer performs text editing, recording and retrieval operations. This capability of
using data processing to store and manipulate the documentation date base has greatly enabled rapid and economic changes to be
made to the documentation. The P-3C UPDATE Library has served as the single control point for the storage of software documen-
tation and distribution of software deliverables. Additionally it stores a significant amount of P-3C technical date covering aircraft,
aircraft support systems, and avionics system items for the basic P-3C and the three UPDATE versions. Both facilities have been inval-
uable in controlling the enormous amount of documentation generated in support of the UPDATE software versions.

6. SOFTWARE DESIGN

The software design topics discussed in this section will reflect the technical items of concern relative to managing the P-3C UP-
DATE software developments. The software design of the initial 1969 fleet issued program was: structured to be core resident; a fine-
tuned assembly language program; a non-structured design by today's standards; and, the program was at memory capacity of core so
functional changes could only be made by removing functions or by more efficiently designing existing code. These factors made soft-
ware changes extremely difficult. For the above reasons, plus the system requirement to add the drum memory, the decision was made
that UPDATE I Mission Software to be completely new start, incorporating more advanced and innovative features in the software
design architecture.

To provide guidance in the process of developing a new architecture, a list of the major features desired of the UPDATE I Mission
Software was generated. This list was compiled by noting the problems being observed with the existing fleet issue program and con-
sidering the design base required to accommodate the building block concept instituted under the UPDATE series. The list is preasented
here for general understanding of the objectives sought by the UPDATE Program:

a The software should exhibit good stability, and should operate without fault over a complete mission (15 hours).

a The design should be structured to make optimum use of data processing system memory and execution power resources.

" The software should possess the capability of degraded modes.

0 The design should be structured to allow major changes to be performed without any redesigning of the basic architecture, that
is, the emy addition or deletion of software tasks and modules.

0 The structure and nomenclature scheme used for the software elements should be so organized as to facilitate easy Configura-
tion Management.

a The software functional and design documentation should be of such quality as to allow the same software to be repaired by

n agency other than the developer.

* The design should be structured by utilizing well defined logic paths, linkages, data bes organization, and debug features so as
to make possible easy software fault isolation and repair.

e In general, the design should be modularized to the maximum extent poslble. Tailored or optimized design should only be per-
mitted when it is clear that the efficiency of a particular block of code needs improvement to operate propety.



The above stated objectives and the in-house proposed software design architectural features were written into the UPDATE I
Software Design Requirements document mentioned earlier, and formed the basis of the software design guidelines for the implemen-
tation contractor. A pictorial of some of the software design architectural features is presented in figure 5. The UPDATE I Mission
Software was coded to the maximum extent possible in the Navy's CMS-2 Tactical Programming Language - a standard high order lan-
guage. Software elements like the executive, communications link, input and output sequences, and timing loops were coded in assem-
bly language because of ciitical timing requirements and execution time efficiency.

Figure 5 shows four architectural features which have given the software flexibility in design and made future modifications much
easier. These features are the standard interface, common executive, centralized input and output to avionics devices, and module in-
dependence. All software requirements are organized by having major functions as "modules" (5000 - 20,000 instruction words) and
subinstruction sets as "tasks" (50 - 500 instruction words). The range of the number of instruction words for modules and tasks is
presented to illustrate the approximate relative organization of the design structure and is not intended to depict the maximum and
minimum number of words used in each type of software element. The design was structured into as small as practically possible logi-
cal "tasks". When specific "tasks" are integrated together they form software "modules". When all the "modules" are integrated to.
gether they form the UPDATE Mission Software. The function of any one module closely supports one of the avionics subsystems such
as acoustics or navigation. New modules can be added or deleted from the system by linking into the standard interface as shown in fig-
ure 5. The module being changed carries its own data base and little if any modifications are needed to the remainder of the Mission
Software. However, if the module being changed is accompanied by hardware, then individual task changes must also be added in the
input/output and resource allocation portions of the executive module so proper timing, priorities and communications can take place
in support of the changed module.

Three other features of the software design should also be mentioned because of the vital role they perform in system recovery
and measuring software performance. The software has designed into the basic structure a series of "flags" that will set themselves
whenever there is a detected software failure. The "flags" are designed to respond to parity errors, incorrect timing and so on. The
crewmen are alerted to these problems by being presented with visual cues on a display. This failure reporting feature is one item that
has helped build confidence in the system. A major feature which is in direct support of system recovery is degraded mode. Because
the executive program has been designed with a dynamic program allocation scheme, that is, real time switching of tasks/modules be-
tween core and drum memory, it can also be used to reconfigure the system when certain components are not operating correctly.
However, the reconfiguration is not done automatically, but is performed under operator control during an execution of a system re-
start. The final feature to be discussed is the analysis aide. This is a special information gathering routine built into the Mission Soft-
ware to allow data to be collected during flight testing. The routines were designed to collect such information as execution time
utilization, number of input and output requests, and which modules/tasks requested servicing the most. The information obtained
from the flights is brought back to the laboratory and used to measure the performance of the Mission Software. The analysis aide
feature is not delivered to the Fleet as part of the Mission Software but rather used only during development.

The Mission Software design is documented in general accordance with the requirements of reference (A). The documentation
set for an UPDATE version includes Computer Performance Design Specifications (CPDS), Computer Software Design Documents
(CSDD), a Computer Data Base Design Document (CDBDD), a Computer Program Test Plan (CPTPL), Computer Program Test Pro-
cedures (CPTPR), Computer Program Operator Manuals (CPDM), and a Computer Program Package (CPP). Particular emphasis has
been placed on block diagrams, program flows with narratives, and cross correlation between narratives/documents and listings. Some
exceptions have been taken with this prescribed set to provide the most cost effective documentation, considering both documenta-
tion production custs and ease of program maintenance. The primary concern with the reference (A) prescribed structure was the cost
effectiveness of low level (that is, approaching instruction level) documentation other than well annotated listings (design comments in
narrative form printed right on the listings), and the continued need to upgrade material to reflect the "as built" status as opposed to
letting it remain in the "as initially designed" status.
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FIGURE 5 - Software Design Architecture
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The documentation for the UPDATE Mission Software was designed to satisfy the following general guidelines:

0 Sufficient information shall be provided to clearly describe all aspects of the software development procees: that is, functional
and performance requirement, design and implementation descriptions, tst plans and procedures, and usr and maintenance
manuals.

a Sufficient narrative and detail shall be provided to permit someone other then the original developer to maintain the software.
Narrative shall be easily correlatable with program listing comments.

* Repetition of system and programming information in multiple documents shall be avoided whenever possible. In UPDATE [
system descriptions and often used programming information presentiy incorporated in several reference (A) documents were
consolidated into a System Programmer's Reference Manual. This document was then referenced as necessary in the appropri-
ate areas within the reference (A) documentation tree.

0 A standardized listing notation procedure shall be defined and utilized throughout the whole software development process.

* The Automatic Documentation Center shall store most of the documents generated during the Mission Software development.
Whenewer possible these shall be used as the baseline for documentation of later fleet issued programs.

The above discussion on &iftware design and documentation deliberately stressed those items which are of special interest in
managing software development. There are many other technical items which could be discussed in this section such as software patch-
ing philosophy and control, software library organization and control, nomenclature standardization, and Configuration Management
procedures. This paper was not intended to cover all arm, and eventually these topics and others must be considered in carrying out
successful software developments.

7. CONTRACTING STRATEGY

The utilization of the in-house technical staff is critical to any contracting strategy end will likewise be discussed along with the
contractor tasking. The strtegy depicted here is an outgrowth of the before mentioned management objectives and approach, and as
will be seen naturally blends with the UPDATE software development process. A pictorial of the strategy is presented as figure 6. The
following strategy was adopted for the UPDATE I Program and some modifications have been made by subsequent UPDATE Programs.
However, the depicted straegy is still representative of the procurement approach used today.

During the system design and software requirement generation phases it is paramount to a successful Center software development
effort to have very strong involvement by members of the in-house technical staff. It is during these two phases in the process when the
requirements (what you are buying), architectural design (framework for the product), end development method (how you are going
to accomplish this product development) are specified, and the Center as the prime developer must make its management role and prod-
uct requirements known to industry. Therefore, the system design phase is primarily done in-house. The Centr seeks help in perform-
ing the tasks by complementing its staff with mistam contractors. The term "assistance" is used to denote those contractors per-
forming tasks in the development process other than the prime implementation contractor. These contractors generally do not have
"final" authority over specified end items (such as system requirements documents and UPDATE facilities), but do have full responsi-
bility for operating facilities, generating technical reports, and developing sections or preliminary versions of specified end products.
Therefore, they do bare full accountability for specifically defined items in their respective contracts. Then are not "services" con-
tracts. Each contractor under the subject strategy has definitized end visible end products.
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The system deeg phe is performed with the help of Contractors "A" and "B". The assistance taks performed by contractor
"A" encompas developing system level requirements and postulating a system architecture. The in-house sff during this phase find-
ais these items. They also write the software development proces and guidelines into statements of work for the remaining contracting
efforts, including the implementation contractor. Contractor "B" during this phse has a much larger, in terms of task size not criticality,
role to perform. They must assist in the development of all the software functional requirements. This effort includes collection of the
necessary technical background data, and generate from that data the UPDATE Mission Software Functional Descriptions. This set of
documents than constitutes the product description and will be used as the binding legal requirements in the implementation contract
It should be noted at this point that it is the Center's desire not to have any of the mistance contractors bid or participate as the Mis-
sion Software iniplementation contractor. In this way the Center maintains good checks and balances over the proems, and keeps bettm
control over cost and schedule. After contractor "B" assists in writing the software requirements they are in a position to be most
profitably employed as assistance contactor "C" for writing the test plans and procedures; the task for validating conformance of the
product with specified requirements. It can be seen that once contractor "B" has misted in generating all the Functional Description
documents they are then highly qualified to write individual functional tests, without having to know about actual software design
implementation.

The Center performs a lead role in the software implementation phase because of the strong in-house software engineering staff
which has been developed over the years. This staff monitors the quality and timeliness of the product as it proceeds from software
design through system integration. They employ all of the tools and management techniques discussed in earlier sections. However, it
is noteworthy to mention that the in-house staff concentrates on selected software design modules/tasks which were identified earlier
in the system design phase as now and/or critical to the success of the UPDATE version(s). In the case of UPDATE I for example, the
stff closely monitored the work performed on the executive control module because this was by far the most critical building block of
the whole UPDATE Mission Software. A more recent area of in-house concentration is the work being performed in UPDATE Ml on
the Advanced Signal Processor software. Since this is a new module being added to an existing base it is therefore more cost effective to
concentrate in-house resources in this area.

Having produced the system level documents, key statement of work and software Functional Descriptions the strategy is now to
let a contract for the implementation of the Mission Software. The term implementation being defined as the design, code and gener-
ation, and integration phases of the software development process. This contract is obviously the largest in the subject strategy end re-
quires considerable continued evaluation of the contractor's performance for quality, cost and schedule. The contract during UPDATE I
version was let competitively to promote a corporate commitment from one of the larger American industrial software houses, although
all industrial bidders were welcome to participate. This strategy was realized and a new contractor was brought on board at that time,
circa 1972, to implement the UPDATE I Mission Software under the Center's leadership. Continued managerial and technical monitor-
ing of this contractors work is a very important Center task which must be performed to insure that the key elements of this subject
contracting strategy are being executed in a cost effective manner.

The Center's approach, as stated previously, is to own and operate all of the facilities and software support tools necesssry to
carry out the software development process. Although the support items are physically located in-house the contracting strategy is to
have, as much as possible, their development and operation performed by assistance contractors "D". The Center's in-house technical
staff manage the development of these unique facilities and tools, letting contracts in such a manner as to stimulate innovative ideas for
these devices and fixing responsibility for certain support products with specific contractors. Likewise the Center oversees the opera-
tions of these support items, but lets contracts for personnel to actually run the operations of the facilities. All of these contracts are
let in the light of maintaining checks and balances for good software management.

The final phase of the process, transitioning the products to the fleet, continues to be performed with a balance of responsibilities
between the in-house staff and contractors. Because Contractor "'C" helped develop the software requirements and performed testing to
check conformance with those requirements they are again the most knowledgeable assistance contractor to help in performing: the
training of the Navy acceptance team and Fleet personnel; mist during the independent Navy acceptance testing of the Mission Soft-
ware; and, mist in delivering software packages (tapes and documentation) to the Fleet.

A general management guideline in distribution of personnel resources is presented here to put into perspective the balance be-
tween in-house and contractor work forces. The UPDATE I Program's personnel resource allocation will be presented as an actual ex-
ample. Approximately 25% of the Program's personnel resources ware in-house and the remaining 75% supplied by contract. The con-
tract percentage is becoming slightly higher with subsequent UPDATE versions.

8. LESSONS LEARNED

This section will elaborate on some of the lessons lernd while trying to manage and technically control the UPDATE I software
development effort. Brief explanations will be pIresnted on the items of the UPDATE I approach and proces which encountered
problems, along with suggestions in some areas on how the problems might be remedied for subsequent UPDATE Programs.

The software Model, although technically a sound approach to validating propoed software designs, proved to be untimely in the
UPDATE I Program development schedule. The Model did provide good techmical design information once developed. Hower, be-
cause of the overall development schedule the Model work was overuken by the need to commit the proposed implementation con-
tractor's design to coding. The lesson leared I that in order to use this tool effectively the modeling task must be started wall in ad-
vance of the implementation phase. Also, mnagement must be willing to cammit to the expense of keeping the Model current with the
actual system design - this can prove expensive in both cost and tchnical personnel resources. There was also a contractual strategy
mistake made relative to the Model. Management failed to include the generation of input data to the Model as a contractual deliverable
in appropriate contracts. The UPDATE I Program tried to rely on informal data deliverables and the correponding delays added to the
untimeliness of the Model work.

The largest single mistake of the UPDATE I approach was not following through on tracking the software program memory size
and timing budgets in such a manner as to control these two critical item of the system. The budgets were generated from design sti-
mates during the software design phase of the development process. As a result of this failure, both items ware up against resource limits
at the completion of the UPDATE I development process, leaving no system software resources for the very much intended future
UPDATE Programs. The UPDATE II version redesigned and reprogrammed many areas of the UPDATE I Mission Software to rectify
this problem. The lesson learned was that the in-house stuff must devise methods, either manually or hopefully automatically, to tech-
nically monitor these vital life signs in the software development proce. It should be noted in faimess that the UPDATE I Program did
have an accelerated schedule (which was met) and the resultant design and code efficiency for memory and timing resources suffered
because of this factor.
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Another tool which developed problems was the CP-901 Computer Simulator. The problem with this tool was mentioned earlier in
that it wu limited by the size of modules/asks it could test because of the host PGC resource limitations. Since many of tho UPDATE I
software modules grew quite Large in size, the use of this tool became prohibited. The lesson learned is that when building support tools,
development should be on a host system (computer facility) that has the size, power, and features to allow for extensive growth. New
and advanced software support took being developed today by the Center such as the Facility for Automatic Software Production
(FASP), reference (D), re hosted on the Center's CDC 6600 Computer Facility. The FASP offers modern software engineering tools
which are prmentiy being utilized by the UPDATE II Program for development of the acoustic subsystem softwere.

One problem which might be obvious was the difficulty in managing and negotiating, and continuing to renew, all the contracts
brought about by the stated strategy. There is the problem of generating legally correct contract packages and having them negotiated
with such timing as to romp maximum benefit from the contracting strategy. There is the second problem of defining correctly the legal
interaction between all contractors/agencies in the development process. That is, the uontracts must judiciously define the individual
responsibilities of each contractor ant; dearly specify the Government Furnished Information (GFI)/Government Furnished Equipment
(GFE) and Contractor Furnished Information (CFI)/Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE) for all contractor/Center interactions.
Failure of any one contractor to produce items or information on schedule can cause multiple problems for managament. The lesson
learned is that management must be willing to commit a major portion of their in-house resources to managing this contracting strateW.
The strategy and process as defined in this paper continues to be used today, and is consideed a successful approach to managing the
larga P-3C UPDATE software development efforts.

Another contractual aspect overlooked in UPDATE I was the desirability of having selected "builds", developed by the imple-
mentation contractoc, delivered as contract lin items. Although the informal deliveries did not necessarily hinder the UPDATE I Pro-
gram it is seen as good management practice to specify these major software elements as contract obligations. The chief reson being
that in the event design difficulties are detected early in the "build" cycle Center management can take formal action in requiring the
design problems to be fixed, rather then relying on informal requests or waiting until the final product delivery to make corrections.

The final problem to be discussed is one which developed after the UPDATE I era. This problem came about because of the evo-
lutionary nature of the program which developed multiple configurations of UPDATE Mission Software. Naturally there must be differ-
ent versions of the Mission Software since the various UPDATE capabilities, which are also hardware reated, were not backfitted into
earlier versions of the avionics system. However, because of critical timing between the various UPDATE development programs, there
was a rapid drifting from a common baseline configuration. There are management actions being taken today to bring about much
stronger commonality (common modules/tasks) wherever possible. The lesson leared was that in the resl world of building multiple
and evolutionary product lines, it is extremely difficult to control commonality. Major resources must be commited early for the prod-
uct line development in the areas of Configuration Management Although Configuration Management was done quite successfully for
individual Mission Software products, mechanisms ned to be developed and enforced to control developments in the multiple product
environment.

9. CONCLUSION

It is hoped that the reader has gained some understanding of the Center's P-3C UPDATE software development methodology. In
summarizing, it would be helpful to present a pictorial of the major control points and critical items that the P-3C UPDATE Programs
use in gaining assessment of the "health" of a particular software version as it proceeds through the development process. Figure 7 pro-
sents the pictorial of this information. It will not be necessary at this point to present explanations of these control points and critical
items since all the items have been addressed in some detail previously. If a software development proceeds past a control point without
successfully fulfilling the requirements of a critical item, there is a high probability that the program development is going to face dif-
ficulties.

MONEY AND
SCHEDULE SOFTWARE PRODUCT

INTERNAL SUPPORTS BUILDS PERFORMANCE
CM AND CCB SOFTWARE GENERATED CONFORMS TO
INITIATED DEV. APPROACH ON SCHEDULE AGREED UPON REQUIREMENTSEGOOD SET OF TESTGOOD CDR OBJECTIVES

POR

SYSTEM AND GOOD COMPETITION PARTICIPATION OF
FUNCTIONAL FOR PROGRAM FACILITIES AND ACCEPTANCE

REQUIREMENTS IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS VALIDATED AGENCIES IN
AND READY TESTING

FIGURE 7 - Software Development Control Points
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It is importat to note that manapment practices surounding my medtodolow must remember durt software dwelopment is a
people driven proces. Management must be am of Ohe fact that muccea In this busines dp d on tee aIty to constant Ow
state eaem spirit - all -ee- members must know and relate to a common gal and process. Manigment must know whet motivas
software engineers and programmers and use this knowledge efiectively. The quality of P-SC UPDATE software produce ultimately
rot with the Center's proflessinal managers and technical staff. This stuff has been sucmessfully utilizing thi software development
methodology since 1972.
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SUMMARY

With the current capabilities of microprocessors approaching that of minicomputers
and the reliability of these small processors increasing, the avionics system designer
has an opportunity to restructure his system to allow processing at the point where
data is collected, and then transmit or receive data of a system nature over a global
data bus. The consensus of opinion at the present time is that the microprocessor
will allow more distributed networks such as hierarchical networks with functional
avionic groups (NAV, COMM, weapons delivery, stores) isolated on local, lower level
data buses, to be used effectively in future avionics systems.

What impact these distributed microprocessor-based systems of the future will have
on integrated (mission-oriented) avionics software is a major concern to the system
designer. It appears that a functional decomposition of the executive software will
help to maximize the reusability of this software since only those functional modules
of the executive software which perform hardware dependent functions will need to be
changed. A modularized executive, along with a firm executive/applications software
interface, will allow maximum reusability of the applications software. This will
minimize the impact on the integration task during mission software development.

1.0 BACKGROUND - AVIONICS NETWORK EVOLUTION

Many years ago the pilot was the central processor and computational unit in the
avionics system. Obviously much of his time was required to assimilate all the
available data. The pilot was often distracted in the decision making process,
because he was primarily controlling the aircraft. It is unthinkable to expect the
pilot to collect and assimilate data without large processing systems in this day of
highly sophisticated, high performance aircraft.

The centralized system, controlled by a single large scale central computer, was
developed approximately 15 years ago and has been the main integrator of avionics.
The centralized processing system was definitely an improvement over earlier systems,
since complex data and control was processed and presented in simplistic form for the
pilot. However, there were inherent problems in early centralized systems; computers
had small computational capability, primarily due to cost, size and weight
constraints, and power and cooling requirements. Additionally, the software developed
to operate in an avionics system of this type was inflexible and growth was difficult
to accommodate. Another problem was that of reliability, with all subsystems
connected to a single control point. This problem was solved by adding a redundant
central processor. The problems of cost, size and weight, power and cooling were then
even greater. However, the system was again a major improvement over previous
systems, because information could be processed for more effective utilization. The
development of the militarized minicomputer helped to alleviate some of the problems
in the centralized systems, primarily those problems associated with the physical
installation of the system on the aircraft. The software and system organization
still proved to be inflexible and possessed limited growth capability.

In the early 1970's, the United States Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL, WPAFB,
Ohio) embarked on a program designed to address those problems associated with
centralized control systems. The major thrust was the DAIS program in which a number
of standard minicomputers were distributed via a MIL-STD-1S53 multiplex data bus.
This type of system allowed the processing capability to grow, increased processing
capability since processing could be accomplished in multiple computers and allowed a
greater degree of modularity at a processor level. The system reliability was
increased, since the functions were distributed.

It is widely believed in the military and industry that the microcomputer will
permit more of the processing to be distributed, that the processing networks will be
an extension of the DAIS-type distributed system; processing for subsystems will be
distributed on local multiplex buses and these hierarchical processing networks will
communicate only system data over a global bus. This approach allows subsystems to
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have greater flexibility and each subsystem can be tailored to meet its specific
mission requirements. Since the data used by the subsystem is transmitted on the
local data bus, system level software need not be changed to accommodate a change to
the subsystem, because the data presented to the global bus for a subsystem will be
preprocessed and not necessarily reflect characteristics of unit level subsystem
components.

In a hierarchical network (kigure 1), failures at the local level can be detected
and handled at the local level where the most knowledge of this failure impact is
understood. For example, the mission computer programs need not be concerned with a
failure of one of the elements on a local bus if their computational algorithms are
not dependent upon the source of the data as much as the integrated data on the global
bus.

With a hierarchical network, a :.mber of possible architectures are made
available. For this discussion architecture is defined as a combination of the
network (hardware elements and interconnections) and the bus control mechanism (the
control of the data flow between elements in the network). Networks and bus control
mechanization issues are discussed in the following paragraphs.

COMPUTERPE(2)

,jIIIIIZ ______GLOBAL BUS

I I Ii ,,NAVIGATION SUB BUS

TACA IRS JTIDS

, II

HIERARCHICAL SYSTEM EXAMPLE WITH NAVIGATION SUBSYSTEM ON LOCAL BUS

NOTE: All integration of the navigation data occurs in PE(l) and only
integrated navigation Is passed to the global bus (to the maximum
feasible extent).

FIGURE 1

2.0 DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SCHEMES

Control scheme or mechanism is the method employed to determine which processing
element in the network has control of the data transfer medium (for example,
MIL-STD-1553 data bus). The available control mechanisms can be categorized into two
general types, either stationary or nonstationary. The major difference between the
two is whether or not the bus control capability is passed from one location to
another or maintained in one location.

Stationary Bus Control

In this mechanism there is only one bus controller per bus or bus pair (active.
standby). The only exception to this is the case where the single bus controller
fails and a monitor (or backup) bus controller takes over and continues control of the
data bus.

This control mechanism has proven itself in aircraft applications (F16, FIB), but
is vulnerable to system point failure and must be implemented in a redundant manner to
prevent low system reliability. Also, since all bus control is isolated to a single
point bus control tends to become increasingly complex and inflexible due to this
complexity.

Nonstationary Bus Control

Although the stationary single point control mechanism may well have application
in future avionic systems, It appears that this mechanism may be replaced by a
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nonstationary multipoint control scheme. There are a number of different
nonstationary control mechanisms defined and being discussed today for future use.
The primary difference between these vroDosed schemes is the mechanics of determining
which Processing element is to get control of the bus next. Some of the leading and
most likely candidates for bus control mechanisms for future avionics systems which
are:

o- Round Robin
o Polling
o Contention

All three of the control mechanisms are alike in some ways. For example the bus
controller function exists in a number of places, but the physical bus controller does
not move. However, each bus controller has the ability to be the next bus controller
or master. Each bus control mechanism contains a bus acquisition functional element
which will aquire control of the bus. Also, each bus control mechanism has a bus
control handover functional element. Typically regardless of the operating principle
used in the bus control mechanism, the amount of bus control each controller is
allowed is a transmission session which may be a message sequence or a fixed time.

Round Robin

This distributed control mechanism is a Newhall loop where control of the bus is
passed in some predetermined manner, such as passing the master bus control from a bus
access list or table. When a bus controller finishes a transmission session, then
control of the bus is given up or handed over to the next potential bus controller.
If the next potential bus controller has need for control of the bus, then a
transmission session is started, otherwise control is passed to the next potential bus
controller and so on around the network.

The major disadvantage to the round-robin distributed control mechanism is that
the system design directly impacts the bus access list format. Any change in the
system must be reflected in the bus access list to accommodate any new or deleted
system processing elements. Additionally, a failure in the chain requires some level
of sophisticated error detection capability at the system level. Error handling
considerations become more difficult to mechanize if any of the bus access mechanism
(such as next address in chain) is included in hardware.

Polling

In this bus control mechanism, the bus controller will poll all other potential
bus controllers for a positive response when a bus controller has completed a
transmission session. In the event of all negative responses, the current controller
may be allowed another transmission session, or the system design may dictate that the
controller continue to poll until a positive response is received.

One of the major advantages of this type of bus control mechanism over the
round-robin is that the long delay times usually associated with round-robin bus
control schemes are reduced at the cost of greater overhead for.control transfer (1).
Other advantages include greater system flexibility, since a multimission processor
could, when activated in response to a poll, initiate all of the data transfers
necessary to support its roll in the mission.

Contention

The contention bus control mechanism differs from round-robin and polling
primarily in the way the next bus controller demands or contends for the control of
the bus. This could be considered similar to a positive response to a poll, with the
difference being that response to a poll is an answer and not a demand and must be
analyzed as such. A system of this sort will be data source oriented meaning that a
processing resource with data available for distribution (either hardware or software)
will initiate a demand for bus control in order to route the data to the proper
destination. With this type of control mechanism, a demand for bus control must occur
during a quiet (nonbusy) bus period. If the bus is busy, then the bus acquisition
functional unit will continue to test for a nonbusy bus. In the instance where the
bus is busy, a mechanism in the controller is necessary to prevent continued
collisions of data. Smith and Crossgrove et. al. suggest a methodology (2) in whicheach potential controller after finding a busy condition delay for a random number of

time units and try again. If upon the subsequent attempt the bus re3ource is nonbusy,
it is assumed that the resource is available for use. Whatever algorithm is employed,
it is apparent that some delay mechanism be employed in the bus seizure to prevent a
possible proliferation of collisions (a collision being defined as two bus controllers
attempting to seize the bus at the same time).

3.0 EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

EXECUTIVE MODULARITY KEY TO GROWTH AND ADAPTABILITY

There has been concern expressed relative to the impact upon executive computer
program design due to distributed architectures. Much of this concern is well-founded
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considering some of the executive programming disasters of the past. It is the
opinion of the author that the potential solution to the executive software problems
of the future is neither new or particularly unique. The solution is to keep the
software as simple as possible. There are two keys to this methodology:

o Functional modularity
o Implement only necessary functions

Functional modularity is not particularly new but it is not employed often with
realtime executive programs. However, more recent developments have indicated that
the concept of a functionally modular executive is being adopted.

"Implement only necessary functions" refers to the practice of overkill when
defining and designing the functions the executive software must perform. This has in
the past ranged from just including functions "that have always been there" to the
inclusion of functions that are not necessary and perhaps even detrimental to overall
system operation.

It is believed that a modular executive software design can be heuristically
constructed and readily modified to accommodate various architectures as the avionics
system dictates. The remaining portion of this paper addresses a modular executive
design that can be adapted to the many architectures (combinations of networks and bus
control schemes) which can be constructed for avionics systems.

An executive computer program has very few basic functions to perform. These
functions include a hardware interface, data control and applications service. As one
examines these functions they can be considered sets of subfunctions. An example is
the data control function which can be broken down into queue management, and an
interface with the hardware interface functions. Moreover, if one looks at or
examines many executive programs, a great deal of similarity, even repetition or
duplication, becomes apparent. When executive software operates in a distributed
architecture some new functions are added, but the executive programs are still
functionally similar.

In order for a modular executive approach to be workable there must be a well
defined and enforced interface between the executive and the applications computer
programs. An example of this type of interface which appears to be workable, although
perhaps not optimal, is the interface definition generated by the USAF DAIS program
and documented in DAIS publication SA 201307. Additionally, there must be a rigidly
defined and enforced functional definition of the modules within the executive program
as well as the interfaces between these modules.

An executive for an avionics application can first be thought of as consisting of
two major functions. The first is bus control, and the second is local control, which
is responsible for those executive functions which are local to a processing element.
These local control functions include data control, task control, applications
executive service, etc. Functionally then, an avionics executive computer program
appears as:

TO BUS-TC.F I

FIGURE 2

Bus Control

The bus control can further be defined as a bus controller function, a bus
interface function. a bus error handling function, a system synchronization function
and a system status monitor function. Two of these modules are dependent upon whether
they reside in a controlling processor (MASTER) or a noncontrolling processor
(REMOTE). Thus the avionics executive can further be broken down as:

TO BUS -4-* ~IIB I LC

FIGURE 3

Bus Controller Master (BC Master)

Functionally the bus controller does just exactly that; it controls the bus.
Usually the bus controller will be activated by a request from a local control
function. Then after ensuring that acquisition of control is complete the required
bus transmission will be started. In some cases, such as in the stationary master
concept, bus acquisition is a function of system initialization. The bus controller
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function is also responsible for data reception which is primarily queue management or
perhaps, depending upon the bus interface hardware, may involve the setting of control
registers. This is accomplished via an interface with a bus interface function.

Bus ControllerRemote (bc Remote)

This bus controller module operates in a processor that is participating in bus
transmission but is not an active bus controller (e.g., master). The functions
performed by this module are minimal and primarily consist of requesting the setting
of hardware registers in a bus interface unit (BIU) to ensure proper data transfer
between the host processing element and the data bus. Another function of the bus
controller is to prevent the bus from accessing data while it is being updated by
software in the host processing element.

Bus Interface _Master (BI Master)

The bus interface module does the actual interface with the bus hardware upon
request from the host via the bus controller software. This may include the functions
of bus acquisition, bus handover, bus acquisition/handover, bus interface hardware
register manipulation for data transfer/reception, and the fielding and saving of
status data from data sources or internal bus interface hardware for the purpose of
bus error handling or the bus controller. This module is dependent upon the actual
hardware employed, the network selected and the bus control scheme used in the
avionics system.

Bus Interface _Remote (bi Remote)

This module would provide for a remote executive (nonmaster) the same functions as
the BI module does for a master or bus controller executive. These functions include
the fielding and handling of interrupts. Another function would be the setting of
hardware registers upon request from the bc module. Generally there would be no bus
acquisition or bus error handling because there is no bus control.

Bus Error (BE)

The bus error module is responsible for isolation and responding to errors
detected in bus transmissions. This capability may include only simple message
verification or sophisticated avionic error handling. Bus errors are isolated and
notification of these errors are communicated to the bus controller or system status
monitor to take the prescribed system action.

System_Synchronization (SS)

Responsiblity for system synchronization is provided by this functional module.
This may include minor cycle synchronization, time synchronization or event (such as
mode) synchronization. This functional module interfaces with the bus controller
function to provide whatever synchronization messages are required in the system.

System Status Monitor (SSM)

This functional module would tally errors for and maintain status of operational
equipment and would interface with bus error handler and bus controller to maintain
system status.

Local Control

The local control function can be further defined, to include the local controller
function, the executive service function, the data control function, the local error
handler processor interface and the local I/O function.

C DC ES APPL

IP

* [ OR SENSOR/ACTUATOR

FIGURE 4
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Local Controller (LC)

The local controller functional module controls the execution of all executive
functions within the executive as well as those functions within the applications
tasks. Whenever a task completes execution, or the handling of an executive service
changes the state of the local processing environment (e.g., task suspension due to
wait), or the receipt of data from an external source, the local controller is
activated to determine what to do next. For example, the receipt of a system
synchronization message from the current bus controller will cause the local
controller to be activated and the data control function will set up any queue
pointers or DIU control words required.

Executive Service (ES)

The executive service function consists of a set of modules that provide executive
services to the applications programs. The number of modules within the ES is system
dependent. These nodules collectively provide one of the key aspects to modular
development of avionics software, which is to provide one interface between the
applications program and the executive.

Properly designed ES modules allow the executive and the applications programs to
be developed independently from each other thus setting the stage for software
modularity.

Some of the subfunctions included the executive service function are:

TASK SERVICE

SCHEDULE
CANCEL

TERMINATE

DATA SERVICE

READ
WRITE

EVENT SERVICE

SIGNAL
EVENT WAIT

TIMING SERVICE

TIME WAIT

DataControl (DC)

The data control function does the dat;, management function for a processing
element (e.g., controls global data storage pools within memory allowing updates only
on a noninterference basis). Data conLrol also maintains queues for the bus
controller function for actual bus transmission. Additionally, data control sets DIUfor actual bus transmissions by setting up tables for the BIU to utilize.

Local Synchronization (LS)

This module is cblled by local control (LC) upon receipt of a system
synchronization signal and it' handles any processing associated with system
synchronization. This processing includes interfacing with data control (DC) to set
up any data base or hardware registers associated with synchronized transmission.
Also, the LS interfaces with executive service (ES) to handle any events associated
with system synchronization.

Local Error Handling (LE)

This module is system dependent and is restricted to handling errors associated
with the local I/O devices and processor transient errors.

Local I/O (LI)

This module handles the hardware related tasks associated with the reading and
writing of data to any nonbus devices interfaced with the host processor. Possible
devices include sensors, actuators, CRTs, magnetic tape transports aonline disk/drum
type mass memories. The LI module would be activated by the data cont 1 O function.
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Processor Interface (PI)

This module handles the software/hardware interface with the host processing
element, including interrupt handling, timer control and the hardware register
selection.

There are other functions that are really part of an executive computer program
that have not been discussed. These include such functions as initialization, reload
and the loader. These functions do not operate in realtime and typically are not
architecture dependent. Therefore, these functions need not be included in this
discussion.

MODULAR EXECUTIVE CONFIGURATIONS

Utilizing the functional modules previously defined, plus rigidly defined
interfaces (illustrated in figure 5 and table 1), executive configurations can be
assembled to satisfy the processing requirements of future distributed architectures.
These configurations are many, but there is an inherent amount of commonality between
the architectures and the number of combinations is limited. Starting with a single
level network with a single point stationary bus control, there are two executive
configurations that can be used: the master (bus controller) and the remote (non bus
controller). These two configurations are illustrated (using the modules defined in
figure 5) in figures 6 and 7. The same modules can be used to support the operational
requirements of a hierarchical executive given that the same defined interfaces are
used and there is sufficient hardware capability available.

It is believed that a significant number of the executive modules described above
will be unchanged regardless of configuration or architecture. To illustrate this
point, five executive configurations are described below.

BI (b) C L I PI L E

SS IC (k1t ) LC S

SS- N BE LS AP

&I a BUlS INTERFACE 01t) LC a. LOCAL CONiTROLLER M APPL.ICATIONlS

SS - SYSTIM SYNCHRONIZATION LS a LOCAL SYNCHRONIZATION 13
C a DATA CONTROLLER PI w PROCESSOR INTERFACE

Kc a IUS CONTROLLER (bc) ES a EXECUTIVE SERVICE FRON TO

I IUS ERROR LE w LOCAL ERROR INTERFAC

LI a LOCAL 110 SaM * SYSTEM STATUS NONITOR

FIUR I PROPOSED EXECUTIVE NODULE INTERFACE SCHNUTIC
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MODULE MASTER/REMOTE EXECUTIVE FUNCTION INTERFACE

BC MASTER BUS CONTROL BI, BE

BI MASTER BUS CONTROL BC, DC

bc REMOTE BUS CONTROL bi

bi REMOTE BUS CONTROL bc, DC

SS MASTER BUS CONTROL BC

SSM MASTER BUS CONTROL BC

BE MASTER BUS CONTROL BC, SSM

DC n/a LOCAL CONTROL BC, LC. LI, ES

LC n/a LOCAL CONTROL ES, LS

LI n/a LOCAL CONTROL DC, PI

LS n/a LOCAL CONTROL DC,ES

ES n/a LOCAL CONTROL DC, LC

P1 n/a LOCAL CONTROL LI, LE, SS*

LE n/a LOCAL CONTROL

* MASTER ONLY

TABLE 1. EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONAL MODULE SUMMARY

LOCAL CONTROL

BUS CONTROLI

I

NOTE: These bus control functions are
even present In a very limited
form in a remote executive.

LI

PROCESSOR

PISURE 6 REMOTE EXECUTIVE (NON BUS CONTROLLER)
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STATIONARY SINGLE-POINT BUS CONTROL EXECUTIVE

The software configuration for this type of executive computer program is
illustrated in figure 7. The functional description of these modules was presented
earlier.

BUs CONTROL j LOCAL CONTROL

RCSSO

Ss LI

PIL

! PROCESSOR

FIGURE 7 MASTER EXECUTIVE

There are two key elements in this configuration which differ from the others that
will be discussed. The first is the function of bus acquisition and bus handover.
Bus acquisition occurs at initialization time and bus handover does not occur
(stationary single-point bus control). The second is the bus error handling
function. With the stationary single-point bus control executive, the error handling
function is global and necessarily complex to account for all of the devices in the
network.

If there are any other processors in a stationary single-point bus control system,
there will be another executive configuration which is known as a "remote executive"
(thi- is true with any architecture where there are processors in the network which
are never bus controllers, but it is predominate with the stationary single-point bus
control mechanism). Using the modules which were described earlier and discussed
relative to being used in the stationary single-point bus control executive, a remote
executive can be configured. Again, note that the interfaces between the modules must
be rigidly enforced for the modular executive scheme to be effected.

Examination of figure 6 reveals that the functional modules SS, BE and. SSM are not
resent in the configuration. Additionally, functional nodules BI and BC are replaced
y bi and bc respectively because these functions, however slight, are still present
in a remote executive. Module PI ignores the timer interrupt to generate the system
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synchronization signal. Aside from these particular differences, the remaining
functional modules are the very same functional modules which were utilized in the
stationary'single-point bus control (master) executive.

NCNSTATIONARY BUS CONTROL EXECUTIVE

The three "types" of nonstationary bus control executives are the polling, the
round-robin and the contention bus control transfer schemes. The executive differs in
each case by the method of transferring control throughout the network. Again, using
the same set of modules as was used to configure the stationary single-point bus
control executive, the executive programs to satisfy these three bus control transfer
schemes will be examined.

Polling

Examining figure 7, all of the modules with the possible exception of SS and SSM
would be used to configure the executive for this bus control mechanism. The reason
that these functional modules may not be used in all executives is that with
nonstationary control it is doubtful that each potential bus controller will perform
system synchronization and system status monitoring. These functions probably would
be accomplished in one processing element. The capabilities of the BE functional
module might be lessened by the same reasoning. The only module that needs to be
changed is the BI module, because it possesses the capability to respond to a poll
positively upon a request from the BC functional module to acquire bus control. This
functional module also has the capability to start a poll and relinquish bus control
when requested by the BC module.

The BC module differs slightly in that it ascertains whether or not the host
processing element is the current bus controller. If it is the bus controller, then
transmission is scheduled by the BC. If not, then the BC requests that BI acquire
control of the bus and delay the transmission sequence until bus control is acquired.

All other executive modules could be used unchanged as required to support mission
requirements.

Round-Robin

The polling bus control executive discussion above generally applies to the
round-robin nonstationary bus control executive, and all modules are essentially the
same for the two configurations. There would be, however, a difference in the BI
functional module since in a round-robin bus control transfer scheme there is no poll
to pass control. Typically, this function is accomplished by a fixed address list
used by the current controller to determine the next potential controller.

The BC functional module would work in the same manner as with the polling
executive in that it determines whether the host processing element is or is not the
current bus controller. If not, the BC interfices with BI to request and acquire bus
control.

The BE functional module has to be more sophisticated with this bus control
transfer scheme, because the loss of a processing element could result in the loss of
bus control transfer ability.

Contention

The discussions above also apply to this bus control transfer scheme in that the
only real change to a functional module would be isolated to the BI functional module
where the changes to support the contention bus acquisition and handover would be
implemented. As with polling and round-robin, the remainder of the executive
functional modules would be unchanged. Table 2 summarizes this discussion of
executive software functional module usage per configuration.

EXBCUTIV TYPE
STATIONARY NONSTATIONARY

NAMTHR REMOTE POLLING ROUND-ROBIN CONTENTION

I n/a 00 - X5C n/a (bc)
BE nls
SS n/a + +
SSM nla + + +
DC
LC
LS
E
PI -
LE
LI

X :Chong 0necessary to support control scheme-No change necessary to support control scheme
••Potential change necessary to support control scheme

TABLE 2 SUMMIARY OF EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONALIMODULE USAGE
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4.0 HIERARCHICAL NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS

Regardless of the bus control mechanism employed in future avionics systems, it
appears the hierarchical networks will definitely be widely used in the future (3).
In some cases the hierarchical network may be controlled by different bus control
mechanisms. An example would be polling nonstationary bus control on the global bus
and single-point stationary on a subbus or buses.

There are a number of reasons to justify the hierarchical network and subsequent
hybrid architecture. To begin with, this type of architecture* offers the greatest
flexibility and growth potential and at the same time probably offers the greatest
reliability. Reliability is enhanced because fault/failure detection, isolation and
handling can be accomplished at the subsystem level where the fault/failure actually
occurs. This in turn simplifies the system wide Error Handling and Recovery EHAR
function because an all encompassing system wide EHAR function is no longer required.
Flexibility is enhanced because the subsystem, however complex, will continue to
interface to the global bus at a data level allowing the system relative independence
from knowledge of the components of the subsystem. Another key point is
controlability, which is always an issue in distributed systems, is actually
simplified with the hierarchical architecture due to the functional isolation between
subsystems. The system controller "knows" the subsystem as a single functional unit
regardless of the number of actual components (4).

The degree of sophistication at the subsystem level is of concern primarily to the
subsystem designer, not to the system level designers. Basically there are two
approaches to connecting major subsystems. One method, as discussed by Scarpino and
Weber (3), simply connects the subsystem elements to a processor that connects to the
global bus. The other, discussed by Edwards and Hubens (4) and Dennison and Dewey (5)
actually distributes the subsystem elements on a local data bus similar to the global
data bus.

An example of a hierarchical (interbuz) .--ecutive configuration is illustrated in
figure 8. This particular configuration assumes that the executive will perform as a
remote on the global bus and as a master to the local lower bus or sub bus.

TO

GLOAL biOCES (D.C.

BUS

TO

Bus

M CONILOCAL CONTROL
I i Bus CONTROL.

(LOCAL)

LE

FloIIN NIIMARCNlCAL IZWI1TIYI CONF!URATION
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The functional modules which make up this configuration are basically the same as
were presented earlier. The primary difference is the ES module which must interface
with two DC modules, one module for each bus. This module is necessary to prevent the
problem of simultaneous update if both buses were allowed to write into common
memory. In order to satisfy these requirements, the ES module must be signalled
whenever data arrives from either bus. When data arrives there are two possible
courses of action. One, the data is to be processed in this processor or the data is
to be sent to the other bus unprocessed. In the second case, the ES module moves the
data from an input buffer on one bus to the output buffer for the other bus, and then
signals the DC that there is data to be written. The other functional modules are
virtually the same as in the configurations discussed earlier, providing the
interfaces are properly maintained.

Of course, there are other issues that must be considered, such as responding to
hardware interrupts. Interrupts can be handled through an interrupt priority scheme
that allows processing of the highest level interrupts first. There would also be
three basic levels -of software priority which would have to be maintained for bus
control for each bus (global and bus) and for local control withil the processing
element itself.

S.0 CONCLUSIONS

The advent of the microprocessor and the rapid maturation of this hardware is
going to offer tremendous capability to avionics processing. Because of this growth,
there is considerable concern about the impact upon operational software both existing
(retrofit or upgrade) and planned. Obviously, there will be an impact due to the use
of new hardware as there always has been and probably will be in the future. However,
one thing remains clear; the basic functions of an executive computer program remain
basically the same from airframe to airframe and from mission to mission. Only a
small portion of an executive program actually changes and those portions of the
executive that do not change should be reused. Those that do change can be isolated
(functionally and modularily) so that engineering resources can be utilized to solve
the new problem.

With a good definition of functional modularity and interface definition much like
the USAF DAIS program has started, the impact on avionics software can be minimized.
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